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SUMMARY

füilliam Blake specifically designated certain passages of his

poetry "Songi" and this thesis examines these from both a prosod.ic

and phonologícal point of view, testing the contention that Blake

possessed a critical "inner ear".

Since Blake both raised and changed the "voice of song"

throughout his Lifetime, it will be argued that Blake had, first,

a developing sense of the aural- effect of his poetry and, secondly'

that he had a growing a\¡/areness that "song" as he used it in his

poetry could supply a "medium between that of conversing and

singing ... the graces of cadence" which John Herries, his

contemporary, saht as tacking in the expression of Blakets age.

Blake is placed against a background of "sound": what the

writers of his day said about poetry and its relation to musici

which composers were influential in the London from which he was

rarely al¡sent; and what elements of London speech and song may have

influenced.the poet.

The early "Songs " from the Poetical Sketches have a lyrical

Elizabethan appeal, but Blake is seen as continually experimenting

both prosodically and phonologically as he does in An Island in

the Moon. However, in this latter work he who sings and he who

Iistens emerge more clearly and "song;" is used as a connecting

device in a piece of good theatre. This artificiality, in turn,

gives way to the Sonqs of Innocence and of Experience wherein Blake

transforms the tradition of the nursery rhyme and of the children's
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hymn into "songs of happy chear", "melodies" and. cadences which

"every child may joy to hear".

Having achieved what many critics consider the "ultimate" in

sorrgr Blake then began a new period of experimentation; in the

minor prophecies he produced a variety of forms of "song:" and

about the same time began The Four Zoas which, although not taken

to the etched stage, contains some of the most lyrical of Blakels

songs. Milton contains the longest song of all in the "Bardts

Song" which. despite the crucial problem of multiple revisions,

reveals that the voice of the bardic figure raised in song is

effectual. Jerusalem develops this emphasis upon the voice,

rather than upon the song as a returning measure - such as is seen

in the broadside ballad or the conventional lyric; however, although

Blake speaks in the Preface to Jerusalem of three kinds of poetry

and writes in a variety of types of cadence he, nevertheless,

begins and ends this prophetic work with mention of song.

It may be concluded, therefore, that in a lifelong pursuit

for the best voice, Blake never abandoned the concept of song as

it could be used in poetry of many different forms and function

but, rather, d.eveloped the medium to accord with the message.

I¡Ihether it is in a song which is voiced, or in a voice which

sings in the graces of cadence, Blake variously and gloriously

raised the voice of song.
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I

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE VOICE OF SONG

vüilliam BLake, early in his poetic career, spoke of the charity

children in St. Paulrs as raising to heaven the voice of song, and

in so doing he was echoing a phrase found in other eighteenth century

I
Iiterature,'and one which is carried over into Èhe title of this

thesis to d,escribe both Èhe poet himself and the poetry which he

designated as song.

Blake is commonly assoc iated with the Songs of Innocence and of

Experience,2 but it is less frequently realised that in aII his

poetic works, from the juvenilia through the middle years and in the

later prophetic books, Blake consistently used the term song to

describe cerÈain poems or passages, although the early Songs seem

very different from the dramatized voices with which Bl-ake's prophetic

personae sang. Therefore, this thesis presents a new critical

approach in a close examination of aII the pieces which Blake

specifically designated, song to see in what circumstances the poet

chose to define his work as song and how he raised this voice of song'

I John Herries, The Elements of Speech (London: L773) r PP. 190-91.
Herries, Iamenting the lack in his age of a voice for
pronouncing verse, an art which had flourished in ancient
times wrote, for example:

".. . The voice of conversation they distinguished by
the term CONTINUED ... more even and uniform, and
more confined in its gradation; the voice of song was
variable and extensive ... the voice of oratorical
declamation ... is almost unknown."

The use of combined elements from Blake's o\n/n title pages
follows the practice of the oxford university Press edition
of Blake: Sonqs of Innocence and of Experience (Oxford:

rl
¿t

2

Paperbacks, L972), title page.
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Incidental references to song are not considered, and it ís also
GrS

acknowledged that passages not actually spoken of^song may be so

considered, although they comer in this instance, outside the scope

of this thesis.

Moreover,

throughout the

opportunity to

Blakean critic

concerned,:

since this practice of using the term song exÈends

B]akean canon, such a study also provides an excellent

test the broad generalisation of the early eminent

S. Foster Damon as far as the song passages are

Though Blake is supposed to have been a carelessr even an

auÈomatic wriÈer, in reality, he was one of the great
technicians. He had atl the tricks at his finger tips'
and we cannot doubt that every line he ever wrote was

tested aÈ least semi-consciously by his inner ear' 3

This thesis then, first hypothesises that Blake never abandoned the

use of song as one medium in which he could give expression to the

poetic voice; it is also hypothesised that Blake had, in general, ín

the passages he designated as song a developing sense of the aural

effect of his poetry and, in particular, a growing awareness that

song as he used it in his poetry could supply that medium between that

of conversinq and sinqing the graces of cadence that Herries4 saw

as lacking in the expression of his age. Accordingly, the passages

of song are comparedf not with "control" passages - although that is

one methodology that could have been used - but with one another to

show a development or expansion in the use of song as the Poetical

Sketches were followed bY the Songs of Innocence and of Experience and

3 S. Foster Damont tlilliam Blake: His Philosophy and Symbols
(Bostoni Houghton Mifflin, L924), p. 45

Herriesr pp.19I, L94.4
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Iater by the minor and major prophetic works, in each of which group

of works Blake rai sed an individual voice of song.

Blake raised, and changed, the voice of song from the days of

his early imitation of the Elizabethan song

till the close of Jerusalem. For instance'

in the Poetical Sketches

in "I love the jocund

dance" a very recent article claims that Btake has the speaker

displace the inherited catalogue of rural pleasures, aII drawn from

tradition, in favour of personal (and implicitly sexual) experiences' 5

song gained brief mention in Tiriel, was gi en two voices - piper

and bard - in Songs of Innocence and of Experience, subsumed two

entire poems in The Song of Los and described many and often lengthy

passages in other minor prophecies and in The Four Zoas Milton and

Jerusalem, distinguishing these songs from utterances of lamentation,

repJ-y, answer, saying, crying or howling-

As other critics have dealt ably with the liberal and conservative

prosodic traditions at the time at which Blake was writin9,6 and with

the events of the age in which he livedr7 ah"". two emphases will be

mentioned but briefly. Hor¡rever, Blake will be placed, instead,

against a background of what the writers of his day were saying about

the "sound" of poetry and its relation to musical concepts and ideas

5 David Simpson, "Blakers Pastoral: a genesis for tThe Echoing
Greent', Blake: an lllustrated 13, Number 3 (winter
1979-80), pp. 116-138.

6 Alicia Ostriker, Vision and Verse in !ùitliam Blake (Madison:
University of V'fisconsin Press , L965), particularly chs. I and 2.

7 David V. Erdman' Blake, Prophet against Empire (New Jersey,:
princeton university Press , 1954), in which the author draws
upon the Blakean text to allude to historical events. other
references are to be found in the next chapter.
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of "song" and Blake will also be seen as a poet possibly influenced

by the sound of the speech of a London from which he was rarely absent,

and a city particularly interested in the major composers of the day'

Two approaches to the actual songs of Blake wiII be used: a

phonological study appropriate to the hypothesis concerning the inner

ear and the fact that Blake vras a Londoner and a prosodic examination

of the passages. In the first aspect, no highly technical Iinguistic

analysis will be attempted here,t boa the terminology of the linguist

Geoffrey Leech - "extra regularities" in the sense of the patterning

which the poet uses above the ordinary range of language and also

beyond the ordinary poetical deviation or Iicence (unique creative
o

poetic innovations) and, conversely, "Subtle irregularities"- - will

be used on occasion, for these terms serve to highlight Blake's

prosodic achievement.

Itisaconmonplaceofcriticismthattheeighteenthcentury
\^ras not a period which produced great poetry, was not lyrícal
in temperament. The age itself \¡/as not conscious of the
want ... Songs and odes were produced in abundance' The

Miscellanies from Dryden's to Dodsley's are fuII of them ...
There was also Horatian lyric from the charming songs of
Matthew prior to the graceful, occasional verses of william
cowper. There is the reflective pensive, philosophic Iyric
of Addison, of Pope (Ode on Solitude), Johnson (On the Death

of Mr. Robert Levet), Akenside, Collins' Gray- " ' Percy " '
Tickell and Glover ... Gay -.. and the hymn' 10

In the thread of song, Blake had an opportunity for experimental

prosody in the context of the eighteenth century and both its songs -

including the ballad culture - and ttre sounds of the speech of the

I A more specialised linguistic approach occurs, for instance'
in the article: Roman Jakobson, "On the Verbal Art of V{illiam
Blake and other Poet Painters", Lingu istic Ensuiry, I (1970),
pp. 3-23.

Geoffrey Leech, A Linguistic Guide to English Poetry (London:

Longmans, L969), PP. 57, 62, 74-

IO H.J.C. Grierson, LYrica I Poetry

9

Hogarth Press, L928) r PP. L9-2O"
from Blake to HardY (London:
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London which was the poet's home for all but three years of his

Iife, but London in an age and a nation vthose critical minds had

pitloried other poets of "The Cockney School".1l

Of course, Blake expressed his harmonies afso through his

ittustrative pen, and in the discussion of Blake'" E9tg" this will,

on occasion, be acknowledged.

L2
Alicia Ostriker in the introduction to her comprehensive book

on Blake's prosody points to a prior lack of study into Blake's

meÈrics, mentioning but five brief studies,of. note:- Lawrence Binyon

in his edition of the poems of Blake had included "A Note on Blakers

Metrical Experiments;13 S. Foster Damon had incorporated a chapter

"The Chariot of Genius" dealing particularly with Bl-ake's use of the

septenary liner14 a.uirrg his title from Blake's remark that

Execution is the Chariot of Geniusrls .rrd Ln L927 Eric Partridge in

his edition of the Poetical Sketches supplemented his own comments

with an article by Jack Lindsay "The Metric of V'Iilliam Blake" in

which Lindsay tal-ks in very lyrical terms about rhythm, giving

examples from Shakespeare, ParneII, Cowper, Keats' Pope and others

as well as making generalisations abouÈ Chatterton, Burns and Ossian.

1I Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine, 2, 3, 4 (r8I7, 1818, 1819),
38-41, L94-2OL, 4r4, 453-456, 519-524-

12 Alicia Ostriker, Þ- 5-

13 tüilliam Blake, Poems of Blake ed. Lawrence Binyon (London,:
Macmillan, 1931).

14 Damon, pp. 45-60-

15 VüiIIiam Blake, The Poetry and Prose, revised edition, ed. David
V. Erdman with a commentary by Harold Bloom (New York: Doubleday
Anchor, 1970), p. 632. AII further references to Blake's works -
unless otherwise stated - are to this edition and will be cited
in the Èext as E.
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His style of comments on Blake is best illustrated by an extract:

Through the clear windows of the morning, turn ("To Spring")

(411 books of prosody are flu.tS to the devil and faunal
flutes control the rhythm.ro

Alicia Ostriker also mentions George Saintsbury who, ín his authora-

tative History of Enqlish Prosody, discusses at length the "Mad Song",

gives his scansion of the entire poem and then considers a range of

Blakers poetry with appropriate selections of single lines and short

extracts which illustrate his comments on Blake's rhythmic effects'

foot substitution, Iine tength and th1 ..17 rhe final reference of

Ostriker to earli.er metricaL s.tudies is to EdÌth Sitwell-!'s' subjectiVe,

but thought-provoking, work on the sounds of Bl-ake"= ar"t"*"18

Mention should also be made of John Hollander's essay "Blake and

the Metrical Contract" wherein he sets Blake in the metrical tradition

of his day:

Blake's meter [sic] results not from a nihilistic smashing
of metrical conventions in order to free an oppressed rhythm - -.
but ratheî ... metrical choices ... to engage certain prior
conventions and, rejecting others, to form a ne\^7 tradition,
d.iscontinuous in some \^Iays as it might be . . - his metrical
program avows the emblematic, framing, defining role of
metrical format. 19

t6 William B1ake, Poetical Sketches ed. by Eric Partridge' with
"The Metric of William Blake" by Jack Lindsay (London.: Scho lartis
Press, Lg27), pp. IO-11. The punctuation and spelling of the
lines quoted by Lindsay are as given in the Partridge edition.

T] George Saintsbury, 4-Hislofy gf--Enq-Liéh--Eroqody (New York: Russell
and Russell, 196I) ' III, II.

18 Edith SitweII, The Pleasures of Poetry, second series: The
Romantic Revival (London¡ Duckworth' 193I).

John Hollander, "Blake and the Metrical Contract", in From
Sensibility to Romanticism, ed. F.W. Hiller and Harold Bloom

19

(London: oxford University Press, 1970) ' p. 308.
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Kathleen Raine, also, writing for the Rosenfeld collection of essays

deals with "Blake's Unfetterrd Verse" ,2o und' Josephine Miles,2I

elsewhere, hrith her "Blakers Frame of Language", while a very

recent article holds that Blake's epic line was neither rhythmic prose'

nor merely idiosyncratic variations on the septenary but rather it was

an interplay between Èhe pauses and the various rhythmic units

surrounding them always, though, a "permanent parabasis between

sound and sense", a conclusion reached by rumbierts analysis by a

musical 
"..rr"iorr.22 

To this brief tist of comment on the metrical

aspects of Blake could perhaps be added three other articles which,

over a long period of time, have actually touched upon the idea of

Blake in relation to the realm of the sister art, music.

Early in the century, S. Foster Damon \,¡rote of Blakets having a

grasp of musicrs three primary elements: melody, harmony and rhythmn

and of his adding to these imagination and passion in such a way that

ít might be said that the world could as easily have had a great

musician as it had had, in Blake, a great po"t.23 Mark Schorer traces

the work of Blake's friends in having printed for him the Poetical

Sketches, men tioning in passing Blake's musical talents for composing

24and singing, while a recent Blake Newsletter in giving a review of

musical settings for Blake \^Iorks, covers this same ground but liE'ts,

20 Kathleen Raine, "Blakets Unfettertd Verse", in Vüilliam Blake:
Essays for S. Foster Damon ed. A.H. Rosenfeld (Providence:
Brown University Presst L969) r PP. 383-92.

2L Josephine Miles, "Blake's Frame of Language ", In lrlilliam Blake:
Essays in honour of Sir Geoffrey Keynes, €d. Morton D. Paley
and Michael Phillips (oxford: Clarendon Press, L973), PP- 86-95-

22 Vtilliam Kumbier, "Blake's Epic Meter", Studies in Romanticism
17, No. 2 (Spring, L9'78) r pp. I73, I88, I92.

23 S. Foster Damon, "The Unwritten Music of a Great Man", Harvard
Musical Review 2, No. 3 (1913) r pp. 3-29-

Mark Schorer, "How the Eighteenth century died of music", Reading
and Collecting, 2 (L937) r Pp. 7-8.

24
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in addition, references to music Blake may have heard performed. In

using a series of quotations from etake(dealing with the theme of music

and passages taken from "A Song to Liberty" , The Four Zoas and the

eook of .rob) this recent article approaches an opinion about Blake's

having an av/areness of the relationship between form and function of

ttsong'tt:

t¡'Ihat Blake seems to be saying is that only when all 'True
Believerst in this, that, or the other tschoolt or approach
shal-I let go of their devotion to arbitrary positions and open
up to the totality of the Cosmos and its Music shall they and
Music itself experience the final harvest of poetical Joy and
sliss. 25

In summary, there have been critical appraisals of Blakers metrics -

but noÈ many, and not comprehensive or not authoritative until that

of Alicia Ostriker; there has been even less acknowledgement of the

fact that the concept of song was important to B1ake, for the very

young poeÈ had entitled several of his first poems simply Song and had

noÈ laid aside the use of song in poetry until he wrote of The End of

the Song of Jerusalem (E. , 256) .

Moreover, these songs should be examined both prosodically and

phonologically, for B1ake was a poet who experiemented throughout his

Iifetime with different forms which would give voice to his song and

also one who mad,e many references to the importance of the 
"ut.26

25 Peter Roberts, "On Tame High Finishers of Paltry Harmonies: A
Blake Music Review and. Checklist", Blake Newsletter , 7, No. 4
(L974) r pp. 9I-99.

26 In The Four Zoas , Blake makes it plain that creation can also
take place by way of the auricular nerves of Human Life (The
Four Zoas p. 4, Erd.man, p. 297)¡ Èhe ears may hear the music of
the spheres (Europe iiL:2, Erdman, p. 58); ears are a golden
ascent wind.ing round to the heaven of heavens (The Four zoas,
Niqht the Sixth, p. 73, Erdmarrr p. 343, and Europe 10:13,
Erdman, p. 62) ¡ the ear is a whirlpool fierce to draw creations
in (Thel 6: 17, Erdmanr p. 6) ¡ it is only to fallen man that
melody and true harmony are shut out (Milton 5.23 Erdmênr p.98,
Jerusalem 49236, Erdman, p. 196).
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Living in an age not noted for its lyricism and dwelling in a London

which surrounded him, as it did Keats' htith the peculiar influences

of Cockney pronunciation, Blake adapted continualty his literary

technique and hís aural effects so that at every stage of his life

he sounded forth the voice of song' for Music ... is insPiration

(E *r 535) .
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II

A BACKGROUND TO BLAKE'S "SONG''

Vühile not duplicating nor reproducing the research by other

writers into the historical and prosodic background to Blake's poeÈry,

brief mention should be made of four points: an acknowledgement that

Blake h¡as a\^Iare of the events of his age and this is reflected in his

poetry, particularly in the prophetic works; a cognizance of the

prosodic conservative tradition¡ a recognition of the effect of the

move away from syllabic to accentual emphasis in poetry; and the

existence of another poeÈic system beneath sophisticated poetry -

balladry.

In setting Blake against the background of the events of the late

eighteenth and. early nineteenth century David V. Erdman tacitly

acknowledged that Blake did develop or respond or react accordingly:

I have attempted a bold survey of the history of Blake's Time
as it swirls about and enters the texture of his emblematic
painting and poetry ... the impact of the American Revolution
and of London Patriotism ... his drift into cynicaL and then
devotional social attitudes during the commercial decade that
followed ... his exuberant response to the French Revolution
his prophetic editorials, pictorial and poetic, against the
EngJ-ish Crusade and the Pitt Terror ... the wars of I793-L8O2
and 1803-1815 ... the brief interval of peace between. I

Mark Schorer sees Blake as a visionary poet deeply immersed in radical,

religious and political movements of the eighteenth century, aware of,

and keenly interested in, the major currents of opinion of his timer2

I David V. Erdman, Blake: Proptret against Empire (New Jersey;
Princeton University Press,

2 Mark Schorer, William Blake:

1954), p. ix.

The Politics of Vision (New York:
Henry Holt, L946), p. xi.
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while John Beer examines the philosophies and ideas, parallels and

crosscurrents common to such early Romantics as Blake, Coleridge and

Wordsworth.3 Jean Hagstrum writes of Blake's rejection of the

Enlightenment - "expressed in poem, design. fiery epigram and angry

comments on the margins of books by Lavater, Swedenborn, Bishop Watson,

Bacon [and] Reynolds", but he also points out that Blake was deeply

involved in what he rejected, always revealing the marks of his origin

in the age of ,fohnson.4

Although Samuel Johnson was Èo admit publicly that "the variations

necessary to pleasure belong to the art of poetry, not the rules of
q

grammar",- he is acknowledged as allying himself with the conservative

prosodic tradition and the brief Prosody prefixed to his Dictionary

(1755) has been called the second most influential document in eighteenth

century metrical ciriticism.6 lts forerunner and better \^ras Edward

Bysshe's Art of English Poetry, a copy of which was known to have been

in Blake's possession, and was the first systematic formulation and

presenÈation of the principles of syllabic prosody into which most

English verse since the fourteenth century had been settlíng.

3 John Beer, "Blake, Coleridge and !Íordsworth: Some Crosscurrents
and. Parallels", in !{illiam Blake ed. Morton D. Pa1ey and Michael
Phillips (Oxford: Clarendon Press, L973) r pp. 23L-259.

4 Jean H. Hagstrum, "lrlilliam Blake rejects the nnlightenment", in
Blake: a collection of Critical Essa s ed. Northrop Frye, 2}|u}l.
Century views (New Jersey: Prentice-Hal1, f966) r pp. I42-L55.

5 Paul Fussell, Theory of Prosody of Eighteenth Century England,
(New London, Connecticut CoIIege, L954) , p. 25, quoting Samuel
Johnson, Dictionary, 6th edition (Lond,on: 1785), sig. h4v.

A. Dwight Culler, "Edward Bys
63 (1948), p. 881.

6 she and the Poetts Handbook", P.M.L.A.
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On the other hand liberal theory rejected the concept of pre-

existent forms, and insisted that each poetic act was an occasion for

creating a unique form.

Another recent writer, Iooking to experimental approaches to the

music of poetry in the eigteenÈh century, speaks of the prosodic debate

of that Èime as being heightened by such notions as: that century's

Augustan impulse towards absolutes; the prescriptive attitude to

language; the theory of ideality and the rival schools of philosophy

(rationalism and empiricism); Cartesian ideas of self, God, space and

motion; Neo-Platonic doctrine; and the Lockean insistence on expeti"n.a.7

lfhile not pursuing this Èheoretical dichotomy, perhaps enough has

been said to place Blake against a climate of acrimonious argument,

as the closing century tried to expound the principles of prosody in

relation to aural effecÈ.

The other ÈradiÈion to be menÈioned before looking to "ear" and

to "environment" is that of the ballad and particularly the broadside

ballad, predominant in Blake's London and a point at which the musical,

the political- and the prosodic overlap.

The broadside ballad was a primitive mode of composition radically

different from that of sophisticated poetry and thought of, generally'

as doggerel poems written to familiar tunes, printed on a folio sheet

or long slip and sold at bookstalls or hawked about the street by

ballad-singers. As poetry of a topical or edifying naÈure, and

usually cast in ballad stanzas printed on broadsheets as a ready means

of influencing public opinions and morals, the ballad moved towards

popular song with a widening audience as printing became cheaper - an

influence on all stations of life:
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The balIad, traditional and otherwise, was abstracted during
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries from its native setting,
collected and studied by scholars, discussed by critics of-
sophisticated poetry and imitated by sophisticated poets. 7

The broadside ballad may be considered as traditional balladry reformed

so as to suit the press, the city and modern conditions, and could be

said Èo fall into several divisions: the journalistic or news or

bulletin ballads with a groundwork of a current event and partisan or

moralising corunent; the literary adaptations; and the lyrical ballad

on sentimental or inspirational themes, being but three types.

fn a scene that might have met Blake's eye' Ned blard wroÈe Ín

Blake's day of the ballad singers around the Tower of London and of

one he encountered as he and a companion rambled around. London sights

vìIe cane to a Melanchotly Multitude, drawn into a Circle, gíving
very serious Attention to a Blind Balad [sic] singer, who was
Mournfully setting
Broadside ... with
Divine Poem; being
Auditory, he began
in a Psalm Tune. 8

forth the wonderful usefulness of a Godly
a tedious Preamble, in Commendation of his
mounted upon a Stone, above his Blew-Apron
with an audible voice, to Lirick j-t over,

fndeed proofs of Blake's ballad culture are everlnrhere. He had

engraved the design for Ritson's Select Collections of lish c

quoted in a letter to Butts a stanza of Tickell's ballad of "Lucy and

Collin" (E., 689),9 -nd looked - for the Mad Song - to Percy's

Re1iques, Blake's set of which is preserved today at Wellesley Colleg..I0

7 Albert Friedman, The Ballad Revival: studies in the influence of
popular on Sophisticated Poetry (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1961), p. 8, r^rith other material on the broadside ballad
taken from pp. 6-7, 44-5, 49-5L, 264-66.

8 fndward] xed Vrlard, The London Spy, v. 1 and 2 (London, Nov. 1698-
April I7O0; rpt. The London S leat in 18 parts, intro. by
Ralph strauss (London.: Casanova Society, L924).

9 Erdman and BLoom-edition- (E) .

10 Friedman, op. cit,, pp. 264-5.
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Friedman al-so finds in Blake's \nrork echoes of Chattertonrs ballads

of Saxon and British origin and the tyrical vein of street ballad.ry'

these popular influences being strikingly evident ín the songs from

An Island in the Moon. The temporal, musical scansion of popular song

provided a model for foot substitution and irregularity, features of

Blakean experimental prosody and auraL effect.

In summary, then, polítics, prosodyr propaganda - and, as will

next be sho\^/n, plenteous comment aII impinged on the London poet

searching for the best voice of song.

I : Effects on the Ear *

Very early in the century Isaac Watts T^/rote in his Preface to

the second edition of Horae tcae:

It degrades the Excellency of the best versification when the
lines run on by Coup1ets, twenty together, just in the same

Pace and with the same Pauses. It spoils the noblest Pleasure
of Èhe Sounds; the Reader is tir'd \ntith the tedious Uniformity,
or charm'd to sleep with the unmanly Softness of the Nurnbers,
and the perpetual Chime of even cadences. lI

Evidently, V'Iatts was thinking in terms of a different prosody from Èhe

one obtaining, and it witl be remembered that he was in later years to

give to the eighteenth century a ne\^/ "gtenre" in the childrents hymn

or moral song for the young - this will be díscussed further in the

chapter on the Songs of Innocence and. of Experience.

II f saac !ùatts, Horae Lyricae: Poems chiefly of the Lyric Kínd
In three books. I. Sacred to Devotion and Piety. II. To Vertue,
Honour, and Friendship. IIl. To the Memory of the Dead, 2nd ed.
(London: 1709) r p. Xx.

ìt A phrase of Thomas Gray. Thomas Gray , I'Iorks:
ed. Edmund Gosse (London,: 1884) , r, p. 353.

in Prose and Verse,
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In 1718 Charles Gildon publ ished his Complete Art of Poetry' L2

irnplying by the very titte that Bysshe's work had been incomplete and,

while holding to the quantitative prosodic system of the ancients

admitting of trisyllabic substitution, employed a musical scansion -

the first of many bar-foot analogies attempted by the eighteenth

century writers as a movement a\¡¡ay from the conservative syllabic and

foot scansion of the day. The neo-classicists were well aware of the

concept of the bard. as the tribal poet, the singer of myth, and knew

that Greek lyric had been designed to be sung' and sung on specific

occasions, for specific purposes as, for instance, Sappho so instructed
1?

her disciples." Blake demonstrates his awareness of this concept in

the early poem "To the Muses" and also in the introductory poem of

Songs of Experience when he introduces this group of songs with "Hear

the voice of the Bard!" (E., 18, 408).

Moreover, the age was interested in music's traditional link with

mathematics and hence poetry's link with numerology - Euclid had

described two kinds of motion, one continued and peculiar to speech,

the other desultory and appropriate to 
"orrg.14 

Dryden had used

numerology and musical harmony in his "Song for St. Cecil-ia's Day",

and the neo-classicists were wistful about the former interdependence

of the two arts, poetry arrd mr.tsi".Is

L2

13

L4

15

Charles Gildon, Complete Art of Poetry, 6 parts (London: I7I8);
rpt . Enqlish Literary Criticism of the 18th Century, V. 63, parts
I and 2 (New York; GarLand Publishing Co., L972), I, PP. 296-A.

Sappho, The Poems and Fragments, trans. C.R. Haines (Routledge;
L926), pp. 20, 4.

James Odell, An Ess on the elements accents and 5 of the
English language (London: 1806), p, 60, citing EucLid, Sec. xi.

J.hl. Draper, "Poetry and Music in Eighteenth-Century Aesthetics',
Englische Studien, 67 (1932), pp. 70-85.
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It is thus hardly surprising that so many writers pursued Èhis musicr/

poetry analogy, "a course of error" to use Saintsbury's term'16

Although Gildon had represented unstressed and stressed syllables

by half and whole notes, respectively, he still had chosen to begin

the first "bar" with the unstressed entity. Samuel Say, writing two

decades later, added the device of a dotted note to indicaÈe extra

stress and caesural pause, and advanced a theory of Èensions wherein

the source of prosodic pleasure was held to be the continual opposiÈion

of actual sense stress to theoretical or artificial stre=".t7 Gildon

had used the term "prick't notes"IS.rrd John Mason in 1749 also

advocated "the proper use of Prickes and Pauses" in order to elimínate

the "absurdity" of one particular musical setting of the OId Hundredth

PSaIm. MaSon aIsO commented that "feet" are So Called because "On

these the verse runsr', and ventured to look also at the vexed question

of the sound of PoetrY:

r¡lords may be considered either as signs of Ideas to convey tþe
Sense of an Author or as simple Sounds to adorn his stile' 19

Daniel füebb, writing about the time that Btake is thought to have

been composing the first of the Poetical Sketches (L769) made Observa-

tions on the correspondence between poetry and music, pointing out

16 George Saintsbury, Historical Manual of English Prosody (Lond'on:

Macmillan, 1910) ' p. 245.

L7 Samue1 Say,
(London: l-'1

An essay on the harmonv, var ietv and power of numbers
45); Augustan Reprint Society, No. 55 (1956) ' PP- r01-

136.

18 Gildon, r, 29.

L9 John Mason, An Essay on the power of Numbers and the PrinciPles
of Harmony in Poetical Compositions (Lond: I749) r PP. 31, 13.
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that Handel seld.om failed to ascend with the word RISE and descend

with the word FALL, and that Purcell accompanied every idea of roundness

with an endless rotation of notes:

I.eÈ eloquence co-operate with music ... in general a protracted
sound, joined to a kind. of languor in the movement' wiII be
HAPPILY expressive of SORRO!Ì ... music borrows sentiments from
poetry and lends her movements. 20

lthe capitaLs are ninel

Another writer of the mid-eighteenth century who looked directly

Èo the composers was Charles Avison, who savl Purcell as combining in

his "harmony" and "fancy" regularity and variety, and that he approved

of such is evident from one of his other remarks:

ÞIato frequently declares, that no innovations ought to be
allowed in Music. f am sorry for it, since it gives reason to
think that he and his contemporaries had ¡Sor and narrow notions
of this art; for by Èhese rigid laws they effectually discouraged
and excluded all improvement. 2l

Although Charles Avison is making comparisons mainly between music and

painting, he also states that music ought to be a "sister" to poetry

and berates the composer-poets who harmonise nonsense \¡Iriting and

contends that these "insect productions" seldom out-Iive the "season"

that gives them birth.

One of the most extensive essays on song-\¡¡riting in relation to

the poet was that in whích, Ln 1774, John Aikin, in a string of phrases'

identified two different types of song, the firsÈ to be sung in a

musical sense, a set of words calculated for adaptation to tunes. The

20 Daniel !ùebb. Observations on the correspondence between poetry
and music (London: L769), pp. Ll-L7, L43.

2L Charles Avison, An essay on musical expression, 3rd edition
(London: L775) r pp. 45, I59, 72.
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second \^¡aS the song in poetry, a species of composition, regulated by

peculíar l-a\^rs, and the musical idea as the essential circumstance of a

regularly reÈurning measure capable of being set to a tune. fn essence

a song was to be a short piece, divided into returning portions of

measure, formed upon a single thought, incident or sentiment, enlivened

by a variety of imagery with the most striking point reserved for the

conclusion. Aikin looked to the models of Sappho, Anacreon, and Horace

as distinct from the "regular, sÈately march of Heroics", the "languid

inequality of elegy" and "the irregular Pindaric suited to wild music

of passion"; he identified song-writing as a branch of lyric and wrote

at length upon the choice of poetic subjects, often dwelling in humorous

vein on lines which he considered. "not proper" for poetry, choosing

this example:

Now like a lobster boil'd, the morn
From black to red began to turn.'

In essays complementary to the fírst general essays, Aikin \ntrote about

ballads, pastoral songs, passionate and descriptive songs and ingenious

and witty songs. In the course of the essays he mentions poets of

"elevation": Dryden, Akenside, Mason' CoIIins, V'Iarton, but decries

the Percy collection as "rude, uncultivated verse" in which popular

tales are told, with Gay being pilloried as "burlesquing incongruities".

Pope, Phillips, Addison, Cowley and Waller also come within the scope

of his critical p"n.22

More in the Lockean tradition of empiricism, Joshua Steele

experimented with sounds on the violoncello and, thus imitating the

John Aikin,
pp. LL-L2,

Essavs on Song-writinq 2nd edition (London¡ L774),22
Lg7-A, L4-r7, L9-2O, L8O-2O4, 4r-5O
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tones of speech, demonstrated to his own satisfaction and to the

satisfaction of Lord Monboddo that not only were there accents in

Engtish intonation, but also tonal glides up and down within speech'

for the latter had declared that "the music of our language [is]

nothing better than the music of a drum in which we perceive no

difference except that of a louder or softer".23 rn the first

edition of Prosodia Rationalis, SÈeele used a "peculiar"24 notation

of curved lines set on the musical sÈave to transcribe for the first

time the suprasegmentals of25 length, stress and voice pitch:

V'Iith a finger on the fourth string of a violoncello, and a

corresponding motion of the bow. he was able, by sliding the
finger rapidly up and down on the string, to imitate the 'tones
of speecht in such manner as to prove the fact that we have
accents, grave, acute and circumflex.'26

This was a further step towards the writer of the eighteenth century

being enabled to express himself in relation to the music of the

J-anguage: Gildon, Say and others had represented "feet" by notes;

some writers had drawn music,/poetry analogies by Iooking to composersi

others had looked to poets and song-writers; Lord Kames (1762) in his

authoritative Elements of Criticism begins:

23 Monboddo, James Burnet, Of the Oriqin and Progress of Languaqe'
6 vols. (Edinburghz 1774-92) ¡ rpt. Enqtish Linquistics 1500-1800'
No. 48, ed. R.C. Alston (Menston, England: Scolar Press, L967) ,
II, p. 300.

24 Joshua Steele, Prosodia Rationalis: An Essay towards establishing
the Melody and Meêqqrq and Speech (London ¡ L775) ¡ rpt. English
Linguistics 1500-t8OO, No. L12, êd. R.C. Alston (Menston, England:
Scolar Press, 1969), title page.

25 P.K. A1kon,
and Speech,

"Joshua Steele and the melody of Speech" ' Larguage
2, pL. 3 (1959), pp. 154-74.

26 Odell, p. 64.
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Nothing external is perceived tiII first it makes an
impression upon the organ of sense ... upon my ear
the music of verse merits more attention than it has
been honoured with. 27

But if the Èheorists spoke of music and poetry in the same breath,

they also argued about definitions of the subordinate melody and

harmony, Steelets experiments leading the way:

English speech is not monotonous; it has a melody of itself-
V'Ie do not always perceive that melody, because we are so
familiar with it; but we notice immediately a melody that
dif fers from the one \¡/e are accustomed to use - 28

Many others tried to define and to cgmment on "melody" and "harmony"

as prosodic terms and concepts - yet another aspect of the poetry/music

analogy. In general, the former êame to be seen as suggestive of

ideal harmony, whereas harmony was descriptive of the metrical

manifestations of a given, actual line.

Although Peter Vlalkden Fogg believed that a mixture of feet was

prejudicial to melody, he authorised occasional departures from strict

regularity of stress, some variety being necessary, he believed, to

set off and call attention to harmony when it occurr"ð..29 OdeII had

a more innovative approach:

The melody of speech is a phrase that implies a sort of
contradiction ... the melody of speech was distinguished from
that of the common music [¡y "] flowing change of tone I
would propose a derivative form from melos and epos which
would give us melepy-as a term expressive of that modulation
peculiar to speech. 30

27 Kames, Henry Home, Elements of Criticism, 2 volumes' 6th edition
(Edinburgh: 1785), rpt
Century, Vol. 81, pts.

. English Literary Criticism of the lSth
I and 2 (New York: Garland Pubtishing

Co., L972), I, pp. 1, 2, 4.

28 M.L. Barker, "Joshua Stee1e on speec h melody", Modern Language,

29

19 (L924), pp. I69-L74.

Peter Walkden Fogg, Elementa Anglicana, 2 volumes (Stockport: L792-6)
rpt. Iish stics 1500-r800 No. 25I, 2 volumes, ed.
R.C. Alston (Menston, England¡ Scolar Press, L97O), Ía, pp.I95-6.

Odetl, IO2, 65, 95, 103-30
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Shades of meaning in the two terms, melody and harmonyr are also well-

captured in Lindley Murray 's English Grammar:

By melody, is meant, a pleasing effect produced on the ear,
from an apt arrangement of the consituent parts of verse,
according to the laws of measure and movement. By harmony'
an effect produced by the action of the mind, in comparing
the different members of a verse with each other and 11
perceiving a due and beautiful proportion between them. Jr

It will be noticed that the phrase of Gray about the effect on the

ear occurs again here and, in the Appendix to his \^¡orkr Murray includes

attention to sound as part of the seventh rufe for promoting the

strength and effect of sentences, and writes:

'Sound is a quality much inferior to sense; yet such as must
not be disregarded. For' as long as sounds are the vehicle
or conveyance for our ideas, there wilt be a very considerable
connexion between the idea which is conveyed, and the nature
of the sound which conveys it the sounds of \¡rords may be
employed for representing, chiefJ-y, three classes of objects:
first, other sounds; secondly, motion; and thirdly, the
emotions and passions of the mind.

Early in the nineteenth century, !Ùitliam MiÈford entitled his

\^rork An inquiry into the principles of the'language, but began with

a definition of melody:

[rt arises] from the various tones of the voice which are
entitled accents. ft'letre] is not a fundamental efficient
of English poetic harmony, but a means of variety and a
powerful instrument of expression. In either light' it is
incapable of being reduced within certaiq rules, but must be
teft much to the direction of the ear. JA

3I Lindley Murray' An English Grammar, 3rd edition, 2 vols. (York:
1816), I, pp.382t 472,480.

32 Vüilliam Mitford, An Essay upon the harmony of Language (London:
1774); rpÈ. Enqlish Líterarv Criticism of the 18th Centurv, VoI. 113
(New York: Garland, L972), pp. 11 , 135
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John Herries makes the ultimate appeal by reference to Milton - as

did so many of his contemporaries: "Pronounce a line from Milton and

the EAR will determine whether or not the accent and quality always

coíncide". In the same work, Herries states that the ear loves a

varieÈy of cadences, and "as the Ear is the only judge with regard to

the modification of sound, to that standard I appeal."33 This was, of

course, vastly different from the position of Richard Bentley whose

prosodic "emendations" of lhe 1732 edition of Paradise Lost reveal

that he Iiked the concept of "unity in variety" very little indeed.

Johnson remarked gently of Bentley that he was perhaps better skilled

in grammar than in po.tty.34

In 1789 Anselm Bayly explored the inter-relationships betr¡¡een

music, poetry and oratory, writing that at first they "dwelt in

friendly union", musíc aiming to animate by the simplicity of sound

in divine worship, poetry aiming to civilise mankind with sentiments,

and oratory informing the understanding and engaging the passions

and affections on the side of truth and virtue.35 It is to the challenge

of the last that Blake addressed the voice of song.

Of course, this has been an arbitrary selection of comments on

music/poetry, melody and harmony, but sufficient to show that there is

a background to Blake's "songs" other than the political events and

prosodic tradition that have been covered ably by earlier critics -

and that background is the comnent of his day on the questions about

33 Herries, L23, 133, 26.

34 FusseII, PauI. p. 19, citing Johnson's remark and Richard
Bentley 's edition of Milton's Paradise Lost (London z 1732).

Anselm Bayly,
1789), p. 3.

35 The Alliance of Musick, Poetry and Oratory (London:
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the place of song in the world of poetry that would necessarily have

arisen in Blake's mind. Blake was attached in his early days to a

Iiterary circle, \^Ias associated in his middle years with that man of

letters William Hayley - his failings as a patron notwithstand'ing -

and on his return to London Blake did acquire a circl-e of new friends,

despite a series of reverses.

Apart from these sources of ideas on the role of music, of song

and of the relationship of either with poetry, there was music itself!

Although for Blake the hymn \^Ias the great influence36 - .rrd this will

be discussed in later chapters - music in the eighteenth century was

in a dynamic state. Bach and Vivaldi had brought to consummation all

forms of late Baroque music except opera. Rameau, in his theoretical

writings, devel-oped a new conception of harmony and tonality, as he

sought to derive the fundamental principtes of harmony from the laws

of acoustics, representing the chord as the primal element in music,

rather than the single tone or melod,ic line or interval - an interesting

parallel in view of the debate about melody and harmony in the world

of literature. Handel had created, a new kind of oratorio:

Iranscending all mastery of technique is Handel's power of
incarnating in music the essence of a mood of affec!-[sic]
with overwhelming poetic depth and suggestiveness. 37

It is known that Blake \^Ias f amiliar with Handel's work for the law-

giver makes a little joke in Moon about singing the

36 Martha V,I. England, "Blake and the hymns of charles lfesley",
B.N.Y.P.L. Jan. I Feb.,.Mar., APr., 7-26, 93-LL2, 153-168 ' 25I-264-

Grout, A History of lVestern Music (New York: VÙ-vl . Norton'37 Donald. Jay
Ig73), chs. L2-L5. For this quoÈation and the preceding account
of music in the eighteenth century I am indebted to this book,
especially p. 44L for the quotation on Handel- and p. 451 for
material on theorists of the turn of Blake's century.
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Water Music (E., 455)

orchestral suite.

- which is usually thought of as an

Ho\^¡ever, the pieces for the orchestral Suite were actually

written at different times, some perhaps for the river party in 1715,

and these were not collected and published as one work until 1740.38

In the meantime words \^rere set to different portions of the "Water

?o
Music", " a¡¡d it is conceivable that Bl-ake may have been a concert-

goer and. heard these songs at one of the Pleasure Gardens (Ranelagh'

Marylebone, and Vauxhall)40 .torrrrd London - possibly Vauxhall Gardens,

for that was locaÈed close to Lambeth,4l th.te Blake produced the

"Lambeth Books".

G.E. BentJ-ey Jnr., in his edition of Blake's writings, indexes

both "Ranelagh" and "Vauxhall", reference to the former occuring in

An Island in the Moon ch. I (E., 44) and in Jerusalem 8:2

(E ., L4g) ; the l-ocation of Ranelagh Gardens is also shown on

38 Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 3rd ed., H.C- CoIIes
(London: Macmillan, L927), II, p. 508

39 British Union Ca of Ear Music printed before the year
1801, ed. Edith B. Schnapper (London: Butterworth Scientific
Publications, 1957), I, p. 443 lists: "lVhat need we mind", L125i
"CIoe when I view thee smiling", c. 1725¡ "PhiIIis the lovely"
n.d.; "Thyrsis afflicted with love and despair", c. 1725-

40 E.Ð. Mackerness, A Social HisÈory of English Music (London¡
Routledge and Kegan PauI, L964), p. 106 includes references to
ballads, dialogues and duets at Vauxhall Gardens.

4L John Rocque (inexact) S of the cit t-Þ SIC of London
Vüestminster ... and the country near I0 miles around Londont
ed. Harry Margary (1746,' rpt. Llzmpne Castler Kent: 1971), on
24 sheets, with index.
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a map ("Blakets London", I, 4H_) in Èhe same work. Reference to

"Vauxhall" occurs in this same edition in a glossary to Milton 25:48

where "Lambeth ruin'd" is mentioned:

The ruin of Lambeth may allude as well to the decaying
Vauxhall Gardens, a little up the river.'42

It is known that Blake visited Drury Lane with Linnell twice

when musical pieces were formed - J.H. Payne 's Therèse, the Orphan

of Geneva and Mozart's and Rossinits music used as settings in a New

L?
Grand. Serious Opera entitled "Dirce, or the Fatal Urn",'" and

composers such as Thomas Arne are known to have written for both this

theatre and for the Èhree Gardens mentioned .bo.r".44

lVhether B1ake was making a pun about the "lVater Music", or

whether he had identified portions of it with songs he had heard, the

fact is that Handel in the eighteenth century "bestrode our narrow

world like a Colossus"r45.rrd the centenary festival of 1784 was

repeated four times in the next seven years.

It is interesting that Linnell's Journal records Blake's having

heard Mozart's music, for poet and composer each early absorbed in his

respective \^ray all that was congenial to him and, while imitating,

improved upon the model, and the ideas which influenced them were not

42 !'Iilliam Blake, lVritings, 2 vols., €d. c.E. Bentley Jnr. (oxford:
Clarendon Press, L978) , Lt 374.

43 G.E. Bentley Jnr.,
pp. 272-3.

Blake Records (Oxford: Clarendon Press, L969) ,

44 Sir Vt.H. Hadow, English Music (London: Longmans, 1931), p. 116.

2nd ed. (New York: Da Capo45 Henry Davey , History of English Music,
Press, 1969), p. 356.
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only echoed in the immediate production, but continued to grow in the

mind to bear fruit in later years. Mozart visited London in his early

years and his infLuence lingered well after the turn of the century'

for an extensive selection from his works was chosen for performance

at the Ancients Concert in L826.46

Critics also speak of the work as Haydn as "periods" of development,

much as literary critics have found it possible to talk of Blakean

juveníIia, early songs, minor or major prophecies. Haydn \¡/rote a

series of symphonies for London tours ,n7 ni, works were enthusiastically

received at the Professional Concerts which began in 1783, and his

visits to London in 1791 , L794 and I?$5 \^rere among the principal

musical events of the last decade of that century. It is recorded

that Haydn \¡ras deeply affected with the singing of the Charity Children

at St. Paul'=48 - a further link of sentiment with Blake when the

Iatter's "Holy Thursday" is recalled. Like alakers, Haydnts develop-

ment was long and laborious, marked by stylistic crises which

assimilated the past, enriched the spare mid-century style and

established a new art, which was a bl-end of sophistication and simple

craftsmanship.

A closer contemporary of Blake's \das Beethoven (L77O-L827) who

came to the musical scene at a favourable moment in historyr and had

patronage in Lorrdorr.49 He inherited from Haydn and Mozart a style and

46 Davey, P. 4IO.

Larousse Encyclopaedia of Music, êd. Antony Hopkins (London¡47
Hamlyn, 1976), p. 24O.

Davey, p.386.

Robert Elkin, Royal Philharmonic: the Annals of the Roya1 PhiI-

4a

49
harmonic Society (London.: Rider & Co. ' 19146l ), pp. 18, 25, 113.
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cerÈain musical- forms which were weII developed, but stil-l capable of

further growth - and he lived at a time when new and powerful forces

were abroad in human society. Moreover, by the end of the century

theorists had come to think that music might move the feelings directly

through the beauty of sounds, and this Beethoven, above all, achieved

in his Chorat Symphony. a welding of poetry and music, of sound and

sentiment which is still the subject of both admiration and controversy.

Beethoven had thought as early as 1796 of composing a setting of

Schillerts "Ode Èo Joy", but his decision to make a choral finale of

this text was not reached before the autumn of 1823, \,\tith the first

English performance in London in March 1825.50

But not everyone was so hesitant about using both music and word.

The lfesley brothers and Isaac lrlatts, together with WiIIiam Cowper,

readily used the hymn as an effectual means of capturing the ear, and

hence the attention and ultimately the allegiance of the miners for

whom the established church had, so little appeal.

In L77I Charles Burney pub Iished The Present State of Music in

France and ltaly which was a journal of a tour through these countries

undertaken to collect materials for his later enormous tome on the

history of music (I776-L789). He had strong opinions on the form and

place of song:

A song for music should consist of only one subject and
passion, expressed in as few and as soft words as possible
[lut] if the composeï is more tender of the poetrs reputation
than of his own, he must, at every line, change his subject'
or be at strife with the poet.

50 Robert Elkin, The Old Concert Rooms of London (London: Edward
Arnold, 1955) r pp. 120-I.
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Burney also drew broad conclusions about the benefits of music:

Many an orphan is cherished by its influence ... the pangs of
childbirth are softened and rendered less d.angerous and d.readful
by the effecÈs of its power ... it helps, perhaps to stop thg,
ïavages of a disease which attacks the very source of life. cr

Such generalísations he based upon the fact that The Messiah was

performed annually for the benefit of the Foundling Hospital, that a

benefit was held each year for the Lying-in Hospital in Brownlow St.,

and that musical performances were held at Lock Hospital[!]

Of Blakets own life and interest in music and song \^¡e are

fortunate to have anecdotal evidence: John T. SmiÈh writing ín

Nollekens and his Times (1828) records:

Blake wrote many oLher songs, to which he also composed tunes.
These he would occasionally sing to his friends; and though,
according to his confession, he was entirely unacquainted.
with the science of music, his ear \^¡as so good, that his
tunes \^rere sometimes most singularly beautiful , and were
noted down by musical professors. 52

Allan Cunningham in Lives of the most Eminent British Painters

Sculptors and ArchiÈects adds:

In sketching designs, engraving plates, writing songs, and
composing music, he employed his time ... As he drew the
figure he meditated the song which was to accompany it,
and the music to which the verse rnras to be sung, was the
offspring too of the same moment. 5:

And "song" features in the accounts of Blakets death; Frederick

51 Charles Burney, The Present State of Music in France and
rtaly (London: L77L) r pp. 47-8, 4-5

52 G.E. Bentley Jnr., B1ake Records, p. 457.

53 G.E. Bentley Jnr., Blake Records p. 4A2¡ citing Cunningham.
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Tatham wrote:

When death came in the early evening, Blake
song of glory ín [sic] his lips and rapture

time:

-'He sattg ... with true ecstatic energy and seemed so happy
that he had finished his course.'54

John Linnell recorded the latter event a little more abruptly:

sank with a
in his eyes. 55

The anecdotes are in accord with the tenor of song in Blakets

One of the features of songs of the end of the eighteenth
and beginning of the nineteenth centuries was the simplicity
of the tunes or melodies. It \,üas quite possibte to sing
many of them without any accompaníment. 56

Ho\^Iever, it is not necessary to rely upon assumptions about the

climate of London music, nor on biographical evidence about Blake to

be able to argue for the influence of music upon Blake - there is the

text itself and in Blake's poetry there is abundant evidence of the

poet's delight in the sound of various instruments. The Handelian

trumpet sounds to awake the dead in the apocalyptic Night the Ninth

(ttre Four Zoas page 132, I.38, Er., 386) ; reply is given to folnJ of

violins, tabors, pipe, flute, lyre and qymbat; timbrels and violins

sport around the V'iine Presses The Four Zoas pp. I35 and 136, 11.33

54 Herbert ,fenkins, William Blake (London.: H. Jenkins Ltd., L925),
p. 82, citing Tatham's MS, "Life of Blake".

55 G.E. Bentley Jnr., Blake Records, p. 342, citing LinneII's Journal.

56 English Music [f6Oa to 1904] : being the lectures given at the
Loan Exhibition ... Fishmongers I HaIl, London Bridge, June-JulY,
L9O4,fi,ondon: The !ùa1ter Scott Publishing Co. Ltd.' 1906), p. 7I.
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and 28, Erdman, pp. 388-9); the soft pipe, the flute, the viol, organ'

harp and clmbal calm the \^/eary couch of Enitharmon (The Four Zoas

Night the Fifth, page 58' II.3-5, Erdman, p. 332) ì the harp, the

flute, the mellow horn of Jerusalem's joy sounded Èhanksgivings

(Jerusalem 79:49-50, Erdman, 233) ¡ the lute is heard in Europe, iii:17

(Erdman, p. 59) and the fl-ute, harp and clarion in Milton 25¿68-9,

Erdman, pp. L2L-2); while "thousands play on instruments stringed or

fluted to ameliorate the sorrows of slavery" (Milton, 2426O-L,

Erdman, p. I2O). Conversely, instruments are silenced in times of

sorrow or oppression (America, 10, 3, Erdman, p. 54,

19: 2, Erdman, p. l-62).

and Jerusalem

B1ake, thus, in addition to living in an age of social, political
€h ona<"

and prosodic¡was usurrounded by currents of opinion about the vexed

questions of the relationship of contrived aural effect to poetry'

and the inter-connections of musicr song, verse and oratory, the

definitions of melody and harmony and like terms and, in general, a

climate of experiment in the realm of music. It may be hypothesised

that as a Londoner he was exposed to the works of a variety of

contemporary composers' that he \^7as a concert-goer, and, it can be

demonstrated from his works that he was familiar with, and delighted

in, the sound of many instruments. That aII of these had an effect

cannot be disputed - as his friends, biographers and critics have

noted.

II : Influences of the Environment

lrlriters in the field of Blake, criticísm also mention the

influences on Blake of earlier writers or of his contemporaries or,

al-ternatively, of Blake's influence on the centuries to come. The
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phonologist must also come to terms with the fact that Blake was

very much a London poet. In Blakers poetry, from the Poetical SkeÈches

to Jerusalem there are references to London, whether it be in the

description of the London of his early childhood (Jerusalem, 27),

the "spiritual four-fold London in the loins of Albion" of Milton,

2Iz4O, the incidental references in America and Europe, the chartertd.

street of the Songs of Experience or the golden London and silver Thames

of his early poetry. Paul Miner lists some of the places in London

frequently mentioned by Blake in general and particular allusions

Hg^, in addition, presents new research into Blakets London residences.

He concludes:

''The beginning of his art and Èhe ending of his art were
within a block of each other. 57

London's increasing importance as the focus of official and

cultural life, the centre of governmental, legal and business affairs,

made it inevitable that London speech should ultimately become the

standard, and the first attempts to unify English speech by fosteringt

an absolute standard of pronunciation were begun by orÈhoepists of

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Furthermore, the domination

of London speech was hastened by the advent of printing; printers

were obliged to adopt that type of speech which was most widely used
qo

and understood."" The late eighteenth century and the first quarter

of the nineteenth century provided a transitional period. to "modern

57 PauI Miner,
Bulletin, 62

"Vüilliam Blakets London Residences", N.Y.P.L.
(1958), pp. 535-549.

Sir vgilliam Craigie, "Dialect in Líterature",
U.K. - Essays by Divers Hands, 17 (1938), PP.

Royal Society of
69-91.

58
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speech"; conditions of life were changing and speech development was

both a consequence of this climate and an illustration of it,

according to one researcher, who claims that historical, social

and linguistic aspects are bound up togeth.t.59 Another approach,

of course, Wou]d be to consider "correct" Ianguage aS a claSs factOr

instead of a local standardr60 trrd to look to Blake's parentage,

education and movement in polite circles or otherwise.

Blake is described on occasion as a Cockhg- by Jenkins6l and

62Martha England to name but two - and his minor prophecies are often

known as the Lambeth Books:

Districts where Cockney is strongest' Hoxton, Bermondsey,
Lambeth ... have been appendages of London for many centuries. 63

However, the term Cockney is variously used. Franklyn in his book

on Cockney recounts t\^/o possible etlzmologies: one from the imaginary

town in medieval story of the Land of Plenty, where houses were made

of cake, and streets paved with gold - the land. of Cocaigne - and the

second from John ¡,tinsheu, L6I7, who told an animal story associating

^¿"the two words cock and neigh.'- In both instances the term is applied

to those born within the sound of Bow-beII, or Bow Church:

'This church [St. uartin's Le Grand] with those of Bow, St. Giles'
Cripplegate and Barkin had its Curfew Betl long after the servile

Joan Platt, "The development of English colloquial idiom in the
18th centur}Z'rr R.E.S.,2 (L926), pp. 70-81 , I89-L96.

J. T,,a\^/rence, "Authorities on English Pronunciation", M.L.R., 9(19f4).
p. 54.

Jenkins, p.30.

Martha Vt. England, B.N.Y.P.L., January, L966, p. 23.

Vüilliam Matthews, Cockney, past and present (London: Routledge and
Kegan PauI, 1972), p. 168.

64 J. Franklyn, The Çoc

59

60

6I

62

63

(London: A. s rP.
of London life and e
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injunction laid on the Londoners had ceased. These were
sounded to give notice to the inhabitants of those districts
to keep within, and not to wander in the streets, which were
infested by a set of ruffians.

STRYPE I s STo!Í i book iii 106. 65

John V'IaIker in l79I made a few observations on

and, Iisting a series of faults in pronunciation, used the terms

cockney and Londoner interchangeably.66 By 182I the derogatory usage

of the terms had emerged even more clearÌy, when Pierce Egan in his

Real Life in London wrote:

Cockney is universally known to be'the contemptuous
appellation given Èo an uneducated native of London
brought into life within the sound of Bow BelI - pert,
conceited, yet truly ignorant, they generally discover
themselves by their mode of speech, notwithstanding they
have frequent opportunities of hearing the best language. 67

Egan in the 1869 edition, when describing the adventures of his two

heroes Tom and Jerry in and about London, constructs dialogues which

reveal some of the peculiarities he would have associated \n¡ith "Iow"

.68lJondon speecn.

Similarty, James Etphinston in 1782 in a contrived "vulgar"

translation of one of Martial-'s epigrams, professes to illustrate

the characteristics of London pronunciationr69 u.r, example which was

annotated early in the century by EngêIbert uül-ler.70

Thomas Pennant, Of London (London: 1790), p. 354.

John Vüalker, A Critical Pronouncing Dictiqnary (London= l-791-),
pp. xrr--xr_v.

Pierce Egan, Real Life in London (Monthly parts, Nov. 1821-), as
quoted in Matthews, Cockney, past and present, PP. 43-44.

Pierce Egan, Life in London (London; 1869), pp. 264-66, 278.

James Elphinston, The Epigrams of M. VaI. Martial in 12 books:
with a comment by James Elphinston, Book 6, Part I, On Phasis XXII
(Londoni L782), pp. 543-545.

7O Engelbert Müller, Eng lische Lautlehre nach James Elphinstone,
L765 L787 L79O (Amsterdam: Swets and zeitlinger N.V. I9L4/

65

66

67

68

69

rpt. HEFT, 43 (1970), pp. 245-249.
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An example of what Helge Kokeritz calls "occasional spelling"

and "phonetic variants" - when she sets forth a model or method of

investigation in looking Èo the language of other centuries7t - o..or"

in a letter printed Ln L749 from Betty the cook maidrT2 while at the

other extreme is the aim of the orthoepist I¡üilliam .fohnston:

From his list it can be seen, for instance, that vault and fraught

of the Mad Song are indeed a perfect rhyme of the day.

Sometimes, too, orthoepists will seize with glee upon a

considered error among their peers - Roe points to Sheridan and lrlalker

confounding diphthong"T4 while The Monthly Review took John Herries

to task for his presumption in underÈaking to teach English:

The standard of these sounds, which we would all long keep
in view, is that pronunciation of them, in most general use,
amongst people of elegance"End taste of the English nation,
and, especially of London. ''

It is, indeed, a bold attempt in a North-Briton to erect,
in the capital of the kingdom, Èhe stand.ard of the true
pronunciation of the English J-anguage. 75

7L Helge Kokeritz, Shakespearean pronunciation (Newhaven: Yale
University Press, 1953), pp. 15-33.

72 Gentleman's Magazine, 19 (1749) , p. 551: with reply, 20 (1750),
p. 82.

13 VüiIIiam Johnston, A Pronouncing and Spelling Dictionary (London,:
L764), unpaged.

74 Richard Roe, The Principle of rhythm (Dublin, 1823) r pp. L96-7 ¡
Thomas Sheridan, A General Dictionary of the English Language,
2 vols. (London,: 1780); rept. English Linguistics 1500-1800,
vol. 50, pts. J- and 2, ed. R.C. Alston¡Menston, England:
Scolar Press , L967); lValker.

75 Monthly Review, 49 (1174), p. 274 as quoted in Helge Kokeritz
"A record of late 18th century Cockney", Language, 25 (1949), p. 191.
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Earlier, moreover, Jonathan Swíft had castigated poeEs for harsh,

unceremonious sounds, that none but a Northern Ear could endure. 76

Î¡Iriters, then, of BJ-ake's age do throw light on the general

phonology of the period with their endless lists of existing vowels,

diphthongs and even theíT recoÍrmendations for new letters to

represent 
"oorrd".77

Therefore, even though writers of Blake's day did often confuse

leÈters and sounds and mixed observable facts with theories, and were

particularly dependent on the theories of the classical prosodists,

there is available interesting evidence of the language and

pronunciation of Blake's London, although B1ake himself was not

accused as r^/ere Keats and Leigh Hunt of being without "learning enough

to distinguish between the written language of Englishmen and the

spoken jargon of Cockneys".Tt However, it is a fact thatoneofthe sctenes

Blackwood.'s italicised as "Cockneyisms" was the pair thorns/fawns,

a parallel to which may be found in Blake's scorn/dawn (The Mad Sonq)

identified - not negatively - as a Cockney rhyme by Enid Hamer, and

70
by Saintsbury. '-

There are, naturally, difficulties in looking back to the

language of another age - and researchers have been aware of these:

76 Jonathan Swift, A Proposal for Correcting the English Tongue,
Polite Conversation, etc-, ed. Herbert Davis with Louis Landa
(Oxford: Basil Blackwell, L964) , p. 11.

71 John Ray , êd. A Collection of Enqlish words not generally used,
4th edition (London: 1768), p. I15.

Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine, 3 (1818), p. 52I.

19 Enid Hamer, The Metres of English Poetry (London: Methuen, 1930),

7A

p. 2L¡ Saintsbury, History of Enqlish Prosodv, TII, p. 11.
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Brook, working in English dialectsr:, points out that early spellings

which seem to represent Cockney pronunciations may have been either

individual eccentricities or characteristics shared by Cockneys

and by many writers who were not CockneysrSo.td Chambers and Daunt

speak of the difficulty of London documents being tainted by

provincialisms, if the writer were an immigrant from the ptotin".=.81

Nevertheless, V'IyId has an excellent chapter on the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries and their language;t2 ol.*u.rrder Etlis, towards

the end of the last century, compil-ed five volumes on early English

83pronunciation; Henry Sweet's History of English Sounds includes

general laws of sound change and word Lists;84 while UIf Jacobsson

takes each English phoneme and looks at it historicalJ-y and geographi-

..11y.85 Moore is useful for analogies,36 sirr"ttsen's h/ork provides

an insight into recent phonological reseat"h,87 and Matthews

supplements his book with allied periodical articles.SS

Modern researchers, too, into the history of London speech,

provide other resources about London language in the eighteenth century -

and reveal the limitations of our knowledge.

c.L. Brook, English dialects (London: A. Deutschr 1965), p. 23.80

81 R.Vl. Chambers and Marjorie Daunt, eds. A Book of London English
L384-L425 (London: Clarendon Press, 1967) , pp. 6-7.

82 H.C. t[yld, A History of Modern Colloquial English (Oxford: Basil
BIackweII, 1953).

83 Alexander J. EIIis, On Early English Pronunciation: with especial
reference to Shakespeare and chaucer, 5 volumes (London: Trubner,
1869) .

84 Henry Sweet, A History of Enqlish sounds from the earliest period
(Lond.on: English Dialect Society, 1873).

Ulf ,Iacobsson, Phonological dialect constituents in the vocabulary
of Standard fnglish (Lund: Hakarn Ohlssons Boktryckeri, L962) .

86 Samuel Moore, Historical Outlines of Enqlish Sounds and inflections
(Ann Arbor: George V'Iahr Publishing Co., 1969).

E. Sivertsen, Cockney Phonology (Oslo University Press' 1960).
Vüilliam Matthews, "Some eighteenth century vulgarisms", RESr 13
(1937) r pp. 307-325; "Some 18th century Phonetic spellings", RES'
12 (f936), pp. 42-60, I7I-188; "Polite Speech in the ISth centurY",
English, November, L937 .

85

87

88
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Of course, no one can say dogrmatically how a sound was utÈered

or intended. to be uttered by Blake, but such studies as have been

mentioned do throw light on the background of language and possible

influences of the enviror¡ment of London that an author had available

in the eighteenth century - "words ... thrusting at the poem and being

fended off from it", as Donald Davie has it.89

Another resource is Blakets own specific conìments about which

poets influenced him: Ossian, Rowley-Chatterton, Milton, Shakespeare'

the ancients and the Bible (E., 655, L44, 94, among other

references), and Èhere is also the Blakean text itself with the poetrs

own emendations, manuscripts and illustrations.

Moreover, the eighteenth century novels, while not serious

linguistic studies, often reflect some of the pronunciations prevalent

in London and particularly among Èhe Cockney population - the

eighteenth century may not have had a Machyn's diary (1550-63), but

it did read Jonathan Wild's letter to Miss Tishy, Roderick Random's

from Clarinda, and of Deborah Hornbeck in Peregrine Pickle, while

Smollett's Humphrey Clinker has also been studied from this viewpoint. 90

?üith all the abundant resources, there are contradictions; Blake

moved in polite circles, at least -l'n his early years, Yet he lived aII

but three of his years among Cockney dialect speakers - perhaps he'

89 Donald Davie, Purity of Diction in English Verse (London¡ Chatto
and V'Iindus, 1952), p. 5

90 I¡I. Arthur Boggs, "Dialecta1 rngenuity in Humphrey C1inker". Papers
on Iish and Literature I:4, Autumn, 1965' pp. 327-337¡
Sheryl Barlow, "The Deception of Bath: Malapropisms in Smollett's
Humphrey Clinker", Michi
pp. L3-24.

Academician 224, Spring, L97O,
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9Ltoo, tended to drag out his syttables, as Londoners often did, and

counted a septenary beat where we hear none. B1ake may have been

influenced by both levels of pronunciations, polite or Cockney - or by

neither. or by one. An awareness and application of possible

alternative sound choices is a valuable background to these songs'

and can serve to modify the uninformed subjective individual's training'

taste, habits, familiarity or otherwise with few or many poets, physical

hearing and temporary "mood" in the phrasing of a recent """u.y.92

Ho\¡Iever, the nature of the thesis as an examination of Blakean

song and the hypoÈhesis of the poetrs developing awareness of the

aural effect of his voice of song demands thaÈ more emphasis be given

to the first aspect of the background - the effects on the ear; the
.-t<

events of the time and the influences of the environment are more

briefty acknowledged, and more occasionally applied.

'Thunder of Thought, & flames of fierce desire:
Even from the depths of HeII his voice I hear
Vüithin the unfathomd caverns of my Ear.
Therefore I print; nor vain my types shall be:
Heaven, Earth & Hetl, henceforth shall live in harmony.

Jerusalem 3 (E.. L44)

9L Matthews, Cockney, Past and Present,

king

p. 77.

92 A.W. de Groot, "Phonetics in Relation to Aesthetics" in Manual
of Phonetics ed. Bertil Malmberg (Amsterdam¡ North-Holland
Publishing Co., 1968), p. 543.

)f Dr J.M"Q.Davies, Lecturgr in English¡ University of
Melbourne (upon examination of this thesis) has
sug tested two other background references I

P;W"K" gtone

and oôflv Romantic neriocl Londcrn .' Rout ledge & Kega n
Paulrle6T).

Lawrence T. Li the S

University Prets, lg70).

rde
e\, Jersey : Princeton
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III

''SONG" IN THE POETICAL SKETCHES

The earliest examples of Blakets interest in the "songl" occur Ín

the Poetical Sketches in which seven of the poems are titled simply

"song'"r ând which critics from the early Swinburne and Vù.M. Rossetti

to those of recent times have likened to the Elizabethan lyric:

Some of these earliest songs of Blake's have the scent and
sound of Elizabethan times upon them ... the song of forsaken
love - 'My silks and. fine array' is sweet enough to recall
the tyrics of Beaumontr.,and Fletcher ... Vüebster might have
signed the rMad Songr.

Several of the short lyrics ... have the same sort of pungent
perfume - indefinable, but not evanescent - that belongs to
the choicest Elizabethan songs; the like play of emotion - or
play of colour ... the Iike ripeness and roundrress... '2

Frederick Tatham, writing in 1832, has held that "How sv¡eet I roam'd"

and "Love and harmony combine" were equal to Ben Jorrsorr.3

copy

Apart from the three shepherd songs which were \^¡ritten into one

of Poetical Sketches and whieh wiII be considered briefly later,

the other two "songs" in this early work of Blakets are: "A Vüar Song

to Englishmen" and "Mad. Song", the former anticipating the undercurrents

of the world of experience, and the hortatory song of the prophetic

works, while the "Mad Song", is held by Northrop Frye to be "the germ

of Blake's whole conception of 'Spectres ... the lyric as the germ

4of the myth". - The "Mad Song" is, moreover, held to have gror^In out

A.C. Swinburne, Vüilliam Blake (London: ChatÈo and lrlindus, 1906), P. I0.

William Blake, Poetical Sketches ed. Eric Partridge with "The
Metrics of William Blake" by Jack Lindsay (London: Scholartis
Press I L92'7 ), p. xix. eartridge is citing W.M. Rossetti.

3 G.E. Bentley Jnr., Blake Records (Oxford : Clarendon Press, L969) ,
p. 513.

Northrop Frye,
Beacon Press,

Fearful Sr¡mmetry: a study of Vüilliam Blake (Bostonr

1

2

4
1965), p. L79.
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of the tradition of Tom O' Bedlam songs, six such being in Percy's

Reliques, a copy of which Blake owned and studied.5

When the seven "songs " of the Poetical Sketches are likened to

the Etizabethan lyric, it is usually in terms of the carefree spirit,

the grace and lightness of metre in the songs of the earlier age, but

it must be remembered that men turned to the lyric in the deepest

moments of life,6.nd even epic and narrative verse had its lyric

moments v/oven into the fabric of the poem. Elizabethan drama, too,

was full of lyric - not always formal songs, but =ottg o.t"fi-owing into

diatogue, soliloquy and description, as in the sonnet which Romeo and.

Juliet share in d.ialogue (Romeo and Juliet Act l, Sc. 5).

It has been pointed. out that Ben Jonson may have influenced the
7youthful "Hovr Sweet I roamld",' and Jonson himself turned from the

merely superficial melodic sonnet, writing in his Discoveries:

Others there are that have no composition at all; but a kind
of tuning and rhlzming fall, in what they write. It runs and
slides, and only makes a sound. Woments poets they are
called, as you have woments tailors;

They write a verse as smooth, as soft as cream;
In which there is no torrent, nor scarce stream.

Blake, also, in his time avoided any suggestion of smooth inanity in

his "songs", and it is not without significance that in Blakets "How

sweet I roam'd", the poem contains a movement from the sweet that is

5 Michael Phillips, "Blakers Early Poetry " in Vüi11iam Blake: es
in honour of Sir Geoffrey Keynes, ed. Morton D. Paley and Michael
Phillips (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1973) , p- 8.

J.B. Reed, English Lyrical Poetry (New Haven: YaIe University
Press, L9L2), pp. 138-41.

Margaret Lo\^/ery, "Windows of the Morning",
93 (1940), pp. 103-4, 2O3.

YaIe Studies in English,

Ben Jonson, Works: with notes by vl. Gifford (London: Bickers & Son,
1875), IX, p. L57.

a

6

7

8
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natural to the bird unnaturally imprisoned in the golden cage. There

is a nuance of doubt in the lines from "Fresh from the dewy hill" as

each field and village seems Edenic:

Each field seems Eden, and each calm retrea!;
Each village seems the haunt of holy feet.'- (E.408)

Moreover, the Succeeding "Song", "When early mgrn v¡alks forth", betrays

the voice of experience expressing the pangs of jealou"y.l0

But whether the emotion be that in the jovial "T love the jocund

dance" or be reminiscent more of the darker lyric of melancholy to

which "My silks and fine array" has been likened, it is nevertheless

true that it was both inevitable and appropriaÈe that the young Blake

in his search for a "voice" which would prove an apt medium for his

"song" should turn to the Elizabethan lyric which expressed the voice

of a nation.

If this breadth of Etizabethan lyric is borne in mind, it is less

surprising that the "Mad Song" and "A war Song to Englishmen" should

have joined the seven other "Song's" of more typical Elizabethan form

and flavour. Although Blake himself showed tittle interest in

distributing the uncut and unsewn sheets of the Poetical Sketches

which his friend had arranged to have printed for him - "the production

of untutored youth"ll - it is probably true to say, with Margoliouth,

9 vüitliam B1ake, The Poetry and Prose, êd. David V. Erdman with
a commentary by Harold Bloom, revised edition (New York; Doubleday-
Anchor, I97O) , p. 408. (E)

10 Michael J. Tolley, "Blake's Songs of Spring",
ed. Paley and Phillips, p. 105.

in WiIIiam Blake,

lI G.E. Bentley Jnr., Blake Records p. 25 reproduces the phrase from
"a brief and rather deprecatory
Revd. A.S. Mathew".

'Advertisement', apparently by the
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that it was the painter-B1ake who chose the title, but that in these

early poems is "the first evidence of an auditory as \47e1l as a visual

imaginatiorr".l2 However, it was the poet-Blake who sang, borrowing

from the Elizabethans, yeÈ transforming theír lyric into the begínnings

of the unique Blakean "voice of Song", and it is Èhis voice of song

and the Blakean "ear" that invite careful consideration in relation

to the Poetical Sketches.

fn considering this first group of songs, with the "Mad song" and

"A Vrlar Song to Englishmen", it wilt be hypothesised that the young

Blake approached the subject of song in the same way as would most

young poets and, therefore, the poems wiII be discussed in terms of

their metrical organisation and in descending order of the size of the

unit: metre, cadences in the sense of phrasing, syllables, rhlzme,

and sounds - that is, vowel and consonant phonemes. Incidental

references wiII be made to any relevant feature of London speech in

the eighteenth century and aII observations about form will be

connected Èo hypotheses about function within the Blakean canon.

Studies of other manuscripts from Blake's hand show that his

punctuation was apt to be perfunctory or even misleading, and it is

evident that the printer of the Poetical Sketches was sometimes

uncertain how to deal with it,l3 and therefore this chapter wiII but

briefly touch on this aspecÈ, in the "Songs".

12 H.M. Margoliouth, Wiltiam Btake (Oxford University Press'
Archon Books, 1967), pp. 49, 6.

13 Geoffrey Keyne s, Blake Studies: Essays on his life and work.
I (Oxford: Clarendon Press , L97L), pp. 35-7 -
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In songs from the German and English repertoire, one of the most

recognisable corretatives between poetry and music is the use of some

type of metrical organisatio.r.14 In both arts, rhythm is the ordering

of movement in time, and as such it includes accent (where the stresses

faII), metre, phrasing and pauses. The "song's" of the Poetical Sketches

are no exception, f.or Blake here displays a variety of verse techniques

in which he uses these essentials, but varies them so wel-I that he

avoids the reduction of any poem to mere jingte. This chapter will argue

that the "Songs" in the Poetical Sketches were the base from which

Blake would begin to sing the Sonqs of Innocence and of Experience, and

would continue a voice of song throughout the minor prophecies and

the major works until he laid his pen aside as far as song was

concerned \^/ith "The End of the Song of Jerusalem".

I : The Metre

To look at the first seven "Songts" from the point of view of the

traditional "foot" of prosody and the lines in terms of the number of

regular stresses or accents is to perceive the range of early Blakean

experiment: two of the "Songs" are in iambic pentameter, three are

in iambic trimeter, and there is one in each of iambic tetrameter and

trochaic tetrameter. Metre, then, is the first of the "extra

regularities"f5
although the fa
disc over y !
L4 Donald lvey , Sonq: anatomy, imagery and styles (New York: The

Free Press, 1970), p. 3

15 Geoffrey Leech, A Linquistic quide to Enqlish Poetry (London:
Longmans, 1969), pp. 62-4. Geoffrey Leech uses the term 'extra
regularitiest in the sense, not of irregularities, but as in
metre and alliteration, to name but two, where an extra pattern
is superimposed on the patterning alread,y inherent in the language.

which Blake uses in these early poems to sing his song,

ct that tt ,gng, 
o .rr. metre i s scarcely a
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SONG

How sweet I roam'd from field to field,
And tasted a1l the summer's pride,

TiIl I the prince of love beheld,
Who in the sunny beams did glide!

He shew'd ne lilies for my hair,
And blushing roses for my bow;

He led me through his gardens fair,
trùhere aII his qolden pleasures grow.

With sweet May dews my wings were wet,
And Phoebus fir'd my vocal rage'

He caught me in his silken net,
And shut me in his golden cage.

He loves to sit and hear me sing,
Then, laughing, sports and plays with me;

Then stretches out my golden wing,
And mocks my loss of liberty.

(P 404-5)

In the above poem, Blake has moved the lines along pleasantly in

iambs appropriate to the opening statement, iambs which vary no more
ü

than did those of Elizabethan or eighteenth-cenÈury poets. In the

Iast line of the first stanza, Èhe initial iambic foot is inverted to

bring abouÈ a stress on'r¡¡ho'and introduces, in the very awkward.ness

of the unusual stress posiÈion, some question about the person

introduced in the preceding line. V'Ihereas Blake's last syllables are

almost invariably end-stopped, such inversion of an initial iamb is

not frequent in this group of songs and is usually to bring into

emphasis some substantive or, Iess frequently, some strong verb, as

in stanza five of the following poem:

#lne methodology of this study.in general. is to com.pare .Blake.
w ith h imself-'at eaèh sta!e of h is development but , in relation to
his earliest works,no -one had " com
extreme of a crude steady beat
sentences . and repetiti ve I anguage
rhythm,, ( ostrì ker. 9-p. gj!,, p.
Thomson in his Augustan p roþr¡e
Blair . nof f rigid Akenside.'not the quietly-rhythmic Cowper.
not the musical Collins and Gray . not the popu lar Percy . nor the
Chatterton / Rowley of mixed metr€r' ( Ostriker. pp,22- 30 .

passim ; Grierson .op. citr p,29J.
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SONG

Fresh from the dewy hill, the merry year
Smiles on my head, and mounts his flaming car;
Round my young brows the laurel wreaÈhes a shade,
And rising glories beam around my head.

My feet are wing'd, while o'er the dewy lawn
I meet my maiden, risen like the morn:
Oh bless those holy feet, like angels' feet;
Oh bless those limbs, beaming with heav'nly light!

Like as an angel glitt'ring in the sky'
In times of innocence, and hoIY joY;
The joyful shepherd stops his grateful song,
To hear the music of an angelrs tongue-

So when she speaks, the voice of Heaven I hear
So when we walk, nothing impure comes near;
Each field seems Eden, and each calm retreat;
Each village seems Èhe haunt of holy feet-

But that sweet vitlage, where my black eyrd maid,
Closes her eyes in sleep beneath night's shade:
V'thenerer f enter, more than mortal fire
Burns in my soul, and does my song inspire.

(E., 407-8)

'Fresh' and 'Smiles' in lines one and two respectively should

definitely be read as trochees; 'round' probably should be read as

stressed, f.or there is an aural echo in the stressed 'aroundt in t'he

succeeding line, and rmountst in the preceding line exerts accentual

force. Moreover, any Stress on the tmyt would lead to an absurd

reading of the poem, which celebrates the other and his mutual joy

with her, not his, o\^tn ego.

Ho\^Iever, the youthful Bl-ake not only moves freely from an iambic

to trochaic but from trochaic to ananapestic line introduction.
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SONG

Love and harmony combine,
And around our souls intwine,
lfhile thy branches mix wiÈh mine'
And our roots together join.

Joys upon our branches sit,
Chirping loud, and singing sweet;
Like gentle streams beneath our feet
Innocence and virtue meet.

Thou the golden fruit dost bear,
I am clad in flowers fair;
Thy sweeÈ boughs perfume the air,
And the Èurtle buildeth there.

There she sits and feeds her Young'
Sweet f hear her mournful song;
And thy love1y leaves ¿¡nong,
There is love: I hear his tongue.

There his charming nest doth IaY'
There he sleeps the night avtaY;
There he sports along the daY'
And doth anong our branches PIaY.

(E. , 405-6. )

Any trochaic metre will naturally have an initially stressed

beginning to the line, but in such cases as the examples below from

,,Love and harmony combine", Blake regularly takes stress away from

the initiat 'and', the trochees giving way to anapests.

stanza one: o'å 
"?orrld 

our sours intwine,l6 (rine 2)

Stanza one: enä orSr to(t" together join- (Iine 4)

Stanza three, enä tf" t,lttfe buildeth there. (Iine 4)

Stanza four: atä trly lJvery Ieaves ¿rmong' (Iine 3)

Stanza five: nná a/tf, among our branches ptay. (line 4) (Iast line)

fn the notation currently used in American Linguistics, variations
in degree of stress are indicated by:. / for primary sÈress;

^ 
for secondary stress; and \ for tertiary stress (ostriker'

p. 65). For the purpose of this thesis, these symbols will be
preferred, but an unstressed syllable will be given the
conventional symbol X .

16
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However, because of the preceding semícolon, the 'andt in the third

line of the fourth stanza is relatively strong in comparison with that

beginning the final line of the poem, for here both syntax and the

alliÈerative stressing of 'day' (line 3) and rdoth' (line 4) tend to

submerge tand' even more. .: Then Blake creates a final line that

flows wiÈh true iambic smoothness to round out the song with a gentle

emphasis upon the poetic 'doth', an iaÍib to complement that one which

reflects neatly the semantic aspect: "Like genÈIe streams beneath

our feet"; thus, in the one poem Btake has used iamb, trochee and

anapest - a complexity and interchange of metres in a poem that has

itself been called one of the most complex of Blake's presenting a

symbolic exploration of love, freedom and marri.g".17

Although Blake has created contrasts in the pronouns he used in

"Fresh from the dewy hiIl", most often they are set between very

strong substantives and this weakens any incidental stress; in the

above poem, by contrast, often the pronoun will control the accent,

particularly appropriate for this song in which there is emphasis on

the two persons - a duality expressed in -rr¡.orr<¿{wr¿rret from

pronoun to pronoun, from second person to first:

/ 1, - /. /Thóu the golden frúit doest beãr,

_,/ -./ _ -- / -./.I am clact r-n llowers rarr;

Blake put into pracÈice what theorists Èhirty years later were to say:

L7 John Ehrstine, Vlilliam Blakers Poetical Sketches (Washington:
State University Press, L967) , p. 20.
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No poet must expect our pronunciation to be crippled in
complaisance to his lame feet; and this is one great
excellence in our versification compared with that of
the french [sic]. 18

Blake developed concepÈs that we often hold as uniquely Coleridgean:

fhe metre of rChristabel' is not, properly speaking,
irregular, though it may seem so from its being founded on
a new principle: n¿unely, that of counting in each line the
accents, not Èhe syllables. Though the latter may vary from
seven to twelve, yet in each line the accents will be found'
to be only four. Nevertheless, this occasional variation in
number of syllables is not introduced wantonly or for the
mere ends of convenience, but in correspondence with some
transition in the nature of the imagery of passion. 19

This raises the phonological question of isochronism' or

tequal-time-nes.s: t of Èhe unit, be it musical bar, measure or foot,

or in French poetry the syllable itself. To appease those who reject

the principle of isochronism as lacking in objective evidence, Geoffrey

Leech draws an analogy between music not performed in public to the

ticking of the metronome, yet perceived as rhythmical, and the

rstretching and squashingr of the duration of the linguistic prosodic

foot (corresponding to the musical bar) according to the number of

unstressed syllables that are inserted between one stress and the

next and according to the complexity of those syllables - in both

instances a psychologicat equality drawn from the way in which the ear

interprets the recurrence of stre"".2o This principle is evident in

18 ;Iames Odell , Essay on the elements, accents and prosody of the
Enqlish language (London: 1806) ' p. 156.

19 Samuel Taylor Coleridge, The Complete Poetical V'Iorks , 2 vols. ,
ed. E.H. Coleridge (Oxford: Clarendon Press, L9I2) from the
Preface to "Christabel", I, p. 2I5.

20 Geoffrey Leech, p" 105"
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the one other line from "Fresh from the dewy hiIl" which does not

begin with the expected unstressed syllable:
,.':r

Like as an angel gtitt'ring in the sky, (E., 4O7.)

To read the line as an iambic pentameter, with rising rhythm, is to

bring the weak words rasr and tint into too much prominence - an

awkward line even allowing the possibility of an initial inversion.

To read the line as incorporating anapestic feet is to miss the

cl-imactic ef fect of the spond.aic 'glitt'ring' foll-owing the disyllable

rangel'. To read the line as trochee, amphiT:rach, spondee, anapest -

all in one line - makes for only four stresses (to which, however, the

English pentameter always tends). More likely, Blake has arranged the

Iine in equal time segrments which the inner mind beats, allowing a

rush of monosyllables in the initial dactyl, a slowing at 'ang;el', a

clump of consonants to split 'glitt'ring' into two long halves and a

final rush as the line concludes.

Perhaps this is what Damon instinctively felt about Blake's

grasp of "time" when he wrote of him:

Every line he hrrote he tested at least semi-consciously
by his inner ear. 2L

Certainly Blake's insertion of extra unstressed and stressed syllables

in the following poem creates no interruption to the flow of the verse.

2L Damon, Vlilliam Blake p. 45

Althoueh this line is discussed at length. it is
* ackrrowledgeã $that English iambic pentanleter fro'm the

sixteenth c entury on - Sh¿kes

of lines that scan identically
unpublished conrment on this
IJnjversity of New Jersey/ 198
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SONG

My silks and fine array,
My smiles and languish'd air,

By love are driv'n away;
And mournful lean Despair

Brings me yew to deck my grave:
Such end true lovers have.

His face is fair as heav'n,
Vühen springing buds unfold;

O why to him was't giv'n,
V'Ihose heart is wintry cold?

His breast is love's a1l worship'd tomb,
Where all love's pilgrims come.

Bring me an axe and spade,
Bring me a winding sheet;

I¡lhen I my grave have made,
Let winds and tempests beat:

Then d.own I'11 lie, as cold as clay.
True love doth pass away!

(E. , 405. )

In this poem, nominally in iambic trimeter, the fifth lines Ín

each stanza aTe regular octosyltables, but that in stanza one begins

with a catateptic "foot". Blake could have written "Has brought me

yew ..." but this would have been monotonous. Blake, in fact, needs

an end-stopped fourth line to have an iambic octosyllabic fifth line.

The effect here is that the "inner ear" hurries over two relatively

unstressed syllables towards "ye\r't", a word almost always associated

with death. These fifth lines can now form a contrast to the last

line of each stanza - a shorter line - to achieve a punch-line effect.

^7/x/^/Brings me ye\^r to deck my grave:

s.âh "l v(" t(u"Ï" nu(".

Stanza one:

The near rhyme of

qualification and

the second stanza

echoic effect, an

word, necessarily

tyetnr' and ttruet accentuates somewhat the adjectival

leads towards allocaÈion of stress to that word; in

the lines in the same position also contain an

actual repetition of lloversr to accentuate this

a stressed syllable:
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Stanza two:

The inversion oftlove's all'and 'aII love'st heightens the connection

between the two lines, in the former of which Blake has added two

syllables, and cïeated five stresses which wiII allow for this longer

Iine to set up the punch-Iine to follow as before.

In the final stanza Blake in the last line draws together both

these threads as he uses ltrue' and 'Iovet in the context of 'Èrue love

doth pass away', both words in a position where stress on each is both

possible and provided for by the preceding full stop.

nI" ¡'á"t iä ro¿ '" u(, 'ol=r,ip 'a ár'r,

whére ul, ,o("'" p('u,'i*" "á".

x/^/x/x
Thên down I'Il lie, as cold as

,r(" t!u" ao[n pts 
^l*!",

"(uoStanza three:

The next "Song'" is basically in iambic trimeter, but Blake has

both added and deleted syllables almost at will and has re-arranged

the patterning to group together in many instances stresses and adding

unstressed syllables, rather than having these fall alternately.

There is, moreover' an equalry wilful rhlzme scheme - alr countering

the "cream" of conventional material- thìs is the first of the poems
tliat is"wilful,z ; that is uniquely Blakean in meire and rhyme..

SONG

Memory, hither come,
And tune your merry notes;

And, while upon the wind
Your music floats,

I'II pore upon the stream,
Where sighing lovers dream,

And fish for fancies as they pass
Vüithin the watery glass.

I'Il drink of the clear stream,
And hear the linnet's song;

And there I'II lie and dream
The day along:

And when the night comes, I'Il go
To places fit for woe;

Vüalking along the darken'd valley'
With silent Melancholy.

(8., 406-7.)
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Merry notes floating upon the wind, sighing lovers beside a stream,

the linnet's song and the Melancholy associated with valleys and

night, but also the most unconventional metrical arrangements which

faII upon the ear as both a reaction to the themes and a l¡relcome re.lief -

!Ìesê are all here!. Blake concludes stanzas one and three with a very

short line, in effect contradicting the sense of floating music and

the long day by the very abruptness of the line, and diminishing any

hint of a conventionally smooth lyric, f.or here are presented the ups

and downs of the Melancholic mood.

Conversely, Blake has extended the lines of dalliance:

Stanza one:

Stanza two:

Stanza two:

Stanza four:

vol' *,-/"iã rtAr",
Å," a{v JtÁn,

efa t/"t r{, r(n"'É, Á tnåo nt""

w{:l,.Íg :r"(n trÄ ¿'á.ã,a ,ráåv,

fn the former example, Blake has reinforced the stress by alliteration

and by the repeated sibilance of the consonants; the line from stanza

four is part of two instances of semantic enjambment and. provides

a drawn out conclusion well in accord with the effect of the four-

sylla-ble key-word with which the poem concludes:

xz\/,/^./x,/x/x/
And when nishr 

"u1^"= 
tì, n( rã práJ= rl rã, *o",

wdu'iå,q ^i"(n .-¿" ah"'îa .,ráão, wiln =1"Ãt vÁ^Á"Áú.

The first line of this stanza is an example, too, of stresses falling

together and other examples may be given:



t. "How sweet I roamtd" (1.9)

"When early morn" (1.19):

(1.6):

"f love the jocund dance"

(1.15):

"Love and harmony combine"
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witrr sv¡le t vtlv d,"(= G .. . or
x/^/

With sw'eet May déws.

^ / / /^I'd cu?se bright fórtúñe for my mixed lot,
//

And. the uáI" aulxens at my pensive \4roe.

(1.8): And the joIly ,*!rn h(gn" his fill.
 /t/\/,/

lVhere a1l the old villagers meet,
ta.\/^.//

Thy sweet boughs perfúme the air

2

3

4 (1. 11)

In the last example, the primary and secondary stress upon tperfumet

will achieve a climax effect. Similarly, in the first example the

stresses upon both 'Mayt and tsweett will give a slowed effect to

round out the last reference in that poem to what is pleasant - before

the allusion to the fiery Phoebus and the pictured loss of liberty.

In the following example from "Fresh from the dewy hiII" Blake has

given the word 'nothing' even more emphasis; apart from the two

consecutive stresses he has created, with a conìma, a caesura:

//
So when we walk, nóthing impure comes near.

Edward Bysshe, that most influential theorist concerning the

rules of prosody, would have approved this pause as following the

sense and construction of the words, but would have feLt, also, that

this line would not have had "so much the sound of a Verse ...
22Disagreeableness proceeds from the undue Seat of the Accent", - here

as in the example of which Bysshe was speaking, there being a stress

upon the fifth syJ-Iable. Yet, Blake's accenting has removed the stress

from the weak 'irg', as has been done in one other linein the same poern

Ed.ward Bysshe,
1705), p. 6.

22 The Art of English PoeÈry, 2nd edition (London:
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//
oh, bless those limbs, beaming with heav'nly Iight!

ft should be noted that Blake could have written the weak "Iimbs that

beam". His "Iimbs, beamíng" has a surprise effect, rather like a

sforzando, or ornamental stress in music. fn this example, the stress

and pause are even more "foregrounded"* bY the alliteration of 'blessl

and rbeamingt, tlimbst and tlightt and also by the consonance of the

tmt and tst sounds.

!ùriters on language in the eighteenth century offered much

speculation about the nature of the "pause". B}ake in the first

example above seems Èo follow the theory of James Burnet (f,ord Monboddo)

that the pause is an interruptiorrr23 for the second half of the line

is of a different subject matter. In the second example it may be

argued, as did Joshua Steele Ln L775,'n anu, the reader will count on

in the mind registering the interval as well as the sound; John

V,IaIker (1787) similarly believed that pauses had fot"u.25 In this

poem, Blake seems to be experimenting with the possible variations of

* "Foregrounding" is a term by P.L. Garvin, Èrans-, Sprague School-
reader on Esthetics, Literary structure and style (v,tashington,:
D.C., Geo rgetown University Press, 1964) , p. 9 , to explain the
significance of elements of interest and surprise in a work of
art - the unique creative innovations of poetryfrather than
routine poetic licence, Leech, pp. 56-7.

23 James Burnett - Monboddo' Janes Burnett, Lord, Of the Oriqin and
Progress of Language (L774-92; rPt. English Linquistics, 1500-1800,
No. 48, ed. R.C. Alston
rI, pp. 313-314.

(Menston, England: Scolar Press, L969) ,

24 ,Joshua Steele t An essav towards establishing the melody and
measure (L775; rpt. Enqlish Linquistics, 1500-1800, No. L72,
ed. R.C. Alston (Menston, England! Scolar Press, L969), p. 74.

25 John lr7aIker, The Melodv of speakinq delineated. or Elocution taught
like Music (L787 ¡ rpt. Enqlish Linguistics, 1500-1800, No. 2L8,
ed. R.C. Alston (Menston, England.: Sco1ar Press, 1970), p. 65.
Vfalker's theory of pauses is further discussed in the unpublished
thesis of George Turner, John Walkerrs theorY of English
intonation, c. III (London: University College' London, L964).
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the effect of the pause. The lines fit into the classification of

Lord Kames of lines of the "first order", in which the pause falls

after the fourth syll-able in English Heroic verse, after an accent,

affording a melody "most spirited and lively":

The accent, being followed instantly by a pause, makes an
illustrious figure ... the mind is supported in its elevation
[trom the accen!] ¡V the sudden unprepared pause, which rouses
and. animates. ¿o

In the two lines given, the same metrical pattern has two opposite

effects: augmentation in "bless those limbs, beaming with heavtnly

IighÈ" and it is to be demonstrated later that Blake would enlarge

this complementary semanÈic aspect when he used lines written in

parallelt an effect of denial is inherent in the use of the pause in

the first example, where 'nothing' is unanticipated and 'impure' has

the stress thrown on the second syllable, as it were negating Èhe

negation. In effect the 'pure' association is emphasised for the two

weak syllables 'ing' and 'imp' have very little augmentation effect.

fn this poem Blake seems to be experimenting with possible variations

of the effect of the pause, given irregularity of the iambic pentameter.

Blake, then, gave an early experimental voice to songr and used

the interplay between an ideal metre and the actual rhythm that

language insists upon as a linguistic foregrounding mechanism' although

this was attributed to his "good ear" by his friends. Examples of this

interplay occur quite often in "I love the jocund dance".

Kames,
(1785) ;

Henry Home, Ist Baron, Elements of criticism,
Criticism of the lSth

6th edition
Centurv,rpt . Enqlish Literary

26

vol-. 8I, pts.- 1 and 2 (New York: Garland, L97L), If , I24' L52
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SONG

I love the jocund d.ance,
The softly-breathing song'

V'lhere innocent eyes do glance,
And where lisps the maidenrs tongue.

I love the laughing vale,
I love the echoing hilJ-,

I¡trhere mirth does never fail,
And the jolly swain laughs his fill.

I love the pleasant cot,
I love the innocent bowrr,

Where white and brown is our lot,
Or fruit in the mid-day hour.

I l-ove the oaken seat,
Beneath the oaken tree,

!{here aII the o1d villagers meet,
And laugh our sports to see.

I love our neighbours aII,
But, Kitty, I better love thee;

And love them I shall- ever shall;
But thou art all to me.

(E. , 406)

fn the third stanza 'the innocentr*..r, be passed over quickly

enough - and should, according to Bysshe, avoid as much as possible

the concourse of vowels ill-sounding gaping. In the third stanza,

Blake has, in effect, reversed the patterning of lines two and three

in Èhe fourth line:

From the most emininent orthoepists of the eighteenth century it
does not seem as if the Miltonic pronunciation of "innocent"
survived. tlitlíam Johnston, A pronouncing and spelling
dictionary, London: L764¡ rpt. English Linguistics, 1500-1800'
No. 95, ed. R.C. Alston (Menston, England: Scolar Press, L968) ¡

John htralker, A critical pronouncinq dictionary , London: L79L¡
AIstonrpt . Enqlish Linguistics, 1500-1800, No. 1I7' ed. R.C.

(Menston, England: Scolar Press, 1968); Thomas Sheridan, A
general dictionary of Èhe English Language, 2 vols., London:
1780; rpt. English Linguistics, 1500-1800, No. 50' pts. I and 2'
ed. R.C. Alston (Menston, England: Scolar Press, L967).

?k
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x
I Iove pleal'#

r,

te x-anct
,v xr_s our Iot,

fr t ih tñ" hour

In effect, the singer of the song has - in musical terms - adjusted the

measure through a triplet (the addition of extra syllables); he has

created parallel strong accents in tines two and three with a reversal

in the fourth line; and he has finished each line with a virtual pause

sign (a stressed sytlable). Blake had no formal musical training, but

obviously an instinctual grasp of musical "ans¡¡¡ering" - where the tune

or subject is the same (as in "f love the jocund dance") - and of the

principle of "retrogirade" in which the melody appears in reverse order

(as in "The Lamb) (E., 8.). The first type we see in the familiar

"Twinkle, twinkle little star" where the first and fifth lines are

repetitions of the tune and Èhe other lines run down the scale in

parallel series. This type of musical "answering" is very common in

the ballads of Blake's day; the second type of musical patterning is

less common, but an example may be found in Èhe tune named variously

"Abbot Canterbury" or "A Cobbler there \n/as", one of the most popular

tunes used in ballad operas as Air 56 in the second edition of Gay's

27
The Beqqarts opera , f.or example.

A pause, in effect, occurs at the lexical hyphenation of "mid"

in the phrase "mid-day" hour, enhancing the monosytlabic air of

simplicity, while "noonday", an alternative choice, would have broken

this effect as the medial consonants run into each other and the two

Iong vowels extend the sound..

27 Claude M. Simpson, The British Broadside Ballad and its Music

x

l(
Where

*
I

Or

Frï" rl I

(New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, L966O, p. L15.
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II : The Cadence

Blake, thus, in these early "songs" used variety in metre but

it is evident that he thought also in what is rather loosely spoken

of as "cadence". Joshua Steele was quite representative of eighteenth-

century thoughtwhen he hetd that the "cadence" vtras a term of quantity,

a pulsation of time of equal duration, beginning with "thesis" or

"StreSS" and ending With "arsis" Or the unaccented part of the

prosod.ic scheme - musically speaking we would say between bar line and

bar line. Steele was a little less precise: "between step and step,

or, musica1ly speaking, between bar and bar, the whole of each cadence

is included".28

In the preface to Jerusalem, Blake spoke of "Monotonous Cadencet

like that used. by Milton and Shakespeare and all wriÈers of English

Blank verse", but pointed out that he had "produced a variety in

every line, both of cadences and number of syllables (p. l.44). Damon

writes of Blake: "At some moments he seems to have reached a complete

tiberation from metre in favour of cadence." He then elucidates:

Each line represents a breath; and this breath is the
real metrical unit around which all the variations
are formed. 29

And, of course, Blake's practice of end-stopped lines enhances this

breath-like quality.

Murray Roston speaks of I'parallelíst forms which ignore regular

metre and rely upon a rhythm of meaning"3o - again an idea of "cadence"

and his work will be discussed briefly later in this chapter and at

28 Steele, Pp" 114-5"

29 Damon, Vüilliám B1ahe, pp. 6O, 57.

30 Murray Roston' and Poet: the Bible and the
Romanticism (London: F r and Faber' 965), p. 16

of
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length when the Prophetic works are considered, fot even in these

early "song's" there is some evidence that Bl-ake \^ras beginning to vs¿1"he
<Ac.vi s€, o( s¡v.*o,ctic p ar."\[<,\isl-.,

The best example occurs in the first "Song", of which the second

stanza is given here:

( He she'd me lilies for my hair, )

( ( And blushing roses for my browi ) )

( He led me through his gardens faLr, )

( ( V'lhere all his golden pleasures grow. ) )

The poet makes a major staÈement, then supplements or qualifies it in

the succeeding line, giving the effect of alternation of major and

minor cadences. The pattern is different in the second "Song", "My

silks and fine array", in which there are examples in the first and

second stanzas of a major cadence of more than one line, with the

fourth line forming the minor cadence:

Stanza one:

The last line is an example of an enjarnbment which Blake has created

to carry over the cadence into another, a second line. In the third

"Song" "Love and harmony combine", Blake has in the second and fourth

stanzas posiÈioned a minor cadence so as to lead into a major cadence:

Stanza four: ( ( ena thy lovely leaves among,

( There is love: I hear his tongue.
))

First, metre - with its possibilities for accentual reinforcement,

and then cadences - here are the "extra regularities" with which the

young Blake began to raise his voice of song.

( My silks and fine array,
( My smiles and languish'd air,
( By love are drivrn away;

( ( And mournful lean Despair

( ( Brings me yeh¡ to deck my grave:

)

)

)

))

))
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III : The Syl1ab1e

It is logical to consider next the "syllable", for much of the

prosodic controversy of Blake's day centred on the alternatives of

a syllabic or an accentual approach to poetry. Blake is at pains to

point out that he himself believed that "Poetry Fetter'd Fetters the

Human Race" (Jerusalem, p. L44), but it must be asked, whether Blake

did foltow Pope or Edward Bysshe - the man who codified for the

eighteenth century the ideals of English versification as based upon

French models.

Two of the "Songs" from the Poetical Sketches are decasyllabic

with no deviation from this pattern, although occasionally Blake has

dared to alter pattern from that dictaÈed by Bysshe ot Pop",3I

In aII verses of 10 syllables, the most prevailing
Accents ought to be on the 2nd, 4th or 6th syllables; for
if they are on the 3rd, 5th or 7th, the Verses will be rough
and disagreeable. 32

However, the very lines that Bysshe would, denigrate are those which

were identified in the previous section on metre as having particular

significance in Blake's early experiments to achieve a unique verse:

"Fresh from the dewy hilI", SLanza 2, 5rh llable stressed

ðn otl" trroxse tiJ" , r"!^iig ,#n n"t'r'ri rigltl

"Fresh from the dewy hill",
/

Stanza 4 5th syllable stressed

So when we walk, noÈhing impure comes near;

31 Kumbier, p. 162.

32 Bysshe, P. 6
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fwo other examples may be taken from "lVhen early morn walks forth in

sober grey", Èhe first one from stanza one, Iine six, in which the

accent falls on the third syllable:

/
And the vâIe darkens at my pensive woe.

The second instance is of a line that could be read as a regular

iambic pentameter, but seems to call for at least a secondary stress

upon "bri9ht", the sylta-ble falting into third position:

I'd curse bribht fortune for my mixed lot, (si.anza 4, line 3)

SONG

lVhen early morn walks forth in sober greyt
Then to my black ey'd maid I haste away,
!{hen evening sits beneath her dusky bow'r,
And gently sighs away the silent hour;
The village bell alarms, away I go;
And the vale darkens at my pensive \^Ioe.

To that sweet village, where my black ey'd maid
Doth drop a tear beneath the silent shade,
I turn my eyest and, pensive as I go,
Curse my black stars, and bless my pleasing woe.

Oft when the summer sleeps among the trees'
Vlhisp'ring faint murmurs to the scanty breeze,
I walk the viltage round; if at her side
A youth doÈh walk in stolen joy and pride,
I curse my stars in bitter grief and woe,
That mad.e my love so high, and me so low.

O should she e'er prove false, his limbs I'd tear,
And throw aII pity on the burning air;
I'd curse bright fortune for my mixed lot,
And then I'd die in peace, and be forgot.

(E. , 408. )

This "song" also provides two excel-Ient examples of accentual

reinforcement: tvillage' and tvalet from the first sÈanza and the

repetitive 'curset from each of the other stanzas, and in this way

Blake has managed to ensure that the two aspects of the poem, the

external scene and the internal feeling linger in the mind at the

one time.
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It is evid.ent then that Blake was not bound, down by "rr"to** in

his placing of the accents to stress particular aspects within the

poem - in fact he was quite successful in making the syllable conform

to his need. The first "Song" "Hot¡¡ sweet I roamtd" is perfectly

regular in regard to the number of syllables, having four quatrains

of octosyllabic lines; the secondary stress upon the third syllable

tMayt has been discussed previously. "My silks and fine array" and

"Love and harmony combine" are but slightly irregular in syllable

count, while the other three songs are glorious examples of Blakers

having varied the number of syltabLes so much that from the point of

view of "extra regularity" and the syllable no comment can be made.

Critics have poin ted out Èhat in the Songs of Innocence Blake

was drawing on the tradition of the children's hymn;t3 in Blake's day

the hlzmn metre 8.8.8.8. or L.M., the long metre which the poet used

in Èhe first "Song " of the Poetical Sketches was very conìmon. WiIIiam

Covrper penned "Jesus, where|er Thy people meet" in the same tetrameters

as the Blake verse; Isaac V'Iatts wrote "Praise ye the Lord! tTis good

to raise", "Jesus shall reign whereter the sun" and "lrlhen I survey the

wond.rous Cross", to name a few of the more familiar of his hlzmns; John

V'lesley made extensive use of the long metre, when he l¡tas translatinþ'

* Although Miltonts remarks on poets "carried away by Custom, but
much to their own vexation" were made in the context of the use
of rhyme, there is no doubt that Milton and Blake were of one mind
about an over-zealous adherence to "Custom". John Milton, Complete

and ma or SE ed. Merritt Y. Hughes (rndianapolis; Bobbs-
Merrill, L975) , p. 2LO.

Martha England's work was mentioned in the Background chapter;
another work mentioning the hyrnn themê is: John Holloway'' Blake:
rhe r,yiic Poetry, Studies in english'Literaturè, No. 34, (London:

33

Edward ArnoLd, 1968).
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adapting or altering other hymns from foreign or ancient sourcesi

while Charles V'IesIey gave the Church: "God of aII pol^¡er, and truth

and grace", to select three of his more well-known hymns. The metre

10.10.10.10 and 10.10.I0.10.10.10, the metres of the last two of the

seven "songs" were also known to hymn writers, although not as widely
?^

used. -'

Thus, although it cannot be said that Blake gave more than

occasional lip service to the Bysshean edicÈs on syllabic number, it

may be held that he did follow a syllabic pattern known and used by

the hymn writers of the eighteenÈh century - even as early as his

Poetical Sketches. In this partial- use of syllabíc patterning, yet

more can be seen of Blakets casting around for the form of his "song,".

Mention should also be made of the monosyllabic quality of these

songs. A very early Elizabethan lyricist, George Gascoigne (I525-L577),

recommended a monosylla-bic diction: "the more monosyllables that you

use, the truer Engtishman you shall seeme"r'U. thought that Addison

repeated in The Spectator, No. I35, Saturday, August 4, 171I.36

37Edith Sitwell writing lyrically of "How sweet I roamrd" points

to the "particularly beautiful and subtle inter\^/eaving of one-syllable

and two-syllable word.s for eights are apt to become plodding,

especially if there is too great a preponderance of one-syllable \^/ords"

34 The Methodist Hlzmn-Book, 34th edition (London: Methodist Conference
Office, L962) , p. 1008.

Charles Gascoigne,
Posies, ed. John l{.
I, p. 468.

The Complete Ï,tlorks, 2 vo1s., vol. I being The
Cunliffe (Cambridge: University Press, I9O7),

36 [Thomas Addison] The Spectator, No. 135, Saturday, August 4, l-7TI,
II'ed. Donald F. Bond,

p. 32.
5 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1965) ,

35

37 Edith Sitwell, p. 20.
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and this gives a different perspective on the monosyllable. Blake

has appropriated the essence of both - a reflection of the Elizabethan

tendency towards the lyric as the "voice of a nation"38 and an ear

for the musical effect of the succession of syllables. A simple

bar-graph wiII help to itlustrate the proportion of one to two to

three syllables that Blake used in the first "Song". Similar d.iagrams

could be made for the other six songs, but show the same pattern.

The syllable count in this first "Song'" is also tabulated below:

SONG ONE: "HOï'I SVüEET I ROAMTD:"

Stanza I Stanza 2 Stanza 3 S|-anza 4

M.D.T
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
xx
xx
xx
xx

M. D. T M.D.T
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
xx
XX
xx
xx

D.T

xxx

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
X
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

M

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

I 38 Reed, P- L I-
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SONG ONE: ''HOW SVüEET I ROAM'D: ''

Stanza Monosylla-bles Ðisyllables TrísyIlabIes

24

20

24

23

lrthat such a chart cannot show is the "subtle interweaving" of syllablest

but because of the infrequency of the last two classes, a few comments

upon these wiII suffice. Blake has interwoven inter-related

disyllables into the fabric of the verse: the two verbs 'tasted' and

'beheld' echo each other in their plosive consonance, Ieaning thus

toward.s the monosylla-bic and there is a semantic correspondence in

that each reflects one of the senses. The other two disyllables

tsummert and tsunnyt also parallet each other - in length, syntactic

position, adjectival funcÈion and sound correspondence of vowel, nasal

and sibilant consonants.

The second stanza provid.es síx disyllables, all for aspects of

summer: lilies, blushing roses, gardens, golden pleasuresr and these

link with one another by alliteration and by intermittent consonance

to stand out from the monosyllables. In the third stanza, 'silken'

and 'golden' are in a parattel syntactic positiott and have similar

aural constructions, while the sole trisyllable 'liberty' comes as

the very last word in the poem, Ieaving a lingering semantic question

in the readerts mind. "Memory hither come" demonstrates Blakets use

of the long word, rMelancholyt, to provide an unstressed end-stop to

the last, line of the poem. The subjective effect of this and of the

trisyllable 'liberty' in the firsÈ "Song" is to slow the end. of the

poem and this is congruent with Watker's theory of pauses which points

out that pauses between words are greater than pauses between

I

4

6

4

3

I
2

3

4
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sytrabtes.39 That is,

followed by a clump of

three "rhythmic units"

there will be a relatívely longer silence,

sound. containing (in the case of 'libertyr)
4o rnd two briefer pauses.

The syllable count from the second "Songt". "My silks and fine

array"r ilây also be tabulated, but the second diagrammatic representa-

tion is to show where Blake has placed the syltables. fn almost every

instance, Blake has reserved the longer words for positions close to

the end of the line, which have given an extended and heavy texture

to the poetry, well in accord with the lyric of melancholy to which

this poem has been likened.

SONG TI¡IO: "MY SILKS AND FINE ARRAY:"

Stanza Disyllab1es TrisyIIabIes

SONG TT{O: ''MY STLKS AND FTNE ARRAY:',
DISTRIBUT]ON OF MONOSYLLABLES AND DISYLLABLES

Stanza 1:

5

5

3

t
2

3

Monosyllables

25

2A

32

mm
mm
mm
mD
mm
mm

mm
mD
mm
mD
mm
mD

mmm
m

D

m

D

Stanza 2:

Stanza 3:

mmmmmm
mDmD
mmmmmm
mmmDm
mmmmmmDm
mmmDm

mmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
mmm

mmm
Dm
mmm
Dm
mmmmm
mD

39 V'Ialker, p.64.

"Rhythmic unit" is a term taken from Cochrane and McCaIIum, p.
"Phonemes fall into two classes and are organised into small
groups or syllab1es, each of which is a rhythmic unit.

40
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This hofding back of the disyllalrle is not evident in "I love the

jocund dance", but there Blake has in the first line of each stanza

used an id.entical syllabic pattern to enhance the parallelism of the

syntactic structure:

Stanza 1: f love the jocund dance,

Stanza 2t I love the laughing vale,

Stanza 3: I love the pleasant cot,

SLanza 4'. I love the oaken seat,

Stanza 5: I love our neighbours all

To read other patterns of syllabic parallelism into the remaining songs

would be to stretch coincidences to analogies, but perhaps mention

could be mad.e of the fact that in the two quatrains of "When early

morn walks forth", the proportion of monosyllables to disyllables is

the same, namely 30:5, although the positioning is not constant.

Blake in these songs seems to have made some use of the principle of

sylta-bism as a means of "foregrounding", but less frequently than he

used the concept of metre. This is natural for he is writing not in

the French or ltalian tradition of song - other than as these

infl-uences had permeated Bysshe's work and English thought in the

eighteenth century. His use, however, of the longer vlord and its

careful positioning have an effect on the aural aspects of these

songs, for in the highly monosyllabic verse the ear will inevitably

be drawn to that which breaks the pattern.

Mention could be made also of the other possible earlier

influences in the real-m of poetry for the ear. tr{yatt based his work

upon Italian models and attempted. a great variety of metrical

experiments - songs, madrigals, sonnets and elegies, while the EarI

of Surrey modified the Petrarchan model and it was this modificaÈion

Èhat Shakespeare seized. upon in his Sonnet sequence. Blake was to
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\^rrite to John Flaxman in 1800 as part of a few lines of verse

"Shakespeare in riper years qave me his hand" (8"'680).

But Wyatt was also the heir of an English lyrical tradition, the

lyric spontaneity found in the thirteenth century "Cuckoo Song" and

in poems of the Leominster Manuscript and appearing in some of the

carols of the fifteenth century. The close connection of vrords with

tune found in several of lVyatt's lyrics stems not only from his own

musical skill, but from the revival of English music at the court of

Henry VI associated with John Dunstable, an English composer of note

(1385-1453) just before lvyatt's time.4l This would be refl-ected also

in the songbooks of the time of Henry VII and Henry VIII. In Ìdyattrs

poems there is freedom, movement, melody and life. Donne also had the

po\¡rer of emphasising crucial words but in some of lVyatt's poems there

is extreme simplicity of language, and al almost conversational cadence.

Tillyard talks of ülyattrs "exultation" in the rhythms he creates, his

subtle irregularity and his power over the music of words. Looking

back over the Iast few lines written here, it could almost be Blake

of whom these things were said: freedom, movement, melody, life; a

po\¡/er of emphasising crucial words; extreme simplicity and conversational

cadence - the Blake of the Poetical Sketches the Blake of The Songs of

Innocence and of Experience.

To sing his songs,

and sylJ-able patÈern.

then, Blake used variations in metre, cadence

Another feature of these seven "Songs" is that

they.ot¿*{.oC frommany of Blake's early poems in that they are rhymed.
Of, course) as rhyme is thgIIg¡m for stanzaic verse2Blake's

urlrhymed lyrics are re latively unlque,
ir Thomas !Íyatt, The Poetry: a selection and study by E.M.W.

Tillyard (London:
37-8,40.

4LS
Scholartis Press, L929), pp. L4-L5, 2I, 35,
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IV : Rhyme and other Echoic Effects

David Abercrombie states that:

The foot, and the syllable quantities within the foot are
phonological categories which are just as much needed to
describe English prose or conversation as they are to
describe verse; but the line is a unit of rhythm which
occurs in verse only ... A line of verse, if it is to function
as a unit must of course be recognizabl-e to the ear as such -
it must be delimited. This is done by various line-end
markers ... rhymef or assonance, a silent final stress, a
monosyllabic foot, not used anywhere else, concluding the
words of the tine.'42

These last three indications of the end of the line are used by Blake

as yet another feature of "extra regularity". It has already been

pointed out that Blake's lines in the seven songs are end-stopped with

but two exceptions, and this has made Blake's rhyming task easier.

Moreover, most of the last words of the lines are monosyllables and

followed by some punctuation which itself helps to delimit the line;

enjambment in Èhis early poeÈry is exceptional.

End-rhlzme which delimits the tine most in these early songs is

but one kind of correspondence of sound but here, in these seven poems,

an important one. At the same time, it can be seen that Blake was

also experimenting with l-ike sound patterns, occurring as alliteration,

assonance and consonance. Before beginning to discuss Èhese musical

effects, it may be as weII to bring to mind a perspective provided

by Shapiro and Beum who, while discussing resonance, harshness,

plosiveness, breathiness, liquidity and the effect of vowels as present-

ing possibilities for sound colour in the English language, also make

a general qualification:

David Abercrombie, "A phonetician's views of verse structure" in
his Studies in Phonetics and Linguistics (London: Oxford

42

University Press, 1965), p. 25.
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In the first place, certain sounds - the voiceless[s], for
example - possess a range of potential suggestibility,
rather than a fixed or single capability. Thus a prominence
of sts is capable of suggesting certain classes of sounds
(rustling, hissing¡ sighing, whispering) but not other classes
(booing, humming, hammering, or groaning).

In the second place, this po\^rer of suggesting natural sounds
or other qualities is relatively InfEAK - too weak to operate
unsupported by meaning - and because of its range, is only
LATENT. The semantic content of words has to acÈivate and
focus thís imitative potential. Tf the semantic content does
not d.o this, then the collections of sounds are in most cases
neutr al . '43

Thus an onomatopoetic effect may come from the mimetic power of

Ianguage to imitate other sounds, or may be thought of as providing

a phonetic correlate of a described activity - sibilants depicting

the wind's continuing, fluctuating motion as an example - or may,

more subjectively, be drawn from the hardness,/softness, thinness/

sonority of the consonants or vowels.

"Ho\nr svreet I roamrd" is rhymed quite truly and regularly with

but two eye rhymes, as opposed to perfect rhyme. Blake also used

the "beheld/field" rhyme in "An Imítation of Spenser", and vüyld in

Studies in English Rhymes from Surrey to Pope points out that, j.n

fact, Spenser hinself used the rhlzme "beheld,/seeld" in which the

longer vowel sound [i] before an 'ld' suïvived from Míddle nnglish.44

lnlyld also mentioned that there was a Northern pronunciation of "bro\¡/"

that would bring the words tsho\"¡t and tbrornrt into true rhyme. It

could be hypothesised that Blake had heard this - but more likely he

was simply using a poetic convention. Bysshe groups tbrow' and tgtrowt

43 Karl Shapiro and Robert Beum. A Prosody Handbook (New Yorki
Harper and Row, 1965) r pp. 10-15.

44 H. C. Vty Id, Studies in Enqlish Rhymes from Surrey to Pope
(London,: John Murray, L923) r pp. LO2, I31.
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in different lists of pronunciationr45 ..rd vtalker's authoriÈative

pronouncing dictionary of the eighteenth century also differentiates

between the two rorrrrd..46

Of more interest are the musical echoic effects in intermittent

assonance and consonance as weII as the deliberate alliterations

which initially draws attention to the pastoral setting: 'field to

fieldt; twhere all his golden pleasures growt; tsunny summert.

Alliteration also draws attention to the phrase 'my wings were wet'

and it is significant that it is at this point in the poem that the

darker aspects of the initially idyllic setting begin to emerqe, for

a bird with saturated wings cannot fly. B1ake continues this negative

connotation in the succeeding alliÈeration of 'sit ... and sing' and

'Ioss of liberty'. He also emphasises connection of thought by

repetition of a phrase pattern, or a line structure; the conventional

imagery of the flower will augment the initial atmosphere of the

pastoral: 'Iilies for my hair', 'roses for my brow'. ln the third

stanza both the verb and adverbial phrase will capture the change of

theme and. mood, an effect strangely enhanced by the contrast implicit

in the ad.jectives:

He caught me in his silken net,
And. shut me in his golden cage.

45 Bysshe, pp. L34-5.

46 John vtalker, A Critical Pronouncinq Dictionary, lst edition
(London: 179I). A revised edition was published in 1823,
and unless otherwise indicated includes identical information.
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It has been mentioned that the poem is mainly monosyllabic' but

the lines do flow smoothly, not only because of the iambic tetrameter,

but also because ín the \¡rords of more stress, Blake has compensated

for the monosyllabic abruptness by using the longer vowels or

diphthongs:

He shewd me lilies for my hair, (1.5)

On the other hand, in many of the lines Bl-ake has incorporated extra

consonants which have a discontinuous effect:

Ho\^r sweet f roam'd from field to field' (1.1)

This dual play upon sound, this extended vowel and plosive interruptíon

reinforces the ambiguity of the theme of the poem. Vlithin the

consonantal range, Blake has also surrounded the thardt range of

consonantal stops with continuants, particularly [s], [f] ana [e] or

tA] as weII as the l.Ll sound, the sound of which lateral consonant has

been found to create an impression of softness in several lutgou.g.=.47

There is a sense of ambiguity, too, in the use of rglide', a

plosive and liquid at once and a strange word to apply in the context.

To 'glistent in the sunny beams, or to tslidet down upon one is a

more usual usage; Blake has here used what has been referred to as a

tchimingt effect, or in Empsonts words:

A sound effect musÈ be interpreted ... and its most important
mode of action is to connect two words by similarity of sound
so that you are made to think of their possible connections. 4A

47 Stephen Ullman, Lanquage and Style: collected papers (oxford:
Basil BIackweIIt L964), pp. 70-I.

48 vlilliam Empson, Seven types of ambiguity (Middlesex: Penguin
books in association with Charto and V'Iindus ' 196l) ' p. L2.
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Blake has created an impression of something elusive about the 'prince

of love' - he 'glides', Blake also calls in the aid of alliteration

to extend the sense of the unusual when he speaks of 'gardens faír,

where alt his golden pleasures grow' - golden wheat may gro\^/' golden

pleasures may gro$I, but not in a garden, although there is a similar

echo in the English folk song, "Cupid's Garden" - perhaps an echo of

some Renaissance lyric - and also in "The Seeds of Love" which begins

"r sowed the seeds of 1ove".49 This line, in fact, prepares for the

change of mood at the mid-point in the poem.

There is also a similar questioning - Èhis time of 'true' love -

in the second "Song" of the Poetical Sketches. of the poem "My silks

and fine array" Margaret Lo\^tery says that the stress upon the note of

true love passing and coming to an end is the keynote of much

Elizabethan poetry. She quotes two lines as being a conceit not

unworthy or unlike the best of the metaphysi"u.l i*"g""r50

His loreast is love's all-worship'd tomb,
V'Ihere all love's pilgrims come.

In this poem, Èoo, but to a lesser extent, Blake uses the contrast in

plosives and continuants to produce an effect of change and uncertainty

for which semantic parallels can be found. On the other hand' the

49 Cecil .J. Sharp, Enqlish FoIk Song: some conclusions, 4th (revised)
PP. 98,edition, ed. Maud Karpeles

L59t 186.
(Lond.on: Mercury Books, 1965),

50 Lowery, p. 105.
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poem is given a coherence and unity by the interweaving of sound

echoes, by the omnipresent 'I', by alliterative emphasis upon

stressed syllables and by repetition of wo:rd, phrase and line

construction and by inverted word order in the striking 'love's aII'

and 'a11 love's'. fn the last stanza of this same poem Blake has

used 'winding' and 'wind' - near eye-rhymes. !{alker pointed out

that the poet claims a privilege and the latter word when it ends

a verse is pronounced to rhyme with the word it is coupled with' and

he uses tfindt in his example; he goes on to say, however, that in

his observation 'wind' is more fixed in the short sound of [r], ttre

langrrage of Scripture having the native dignity and solemnity
51

sufficient to authotíze the long sound, but no other.

Blake is more casual about true rhyme in this "Song"r although

for the eye-rhyme 'have/grave' he has behind him the example of

Sackville, Spenser, Shakespeare, Donne and. V'Ialler. Ir,IyId also shows

that for Chaucer this was a true rhlzme, since the stressed form in

Middle English was the torrg fr-ve.52 The effect of the rhyming couplet

which concludes each stanza is emphatic and conclusive, particularly

in the alliÈeration, inverted assonance and the striking consonance

of the following example:

Then down-Li I AS AS clay,

5I

True s away!

V'IaIker, 1833 edition, p.586.

tr{yld, p. 106-.52
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Moreover, here the sound echo of 'clay' with the other words in Èhe

same stanza (spade, grave, pass ar/üay) is reinforced by the semantic

parallels and the deliberate alliteration.

"Love and Harmony combine", while rhlzmed in quaÈrains, has one

false rhyme ín each stanza. Ho\¡rever, rhymes as in trepine/joint and

here as in 'mine,/intwine,/combine/join' occur in poets from the sixteenth

to the eighteenth century and, in spite of the difference in sound

between the tlong it and toit of Èhe present day, these were good

rhymes according to the English habits of pronunciation which obtained

far into the eighteenth ."nt,rty.53 The words which Blake uses in this

song as rhyming partners are words frequently used by him in other

poems in the Poetical Sketches: 'fair' and 'song' in fact occur in

the list of Josephine Miles of mid-eighteenth century words of

atmosphere and "*otiorr.54

There are also examples of alliteration, repetition of phrases,

and parallelism of syntax, even the onomatopoetic 'chirp'. In fact

aII in this poem emphasises the "fair" - even the false rhymes achieve

"a very pleasant effect ... otherwise angular and monotonou"".55 This

poem is given its coherence by a very skilful syntactic, aural or

semantic link between the last line of each stanza and the first line

of the succeeding one:

tr{yld, P. 15.

Josephine Miles, "The sr:blimity of Vlilliam Blake" in her Eras
and Modes in English Poetry (eerkeley: University of California
Press, L957), p. 79.

Damon, P. 51.

53

54

55
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Stanza one:

Stanza two:

Iast line:

first line:

And our rooÈs together ol-n.

our sit,

tJoint and tjoyst provide the aural link and 'roots' and rbranchesr

the correspondence in content. The línk between the second and third

stanza is by the repeated [U ]of 'virtue'and'fruit'while the next

link is between rturtle' and the pronoun 'she' which stands for the

noun. The link between Èhe fourth and final stanzas is both phonetic

and possibly syntactic, from'tonguer to 'doth', âs well as the

echoic [r] and from pronoun Èo pronoun respectively, although heed

must be given to the textual note in the Keynes ediÈion that in one

copy of the Poetical Sketches the 'his' in the first line of the last

stanza was altered from 'hert in one copy. 56

Vühile iÈ is not to be thought that Blake in "I love the jocund

dance" meanÈ 'a11| and tshallt to be a perfect rhyme, it is interesting

that !{alker in his dictionary writes of children being usually taught

to rhyme these two words, and when they could read they had to break

themselves of this habit.57

It is possible to list classes of English consonants impressionis-

tically on a scale of increasing hardness,St rro* the soft liquids and

nasals, through fricatives and aspirates to plosives or stops. In

56 William B1ake, Complete writinqs: with variant readinqs, êd.

57

Geoffrey Keynes (London: Oxford University Press, L972), p.

Vrlalker, 1833 edition, p. 47L.

Leech, p. 98, passim.

7

58
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"I love the jocund dance" the repetitions of consonants that Blake

uses, while containing some plosives, are for the most part outside

the 'hard' end of the continuum, and. thus parallel the feeling of

continuity which Blake has created by his extreme use of similar

line structuring and occasional word repetition. Similarly, in

using vowel sounds, Blake has achíeved a continuity of aural effect

through his use of echoing 'thin' vowels: innocent, lísps, hills,

fill, villagers, and Kitty are examples from each stanza. An opposit,e,
*

but still continuous, effect is found in his duplication of 'sonority'

in 'jocund' and in the related 'jolly'.

In the next "Song'" "Memory, hither come" rhyme is there, but the

scheme is irregular and Blake achieves continuity in this poem, not

through regular sound patterns, but by parallelism of syntactic units

and by alliteration, the former on occasion being also irregularly placed:

I.II pore upon the stream, (stanza 2)

I'Il drink of the clear stream, (stanza 3)

I'II lie and dream (stanza 3)

I'II go

To places fit for woe. (stanza 4)

Blake's willingness to change rhythms within a poem has been discussed -

as in the last song vthen its metre was considered; in "Fresh from the

dewy hill", the sixth "Song " in the Poetical Sketches Blake has changed

his rhlzming pattern in the middle of the poem. The first three stanzas

"Sonority" may be associated with the two vowel features of
openness and backness, especially in combination; i.e. it is,
subjectively speaking, a quality of vowels which tend to be
pronounced with a wide passage between the tongue and the roof
of the mouth, and with the back of the tongue higher than the
front¡ the "sonorous" voweils are those which tend to be written
with an 'o' or an 'a' (although English spelling is not a reliable
guide on this point). Leech, p. 99

*
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are rh)rmed in a rad.ical way, although it must be remembered that 'sky'

and tjoy, may be considered a perfect rhlzme in Blake's century, and

that to a Londoner ' Ia\,rrnt and ' scorn' had exacÈly the same vowel 
"oorrd.59

pope rhlzmed 'shade' and 'dead' \¡/ith Middle English length in the former

word; tsongt and ttongue' are, perhaps, idea-rhymes, although "tong" is

a Northern pronunciation still. However, Matthews also mentions the

substiÈution of 'op' for 'up' when mentioning vulgarisms cited in

Cooper rs Grammatica Linguae Anslicanae, (1685) and in The V'Iriting

Scholar's Companion, (f695). These vulgarisms were also used by many

members of the upper classes and are seen in the London documents of

Blake's day and in the writings of people of good education- In

present-day Cockney speech the substitution, accord,ing to Tuer,Ut ,"

more likely to be the other way: ('uv' for 'of') while in the eighteenth

century the short [a] was often replaced by an 1.162 o, [r],63 witrr

known examples from the early eighteenth century where [C] was heard

for [¡]. Vüeighing up such various opinions, it does seem likely on

occasion that the pronunciation of 'tongue' could well approach that

of I songr .

Having experimented with half-rhyrnes or like sounds in three

stanzas, Blake then neatly rounds off the poem in conventional rhymed

couplets. Once more, the verse is very alliterative and thus musical,

59 Enid Hamer, p.2I.
The statement may be verified by reference to a work of

the period: Benjamin Humphrey Smart, A practical grammar of
English pronunciation (London. 1810) ' p. I07.

60 Vtilliam Matthews, Cockney, Past and Present (Detroit; Gale Research
Co., 1970) , p. 226.

61 lVilliams Matthews,
Awlminek,

62

ibid.r pp. 64-5, citíng Andrew Tuer' The
1883.

!'lilliam Matthews, "Some lSth century phonetic spellilgs", R.E.S. '12, No. 45, January (1936), pp. 56, 58.

UIf Jacobsson, P.I1I.63
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and Blake begins at once with the first two words, and in the same

stanza tround' and 'wreatheS' and 'riSingt follow; the second Stanza

has alliteration of [m] and [w] and [f] and the next includes the

phrase 'as an angel' which works simitarly by virtue of lack of

initial consonance in all words.

Blake has also used echoic repetition of monosyllable' but what

is unique musically to this poem is the pair of l-ines:

Oh, bless those holy feet, like angel's feet;
oh, bless those limbs, beaming with heav'nly light!

Murray Roston tells of the work of Robert Lowth who in the mid-

eighteenth century discovered in Biblical poetry and prose the

existence of what he called "parallelism" whereby the Hebrew poets

and prophets had written, not in metres, but in repetitive phrasings

of utterance and antiphonal t""porr=..64 This will be raised again

when Bl-ake's later poetry is considered; it is sufficient to notice

here Èhat this kind of verse "sound." and structure appears rarely in

the Poetical Sketches, but the two lines just quoted and possibly the

pairs of lines in the fourth stanza of this "Song'" closely resemble

this type of writing, and support the hypothesis that Blake's poetry

foll-owed a definite development of "song" technique - nothing at all

close to these antiphonal lines havíng occurred in the other six

"Songs" considered so far.

Alternatively these pairs of lines could be considered phonetically

as repetition of sound effect through a parallel phrasing and through

consonantal echo and duplication of vowel- sounds. !üalker points out

64 Rosron, p. ,r.(ttL-owth migh
Roston, âs GreBoryts translati
some of his ideas were ava
Hare and in Blairt s Lecrurcs

t be pursued beyond
on âppeared in I 781. and
I lable e¿ r líe r in hiê answer
."- a sugge s tion for which I

ám lndebted to Dr. J, M,e. Davies, University of Melbourne ) ,

fo
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that rhaunt'$ras 'in quiet possession of its true sound [hant] (harnt)

till a late dramatic piece "The Hawnted Tower"r65 this sound would

then provide a sound echo for the preceding 'calm':

Each field seems Eden, and each calm retreat;
Each village seems the haunt-of holy feet.'

The last Of the Seven "Songs" "When early morn walks forth" can be

thought of as a slzmphony in altiterative sibilants, or in consonance'

for in stanzas (or movements) one, three and two respectively, the

evening sits and sighs, the srlrnmer sleeps, the shade is silent-

Moreover, there is the sonorous echo and repetition of tgot, t\nloet

and 'lor¡rt and the onomatopoetic tmurmurt, tsightt, and twhispert.

Ho\Árever, the sound, the mood and the lexicon all change abruptly in

the last stanza to give a vengeful conclusion which falls harshly on

the ear with the strong verbs, plosive consonants and long vowels -

an appropriate a-tonal background to what must be Blake's most violent

Iines in aII the seven "Songs".

V : Other subtle "irregularities"

Blake himself was to wriÈe in his later years that revery word

and every letter' \,r¡as studied and put into its fit place (Jerusalem

p. I44), and, with this in mind, his use in the Poetical Sketches of

metre, cadence, syllable, rhyme and repetitive elements of sound has

been related to the function of these as far as possible.

V'Iinifred Nowotny, however, writes that:

65 V'Ialker, 1833 edition, p. 243.
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lrÏe need not, then , lury to imagine a state of af fairs in which
constantly and without intermission the verse structure must
particularize the sense of alt that is said in it; there may
be much to be gained by callinq upon it to do this only at
important points.'66

She analyses Pope's familiar lines from his Pastorals IrI, 73-6 - the

Iines that begin with the wetl-loved "lrlhere'er you walk" - to show

that elements as diverse as syntax, rhyme and diction usually have

to be considered because of their interpenetration of one another.

Blakets use of "extra regularities" in relation to the seven Songs

has been analysed at length; but there are subtle "irregularities" of

grarnmar, syntax, Iexicon, semantics, dialect, register, and historical

period that have not been discussed incidentally.

Blake often followed poetic convention in that he would use

word inversion to maintain regularity of rhythm, or to bring about

emphasis upon a particular word or shade of meaning by casting stress

upon the appropriate syltable; he also altered \^rord order in the syntax

itself to bring a rhyme into place, as these examples wiII show:

He led me through his gardens fair, ("Song" one, line 7)

(iambic pattern maintained)

'Till I the prince of love beheld,
lVho in the sunny beams did glide! ("Song" one, 11.3-4)

(the "who" is emphasised by departure from the iamb)

The village beII alarms' away I go;
And the vale darkens at my pensive \^7oe.

(end-rhyme achieved)

In this last pair of lines, the para1lel accentuation of 'alarms' and

66 V'Iinifred Nowotny, The Language poets use (University of London,
Athlone Press, L972) , p. 116.
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taway' is worth special note, reinforcing as it d.oes the pause before

the flight.

Another convention in these early poems is the use of poeticÍsms

and each poem contains examples: "Ho$/ srn¡eet I roamrd" having: \nrastt,

Thou, bow'r, darken'd, o'er, ey'd..* *u..r" of these are actually

contractions, for in the eighteenth century there was still a strong

sense of controversy about the issue of poetic contractions.

PauI Fuss.tt67 has made an extensive study of the literature of

criticism of the age, and collated points of view from many of the

figures of the eighteenth century. It is interesting that he himself

holds the view that Burns and Blake \^rere among the pioneers in

bringing the uncontracted. rtedrs' back into fashion, although conserva-

tive prosodists held that the "ed" term:Lnation bore inevitable

associations of the medieval and the Gothic. However, the early Blake

songs still reflect the eighteenth century attitude that such

contractions were felt to be one of the visible signs of prosod.ic

progress and were assumed to be an immense advance over the usages

of Chaucer and. Spenser.

But Blake was not content to use only the traditional poetic

metaphorst many critics have commented on the unusual lines from "To

the Evening Star":

speak si[I]ence with thy gtimmering eyes,
And wash the dusk with silver.'

(E. , 4O2.)

* When there is a list of examples from Blakers text, the convention
of underlining will be used.

67 Paul FusseII, Theory of Prosody in 18th century England (New
London: Connecticut College, 1954), p. 73.
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Mention has already been made of the unusual "tasted all the summer's

pride" and of 'glide'; in the "Songs" also joys will sit upon branches

and chirp, innocence and virtue wiII meet like gentle streams and love

and harmony witl intwine around two souls.

A sense of ambiguity arises in the second "song", "My silks and

fine array", when the term "paSS away" is used in the last line; this

may be read literally or taken as a euphemism for 'die', although the

earlier graveyard imagery suggests literal death. In the same

poem the 'ye\^I' in the first stanza is a most legitimate association

with the graveyard, or it may be read as Blake's punning upon the word

'you' in reference to the l-over with the wintry treart who will come

to deck the grave, although elsewhere the lover is spoken of in the

third person. This is one type of ambiguity which Empson discusses;

two ideas which are connecÈed only by being both relevant in the

context and, which can be given in one word simultaneouslY t ot alterna-

tively, two or more meanings may combine to make clear a more complicated

state of mind in the .rrthot.68

sometimes in these early songs, Blake has adopted a blatantly

poetic diction, and used it to contrive the lyric of melancholy'

then has abruptly reverted to an everyday lexicon or syntax - a

deviation of register within the one poem. Song seven has been

mentioned as moving from the pleasant, though subdued, "lVhen early

morn waLks forth in sober grey" to the violent end; in the last stanza

Blake uses a mixture of the poetic and the plain:

68 Empson, pp. LO2, 133.
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O should she e'er prove false, his l-imbs Ird tear,
And throw atl pity on the burníng air;
Ird curse bright fortune, for my mixed lot,
And then Ird die in peace, and be forgot.

Another example may be taken from "My sil-ks and fine array" in which

the last stanza begins: " Bring me an axe and spader" and where the

term 'axe' is hardly applicable to digging a grave, except perhaps

to chop roots, but is strangely appropriate when it is remembered

that the tyewt has been mentioned in the first stanza, presumably as

a wreath as used in Beaumont and Fletcherts The Maidrs Tragedy, II

pp. 12-75, when Aspatia sings:

Lay a garland on my hearse of the dismall yew:

Another Elizabethan echo occurs as ttye!'I", "pickaxe" and ttshovel" are

59

70
mentioned by Vittoria in the one breath in l¡'Iebster I s The tVhite Devil

I.ii Thesechanges in diction would seem to imply that Blake was

himself moving in his concept of song between the ornate and the

simple - the grand was yet to come.

When the songs of the Poetical Sketches are compared with those

contained in An Island in the Moon it is seen how very poetic is

the diction of the young Blake; Blake wiII be seen to move from the

early influences of poetic convention, to the rollicking satíre of

the "fat Phoebus", through the songs a child "may joy to hear" and

on to the rolling syntax of the prophecies. fn the Poetical Sketches

five of the seven'SongS'are constructed with the sentence and stanza

being as one. "My silks and fine array" follows this general patternt

69 Francis Beaumont and John Fletcher,
Philaster, €d. Ashey H. Thorndike (

1906) ì ... John Vrlebste::

The Maid's Tragedy and
Boston: D.C.Heath & Co. I

70 John V'Iebster, lfebster and Ford: selected plays, with an intro-
d.uction by G.B. Harrison
Devil, It ii, (p. Il).

(London Den'b, 1961), p. 15. The lfhite
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but in each of the last two stanzas, Blake creates a short sentence

to conclude the stanza and in the case of the final stanza this

sentence sums of the theme: "True love doth pass away". The discon-

tinuous effect enhances the note of questioning and the air of a

distracted lover.

The one poem that has not been mentioned syntactically is "Memory,

hither come", a poem of four stanzas, but of two sentences only, which

form respectively stanzas one and two then three and four. Schorer

sees this as an interesting example in Blake of the influence of

Milton, the two ""rrtJrr."" compressing into two stanzas each the

content of "LrAIIegro" and "II Pensoroso" respectivelyrTl and this

is a very reasonable explanation of the syntactic arrangement and of

the swift change of metre which was mentioned earlier.

One other lexical feature could be noted, in conclusion, and

that is the personification of the abstractions of Despair, Memory

and Melanchgly; the early morn, the merry year - the last from "Fresh

from the dewy hill", a poem in which there is a curious semantic

mixture. Here is a merry year who is like an Apollo in that he mounts

his flaming cari round young brows the faurel wreathes a shade - and

Iaurel has an association with Apollo, toor* while "wingird feet"

supplement mythic allusion. Moreover, there are echoes of the Nativity

and of Eden and of hoty feet, but yet it is hardly a Muse who inspires

the song, but the black-eyed maid. An interesting comparison could

* Daphne, in Greek Mythology was the daughter of Peneus, the
river god. She fled from Apollo, appealing for help Èo the gods
and, as he was about to embrace her, they transformed her into a
Iaurel tree. Dictionary of Mytholoqy, Folklore and Symbo1s, in
2 parts, (N.Y., Scarecrow Press, 1961), I, p. 4I4.

7I Mark. Schorer, ülilliam Blake: the Politics of Vision p. 4o3
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be made with the figure in "To Spring" in which the figure is an

"opulent Oriental prince . . . with rperfumed g'arments I , 'pearlst and

tfair fingerst ... none of the flora1 or avian imagery we associate

with Spri ng' .72

Blake used, thus, both features of "extra regularity" and "subtle

irregularity" to sing his early song - the seven "Songs" of the

Poetical Sketches. lrlinifred Nowotny states that in a successful

poem there is a sense of going somewhere and of knowing when one has

u.rrirred.73 Blake had a sense of singing a song for the age and he

began by looking to other models upon which he could improve, and

he had always the advantage that as he listened with the inner ear

to his poetry, so he found in his head and hearÈ a new song again.

VI

of the two other poems that were titled "song'" in the Poetical

Sketches, "A lVar Song to Englishmen" was possibly intended for the

second V'Iar Song of the Chandos minstrel in "King Edward the Third".

It has been held to be ironic in its intent; the contradiction

between the "Angel of Fate" in the first stanza and a "holy God" in

the second, the emotional confusions in the second stanza and the

hyperbole throughout - all these testify to Blakers talent for parody

and presage aspects of a later poem Iike The Book of tJrízen, according

to Erdman and Bloom.74 Damon dismisses the poem in a single line:

72

73

Tolley, p. 101-.

NowoÈony, P. II7.

Erdman and Bloom,74 pp. 765, 888.
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75
"remarkable only that it is a dignified bit of patriotic verse."

The rather horrífic theme moves along strangely enough in iambic

pentameter apart from the shortened exhortatory "Prepare, prepare"

with which each stanza ends. B1ake's practice of using a stress in

an unexpected place is even more to the fore here:

A !ÙAR SONG TO ENGLISHMEN

Prepare, prepare, the iron helm of war,
Bring forth the lots, cast in the spacíous orb;
Thr Angel of Fate turns them with nighty hands,
And casts them out upon the darken'd earth!

Prepare, prepare.

Prepare your hearts for Death's cold hand! prepare
Your souls for flight, your bodies for the earth!
Prepare your arms for glorious victory!
Prepare your eyes to meet a holy God!

Prepare, prepare.

V'Ihose fatal scroll is that? Methinks 'tis mine!
V'fhy sinks my heart, \¿hy faultereth my tongue?
Had I three lives, I'd die in such a cause,
And rise, with ghosts, over the well-fought field.

Prepare. prepare.

The arrows of Al-mighty God are drawn!
Angels of Death stand in the low'ring heavens!
Thousands of souls must seek the realms of light,
And walk together on the clouds of heaven.

Prepare, prepare.

So1diers, prepare! Our cause is Heavents cause;
Soldiers, prepare! Be worthy of our cause;
Prepare, to meet our fathers in the sky:
Prepare O troops, that are to fall today!

Prepare, prepare.

Alfred shall smile, and make his harp rejoice;
The Norman lVilliam, and the learned Clerk,
And Lion Heart, and black-brow'd Edward with
His loyal queen shall rise, and welcome us!

Prepare, prepare.

75 Damon, P" 263.
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IrÈothispoem Blake has thrown the whole repertoire of poetic tricks!

The poem is set in iambic pentameter - the "excellent melody" according

to Murray (f816) ,'U tnua "most noble and generous of all Feet" ltl49) .77

To that promising start Blake has added the syllabic regularity

recommended by Bysshe - the syllables in each line of each quatrain.

Blake has, however, rejected rhyme for assonance and repetition:

prepare,/preparet war/orb¡ heavens,/heaven - perhaps Èo achieve a plain,

warlike ring, but paradoxically he has incorporated the most conventional

of poetic diction.

"Tht Angel" is at once an awkward conventional contraction and

an inversion of initial stress; and ís also an often-used personifica-

tion of the day; "Death's cold hand." is another much used phrase as is

"glorious victory". "Methinks ttis mine" and other alliteratives

challenge Bysshe's interdiction upon words beginning with the same

letter in the same line;78 "we1l-fought field" is unusual, but very

close to the hymnal "well-fought fight"r and "prepare to meet our

fathers" has an evangelical ring to it - in a martial song!

Blake uses the same inversions of stress, creation of extra

unstressed syllables, secondary stress insertions that he had used in

the seven songs - but does not seem to relate his practices as well

to their functioning in connection with the poetry:

,\/x//-rx/x./
Bring foittr Èhe lots, cást in the spácious orb;

76 Lindley Murray, An d Iish Grammar 2 vols., 3rd edition (York:
1816), I, p. 382.

17 John Mason, An essav on the po\^ler of numbers and harmony of
prosaic numbers (Lond.on,: 1749), p. L2

7A Bysshe, p. lI.
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The unusual patterns of accenting can be here seen, including a stress

on that fifth syllable. It is best read as a martial tread or drum

beat \^riÈh an unusuat, though iambic, stress upon the relatively weak

t^Iords: tfortht and. tint.

/ -/ 
^ 

/ / ./., /.* /Bring forth the lots, cást in the spãcious orb;

The sense favours a stress on tcastt. The image of war as a helmeÈ

filled with rotating lots is particularly brilliant. You win if you

dontt get cast out! The last stanza is a conglomeration of streams

of national figures who, according to the mercies of time, have

become folk-heroes. Alternatively, this can be seen as a sort of

Homeric catalogue; another listing occurs in the repetition of:

t'prepare your hearts", "prepare your soulstt, "prepare your eyest'-

fnto the middte of this listing comes "prepare your aTms for glorious

victory, (and in boxing the victorrs arm is indeed raised) ímplying

correspondence with the other parts of the body mentioned, yet carry-

ing also a curious sense of ambiguity - perhaps Blake means the line

to be read as meaning "arms" in the sense of the weapons which may

effect victory.

In a way there is no dichotomy of opinion between Damon and

Bloom, for here is a song which is índeed a parody and yet a patriotic

song - for Blake has put it into the mouth of the minstrel and thus

this is just the sort of song of fine phrases and paÈriotic emotion

that would be expected to stir the hearts of the listeners. John

Ehrstine has written at comparative length upon this poem and concludes:

"As in rEdward rrf' the patriotic statement turns itself
inside out, and the very solemnity turns !g heavy-handed
irony; it then become symbolic allegory."/v

79 Ehrstine, p. 77.
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Blake has not after atl lost his touch in singing his song but is

moving towards the satirical emphasi s of the later An Island in the Moon.

VII : The "Mad Song"

There is a wealth of criticism on the one remaining "song" of the

Poetical Sketches the "Mad Song". Gilchrist was early to speak of it

as "the daring expression of things otherwise inarticulate"So u.rrd

remarked on the "eloquent broken music of its rhythm", while

Saintsbury called it a "diploma-piece":

Moreover, the "Mad Song" may have been as often misinterpreted as not:

for pure verse-effect - assisted powerfully by diction,
of course, and not to be divorced from thought, but existing
independently of it, there are few piecegrin English or any
language to beat this marvellous thing. "'

Both Shakespeare and Herrick used the mad song form when
presenting characters whose external appearance belied
their true d.ispositions the speaker of Blake's rMad

Song' is not mad, but inspired. 82

MAD SONG

The wild winds weep,
And the night is a-cold;

Come hither, Sleep,
And my griefs infold:

But 1o! the morning peeps
Over Èhe eastern steeps,

And the rustling birds of dawn
The earth do scorn.

Lo! to the vault
Of paved heaven,

lr]ith sorrow fraught
My notes are driven:

They strike the ear of night,
Make weep the eyes of day;

They make mad the roaring wind.s,
And with tempests play.

80

8I George Saintsbury, A History of English Prosody, 3 vols.,
Alexand.er Gilchrist, Life of Vtilliam Blake (London: Dent, L942) , p. 2L.

(New York;
Russell and Russell, 1961), III, p.

82 F.R. Duplantier, "Method in Blakers
11.
rMad Songt, Blake: an

Illustrated Quarterly, 13, No. 2 (FaIl, L979) r pp. L02-LO4.
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Like a fiend in a cloud.,
lrlith howling woe,

After night I do croud,
And with night will go;

f turn my back to the east,
From whence comforts have increastd;

For light doth seize my brain
Ìrlith frantic pain. "

The poem is a good example of one of Blake's early poems in which

rhyme and rhythm complement the poem's development. In the opening

Iines of the poem the rhyme, rhythm and alliteration flow smoothly,

for Èhe subject is merely invoking Sleep to smother his griefs. ït

is significant that Blake r,iras very careful to correct the word 'infold'

Iest runfoldt be read. Admittedly, the rhyme "dawn,/scorn" is a Cockney

rhlzme, but Blake would have lost the consonance which unifies the

phrase 'birds of dawnr had he used tmornt - and tmorningt had been

used earlier in line five.

It is in Èhe "Mad Song" that Blake can be seen as d,evising the

scheme of changing gradually from one metrical pattern to another.

Jack Lindsay described this very technically, and somewhat lyrically:

On Blake's 'Mad. Song', which is probably the most original
work in the Poetical Sketches it is not sufficienÈ to
remark that the poem is written in iambic monometer with
full anapestic substitution (lines 1, 2, 3, 4, 8) Iengtheníng
by a fooÈ to dimeter brachycatalecÈic (lines 5, 6, 7). In
actual fact it is much more important to remark that each
verse opens with a quatrain vigorous and broad in cadence,
and that the next three línes s\¡reep out from this lull of
emotion like an ascending passage of harp-,arpeggios on
the second beat of the bar succeeding a richly ebbing
viol-in-curve. 83

Vlinifred Nowotny in her analysis of Vüilliam Bro\4lne's "Underneath

this Sable Herse" sho\^rs how effective may be a change of rhythm in

the middte of a poem, this poem beginning with a trochaic solemn

83 Jack Lindsay in the Partridge editíon of Poetical Sketches.
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falting rhythm but then veering in mid-verse to an iambic rhythm

a4as Time turns in rising rhythm upon Death.

In the "Mad Song" the change in rhythm begins at the fourth line

when Blake substitutes an anapest initially to bring stress upon

'grief' and from this line until the two closing lines the syllable

count is irregular; the last two lines return to the lengths of the

two opening lines, but a reversal of lengths. As day approaches

and the birds soar upwards, Blake mirrors the action in changing

rhythms. To readers who hesitate to accept Èhe Cockney rhyme,

Blake would seem to use subÈIe vowel dissonance as wel-l as differing

line lengths to foreshadow the further agitation that will come in

the second stanza; "scorn" is an unusual verb to be associated with

such a poetic phrase as "rustling birds of dawn", but dramatically

appropriate to the mad character who sings. Ho\¡/everr Saintsbury

argues that he cannot accept the 'birds' of Rossetti's edition and

will prefer "beds of dawn" for the clouds whence sun and wirrd issrre.85

Still "scorn" is an unusual- verb in either context, particularly when

coupled. with the poetic insertion of the 'do'.

Mark Schorer points out that in Blakets song "Vühen early morn

walks forth" there is a clue to the meaning of the imagery in the

second stanza of "Mad Song" where a similar dislocation of mind

results in a disl-ocation of ,r.tor".86

And the vale darkens at my pensive woe, (Song 7, line 6).

84 Nowotny, pp" l-08-11 .

Saintsbury, TII I LI-L2.85

86 Schorer, Politics of Vision p.416.
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Another comparable example can be found in Pope's pathetic fallacy

in "!{here e t er you walk" :

lrlhere e'er you walk, cool gales shall fan the glade,
Tree, where you sit, shall crowd into a shade:
Where e'er you tread, the blushing flowers shall rise,
And all things flourish where you turn your eyes

("Summer", II, PP. lZl)Ol .87

Rhyme and rhythm and syntax become even more erratic in the second

stanza of the song, when the singer appeals this time to heaven

iÈself for relief - but his notes merely make day lveep, winds

roar and tempests play; it will be noticed that there is in two of

these instances an unexpected. combination of noun and related action -

perhaps winds may roar. Of course 'vaultt and 'fraught' are perfect

rhymes according to the usage of Blake's dayrtt Ooa there remains

the visual dissonance. There is also a cognitive dissonance in the

ambiguity of the word '1o' and 'lovr' - for there is usually an

implication of depth in 'vau1t', y€t iÈ is here associated with

heaven - and a paved heaven. Blake uses the contrasting phrases

"the ear of night" and "the eyes of day" in succeeding lines and

thus has the mind jumping from one phrase to anothet, or from one

word to another at the same time as the ear is catching at varying

rhythms and imperfect rhymes - a clever manipulation of the disorder

inherent in a "mad song".

In the last stanza Blake opens with an anapestic line which

brings emphasis upon 'fiend'. Tumult of emotion is again reflected

in changing rhythms, rushes of anapests or irregular but contrived

87 Alexand.er Pope , Selected Poetry and Prose, 2nd. edition, ed.
William K. !üirnsatt (New York: Holt, Rinehart and I¡linston, L972)
lines 73-84, from "Summer", p. 19.

V[illiam Johnston,
L764), unpaged.

88 A Spelling and pronouncing dictionary (London:
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stress upon important words, those indicative of the singer's state

of mind:

îrtÉr ,,i/srrt I â'o .tá,ra

rär r/sht aátn ""1r" ,rô, olr'
rrL* wnìn.. ./*rott" nJv" i,î"tJ"'a
wïtr, rtl'tt' pJi'

(Iine 19)

(Iine 2I)

(Line 22)

(Iine 24)

It is hard to realise that the four lines above are all taken from

the third stanza, so varying are their rhythms - the lasÈ stands out

boldly, too, from its lengthier anapestic surrounds- 'Croud' is an

unusual spelling not to be found in the dictionaries of the day'

but Blake was often an individual in spelling matters - and as it

stands it is eye-catching to tdoay's reader. In the last stanza

also the singer t'ho\¡Ilst', "croudst'and "turns his back" upon the

light - aII vivid images conjured up by the strong verbs - how

vastly different from Popets "crorn¡d into a shade". The poem concludes

with'frantic painr as it opened with'wild' winds \^¡eepr' both

conveying a sense of intense anguish.

VIII : The "Shepherd" Songs

Three poems were written in an unknown hand on the fly leaves of

a copy of the Poeticat Sketches (1783) which I^tas presented to someone

with the inscription "from Mrs. Flaxman May 15 1784"- One of the

poems "Song 2nd by a Young Shepherd", is a variant of the "Laughing

Song " of Songs of Innocence and wiII be mentioned in passing when

89that poem is discussed.

89 Erdman and Bloom' p. 768.
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"Song lst by a Shepherd" is a little reminiscent of "Love and

Harmony combine" in its allusion to "joy doth sit on every bough",

both in the use of the same substantives and in the insertion of the

poetic "doth". It exudes the same air of the pastoral as "I love

the jocund dance", but nowhere in the oÈher seven "Songts" is there

any hint of such a moralistic line as r'!Ve reap not what we do not

sow", nor is there in those "Songs" any hint of "honour" or "health"

as of importance. The poet does move from one metre to another,

from the trochaic tripping akin to Miltonic "LrAllegro" to the

smoother iambic tetrameter with a slightly longer line to round out

each stanza, and the use of imperfect rhymes and the intermittent

consonance in the words of importance (joy, jewel; bough, bloom,

brows), together with the shorter, simpler verse style are also

congruent with Blakean practice.

"Song 3rd by an old Shepherd" begins in the style of "B1indman's

Buff" with the sulostitution of "Silvio" for "Susan" and the almost

identical phrase "jewel hangs at shepherd's nose"* -;ewel in a

different context than Èhe previous song - and the personfication of

Virtue and Truth follows also a similar mode. Hoh¡ever, the stanzas

also conclude with a truism, pointing to a state somewhat resembling

that of the innocence of the Chimney Sweep. The poet in fact makes

explicit the contrast between the external world, with pelting storm

and the internal \^Iarm heart by bringing the accent to that fifth

syllable which was d,íscussed in relation to the iambic pentameter -

and a metre here introduced into the identical concluding lines of

each stanza:

The phrase is very reminiscent of the two "song,s" which conclude
Shakespearers Lovets Labours Lost: "\nrhen icicles hang by the

*

wall, And Dick the shepherd blows his nail," Y, ii, Song III.
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That makes our linbs quake, if our hearts be warm.

Once again, too, the poet is just a little away from rhyme - the

reader wiII have to accept an assonance at the line-end on two

occasions. There is an interesting transition from the soft 'I'

sound of the first two stanzas, with their gentler semantíc content

to the plosive alliteration of "BIow boisterous !{indr* stern Vüinter

frown", an effect that even modifies the same word 'quaker, so thatt

subjectively, it seems to rush forth the more in the last stanza -

congruently, this is the song of the old shepherd, aware of the

world of Experience yet upholding Èhe garment and the elements of

Innocence. Truth and Vritue. The hand is unknown, but if this was

not actually penned by Blake, it was written by someone who had

heard Blake sing, and sing of fnnocence and of Experience.

SONG lST BY A SHEPHERD

'V'Ielcome stranger to this place,
Vühere joy doth sit on every bough,
Paleness flies from every face,
We reap not what we do not sow.

Innocence doth like a Rose,
Bloom on every Maidents cheek;
Honor twines around her brows,
The jewel Health adorns her neck.

:t rrBlovrr winds" is an echo from King Lear (III, ii, 2, Iine I)
but Shakespeare did not ever use "boisÈerous" in conjunction
with the alliterative "BIow", and with an alliterative "b"
only once:

". . . a base and boisterous sword", As You Like It Tr, iii. 32.

Spevack, Martin, The Harvard Concordance to Shakespeare
(Cambridge, Mass. : Belknap Press, H.U.P., 1973) .
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SONG 3RD BY AN OLD SHEPHERD

lrlhen silver snow decks Sy1vio's cloaths
And jewel hangs at shepherdrs nose
Vüe can abide life's pelting storm
That make our limbs quake, if our hearts be warm.

Whitst Virtue is our walking staff'
And Truth a lantern to our path;
We can abide life's pelting storm
That makes our limbs quake, if our hearts be warm.

BIow boisterous Wind, stern lfinter frown,
Innocence is a Winterts gown;
So clad, wê'11 abide life's pelting storm
That makes our limbs quake, if our hearts be warm.

Blake, then, began to sing his song early in his life. As

he wrote, he cast around for a medium that would enable his voice

of song to be best heard. In the seven early songs of the young

poet can be seen features of "extra regularity" and of subtle

irregularity in conventional poetic fashion, but at the same time

Blake showed an aÌ^¡areness of how the poem would sound and used

these features to function as subtle guides to what and how he is

singing. The four oÈher "song's" mentioned show that the poet was

deveÌoping towards a more mature sense of the effect to which song

could be put. Not only could Blake use the conventions of poetic

expression, but he could also alter or discard these to give a new,

more versatile voice to his song. The voice would reach towards

a voice of satire, of innocence, of experience and of prophecy.

Blake has in the Poetical Sketches begun what will conclude only

when the Song of Jerusalem is ended.
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JEUX

IV

D'ESPRIT

Island in the MoonThe Song s from An

Tn experimenting with the Poetical sketches, Blake showed an

interest in singing a song for the age and began by looking at other

models upon which he could improve, Iistening with the inner ear to

the effecÈ of his poetry and searching for an ideal "voice of song".

In An Island in the Moon Blake sang also for the society in which he

lived.

Margaret Lowery used the phrase "jeu dtésprit" in relation to

the Poetical Sketches
t ooa the term is even more applicable to the

collection of high-spirited tyrics and prose pieces which Blake

enÈitled An fsland in the Moon.

An Island in the Moon has been placed in the tradition of Samuel

Foote's "Tea at the Haymarket"r2 an approach which reveals a parodistic,

musical piece of theatre presenting London Èopics and personalities-

Here is a sly look at characters kno\^In to Blake, although there

is critical controversy about the group of people whom Blake was

satirising.

I Margaret Ruth Lowery, "!{indows of the Morning: a critical
study of Vùilliam Blakets Poetical Sketches 1783", Yale
Studies in Iish 93, 1940, p. 50 citing an unPublished
Ietter from the Fairfax Murray Collect ion of Flaxman M.S. '
dated August 2, 1804.

Martha England, "Apprenticeship at the Haymarket", in Blake's
visionary Forms Dramatic, €d. David v. Erdman and,fohn E. Grant,

2

(New Jersey: Princeton Univ. Press, 1970), pp. 3-29.
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It may be noted. that current thought no longer holds the theory

that Blake \¡Ias turning away from the bluestocking salon of a

l{rs. Mathew, but neither does it wholly accept the more recent

hypothesis that Blake was looking at the members of a group of the

Birmingham Lunar SocieÈy meeting in London about the date which

David V. Erdman3 gi.r"" to Èhis collection of songs (1784), a time

between the Poetical Sketches and the etching of the Songs of
4

Innocence or perhaps 1785 as one recent article suggests.

Certainty the young Btake has left behind him the avowedly

poetic tradition of his early "Songs" as he places a more radical

emphasis on the singer and the audience and as he gives an attention -

in some cases - to pure sound and a neI¡I range of experimentation in

length, subject, depth and. range of poems.

This collection of literary pieces, moreover, anticipates by

thirty years a work of similar tone, su.bject sty1e, and range of genre

as Pierce Egan takes his reàders on a light-hearted romp through

London - a series of Tom and Jerry anecdotes which will even be made

into an "Operatic Extravaganza".

3 David V. Erdman,
pp.92-3.

Blake: Prophet aqainst Empire, rev. êd.,

4 R.J. Shroyer, "Mr. Jacko 'knows what riding is' in 1785:
Dating Blakers fsland in the Moon ," Blake: an lllustrated.
Quarterly, L2, No. 4 (Spring, L979) r PP. 250-256-
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No LETHE, then is necessary at Vauxhall-, I suppose," said
JERRY, ironically, interrupting TOM. "Yes, my dear COz,"
answered the CORINTHIAN ... "Excellentty weII defined' TOM,"
replied Locrc ... frhe oxonian] r,octc proposed a "bit of a
stroll ... The Oxonian immediately gave the dandy so severe
a btow on the head. that he measured his length on the ground
like a log of wood:

(c.xiv of the oríginal LIFE IN LONDON)

As Blake had left it to his friends to implement any kind of

distribution of his "juvenilia", so he also left An Island ín the

Moon in the manuscript, "a MS. that some Blake lovers would almost

prefer had been lost, becausç, failing to regard it as MS. they lose

three-quarters of its interest"6-u.r, "ttor which wilt be carefully

avoided by considering these "songs" as Blakets experimentation

toward,s a further "voice of song".

ft will be remembered that in the first "song" of the Poetical

Sketches Blake alluded in almost classical manner to a Phoebus who

"firtd my vocal ragett In An Island in the Moon another - a comic -

Phoebus appears in the first song sung by the Cynic; he is of fat

belly and round chin, and comes strutting in, although he, too, is

given an elegant title: "God of Physic, Painting Perspective

Geometry Geography Astronomy . . . in short every art and science":

l,ittle Phebus came strutting in
vülth hls fat belly and his round chin
V'lhat is !t you would please to have

Ho ho

I won! let it go a! only so and so.

(E. , 442)

5 Pierce Egan, The True Historv of Tom and Jerry i or, Life in
London (London: 1888), pp. xviii-xix, xxii (These particular
extracts have been chosen, in part, because of a reference to
Vauxhall.) c.f. An Island, ch, 8, 8.447

6 ,foseph H. V'Iicksteed, Blakets Tnnocence and Experience (London:

5

J.M. Dent, L928), p. 44
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::)
The singing has begun and Quid the Cynic, identifiable as

apt-ly begins. Rather than attempt any regularity of metre or

sylla-ble count, Blake has virtually welded together a collocation of

echoic sound, three conìmon adjectives (Iittle, fat and round), a verb

of slightly negative connotation (strutting), and two phrases from

the vernacular (Ho Ho and so and so). Here is a very anti-classical

beginning. However, the sounds are cleverly repetitive so that lines

which seem absurdly discrete in their unequal length are read as a

unit of song. The [r] carries into every tine but one (Ho Ho) while

that line finds three long vowels to link it, in essence, with its

successor. At the same time there is a comic abruptness over the

whole in the concentration of monosyllables and abundance of plosive

consonants (particularly "b", "t" and "d.") which mirror the mental

image of "strut" as well as reflecÈ its sound. This idea of context

will be important too, when the Piper and the Bard sing in Songs of

Innocence and of Experience, respectively. Moreover, the singer is

determined to sing, despite distractions:

I11 sing you a song said the Cynic. The trumpeter shit
in his hat said the Epicurean and clapt it on his head
said the Pythagorean. .II1 5"n1n again said the Cynic.'

(E. , 442)

The Cynic uses the interjection "ho" identified by John !{alker

in his Dictionary as giving "notice of approach, or any thing e1se"7

reminiscent of Sir Fopling Flutter's "Hey" in George Etheregers The

B
Man of Mode, In a new move, Blake points to the singer.

7 John V'Ialker, A Critical Pronouncing Dictionary, revised edition
(London: 1833), p. 25O.

8 George Etherege, The Man of Mode
Ernest Benn, L979).

, ed. John Barnard (London:
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It is interesting that a similar monosyllable will be used more

gracefully in BIakerS "Laughing Song" aS "Ha, Ha, He." forms a chorus

effect* (E.., 11). This repetitive element is incorporated

again in Quid's next song, which also has a ring of the disyllables

"Prepare, prepare" from "A lvar Song to Englishmen" (E., 43L-2)

as the three Philosophers lead the Chorus:

Honour and Genius is all I ask
And I ask the Gods no more

No more No more
No more No more

the three PhilosoPhers
bear Chorus

And mention of a Chorus foreshadows the substantial- group of lines

which Blake will attach to A Song of Liberty. The song itself is a

parody of a song from Daphnis and Amaryllis by James Harris, staged

at Drury Lane during Garrick's regim.r9.rrd later in Blake's piece

the song is repeated by scopprell: "I ask the gods no more" - but in

the satiric setting Quid's protestations of honourable ambition ring

hollowly.

Quid atso sings of "old corruption" in a song which abounds in

rhlrme-endings which are not quite Èrue rhymes. A few instances of

this practice were evident in the "Songs" of the Poetical Sketches'

but these rare occasions were shown to have been very close to the

exact and ideal repetition of sound and in fact this type of rhyme

approximation was relatively rare in English poetry until the twentieth

century:

Special méntion wiII be made in the next chapter of a similar
phrasing as used in a collection of songs by the London publisher
John Newbery in A Pretty Book for Children (176f) and A Collection
of Pretty Poems (L77O)

*

9 Martha England, Havmarket, p. 19.
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Slant rhlzme ... is not nearly as pleasing to the ear, and
sometimes it is undeniably dissonant ... its dissonance is
at once its strength and its limitation. It frustrates the
ear by coming close to the melodic quatity of rhyme \^Tithout
resolving into it. Hence it is suitable for poems in which
any form of euphony would be disastrous. I0

This is why Blake's practice works weII in the Island in the Moon

songs with their comic and satiric way of using the forms of poetry -

and rhlzme approximation will work effectively , too, in Songs of

Innocence to remove any hint of a jingle from the simple forms Blake

chose there Èo use.

'The stage background of the song fotd corruption] is the
satire of Èhe medical profession and especially of the conduct
of hospitals the literary background is Book II Parad.ise
Lost, the genealogy of Sin, Death, and the hett hounds it
is a Blakean fable of the ancestry of disease, and the first
of many grotesque births Btake would contribute to literature. II

The macabre content of Èhe song is further accentuated by the fact

that aII but one of the nine quatrains begin with an octosyllabic

Iine, potished,as had Blake's first "Song'" of the Poetical Sketches'

but a drift then occurs to an irregularity of line length, with some

correspondences among stanza pattern. The very few interruptions to

the innocuously pleasant iambic metre serve to highlight the particu-

Iarly horrible:

t a 1 t, x -_/ " ./ r,He cômmittêd on fl-esh a \^¡horedom

x ,/ t x / /x
He mêt with a dead wómair

/ N x- / x-./ x
Siurvy and sþotted fever

(E. , 445)

10 KarI Shapiro and Robert Beum'
Harper and Row, 1965), p. 90.

A Prosody Handbook (New York:

11 Martha !rf. England, Haymarketr P. 19.
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However, the jingle type of verse, in combination with the monstrous

thoughts expressed, shows that Blake l¡tas experimenting in his very

early days with the idea of presenting a background of regular metre

to provide an ironic contrast to a dark content, and this will be

noticed more frequently in the prophetic works to be discussed later.

The reverse occurs in the next song which Blake assigned to

Miss Gittipin:

Phebe drest like beauties Queen
Jellicoe in faint peagreen
SitÈing all beneath a grot
!ùhere the little lanbkins trot

Maidens dancing loves a sporting
AII the country folks a courting
Susan Johnny Bet & Joe
Lightly tripping on a rovt

Happy people who can be
In happiness compard with ye
The Pilgrim with his crook &

Sees your happiness Compleat
(8.,

hat

448)

The metre is trippingly trochaic, congruent with the pastoral scenarioi

a connection is made with "I love the jocund dance" not only in theme,

but also in the choice of "Jellicoe", an echo of "jocund" and "jolly";

a further echo occurs which hearkens back to Quid's first song with

"Phebus" and "Phebe", the "f" repeated in "fat belly", the second

word of which phrase contains the partial sounds "elli" from "Jellicoe",

and this play on sound is enhanced by the terminal sounds of "chin"

and "peagreen". These are simple sounds, simple names of happy peoplet

a poetry which is al-most regular in syllable count and sÈress pattern

and quite regular ìn rhyme ending, íf "Compleat'l is- accepted as

sounded out - indeed a "charming Song" as Scopprell conunents "

]4artha England makes the suggestion that the first "A'.t" cl-oses
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with this mild satirising of the "L'Allegro" tradition and thaÈ

Act II begins with the anthem, the text of which could have been

inspired by Collinst "Ode to Evening": "Now air is hushedr save

where the weak-eyed bat,/with short shrill shriek, flits by on

Ieathern wing."l2 After the anthem, a çJroup of songs occurs: a

song about London, atthough Blake deleted the obvious reference,

is sung by Mrs. Nannicantipot in street-cry style; Scopprell inserts

his chorus line mentioned before; Steelyard the Lawgiver sings a

pastoral about a young maid, among the violets - and again Scopprell

repeats his lines; to Scoppretl's flattering words that she sings like

a harpsichord, Miss Gittipin responds with a verse allied to the popular

nursery rhyme - tò which Scopprell makes the appropriaÈe reply: "And

I ask the gods no more". This group of songs is categorised by Sipsop

as "serious Songs" and he burstsforth into a series of sounds,

obviously interpreted by Quid as "Italian songs", and Èo which he

responds with "HaiI Matrimony made of Love": "I,ets have English said

Quid".

Mrs. Nannicantipot: I cry my matches as far as Guild hall
God bless the duke ,'& his aldermen aII

Scopprell: I ask the Gods no more
no more no more

Lawgiver: As I walkd forth one may morning
To see the fields so pleasant '&, so gay
O there did I spy a young maiden sweet

Among the Violets that smell so sweet
Smell so sweet
SmeII so sweet

Among the Violets that smell so sweet

(8. , 449)

L2 Martha W. England, Ha)¡market, p. 20.
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Atthough there is no symmetry between the two stanzas of the Iast

song, there is an internal slmmetry very similar to the Nursery Rhlzme

of the same rhythm: "Here we go round Èhe Mulberry Bush". There

wiII be a discussion of eighteenth-century children's literature' and

its possible relationship to Blake'sdevelopment of a song for

children, in the next chapter, buÈ it is interesting to note here that

by the time that Blake was writing An Island in the Moon collections

of Nursery FJnymes were in printr13.rrd Miss Gittipin's version of

"Frog went a-wooing" was active in London at the time.l4

ScoppreII: And I ask the Gods no more
No more no more
No more no more

Miss Gittipin This frog he would a wooing ride
Kitty alone Kitty alone

This frog he would a wooing ride
Kitty alone and f
Sing cock I cary Kitty aLone
Kitty alone Kitty alone
Cock I cary Kitty alone
Kitty alone and I.

(8., 450)

Scopprell's compliment implies that the harpsichord is allied with

the best in music, as in Handel, and in contrast to that innovation,

the pianoforte!

Sipsop: Fa ra so bo ro
Fa ra bo ra

Sa ba ra ra ba rare roro
Sa ra ra ra bo ro ro ro
Radara
Sarapodo no flo ro.

(E., 450)

13 J. Harvey Darton, Children's Books in Iand (Cambridge
University Press, 1960), p. 1O1.

L4 Albert Friedman, The BaIIad Revival p. 265.
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Both of these last songs are indeed reminiscent of the songs or

changing patterns of words that children sing to themselves' Èhe

Iatter at the babbling stage before formal speech has been acquired,

and Blake does make the analogy evident in that he includes a few

syllables that form actual words: bo, To¡ no, flo . In Jerusalem

there will be a surprising echo in the line resembling the "Fee, Fí,

Fo, Fum" nursery rhyme: ("We smell the blood of the English!"), ê

Shakespearean influence, perhaps , in view of the line from King Lear

III, iv, 184 ("Fie, foh and fum, I smell the blood of a British man.")

Alternatively the last song mentioned reseÍìbles the practice notes

sung by those exercising the voice in the tonic solfa range - which

is what probably evoked Quid's response: "Hang ltalian songs.rr

The list of "song's" discussed in this chapter is necessarily

shorter than those elaborated by Martha England in her comprehensive

approach, for not all of them are introduced as "song" by Blake.

For example, although the next verses are obviously "songt" in their

form, Blake deleted "Sing a MathemaLical Song Obtuse Angle then he

sungr", repÌacing the words wiÈh "English Genius for ever here I go".

The "Hail Matrimony made of Love" verses are followed by the song

that Obtuse Angle did sing, a ballad of Old England:

To be nor not to be
Of great capacity
Like Sir Isaac Newton
OF Locke or Doctor South
or Sherlock upon death
I'd rather be Sutton.

(E., 45L, stanza 1)
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One of the hits of the century had been Shakespearets Garland,
Garrick's imitations of Percy's collection of old ballads,
written for the Shakespeare Jubilee. Blake's ballad uses
a Shakespearean tag as Garríck used them. Obtuse Anglers
song is tribute to Thomas Sutton, who by building a hospital
did more folhumanity than Locke, Newton, South, Sherlock,
and other Hamletlike souls who sat around wondering whether
to be or not to be. 15

Tt wiII be noticed. that, although Blake has not always used true rhymes,

there is a compensatory echo in internal rhyme effects with "be" and

"Locke" echoed in t'be" and. ttcapacitytt and. ttSherlocktt, and the consonance

of Çep and Isaac (inversion) and Doctor and. [iike. Moreover, the

terminal consonance of the phonemes "n" and "th" sugg'ests more corres-

pondence than there actually is in this first stanza, and Blake uses

this effect again in the last four lines of the poem. In "made" and

"pavd" occur a terminal assonance, while "house" and "youth" whisper

of a mutual sibilance as weII as an eye rhlzme - and "servanÈ" and

"fervent" are close enough to be arguable slant rhyme.

If Blake here uses rhyme approximations and a shorter line, in

the next song the reverse is true. Plate 13 conclud.es with three

quatrains of Blakers fourteeners, with true rhyme endings to aII.

Mention was made in the previous chapter of a possible move towards

the idea of the septenary, but here in Blake's early poetry is Èhe

model for the variations r¡hich witl ring throughout the later prophetic

works. Not surprisingly, then, the Lawgiver is singing of Blake's

beloved England; but in this satiric manuscripÈ singing of the temporal

and the material England.

15 Martha V'1. England, Hal¡market., pp. 22-23.
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BIake could hardly neg Iect 'The Roast Beef of old
England.', from The Grub Street Opera by Henry Fielding
like that beloved song it attributes national virtug-to
England's careful concern for eating and d.rinking."16

-This city & this country has brought forth many mayors
To sit in state -a' give forth laws out of their old oak chairs
üfith face as brown as any nut rn¡ith drinking of strong ale
Good English hospitality o then it did not fail

V'lith scarlet gowns ,-& broad gold lace would. make a yeoman sweat
Vlith stockings roltd above their knees & shoes as black as jet
V'Iith eating beef &, drinking beer o they were stout &- hale
Good English hospitality o then it did not fail

Thus sitting at the table wide the Mayor & Aldermen
Were fit to give law to Èhe city each eat as much as ten
The hungry poor enterd the haII to eat good beef &' ale
Good English hospitality O then it did not fail

(8. , 452)

The next three songs are better known in their emended form as

poems from Songs of Innocence; the poem that appear s in An Island in

the Moon as the mother's song is to be discussed at length in the

next chapter aS the "Nursers Song", where the rather slight changes

wiII be mentioned. The poem from which the title of this thesis was

taken was given by Blake to Mr. Obtuse Angle. Wicksteed is certain

that Blake began Èhis next song in his piece as simply describing a

picturesque scene that he had recently witnessed - the picture of the

Charity children entering St. Paulrs. It has been suggested also that

Thomas Chatterton's "On the Dedication of St. Maryrs Cathedral"

(Iines 9, t3-I4) influenced "Holy Thursday".17 As the image gre\^''

L6 Martha W. England, Haymarket' p. 23.

Donal-d S. Taylor, T
Imagined History, (Princeton U. Press' 1978), p. 327 n. L7

17

to C.III (p. L23) .
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the words "holy" and ",innocence" mad.e an atmosphere which continued

to prevail and influence the other two stanzas to b" ttitt"rr,18

changing the rather clumsy last line from "And all in order sit

waiting the chief chanters commands" to "Thousands of little gírls

& boys raising their innocent hands".19

Blake continues on from the Roast Beef song in that he uses the

longer line and mainly true rhyme schemes. IÈ is obvious that Blake

gave much thought to this song, as the listed d.eletions show, and

there is fairly good evidence thaÈ Blake had heard the children sing.

The custom had originated in Handel's giving the Messiah royalties

to the foundlings and their chapel was the only consecraÈed place

where his oratorios could be performed during his lifetirn"r20 .rrd

thus was forged a link between the children and.song. It will be

seen that in this song Blake is paralleling the image of the lines of

children wal-king to St. Paul's, but is softening the rather ponderous

verse with alliterative and echoic effects:

{Jpon a holy thursday, their innocent faces clean,
The children walking to -.& two in grey &. blue & green'
Grey headed beadles walk'd before wiÈh wands as white as snow'
TiIl into the high dome of Paulls they like thamesr \^raters flow.

O what a multitude they seem'd, these flowers of London town!
Seated in companies, they sit with radiance all theír own.
The hum of multitudes were there, but multitudes of laÍibs'

fana att in order sit waiting the chief chanter's commands del.]
Thousands of little girls and boys raising their innocent hands.

frtren like a mighty wind they raise to heav'n the voice of song,
Or like harmonious thunderings the seats of heav'n among
!{hen the whole multitude of innocents, their voices raise
Like angels on the throne of heav'n, raising the voice of praise del.]

18 Wicksteed, p. 46.

19 William Blake, ete lVri : with variant readi S ed.
Geoffrey Keynes (Oxford University Press , I972). This edition
is cited to show the deletions.

20 Martha Vü. England, Halzmarket, p. 23.
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[f,et ttre Cherubim and Seraphim now raise their voices high del.]
Then like a mighty wind they raise to heav'n the voice of song,
Or like harmonious thunderings the seats of heav'n among
Beneath them sit the revrrendmen, the guardians of the Poor;
Then cherish piÈy J-est you drive an angel from your door-"

(Keynes, p. 59)

It is significant that the song itsetf was followed, even in a rollick-

ing satire, by a period of silence until the scene changes to a song

of Èhe children at light-hearted play on the green and, then in more

sombre tone, to the picture of the little boy lost:

O faÈher father \^there are you going
O do not walk so fast
O speak father speak to your little boy
Or else ï shall be lost

The night it was dark 6. no father was there
And the chitd was wet with dew
The mire was deep J.6ú the child did weep
And away the vapour flew.

(8. , 454)

Martha England sees Blake's uncertainty about who would sing the last

song ín terms of the kind of voice required, the baritone of the

father's consciousness," ooa the choice is appropriate also in terms

of its being Quíd the Cynic, who can sing of separation and, as the

character identified with Blake himselfr Inêy be thought to reflect

the separation Èhat he had felt at the loss of his brother early that

year.

Certainly the effect of his song is obvious: "Here nobody could

sing any longer ...".

2L Martha !V. England, Haymarket, p. 24
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The next sonçJ, again of childhood, reverts to the language of

the vernacular and slang, and results in a laugh as filly Lally

describes the antics of Joe, the bowler. who cleans the ball wiÈh

anotherrs "handkercher", and BilI, the batsman, who runs in his bare

feeÈ and knocks down his own wicket. "Here a laugh began" and Miss

Gittipin sings in exaggerated melancholy:

Leave O leave me to my sorrows
Here Ill sit & fade away
TiII Im nothing but a spirit
And I lose this form of clay

Then if chance along thís forest
Any walk in pathless ways
Thro the gloom her1l see my shadow
Hear my voice upon Èhe Breeze.

In these Èwo satiric verses, Blake points up the false emotion and

self-inflicted sorrow that is the reverse of the "melancholy" he

had spoken of in kinder and gentler terms in "Memory, hither come".

Blake also points to anoÈher fault of his age - its opportunism:

Therers Doctor Clash
And Signior Falalasole
O they sweep in the cash
Into their purse hole
Fa me Ia sol La me fa SoI.'

(E. , 455, stanza 1)

"Your out of the key" is Blakets cry; "Great A little A Bouncing 8",

up the tonic solfa scale and down - î.or such trivia do they sweep in

the cash; they may not even have a good ear, or long fingers and

thumbs, they may be like clumsy bears, but "CIap, CIap, Clap" - society

wiII respond. Or society will respond to the trumpets of rÁrar, the

crowned king, the Banners flying - but wilt the age acknowledge Honour

and Genius? "I ask the gods no more'r seems suddenly to have a different

meaning - no more is it worth entreating the gods!
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An Island in the Moon apart from singing satirically of the age

in which Blake lived and of the people who peopled it' Iooks to his

other early poetry, drawing upon, but not merely re-producing the

careful approach to "songr " shown in the Poetical Sketches. Metre is

there - but a range of prosod.ic experiment from the monosyllabic

nonsense syllable as a series of stresses to the first true ind.ication

that Blake would. look to the septenary or fourteener, and in these

few stanzas the cadence of meaning or rhythm also may be discerned.

Sometimes Blake will create an unusual slzmmetry; for exampl-e in

Scopprell's cynícal appraisal of the mercenary Doctor Clash and Signior

Falalasole, the third line of each stanza has six sylla¡tes aná tne

fifÈh is of eight syllalrles, although the others vary:

SyIIables:

Line I
Line 2

Line 3

Line 4

Line 5

Stanza I Stanza 2

4

Blake also uses repetitions of phoneme and echoic consonance and

assonance but even more noticeable is the actual repetition of word:

"Rap Rap Rap" and the duplication of the sounds of laughter would be

the most simple examples, whilethe,concluding lines of the last "songi"

would be the most extreme instance:

Stanza 5Stanza 3

7

6

3

9
3

8

6

5

I

5

7

I
6

q

5

3

9
5

q

"And the shout of his thousands fills his heart with rejoicing
And the shout of his thousands fills his heart with rejoicing

(E. , 455)

& victory
& victory.

In compar ison with the diction of the Poetical Sketches this is

a very spare group of songs appropriate to the character of Quid the

Cynic and his entourage, to the satirising of the age and the society
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in which Blake lived, and to the movement away from using the prosodic

models available to the poet. The Chorus enters Blake's repertoire

of techniques, as does the regular, rather than the exceptionalr üsê

of rhlzme approximations and Blake gestures towards the future when he

obliges the reader to look to the singer of Èhe song as well as to the

song that is being sung.

However, the significance of Blake's interest in sentimental

popular ballad and in children's rhl'mes should not be underplayed':

Miss Gittipin sings a 'charming song' of rustic aambols
the broadside version of the traditionaL 'Marriage of the
Frog and the Mouse' ... was in Blake's day, and later, a
common nursery jingle ... the Lawgiver attempts a folk
pastourelle D'Urfey introduced to sophisticates ... and
later he sings ... a piece that recalls innumerable
street ballads on the 'good old days'. Quid's 'HaiI
matrimony' is in a broadside stanza ... Cynic sings a song
of surgery which . . . might be mistaken for one of Carroll's
antic La]..es. 22

The influence of London is seen not only in references to the

surrounds, such as Vauxhall and Ranelagh, but in the street cries of

Mrs. Nannicantipot and in the image of the Charity Children in one of the

poems which actually forge a link between this hilarious "voice of

song" and that distilled to become "Songs of Innocence". Rather

than particular prosodic effects coming to the foreground in this

group of "songs", the spirit of London and the essence of the ballad

tradition, with the ring of children's rhyme, pervades the whoIe.

An Island in the Moon has s\^rung away from the young Poet's

simply prosod.ic approach to a "voice of song" - a violent swing

perhaps, couched as it is in comic and satiric terms, but the great

22 Friedman, p. 265.
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variety of songs within the piece are an indication of the progress

of Blakers lifelong search for the ideal "voice of song":

I^le are lucky Èo have Èhis 'failure' left unpublished in
a notebook. We can watch a great metrist and a born
parodist searching for his tunes, trying out dramatic
systems and metrical systems, none of which were to
enslave him. Here he cheerfully takes under his examining
eye song and satirer operas and plaguesr surgery and
pastoral sorrgr Chatterton and science, enthusiasm and
myth, philanthropy and Hand,elian anthem, the Man in the
Street and those chitdren whose nursery is the street ... 23

From the perspect ive of An Island in the Moonr \^7e can see that Blakets

approach to the ideal voice to song wiII be to define the past voice,

refine the prosodic techniquesr combine the useful elements of these

with Blakean innovat.ions, and align all to his developing vision

of the importance of the "song".

23 Martha W. England, Ha)zmarket, p. 28.
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V

" SONG " t^JI TH I N " SONG "

The Songs of Innocence and the Songs of Experience

Blake speaks in the Introduction to the Songs of Innocence of

the piper responding to the invitation of the child to "sing ... songs

of happy chear", and this group of poems and the Songs of Experience

have been widely accepted as Blake at his simplest and his best and,

as is less often acknowledged, at his most varied.

WeIl may the child of that age call for such songs for Lhere was

very little in the literature of the century Èhat would fall as cheer-

fu} verse upon childrents ears, and what there \^Ias may be summed up in

the title of a small book pub lished in 1708 entitled Some Excellent
IVerses for the Education of Youth.

In the century before Blake, John Bunyan - whose Pilgrim's Progress

would have been read by children for the story íf not for the moral

teaching impli cit in it - offered in 1686 A Book for Boys and Girls

or Country Rhymes for Children, reissued after his death as Divíne

Emblems, or Temporal Thinqs Spiritualized. His plan was to take

common objects, describe them with a rugged simplicity and then say

what lesson could be drawn from such emblems.2

"The Title-page will show, if there thou look,
lVho are the proper Subjects of this Book.
They'r [sic] Boys and Girls of atl Sorts and Degrees'
From those of Age, to Children on the Knees

1 Cornelia Meigs et al., A Critical History of Children's Líterature
(New York: Macmillan, 1953), p. L52.

2 J. Harvey Darton, Children's Books in Enqland, pp. 65-7.
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I d.ort to show them how each fingle-fangle,
On which they doting are, their souÌs entangle,
As wiÈh a web, a trap, a gin, or snare,
And will destroy them, have they not a care."

(Bunyan)

Bunyan abhors any 'fingle-fangle' which may entrap the soul; Blake

wiII later broaden this concept and lament any "nets and gins and

traps" which may obliterate, erase or enclose the inifinite i., *arr.3

By the middle of Èhe eighteenth century there exisÈed a profusion

of 'chapbooksr - books which children would read and which came to

them carried in the packs of pedlirs of the day or "Running (or

Flying or V'lalking) Stationers", and contained aII the popular litera-

ture of four centuries in a reduced or degenerate form, most of it

adapted for the poorly educated. Apart from such stories as Gulliverts

Travels and Robinson Crusoe there were verses, from "Dr. Faustus" to

"Cock Robin" ; from Joe Millerts Jest Book to V'Iattst Divine Songs.

Isaac !ùatts was a Non-Conformist minister who spent most of his

pastoral life in London before he retired from active preaching to

devote himself to the writing of hlzmns. His Divine Songs Attempted

in Easy Language was issued in 1715 as Divine and Moral Songs for

Children. It is with the eighteenth-century genre of the children's

hymn that Blakets Songs of Innocence and Songs of Experience are often

compared, f.or the appealing metres and for the simple diction; and

sometimes, too, for the specific subject resemblances as in $tatÈsr

3 Blake's terminology is here taken in paraphrase from Visions of
the Daughters of Atbion (Erdman and Bloom edition) (E).
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4"Cradle Hymn" and Blakets "A Crad,le Song". fllustrations occur in

both instances, although one can hardly imagine Blake picturing a

good, withdrawn boy reading calmly by a window while ruffian

children either scale a flag-pole or knock over a companion - as

lVatts illustrated his Divine Song No. XXT, "Against EviI Company",

or imagine Blake entitling a song the negative "Against Quarrelling

or Fighting", No. XVI.5 wh"n one reads the autobiographical line "Oft

have I laid the awful Calvin by"r6 one catches a glimpse of the

gentler nature of I¡Iatts' thought and in Divine Songs he introduces

children to a happier religious emphasis than the traditional dwelling

upon Èhe sinful nature of man and just retribution. fn the introduction

Èo the 1770 edition it is pointed out that Ancients, Jews and Heathens

taught children and disciples the precepts of morality and worship in

verse, and that the Children of Israel were conmanded to learn the

words of the Song of Moses (Deuteronomy 19:30); and "we are directed

not only to sing with Grace in the Heart but to teach and admonish one

another by Hymns and Songs: Ephesians v:I9." !ùatts then proceeds to

Comparisons of Blakets "Songs" with those of Isaac Vfatts or with
the Children's hymn may be found in the works of the following
criÈics, among others:

S. Foster Damon, !{illiam Blake: His Philosophy and. Symbols'
pp. 4L, 269¡

J. Harvey Darton, "Blake and Verse for Children", in Songs
of Innocence and FlYnêr r_ence a casebook, ed. Margaret Bottrall
(London: Macmillan, L974), pp. III-113;

Mark Schorer,
406-7 .

V[iIIiam Blake: The Politics of Vision pp.4O2,

Vivian d,e SoIa Pinto, "lVilliam Blake, Isaac Watts and Mrs.
Barbauld", in The Divine Vision ed. V. de S.P. (London: Gollancz,
L957), pp. 66-87 ¡

John Holloway, The Lyric Poetry, Studies in English Litera-
ture, 34 (London: Edward Arnold, 1968), pp. 32-52.

(An alternative list is found in Holloway, p. 32.)

Isaac Watts, Divine and Moral Songs for Children (London: The
Religious Tract Society, [1830?], pp. 42, 33.

6 Meigs, p. L54, citing Isaac Vüatts, Divine and Moral Songs for

4

5

Children (Lond.on: James Nisbet, 1866).
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give four reasons for the publication of the Divine Songs Attempted in

Easy Language, not the least being that children wiII not then "seek

the dangerous sonnets of the Age. "7

The other source of verse of like nature to that of Blake's Songs

of Innocence and of Experience has been said to be the Nursery Rhyme

of the day - the Mother Goose tradition.S The first collection of

these Mother Goose rh1^es9 yeÈ traced appeared, in 1744 and the lettering

on the title page read.s "Tommy Thumb's Pretty Song Book".Io Mother

Goose in rhyme had joined the tradition of the fairy tale that had

come across from France and it is in the repetitive element of metre

and diction that paralleis to Blake's verse may be found.

Of course the older chitd would have been taught to write Latin

verses as the introductory note to one of the books in the series

English Linguistics 1500-18O0 indicates:

7 Isaac v'Iatts, Divine Songs Attempted in Easy Language (London,
L77O), Introduction.

8 Alicia Ostriker, Vision and Verse in William Blake, pp. 50-54.
This is a most comprehensive coverage of the possible
relationship between the form of the Mother Goose genre and
Blakets "Song's", embracing resemblance occurring in An Island
in the Moon Jerusalem, Songs of Innocence and Experience.
Mention is made of theme, tone, imagery, cadence, accentual
rhythms and intent.

9 A slightly later edition included "The Lullabies of Shakespear[e]"
as Part IL.. Mother Goose, The Original Mother Goose's Melody,
as first issued by John Newbery of London about A.D. 1760,
facsimile rpt. of 1785 edition (oetroit: Singing Tree Press,
Le69) .

I0 J.H. Dartonf Childrenrs Books in Enql-and, p. 101. This work is
also discussed in Percy Muir, English Children's Books (London:
Batsford, L954) pp. 67, 75, 78, 22O, 227.
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The grammar reprod,uced, best known as the Eton Latin
Granmar, constituted the only real threat to the monopoly
exercised by the King's Printers (publishers of LiIy's
grammar) over the teaching of Latin in schools during the
last half of the eighteenth century ... Its popularity
is testified to by Èhe fact that no fewer than Èwenty-
five editions are known printed before 1800 - and it was
still being printed ... as late as 1851. 1I

Among the literary minds of the day, too, there \¡tere examples of

occasional verses for the child. Blake's patron Vüilliam Hayley wrote

Odes on the birthdays of his son Thomas Alphonso, and in his preface

to BaIIads founded on Anecdotes Relating to Animals he makes it quite

clear that he "did not intend these truly infantine productions for

the consumption of adults":

Three words of Horace may form an introduction to the following
pages, the very words, which that amia-bJ-e physician and poet,
the late Dr. Cotton of St. Alban's, prefixed as a motto to
his elegant and moral- Iittle volume of Visions in Verse:

'vrRGrNrBUS PUERTSQUE CANTO. I

Or in plainer English prose:- This book is intended for
young Readers. 12

Hayley 's Triumphs of Temper, of six cantos, three thousand one hundred

and thirty-t\^/o Iines of rhymed heroic couplets - a d'idactic work on

the art of good temper in women - was very popular as a present to

children and the author wrote in his memoirs that "the sweetest

reward he ever received as an author, \¡¡as a cordial declaration from

a very good and sensible mother of a large family, that she was truly

indebted to the work in question, for an absolute and delightful

reformation in the conduct and character of her eldest daughter, vtrho,

II An Introduction to the Latin (eton: 1758) rpt. English
Linguistics 1500-1800, no. 255, ed. R.C. Alston (Menston, England:
Scolar Press, L97O), unpaged introductory note.

L2 Morchard Bishop, Blake's Hayfey: the Life, Works and Friendships
of IùiIIiam Hayley (Lond.on: Gollancz, 1951) r PP. 94, l3O, L74, 27L.
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by an ambition to imitate Serena, was metamorphosed from a creature

of a most perverse and intractable spirit, into Èhe most docile and

dutiful of childr.rr. "13

Lindley Murray in his Grammar also reflected this attitude to

the older child - a moral didacticism - when he pointed out that

"the Compiler would have deemed himself culpable, had t¡e'exiúbiÈed

such sentences as contained ideas inapplicable to young minds, or

which were of a trivial or injurious nature", being "solicitous to

avoid all exceptional matter; and to improve his work. by blending

moral and useful observations."14

In addition, J. Harvey Darton points out that iÈ was doubtful

whether the age considered it proper for the verse form to be on

nursery shelves - poetry involvíng the artifice of metre and scansion

would be relatívely unnatural and difficult for children.15 Even

aflowing for the Mother Goose element there was certainly a relative

paucity of purely enjoyable verse available for children - of any

age - in the mid-eighteenth and early nineteenth century, although

John Newbery in L744 had produced A Little Pretty Pocket Book, the

1767 edition of which included a section "a Little Song-Book, being

a New Attempt to teach children the Use of the English Alphabet;

by way of Diversion" 16 .td his the History of Little Goody Two-Shoes

William Hayley, Memoirs of the Life and Vüritings (London: LA23¡
rpt. England: Gregg International Publishers, L97I), f, 208.

Lindley Murray , An English Grammar, IT.t 5, 7.

J. Harvey Darton in Bottrall. p. 113.

AIec Ellis, A History of Children's Reading and Literature

13

L4

I5

I6
(Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1969), p. 4.
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contained what is known as "the dormouse poem" (L766). For example,

the page headed "The Little m PIay" has a woodcut and Èhen a

quatrain.

LEAP-FROG

This stoops down his Head
Vühilst that springs up high;

But then you will find,
Herll stoop by and by.

This follows well the advertisement "intended for Amusement"; the

other component of the book "for Instruction" follows in a second

quatrain:

MORAL

Just so, 'tis aÈ Court;
Today you'r'e in Place;

Tomorrow, perhaps,
You're quite in Disgrace.

Ho\^rever, while John Newbery did speak of Rules for making children

"strong, hardy, healthy, virtuous, wise and happy", the books with

which he was associated were noted for their bright covers and plenti-

ful woodcuts and copperplates designed for the text.IT Newbery's firm

also printed for one year (1751) "Lilliputtan Magazine or The Young

Gentleman and Lady's Golden Library", a miscellany from his other

publications. A comprehensive survey of aII Newbery's publishing

activities is avaifa¡ferfSand he wiII be mentioned. again in relation-

ship to the "Laughing Song".

L7 A Pretty Little Pocket Book ... facisimile Introd. M.F. Thwaite
94, 2, 44.(London: L761; rpt. Oxf. U. Press, 1966) p.

S. Roscoe, John Newbery and his successors, L74O-L8L4z a

eiblioqraphy (V'Iorm1ey, U.K.: Five Owls Press' L973); Charles
lVelsh, A Bookseller of the last Century: being some account of
the life of ,fohn Newberv and of the Books he published (London:

18

1885; rpt. Clifton, U.S.A.: Augustus M. Kelley' L972) .
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Mention may be made, too, of John Marchant, Gent. who published

two unusual volumes of verse for children: Puerilia (1975I) sub-

titled "song's for little Misses, Songs for Little Masters, Songs on

Divine, Moral and other subjects" - almost a combination of Wattsian

and Mother coose tradition; in 1753 he also pu-bli shed Lusus Juveniles

Youthts Recreation I t ] , while Nathaniel Cotton wrote in 175I

Visions in Verse, for the Entertainment and Instruction of Younger

Minds 19

In the second half of the eighteenth century many writers

acknowledged their debt to Rousseau's Emile and to French educational

thought, among them Maria Edgeworth who wrote stories for children

in simple, delightful English with frequent humour. Similarly,

Thomas Day formed the idea of collecting tittle stories likely to

express judicious views of nature and reason, and connecting them

together. An extension of the genre of the hymn for children may

be seen in Mrs. Barbauldrs Hymns in prose for children (1781), passages

meant to be committed to memory and recited, manY of them composed

in alternate parts. ÍVriters on chiLdren's literature tend to view

her works more leniently than do critics making comparisons of her

works with those of BIak",2O ot than her contemporaries Coleridge
lk

and Lamb.

L9 J. Harvey Darton in Bottrall, pp. 108-9.

20 J. Harvey Darton, Children's Books admits her "masÈerly command
of English" and her "purpose of excíting wonder and delight
in things seen" (p . 155), but De Sola Pinto, The Divine Vision
(p. 84) describes her as "a talented pious prig". Holloway
(p. 13) points out that Mrs. Barbauld was a member of the circle
that visited at the house of Mrs. Henry Mathew and that Blake
must have known her.

Mentioned ín F.J. Harvey Darton,
pp. 131, I54-

* Children's Books in Iand
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Less attractive in content and more didactic than ever in aim

were the tales of other meÍibers of"themonstrous regiment"r2I writers

producing books strongly flavoured with "morals". Arnong them was

Mrs. Trimmer who produced Fabulous Histories Designed for the

Instruct ion of Children, respectinq their Treatment of Animals,

later entitled History of !þe_Roþþg:

"The sentiments and affections of a good father and mother
are supposed to be possessed by a nest of Redbreasts
[young readers should be] taught to consider them, noÈ as
containing the real conversations of birds ... but as a
series of FABLES, intended to convey moral instruction
applicable to themselves, at the same time they excite
compassion and tenderness for those interesting and
delightful creatures, on which such wanton cruelties are

"22frequently inflicÈed, and recommend universal benevolence.

Mrs. Trimmer and her contemporary Mrs. Sherwood felt obliged

(respectively) to attack and to re-write Sarah Fielding's loved

The Governess: Littte Female Academy (L749). Better literature for

children was to come, however; the turn of the century \¡ras to bring

Original Poems for Infant Minds (2nd ed. ' 1818) in which the two

Taylor sisters and their younger brother presented pleasant pictures

of simple English life; this was followed by their Rhymes for the

Nursery (1806) and H)rmns for Infant Minds (1810). In this decade,

too, Charles and Mary Lamb would turn theír talents towards adaptations

of literaÈure for the child'3 -" verse renderings had made the simpler

psalms of David accessible to the young.'4

2T

22

23

Muir, pp. 82-7.

J. Harvey Darton,

J.H. Darton,

Muir, p. 56.

Children's Books in England' PP. 160-1.

24

Children's Books pp. 187-92, 196-202-
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It seems reasonable to assume that Blake' as a member of the

Mathe\^ts' circle until 1784 would. have been aware of both the trends

and the lacks in literature, particularly verse, fot children.

Gilchrist records that Blake had met Mary Wollstonecraftr25 arrthot

in 1788 of a children's book, Oriqinat stories from Real Life: with

Conversations, calculated Èo requlate the affections and form the

mind, to truth and goodness, and in I79I an edition of this book

contained plates designed and engraved by Blake - a rare Blakean

association with a didactic approach to the child!

An Island in the Moon, while primarily a prose satire for adults

modelled upon the antics of theorists and inÈellectuals known to

Blake, does contain three well-formed songs which were to be

included in Sonqs of Innocenqe: "Nursets Song", "Holy Thursday" and

"The Little Boy Lost". These and the burlesque songs in the early

page s of An Island in the Moon are aII addressed to adults and are

connected with the later song s in Poetical Sketches:

fn terms of literary history they represent a culmination
of the cult of poetic 'simplicity' that began with
Addison and, his associates - A¡nbrose Philips' Thomas
Tickell, Henry Carey, etc. - and that, running through
Shenstone, Collins and Percy
Cruscansr prepared the way f

to the so-called 'DeIIa-
or the Lyrícal Ballads.26

Ho\^rever, Èhese and the Songs of Innocence may al-so be seen as Blake

reaching out towards a concept of such 'happy songs' as wiII be

written by the 'piper' in 'Introduction' - an ear tuned towards and

a voice turned towards the child. Songs of Experience are admittedly

songs of 'simplicity' rather than songs of 'happy chearr, but it must

be remembered that Blake himself combined the two series, describing

Alexander Gilchrist,
Dent, 1942), p. 80.

Life of [¡tilliam Blake, 1863; rpt. (London:25

26 F.VrI. Bateson, rrNotes on Blakets Poems" in BoÈÈrat1, pp. rtl79-80.
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them on the title page as "Shewing the Two Contrary States of the

Human SouI". He did, nevertheless, continue to issue separate

copres of Sonqs of Innocence which may suggest that Blake did

consider this could be regarded as his contribution to the world. of

children's literature - poems beyond the didacticism offered to the

older chil-d and verse neither too unnatural nor too difficult for

the younger one.

By virtue of Blake's general titles, "Songs of Innocence" and

"Songs of Experience", each poem can be seen as a song in its own

right and over the years each has been subjected to critical analysis -

able and otherwise - but for the purpose of this chapter and as

representative of the Blake who had left the almost determined

exper imentation of the Poetical Sketches only the four songs in which

Blake uses the term "song" in the title wiII be considered. These

are: the two Nurse's Songs r" "o Crad1e Songr" and the "Laughing Song".

Reference wilt be made also to the introductory poem "Piping down

the valleys wild", for in this Blake introduces the piper as creator

and recorder of song. Moreover, the introductory poem not only sets

the scene for these "happy songs" but also mediates the Èone,

"pleasant glee", and even gestures towards a reason for the songs:

And I wrote my happy songs
Every child nay joy to hear

(E., 7)

Blake has entered the world of Èhe child and in the verse itself are

modelled thaÈ which had been much lacking in children's verse in the

Hazard Adams gracefully overcomes the awkwardness of repeating
the two titles by subsuming them under the one heading; he uses
the term "the two Nursers Songs" for those poems that Blake
entitled "Nursets Song " from Songs of Innocence and "NURSES
Song" from Songs of Experience. Hazarð. Adams, "The Two Nursers
Songs" in Morton D. Paley (ed.) Songs of Experience, Twentieth

27

Century interpretations (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, L969) , p. 100
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eighteenth century - the "happy pipe", the everyday vocabulary' the

syntactic simplicity and the appeal of sound-repetitions. It is

appropriate that in this chapter, therefore, indivídual sounds wiII

be considered. first - including groups of sounds and repetitive

d.evices - and rhythmic and syntactic considerations will follow

Iater.

Piping down the valleys wild
Piping songs of pleasant glee
Onacloudlsawachild
And he laughing said. to me.

Pipe a song about a Lamb;
So I piped with merry chear,
Piper pipe that song again -
So I piped, he wept to hear.

Drop thy pipe thy happy pipe
Sing thy songs of happy chear,
So I sung the same again
V0hile he wept with joy to hear

Piper sit thee down and write
fn a book that all may read -
So he vanish'd from my sight.
And T pluckrd a hollow reed.

And I made a rural pen,
And I stain'd the \^rater clear,
And I ü¡roÈe my happy songs
Every child may joy to hear

(E. , 7)

Much of the musical appeal of the poem above lies in the play

upon the vowel "i" in its short, Iong and diphthongal combination

soundst [I]; [i]; [aE] and this works in two ways. Lanz in The

Physical Basis of Rime points out that the sound of a returning vowel

"affords musical satisfaction" to the ear. He uses the example of

Grayrs "Elegy wriÈten in a Country Churchyard" (Stanza l-) which sings an

inverted "ur...o" melody, a definite musical phrase; however, Edgar

I
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AIIen Poe's line "Hear the mellow wedding be1ls" contained a

completed melody in which the overtone characteristic of the vowel

e is repeated three times in succession.

Every poem, apart from its meaning, has a characteristic
musical appearance, the physical cause of which lies
largely ... in the arrangement of overtones associated
with individual voweLs. The musical value of a verse is
a function of that arrangement.2a

Consonants following and preced.ing a vowel wil-l often effect a slight

change in the vowel sound, so that - apart from the first effect of

a returning vowel's being saÈisfying - when the vowels sing "out

of tune" Èhey catch at the ear. For example, in the first two línes

of the "Introduction" to the Songs of Innocence, the initial word

"piping" signals a tune "pip... i" which wil-I be repeated in each

of the stanzas except the last one - and this tune will be satisfying

to the ear. A second effect occurs at the replacement of the "p"

with "\n/" in the position next to the long vowel , thus modifying the

sound of the vowel slightly in "wild" and this will arrest the

attention of the reader - in this instance to the semantic oxymoron

of rvalleys wild'; they are seldom described thus in poetry, although

Blake often expresses the concept of the "wild" in the sense of the

"unrestricted". In fact, Blake has displaced the more usual adjective

applicable to valleys, "pleasant", to the following line to elaborate

the tone of the songs - those being played by the piper and those to

be written by the poet for the child - songs of "pleasant g1ee".

Moreover, this connotation is retained throughout the poem in "merry

chear", "happy pipe", "happy song's" and "every child may joy to hear".

28 Henry Lanz, The Physical Basis of Rime: an essay on the
aesthetics of sound (New York:
27-8.

Greenwood Press, 1968), pp. 4L-2,
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In the third line of the first stanza, Blake again uses this

shift of vowel tune b::ought ahout- by the r1 ifferent encJ-osing conson-

ants of "child" and draws attention thus to the mention for the

first Èime in Songs of Innocence of the "child", a reminder repeated

in the alliterative "ch" echoes in three other stanzas.

Apart from the repetitive "pipe" in its various parts of

speech and, the use of the same diphthong surrounded by different

consonants, Blake repeatedly uses portion of the initial- melody' the

[ai] [i], aftfrough the phrase is often interrupted by an extra

one of either sound - or the attied [f] - and the pattern is some-

times ínverted.

As uras pointed out in the last chapter, "joy" was considered

in the eighteenth century a perfect rhyme for an [-i] sourrd29 u.rrd

that a common London usage at the time Blake was writing was the

substitution of [.i] for [.i],30 boah of which contentions move

towards the Blakean patterning of ["i] sounds.

Of course, these patterns are meant to fall as end-rhymes by

poets, but Blake has in all the stanzas unusually kept the "ea" sound

constant while varying the consonant surrounds z chear/hear/read./clear;

the two leading orthoepists3l of Blake's day make no distinction

29 H.C. Vlyld, Studies in English Rhymes from Surrey to Pope, p. 75.

30 Vüilliam Matthews, Cockney, Past and Presentr P. L64 citing an
example taken from Samuel Pegge, Anecdotes of the Enqlish
Language (1814): "Among'st some people bottles are 'Iibelled'
as well as Ministers of State."

31 John üfalker, A Critical Pronouncing Dictionary (L79I; rPt.
English Linguistics 1500-1800, No. LL7, ed. R.C. Alston,
Menston, England, The Scolar Press, 1968); Thomas Sheridan,
A General Dictionary of the English Language, 2 vols. (1780;
rpt. English Linguistics 1500-1800, No. 50. ed. R.C. A1sÈon,
Menston, England, The Scolar Press, 1967) .
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between this diphthong group and the vowel as in "reed", "glee" and

"me", so this re-occurence of sound' could be held to be an "extra
*

regularity" beyond the rh1'ming pattern.

fn the Songs of Innocence, Blake seems to have a different

approach to rhyme from that which he took in the Poetical Sketches

where he rhymed carefully using, if necessary' poetically acceptable

rhyme approximations, or he dispensed with rhlzme altogether- In

the So s of Innocence non-rhlzmes are often found, where rhyme would

be expected or half-rhymes cause the reader an extra pause as the

musical satisfaction of the vowel returning is absent. Not only

are single vowels and the enclosing consonants singíng "out of tune",

but so also are rhyme pairs. Many critics have commented on "Lamb"

and "again" as alternating non-rhymes in this introductory poem' A

few more points could be made.

Lanz recalls that Dante commented on "key" Iines being left

often ,rrrrht^"d.32 Is Blake Èhus consciously emphasising the intro-

ducÈion of the Lamb and of the pen? Perhaps Blake is merely refusing

to follow the poor poet who slips into expected rhym"s33 rrrrtil, as

Pope puts it:

Vrlhere-eter you f ind t the cooling western breezet
rn the next line it 'whispers thro' the treesr.

. rf crystal streams twith pleasing murmurs creept
The reader's threaten'd (not in vaín) \4tith 'sleepl.

(An Essay on Criticism, Ir-., 350-3)

* It will be remembered tlab this feature was discussed, in the
chapter on the Poetical Sketches. Geoffrey Leech, pp. 62-4.

32 Lanzt p.73.

George Turner,33 Stylistics (Middlesex: Penguin, 1975), p. 65
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Linguistically, both "Iamb" and "again" cOntain nasal cOnSonants;

the tmt and Int are close in sound and, as has been pointed out in

several studies of Witliam Matthews, historically speaking the [*]

and [e] of Lond,on speech were much closer in the eighteenth century

than we tend to recognise tod.y.34 Furthermore, in "Piping down

the vall-eys wild" the non-rhlzming words have always an echoic

connecÈion in other stanzas, particularty with other words in the

same position. For example, 'again' will have both the vowel and

the final sound repeated in the 'pen' of the final stanza; 'pipe'

wiJ-I repeat the diphthong in 'write' and both will echo the end-rhyme

of the first stanza, not to mention the alliterative element of 'pipe'

and rp€D" the latter without rhyme partner reflecting the short

vowel in 'again'. Finally, tsongst, the non-rh)rmed third line

ending of the final stanza witl pick up just a whisper of the conson-

ants of tagaint.

Certainly, it is true that "poets are concerned with

pattern ... the pattern that can be made from chance similarities

of sound in different words"r35 and this patterning of consonants

in "rntroduction" (chr L, T, v, rd and the alliterative p and s) and

vo\¡re1s repeated or subtly modulated by the change of apposite

consonants creates an internal varying rhythm which síngs in counter-

point against a background of metrically unvarying quatrains of i,

even-syllable lines with stressed and unstressed syllables always

34 Matthews, Cocknev, Past and Present, p.
century phonetic spellings", R.E.S. 12
eighteenth century vulgarisms", R.E.S.

162¡ "Some eighteenth
(1936), 55; "Some
13 (L937), 3L4.

35 Turnerr pp. 64-6.
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alternating - a regularity we rarely associate with Blake, but a

feattrre whi,ch we would expect to appeal to children. fn fact the

lines are so emphatically trochaic that there is no hesitation in

ascribing initial stress even to the weak words 'ont, tandt, tin'

and 'so' unless it be to give a childlike anapestic tripping rhythm

to such lines - a Practice that will be seen in the later The Four

zoas. In using these end-sÈopped lines, once again Blake has

courageously departed from Bysshe's The Art of English Poetry - for

this learned genÈleman will have the accenting of the anapest and the

end-stop "employ'd only in Compositions for Musick, and in the

lowest sort of Burlesque Poetry."36

An interesting comparison can be drawn between Blakets songs

of trochaic tetrameter "Love and harmony combine" of the Poetical

Sketches (which has been discussed) and "Piping down the valleys

wild". Both use rhyme and rhyme approximations, Yet the poems

sound entirely different. Of Songs of fnnocence critics have made

the generalisation that such simple diction can be seen as working

through concentration upon the word. The poem of introducÈion

contains the same use of repetitions of syntactic constructions

as Blake had used in the Poem from poetical Sketches, but to these

he has added a lively sense of word and sound repetition. The Piper

p,i-pes down the valley, and. he pipes with merry chear [sic] , and he

drops his pipe - his happy pipe. Moreover, there are fewer di-

sytlabic words in this poem and no tri-syllab1es at all, and' there

is an abundance of very tiny words: tat, tandt , tof' , tft, 'het and

'my'. Although Blake uses internal pause, usually at the tri-syllable

36 Bysshe (1705) ' P. 7
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(and this Bysshe would aPprove as "most beautiful") to group his

poetry into phrases which resembled a piper's note cltrster, he j-s

Iess rigid than he was in "Love and harmony combine" and does allow

the meaning and sentence to flow over into the next line, and even

inÈo the next stanza. The monosyllabic verse with the simple diction

and uncomplicated sentence StrucÈure seems to flow as freely as

would the piper's music, an effect that is accentuated by Èhe

positioning of the verbs early in the line which moves the verse

along swiftly and smoothly as would a piper phrasing his notes.

Thus Blake establishes, in this first poem of the Songs of Innocence,

the aural appeal which wiII be characteristic of the whole group of

songs - an appeal which wiII enable him to reach beyond the conven-

tions and prejudices of Èhe age towards an approach to both adult

and child.

To strengthen these echoic effects, Blake also built in an

allied repetitive syntactic structure and much has been written ín

critical analysis of these types of repetition:

So I piped
So I sung
So he vanish'd
And I read
And I stain'd
And I pluck'd.
And I \^/rote

Mention has been made, when discussing the Poetical Sketches of

Blake's practice of thinking and writing in phrases or cadences

and this witl be discussed again when considering the "songs"

wiÈhin the propheÈic works.
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However, it has not been acknowledged that this patterning

follows principles that enable children to learn language' to learn

about language, and to learn about the ideas presented in language.

I¡ühile B1ake may have been "semi-consciously aware" of the effect of

the sound of his songs, he has actually and unknowingly put into

practice what the psycholinguists of today speak of as "modelling"

or "expatiation".37 This is not merely the grammatical expansion

of a simple utterance, as elucidated by BrowrrtS - for that would be

tedious and inappropriate for the poet - but an enlargement of

meaning by a second utterance relevant to the initial statement.

as supplementary information, context, or explanation. This enrich-

ment of the verbal stimulation enables a child to apprehend language

and. its denotations and connotations and infer an appropriate way to

respond to Èhe world and to act in accordance with established social

requirements, but has nothing to do with deliberate moral didacticism.

Writers for children before Blake had tried to direct the

behaviour of the child by inculcating a moral, through the written

text:

No sooner did the young begin to enjoy their reading than
they were called upon to reflect ... in the tradition of
an earlier Puritan literature which had been written with
so strong a didactic and religious bias that they seem to
many not to be children's books at aII.39

37 Philip S. Dale, Language Development: structure and. funcÈion,
lst edition (rllinois: Dryden Press, L972) , p. 118.

38 'fames Brown, PsycholinguisÈics (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, L97O) ,
pp. 73-4, drawing upon the work of R. Brown, "The Acquisition
of Syntax", Monographs of Society for Research in Child Develop-
ment, 29 (L964) | 43-79.

39 Ellis, p. 5.
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itsetf can also have a 'directive functiorr'40 irt

guide and. direct the behaviour of the child. from

the way thaÈ his own inner speech will guide and

years. Moreover, Blake has been perceptive in

vocabulary:

At Èhe most global level, a speaker who aÈÈempts to address a
child in language thaÈ is either too complex or on a topic
that is inappropriate may be deserted or ignored ... [tfrey]
simply leaverif the utterances directed at them are at the
\¡¡rong level . '-

It is an ironic twist that in "Piping down the val-Ieys wild", it is

rather the child who by repetition guides the behavíour of the piper!

The syntactic progress of the poem paralle1s the action. There

are no grammatical inversions or confusions resulting from simile or
¿")

metaphor'- which makes the pattern of expatiation or expansion of an

initial statement relatively easy to fo1low:

*

1. rnitial statement: Vrthere the piper pipes "Piping down the valleys
wil-d"

2 Expatiation
(additional
information)

V'lhat he is piping "Piping songs of pleasant
glee"
(Stanza l: 11. I and 2)

The piping is made more specific;
repeated.

moreover, the vowel ttunet is

40 C.E. Snow and C.A. Ferguson, Tal-king to Children: Ianguage input
and acquisition (Cambridge University Press, L977 ), p. 2O2
citing A.R. Luria, "The directive function of speech in d.evelop-
ment and dissolution", IVORD, 15, 34L-3, 453-4.

4L

42

Snow and Ferguson, p. 2O4.

Michael Phitlips, "Blakers Early Poetry",
Essays in honour of Sir Geoffrey Keynes,

in Vüilliam Blake:
ed. Morton D. Pa1ey and

Michael Phillips (Oxford: Clarendon Press, L973) , p. 27.

The experiments on the effectiveness of "expatiation" recounted
in DaIe did deal with a spoken utterance and response. However,
the analogy holds good in that it is known of Blake that he
often sang the songs which he had composed. Of course, these
statement lines may also be seen as incorporating "rhythms of
meaning" as d.iscussed in relation to the Poetical Sketches.

*
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I
2

rnítia] statement:

Expatiation
The child appears

Further information
about Èhe child

"On a cloud I sa\^/ a child"
"And he laughing said to
met'
(Stanza 1: It. 3 and 4)

within the two linesThe description of the child is supplemented;
the 'melody' [ar] [r] is found..

1. Initial statement: The child's request "Pipe a song about a
Lambtt

2. Expatiation lrlhat is the response? "So I piped with merry
chearrtt
(S|uanza 2z I1. I and 2)

This time Blake enriches the initial statement by drawing in the
second person. Once again the rmelodyt occurs, although it runs
with an extra first part: "Pipe ... piped ... with ..."

I

2

Initial statement:

Expatiation

The child's request "Piper pipe that song
repeated again"

Additional information "So I piped, he wept to
about the two persons hear."

(st.anza 2: 1I. 3 and 4)

It woutd be unnecessarily tedious to continue line by line. Sufficient

it is to say that Blake, while not using rhyme couplets, has achieved

in couplet effect small units of allied meaning that a child might

grasp and apprehend. In stanza four, the initial request to sit and

write is followed by specific instructions about where to write, and

the expatiation in the final line of the last stanza tells what kind

of songs - thosewhich'bvery child may joy to hear". Blake indeed

was to sing a song of pleasant glee, or tmerry chearr, whiJ-e yet

using a metre common to the hymn tune of the day - the measure we

associate with Charles Vüesleyrs "Gentle Jesus, meek and mild".

The B1ake of the Songs of Innocence is not merely a verse-maker

playing with words and sounds as suchr nor is he now the songster of

the Poetical Sketches imita ting and improvising upon Elizabethan

"ideal poetry"; nor is he singing in the Nursery Fhyme style of the

early songs of An Island in the Moon or writing the children's hymn
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or moral song of Vtatts and others of his era. Blake is using the

form of "song" helrt by the eighf.eent-h century to be correct:

being a short piece, divided into returning portions of
measure and formed upon a single thought, incident or
sentiment and eÍìlcracing emotions of tenderness and gaiety. 43

But he is also reaching out for the first time towards a medium in

which he could sing a ne\^I song for the child "who was at once Blakers
LL

intended aud.ience and his chief symbol in the Songs". '- Blake

obviously acknowledged the response of the child in writing to

Dr. Trusler, in 1799:

I am happy to find a Great Majority of Fellow Mortals who
can Elucidate my Visions, & Particularly they have been
Elucidated by Children who have taken a greater delight in
contemplating my Pictures than I even hoped. Neither Youth
nor Childhood is Fotly or Incapacity ... there is a vast
Majority on the side of Imagination or Spiritual Sensation.

(E. , 677)

For thernrBlake would use echoic sounds, changing rhythms, false rh)rmes,

counterpart structures, inexact repetitive devices to expand an

initial utterance and ring his "musical effects" at times slightty

and del-iberately "out of tune" - hardly a Blake "ülith his singularly

pure, though artless melody"rn5 Orra very much a Blake of the fine

"inner "at".46

A ne\¡r convention has been established - "happy songs which

every child may joy to hear".

John Aikin, L774, p. 12.

ostriker, p. 45.

T.S. Osmond, English Metrists of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries (London: Oxford University Press, L9O7), P. 86.

46 S. Foster Damon, WiLliam B1ake: his Philosophy and Symbols

43

44

45

(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., L924), p. 45.
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II

Eight quatrains appear in Songs of Innocence as "A CRADLE SONG" r

but it is evident from the draft which appeared in Blakers Notebook

of c.1793 that Blake essayed a counterpart structure for the Songs of

Experience, for this notebook version contains phrases inapplicable

to Innocence: little sorror¡rs, joys of night, cunning wiles, dreadful

Iightnings, soft d.esires, secret joys, secret smiles, burning youth

and infant wiles. It is of interest that it is these descriptions

that Blake altered or deleted. extensively. Blake probably found

difficulty in putting into "Experience" at all a Èheme that Isaac

V'latts has so beautiful-ly capÈured in his "Cradle Hymn" - the sleeping

infant. Blake has managed to capture the nuances of Experience well

enough in the second "NURSES Song" by compressing the subject material

to about half of that in Innocence, thus giving a sharper edge to the

second Song and by changing the emotive words to ones in which the

connotation could be held as negative. For example, "Iaughing" has

become "whisprings"; the hill, often associated with a mountain-top

experiencer has become the "da1e"; the days of youth are pushed back

into the past from whence they rise in association with a face "green

and pale", while the reference to "heart" has become one to Èhe "mind".

Moreover, there is no place in Experience for the childrenrs response

and the acceptance of a compromise, and the second poem ends upon a

dogrmatic statement, with mention not of "light fading a\,rray", but of

"winter and night".

In "A cradle Song" from the Notebook, Blake has shortened. the

poem, has pushed the content Èowards the phrases of Experience, but

has evidently not been satisfied enough with its final form to carry

it towards the ultimate incorporation in Experience.
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Comparisons have been made with the So s of Innocence ttA

CR.ADLE SONG" and with the "Cradle Hymn" of Isaac Watts, mainly along

the lines that the Mother in the latter preaches to the infant about

the Christ child, while B1ake's babe is assumed to know "thy maker",

one lecturing, the other lo.ring.47 Martha England in her examination

of Blake and the hymns of Charles Wesley, notices incidentatty that

V,Iatts "wrote under the influence of Blaket s chosen enemies, Calvin

and Locke ... full of moralistic injuncÈions but ... much that is

both kindly and charming."48 rn "A CRADLE soNG" from rnnocence

and in Vrlatts' "Cradle Hymn", both poets do use a trochaic tetrameter,

but once again Blake wiII revert to iambs upon occasion, use mono-

sylla-bic feet for emphasis (SweeÈ dreams) and include a range of

repetitive d.evices.

I, myself, believe that the greatest similarity in the two

poems occurs when Inlatts, like Blake, acknowledges that he is singing

a song, and that he is conscious of the feelings of the child to whom

he is speaking of writingr érs is shown in Stanza 7 of f'Iatts'moral

song, Number viii (the Cradle Hlzmn) - the first couplet of which

sinks to a low in verse of which Blake could never be guilty:

Soft, my child, I did not chid.e thee,
Though my song might sound too hard;
rTis thy mother* sits beside thee,
And her arm shall be fhy guard.

* Here you may use the words, Brother, Sister, Neighbour, etc. 49

Although the song apparently addresses the child directly - and this

is to be expected since it is from !{attsr collection of songs for

children - the tittle aside at the end does show that the author is

conscious that he is looking to alt children, even Èhose who will

47

48

Ostriker, pp. 49-50.

M.V'I. England, "Blake and the Hlzmns of Charles Wesley",
January, L966, p. 13.

I¡Iatts, 1830 edition, p. 70-49

B.N.Y.P.L.
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not have a mother to sit beside them. Similarly, Blake is looking

carefully to the one chitd in Èhe cradle, but consciolrs of all

children to whom this song will appeal: "... thee, ... me' ... a11".

The greatest difference between the two poems also is revealed

in this same stanza, when Watts himself acknowledges that his "song

might sound Èoo hard", and it was against this very concept of the

song for the child that Blake reacted.

A CRADLE SONG

Sweet dreams form a shade,
O'er my lovely infanÈs head.
Sweet dreams of pleasant streams,
By happy silent moony beams.

Sweetly sleep with soft down,
Weave thy brows an infant crown.
Sweet sleep Angel mild.,
Hover o'er my happy child.
S\^reet smiles in the night,
Hover over my delight.
SweeÈ smiles Mothers smiles
All the livelong night beguiles.
Sweet moans, dovelike sighs,
Chase not slumber from thy eyes.
Sweet moans, sweeter smiles,
All the dovelike moans beguiles.
Sleep sleep happy child.
AII creation slept and smil'd.
Sleep sleep, happy sleep
Vühile o I er thee thy mother r,rreep.

Sweet babe in thy face,
Holy image I can trace.
Sweet babe once líke thee,
Thy maker lay and wept for me

V'lept for me for thee for all
V'rlhen he was an infant, small
Thou his image ever see,
Heavenly face that smiles on thee.

Smiles on thee on me on all,
V'lho became an infant small ,
Infant smiles are his own smiles.
Heaven e earth to peace beguiles.

(E rr-l-2)
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It witl be remembered that the first lyr ic of Songs of Innocence

sang a littlc mclody, periodically. Similarty, in "A CRADLE SONG",

Blake uses variations upon a particular vowel and diphthong group and

once again it is the ti] [r] ["r] sounds. However, this time the

key word is 'sweet' which is in the gentler range of sound and the

tune to be sung is sw...ee...t; once again the sefection is congruent

with the semantic content - the cradle song. This assonance is picked

up in every stanza, while the variation of apposite consonants creates

a close but special effect in such words as: tdreamst, 'streamst,

tsleept, tweept and 'peace' - a1l substitutions around the middle

vowel sound, an effect at once satisfying in the repetition and

stimutating in that the vowels are singing out of tune.

B1ake does use a few variations of parts of speech around a core

word, as he did in the 'piping' thread, but unlike the first poem

this is a poem - essentially and congruentty - of inaction. This is

a lullaby, not a piping tritl, and the long vowels and diphthongs

and the sibilant, often alliterative consonants from the soft end

of the sound continurxn provide a soothing background. It will be

remembered that in the chapte r on the PoeÈical Sketches mention \¡tas

made of a range of potential suggestibility of sound, and in fact the

example given there as illustrating this concept deals with the

voiceless [s], ttre prominence of which is capable of suggesting

certain classes of sounds - sighing and whispering among the*.50

These may be the sounds of the night, of the cradle and, further,

Walker in his Dictionary points out that for 'sigh':

a very extraordinary pronunciation of this word prevails
in London ... this pronunciation approaches to the word
rsithe'.

50 Shapiro and Beum, pp. 14-15.
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However, I¡Ialker also states that he himself prefers the analogical

saxon síIent- 'n¡'.51 But be it 'sigh' or 'sithe', the word joins

the other sibilants in "A CRADLE SONG"; Wa1ker also has a relevant

word on 'hover', preferring the polite use of its rhyming with

'cover' and 'Iover', and this [^] is found in 'slumber', rdoveliker,

'lovelyt and rMotherst, a softness echoed in the long tmoonyt and

tmoanst.

The one couplet that may be thought of as less than a perfect

rhlme occurs in the initial two lines, but it must be remembered that

Pope also used 'ade' and 'ead' as a matching rh1.me.52 Blake has

repeated rhyme pairs which give a rocking effect - a pattern is

encountered, sent a\¡¡ay and. then is at hand agaín, Moreover, Blake

uses internal rhyme, usually at the caesura, and then these sounds

are reflected again in incidental assonance. The rhyme chart below

will indicate this rhlzming-rocking effect. For each stanza, two

columns are given - internal rhyme and. end-rhyme respectively - with

the rhyme schemes given successive letters in the traditional manner

of literary criticism. Possible assonance and word repetition are

indicated by using parentheses:

51 Walker, 1791 edition, unpaged.

Wyld, Studies in English Rhymes, p. 54.52
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Stanza I 2 3 4 5 6 7 I

Line
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hlere arro\¡/s to be drawn for all the interweaving of sounds, the

chart would be absurdly criss-crossed with lines, but it is sufficient

to say that where Blake has not directty matched the sounds occurring

in the i¡ternal rhyme and g¡gJ-rhlzme to some other echo, he has

repeated a word or substituted an allied concept or part of speech.

Although the internal rhlzme is displaced because "Hover over" has to

become "hover o'ertt, ttoter" is really a suppressed f rhyme, and

"image" is repeated as shown, as are the "happy" and "lovely" termínal

syllables. In the case of 'livelong', Blake has picked up the

consonantal 'v' in the last lines of both preceding and succeeding

Iines, as well as in the 'hover'. Although there is ambiguity

about the acÈual pronunciation of the end-rhymes of the first two

Iines of the poem, it is very possible that the sound came very

close to the later'babe'and'facer. Thus there are only three

lines in the entire poem that do not have some echo at the caesura

and this careful continuity of sound. gives to the poem a sense both

of stasis and movement allied to the cradle theme.

Another parallel to this rocking effect occurs in Blakers

choice of alternating five and seven syllable lines, and in the use

of trimeter and tetrameter respectively, with a few exceptions as in
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the longer third and fourth lines of the first stanza, when the

semantic focus changes to the pastoral image, and a more lingering

line length points up the imagery. This cradle movement is further

captured by the little pause that has to be mad,e between the last

syllable (stressed in these end-stopped lines) of one line and the

stressed syltable which begins the succeeding line. !{hen Blake does

abandon the trimeter for consecutive trochaic tetrameter, ít is in

the last two stanzas when, significantly, it is not so much the

infant in the cradle who is the subject, but the Heavenly Babe -

and, as was mentioned in the first poem, what better Èhan a lapse

into the hymnal 7.7.7.7? Even the line which occurs in the first

as beginning with an unstressed syllable insists on being read as

a trochee, a falling metre - but more rocking, perhaps, than

falling:

" /;By happy,
/ " /* /silent, moony beams

In "A CRADLE SONG", thus, Blake has once again adopted a relatively

regular metrical background, against which he has \^Ioven a thread of

sounds coming and going - an effect at once appealing to children

and appropriate to the semantic contents of the poem.* Thí"

end-stopped poetry has become a "Composition for Musick" in a Sense

other than the negative Bysshean edict.

This poem provides an interesting comparison with "Piping down

the valleys wild" in that it is not the verbs that move the rhythm

along swiftly, but the adjectives, most often di-syllabic, whích

slow down the sense of movement. Alt is descriptive of the human

Arthur Farwell's musical setting of "A Cradle Song" (1931) is
reproduced in BLAKE: an illustrated Ouarterlv , 42, VoII. tl
(L977), p. 96, and includes the direction "Quietly, rocking"
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experience most often associated with the sleeping infant; the tone

and the mood are pushed towards the pleasant-, \^tith Blake inVoking

the use of this partícular adjective in the first stanza as he had

in the first poem of Songs of Innocence - this will be a song which

"heaven and earth to peace beguiles". Images are conjured up of

sweeÈ dreams, sweet babe, s\^/eet sleep, sweet smiles; happyr silentt

moony beamst happy child, happy sleep; infant cro\¡In, soft down;

Motherrs smiles; dovelike sighs, dovelike moans; holy image,

heavenly face. Even when Blake is speaking of the Maker who wept,

he follows this at once by the image of the heavenly face who smiles -

weeping is but an interlude. V'lhen glake talks of "svleet moans", he

follows it immediately l¡¡ith "sweeter smiles"; if the mother is

weeping, still the infant is in ,happy sleep'. If 'moan' and '\nleep'

do occur, tsmile' and tsleept outnruriber such verbs.

Some of the techniques Blake uses in "A CRADLE SONG" are

carried over from the earlier Poetical Sketches. In "I love the

jocund dance" he had used repetitive constructions and similar words

to begin successive stanzas; Blake had in "Ho\.¡ sweet I roamrd"

experimented in writing in phrases, in the sense that groups of

words within a line formed discrete thoughts, often a major state-

ment, followed by a minor, but related concept. This same effect

is assisted in "A CRADLE SONG" by the caesura, by punctuation and

by the schemes of internal rhyme, repetition and by semantic

contrast.

These concepts are illustrated in the fotlowing lines:
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HoIy image I

Sweet dreams

S1eep sleep,

Sweet smiles

Sweet moans,

can trace.

of pleasant streamst

happy sleep

Mothers smíles

dovelike sighs,

(caesura)

(ínternal rhyme)

(punctuation)

(repetition)

(semantic contrast)

L.22

1.3

1.19

1. 11

r. 13

In the last example, Blake has coupled adjectives and nouns in

unusual associations with the former so qualifying the latter Èhat

the negative connotations of 'moan' and 'sigh' are quite lost.

This phrasing, as apart from Èhe concept of the verse line, creates

a rather discontinuous effect and supplements further the effect of

the rocking from one grouping to another. This is extended further

in Blakers returning to the same word as a different part of speech,

or using repetition:

weep,/wept

o'er/ovet

sweet,/sweeter

for me/f,or thee/for all

The syntax of the poem is as straightforward as that which occurred

in the introductory poem, with Blake again making use of overflow

to carry thoughts along smoothly. This means in this poem that

sometimes the "expatiation" of the initiat statement will come in

the following couplet:

Stanza I: 11. I and 2

Initial statement: Sweet dreams form a shade, O'er my lovely
infants head.

Expatiation: (fl.3-4) Sweet dreams of pleasant streams,
By happy silent moony beams.

(of course, the second line in each example also expatiates.)
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S1i-anza 2.. 11 . 1 and 2

Initial statement: Sweet sleep with soft do\n/n, Weave thy
brows an infant crown.

Expatiation: (another action) (11. 3 and 4):

Sweet sleep Angel mild, Hover o'er my
happy child.

This last line also encloses an expatiation of its first phrase - a

title by which sleep may be called. fn the third sÈanza, Blake has

presented, two initial statements, consecutively, followed respectively

by two phrases of expatiation:

Stanza 3:

Initial statements: Sweet smiles
.,. in the night Hover over my delight

Expatiation of statement one: Sweet smiles Mothers smiles

Expatiation of statemenÈ two: AIl the livelong night beguiles.

Stanzas 4, 5 and 6 work in the same way as the first two stanzas, but

in the last two stanzas, Blake uses the same idea of alternation of

statement and expatiation that he used in "Piping down the valleys

wild. "

SLanza 7 z

Initial statement: Vüept for me for thee for all (1.1)

Expatiation: (when) When he $ras an infant small (I .2)

Initial statemenÈ: Thou his image ever see, (I.3)

Expatiation: (which image) Heavenly face that smiles on thee. (1.4)

Stanza 8:

lnitial statement: Smiles on thee on me on all,
Vtho became an infant small,
ffiant smiles are his own smiles.

Expatiation: Heaven & earth to peace beguiles.
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In the last example, B1ake has assisted the division into statement

and expatiation by using a punctuation point, the full-stop.

Thus it may be repeated that in "A CRADLE SONG", Blake has

again used for the children in his audience echoic sounds, changing

rhythms, unexpected rhlrmes and inexact repetitive devices which

expand upon an initial statement. In this poem Blake has displayed

an unerring ear for both audience and effect; there is here much

more than the lovely, sympathy and piety. which irradiate the touching
5?

"Cradle Song",-" to use Gilchristrs phrase.

III

The two counterpart poems that are entitled a "Song'" within

the Sonqs of fnnocence and of Experience are the two NuTSets Songs,

that of the Songs of fnnocence first making an appearance as the

mother's song in An Island in the Moon.

Nurse's Song (Songs of Innocence)

V'lhen the voices of children are heard on the green
And laughing is heard on the hill,
My heart is at rest within mY breast
And every thing else is still
Then comes home my chitdren, the sun is gone down
And the dews of night arise
come come leave off p1ay, and IeÈ us away
TiIl the morning appears in the skies

No no }et us play, for it is Yet daY
And we cannot go to sleeP
Besides in the sky, the little birds fly
And the hills are all covered with sheep

lrlell well go & play tiII the light fades away
And then go home to bed
The little ones leaped & shouted, & laugh'd
And all the hills ecchoed

(E. , 15)

53 Gilchrist, p. 63.
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NURSES SON-g (Songs of Experience)

V'lhen the voices of children, are heard on the glleen
And whisprings are in the dale
The days of my youth rise fresh in my mind
My face turns green and pale.
Then comes home my children, the sun is gone down
And the dews of night aríse
Your spring & your day, are wasted in play
And your winter and night in disguise.

(8. , 23)

The poem from Innocence differs very little from the version found

54ín An Island ín the Moon Blake deleted the phrase containing the

word 'dark'; a line about the ftocks \^ras deleted and the word 'meadows'

was replaced with rhills' in the twelfth line. Blake also changed

the phrase "tongues of children" to "voices of children", moving

closer to the line in Holry Thursday in Songs of Innocence when he

would be speaking of the children in St. Paulrs: "Now like a

mighty wínd they raise to heaven the voice of song" (18., f:¡.

The NURSES SonÇ from Experience is a parody of these first two,

for no laughter is heard, just "whispring's", no peace is felt when

youth is recalled and no play is seen as innocent nor other than a

wasting of onets "spring", such is the play on this phrase.

In the three poems, it cannot be said that Blake creates a

deliberate melody as he seems to have in the two "Songs" already

discussed, unless it can be seen in the [r]... I, and inversion of

this in the Tnnocence poem. Rather the sound patterns are created

by alliteration, the 'h' being prominent as are the '1' and the

tct in fnnocence and the twt, tmt, 'f' and tdt in Experience. When

it is remembered that in Innocence Blake r eplaced tmeadows t \,rtith

'hills' it wiII be seen that his word actually suits the echo of

Keynes, p. 60 The Keynes edition is used at this point for the
editor has clearly differentiated the stages of composition
Èhrough which particular poems proceeded.

54
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theardt, rheart' and thomet found elsewhere in the poem. The 'lt

occurs initially in rlaughing' and is very sÈrongly reinforced both

by alliteration and by incídental consonance, so that in much the

same way as "Introduction" began with tpipingt and I'A CRADLE SONG"

began \^¡ith 'sleep', so Blake creates a mood word within the first

two lines of the Innocence poem - Iaughing;' while a consonantal echo

occurs in such words as tcomet, tcannott and tcoverd''. In fact,

Blake has patterned the lines so the alternate lines predominate

in either stops or continuants respectively which not only imitate

gusts of laughter coming and going, but emphasise the structure of

a single thought to a single line, for the ear can trace two

different kinds of utterance, abrupt or flowing. Such is the thought

pattern of the innocent child - of simple thought and single mind.

Perhaps at this point it may be worth noting that the Nursers

Songs do follow the pattern of statement and expatiation discussed in

the other poems, in fact so well that it would be repetitious to

elaborate upon more than one stanza, the first from the poems from

Songs of fnnocence and Experience respectively:

Nurse's Song from Innocence

Init.ial statement: lrfhen the voices of children are heard on the
green

Expatiation: And laughing is heard on the hill, (addition)

Initial statement: My heart is at rest within my breast

Expatiation: And every thing else is still (additional
thought)
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NURSES Song from Experience

Initial statement: I¡trhen the voices of child,ren, are heard on
the green

ExpaÈiation: And whisprings are in the d.ale (connotative
addition)

Initial statement: The days of my youth rise fresh in my mind

Expatiation: My face turns green and pale. (resulÈ of
thought)

In the former poem, in the second s1i-anza, Blake has echoed the

vowel sound of 'awayt, and tdayt, a sound missing from the line end

of the first stanza, so that the [er] sound appearing ín each of the

Iast three stanzas witl give a sense of continuity - which is

appropriate, for these stanzas encapsulaÈe the dialogue between the

nurse and the children, in contrast to the first stanza whích is her

own statement of her feelings. This is betÈer demonstrated by the

chart below:

Stanza l: (a) a
b And laughing is heard on the hill

cc
b And every thing else is still

This stanza is given internal continuity by the use of repeated

sounds and identical structures.

SEanza 2z (d)
dews arl-se

Ier]

[or] [.r]

f

I

d
e
f,
e appears skies

Not only is there internal continuity, but the diphthong sounds will

be repeated in the next stanza to provid.e a linking device.

Stqnza 3' ,1 f f [er],l' g And we cannot go Èo sleep
h

S S ... hills all

It is of note that line two of stanza 3 is a notably distinct line -

reminiscent of Herriest "voice of conversation" mentioned. in contrast
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55to his "voice of song" in an earlier chapter. This same phrase

will be repeated in the following stanza, as wil.l. the [ef] echo, and

some word inversion.

Stanza 4: 1r
(j)

f
i
j
i

And then go home to bed
- ed ... rd

aII ... hills ecchoed

The arrows have been drawn in to indicate correspondences within the

Iast three stanzas, where the text or the letters were not sufficiently

indicative of the web of continuity.

Vrlhile the "NURSES Song" of Experience does not lend itself to

this interplay of rhyme sounds to relate nurse and her charges,

Blake has used internal rhyme and end.-rhyme in the third line of

the second stanza to relate this stanza to the otherrs tdalet and

'paler soundsi moreover, the assonance of ,rise, and 'mindr is to

be repeated in the rhyme of the alternate stanza in 'arise' and

rdisguise', while 'whisprings' and 'spring' sound sibilantly in

stanzas I and 2 respectively.

The rhyming pattern in a way reflects the two contrary states.

The nurse of Innocence may stand apart from her charges, but when

she does engage in dialogue, she is as one of the Innocents, bound

up with them. The nurse of Experience has a uni ty of her own within

the two stanzas, î.or this is a monologue and the sounds are

connected across the stanzas to emphasise. Furthermore, she has

less relation to her charges, addressing them but once continuously

and speaks less to them in the first person then of them: "your

spring and your day are wasted in play." This may be contrasted to

55 Herries, p. 191.
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the nurse of Innocence:

2nd stanza, 3rd line: Come come leave off ay, and let US al^lay

nrrrse
TiIl the morning in the skies

3rd stanza, l-st line: No no let E play, (charges)

Other ways in which Blake has achieved echoic effects are by partial

repetition of whole syttables, as illusÈrated in the examples on

the previous pages when rhyme connectíons were being discussed and

also in these phrases:

children ... qreen

sun ... qone

besides ... birds

Sometimes the repetition will take the form of an inverted parallelism:

(Innocence)

(Experience)

At other times Blake uses repetition of initial words in a series of

sentences:

the sun is gone down
And the dews of night arise
your spring and your day,
your winter and night

(1. s)
(1.6)

(1.7)
(1.8)

Come come leave off play, and let us away

No no IeÈ us p1ay, for it is yet day

!{ell weII go & play tilt the light fades away

Innocence

ïnnocence

ïnnocence

L.7)

r. e)

1.13)

Finally, with the exception of the last line of the second stanza,

every alt.ernate line of Innocence begins with "and", a pattern

there, but not so regularly, in Experience.

Although these lines could not be called fourteeners, Blake

is experimenting with anapesÈic lines which alternate four and
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three beats and Damon56 ..I1" these Nurse's songs septenary couplets,

divided at the caesura into quatrains. Although rhythmicallv and

syntactically each line is self-contained, so also is each pair of

Iines and so also is each stanza, although this is not of course

obvious at once because of Blake's lack of regular punctuation points.

This type of poetry is easily apprehended by children, for they may

catch at half a line, a line, a couplet, or a stanza. Furthermore'

anapest was held to be best for a "familiar subject", according to

one early nineteenth century "tit.t.57

Moreover, the diction is again straightforward; perhaps the

tyett in the ninth line of Innocence and the str angely extended

tecchoed' are the only evidence of digression from normal speech.

Josephine Miles, 
* 

ir, . comparative statistical survey of lines from

different poets, found that in a thousand lines taken from Blake's

whole poetic work, some seventy or eighty nouns, adjectives and

verbs form a core vocabulary which will appear more than ten times,

instead of the thirty orfortyof these common to other poets,58 ah.

simpler on6occurring more times than this in the Songs. From the

two Nurse's Songs five words are contained in her list: Iittle, pale,

day, sun, sleep and 'g'onet (from "go"). In fact, apart from two

references to 'little birds' and 'Iittle ones' in fnnocence and the

descriptio n of the nursets face in Experience as green and pale, the

È\^ro poems are devoid of adjectives, nor is there repetition of such

56

57

Damon, p. 48.

Richard Baillie Roe,
pp. L46-76.

The Principles of Rhythm (Dublin: 1823),

58 ,Josephine Miles, "The sublimity of vrilliañl Blake", in her Eras
and Modes in English Poetry (Berkeley: University of CaLifornia
Press, 1957) , p. 79i Renaissance, eighteenth century and modern
J-anguage in English poetry: a tabular view (Berkeley, UniversiÈy
Press, L969) , p. 24.

* This work has been supplemented by a recent article: iI . V'talter
I'IeIson, "B1ake's Diction: an Amendatory Note",
No. 2 (1975) r pp. L67-I75.

Blake stvdi¿s , 7,
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ringing verbs as \¡rere in "Piping down the valleys wildr" and wiII be

shown to be in "Laughing Song". However, in the very last two lines

of Innocence Blake does use a contrast of three short preterites:

tleapedt, tshoutedtand tlaughtdt, and one long extended (in spelling and

trisyllabic construction) 'ecchoed'. vtalker59 mentions in his

dictionary that "the past tíme of [feap] is generatly heard with

the díphthong short ... rhyming with 'kept"' and this would have

the effect of moving the verse along past the dialogue to a

conclusion which is a parallel of the opening lines, although Blake's

spelling d.oes, however, suggest flap-Ea. Hazard Adams thinks that

the concluding lines of this poem tend to be read metaphorically to

give a reading that sees the hills as echoing agreement with the

children's joyr60.rrd of course, a comparison could be made with

Blake's other poem from S s of Innocence "The Ecchoing Green"

of which it has been written:

The idea of an tEcchoing Greent is surprisíng, considered
naturistically and compared with the echoing hills in 'Nurse's
Song' the sounds we hear in the poem are not so much
echoes as responses the birds sing louder as the bells
ring ... the old folk almost determinedly laugh while they
watch the merry children ... the three stanzas mirror ...
an echo pattern ... the unselfconsciousness of the children
is complete ... one may also point to the ... pathos of the 6I
Iittle ones who 'No more can be merry' at the end of the day.

Just picking up the phrases extracted from the original arÈicle on

"The Ecchoing Green", in the "Nursets Song" from fnnocence the sounds

are similarly echoed by nature, but mainly the sounds are more

V'lalker, L79L edition.

Hazard Adams, p. I03.

Michaet J. ToIIey, "Blake's Songs of Spring" in Paley and
Phillips, pp. 109-110.

59

60

6I
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spontaneous than either echoes or responses - although they are

rîesponses to the nur.se t s rli ::ecti ons. The nurse i s not cleterminerl

at aII, except as far as allowing her charges enjolzment is concerned;

although they are certainly unselfconscious in their demand, and

there is no hint that any of them senses a time to end the play or

an end Èo their pleasure. Finally, there is a harmony - the Nurse

at rest, every thing else "still" - the changing emphasis from the

internal to the external, rather than the d.ichotomy of Experience,

the nurse in charge of her children but centred upon herself.

Mention was made briefly of Blake's turning Bysshe's own

words against him and using the anapest for deliberate musical

effect. The anapest was used in the eighteenth century - for

"drinking songs and. hunting chorus"""62 and quite often for hymn

tunes that needed to be carried along swiftly, as in Charles

lVesleyr s Birthd.ay Hymn:

I sing of Thy grace,
From my earliest days

Ever near to allure and defend;
Hitherto Thou has been
My Preserver from sin,

And I trust Thou wilt save to the end.
63

In the Èwo Nurse's Songs the anapest is chosen by Blake for it wiII

move the poeÈry along cheerfully in the case of the semantic

parallel inherent in the song from Innocence, and must then be used

to provide an ironic rhythmic contrast to the semantic content in

the counterpart song.

62 Damon, p. 46.

The Methodist Hymn Book, 34th edition (London: Methodist
p. 769.

63
Conference Office, L962) ,
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IV

The "Laughing Song" is one of the simplest of the Songs -

one Wordsworth found worth copying into one of his commonplace

books about 1807.* ,h" form is reminiscent of Elizabethan lyrics

in the more stylised phrases: merry wit, dimpling stream, painted

birds, and is also suggestive of the mood and tone of "I love the

l ocund dance" from the Poetical Sketches. fn fact, an early

manuscript version, not in Btakets hand' \^Ias written in a copy of

these that belonged to Mrs. Flaxman where it was entitled "Song

2nd by a young shepherd" and varies only slightly from that which

appears in Songs of Innocence, Blake here using the simpler

Christian names and the manuscript copy having the order of the

first six lines altered slightly.

"Laughing Song" is an excellent example of how far removed are

the Sonqs of Innocence from the moral analogies written for children:

Innocent nature does not 'seemt to laugh: it laughs ...
in a universal identity of joy, only expressible in these
words Èext of stanza one . Moralíty is irrelevant
and Blake realises the unequivocal nature of laughtet.64

64 Stanley Gardner, Blake (London: Evans Brothers, L976) , p. 73.

tc PauI F. B'eiuz, "Wordsv/orthrs First Acquaintance with Blake's
PoeÈry", Blake Newsletter iii (1970) , 84-9 cited generally
by John Beer, "Blake, Coleridge and lrtordsworth: some cross-
currents and parallels, 1789-1905 in Vlilliam Blake ed. Paley,
p. 257. Although Paul Betz ends his article by mentioning
questions still to be answered - for example, v¡hY Vlordsworth
would have selected only four of the six of Blake's poems from
Benj amin Malkinrs A Father's Memoir of his Child (1806) - he
deals very thoroughly with the source and date of the entries
in the Dove Cottage MS; of interest to the "Song" there is the
fact that "How sweeÈ I roamrd" was omitted, and "I love the
jocund dance" included.
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A recent article expands upon this point, using a quatrain from

one of the Newbery publications to contrast with Blake's poem:

Blake's subject is the same and he uses the same
laughing sound.s to conclude the last two of his stansas [sic]
... but Blake contradicts the assertion in Newbery's rhyme
that Nature has only "three words" - "and very small ones" -
to express happiness, rnrhereas her numerous other sounds
complain and express pain.b5

Benjamin Malkin, writing in 1806, tacitly acknowledged the music of

the poem:

The Fairy Glee of Oberon, which Steven's exquisite music
has familiarised to modern ears, will inmediately occur
to the reader of these laughing stanzas. V'Ie may also trace
another less obvious resemblance to ,fonson, in an ode
gratulatory to the Right Honourable Hierome, Lord Weston,
for his return from his embassy, in tbe year 1632. The
accord is to be found, not in the words nor in the subject;
for either would betray imitation; but in the style of
thought ...
Richard ,fohn Samuel Stevens (1757-1837) set the lovely
glee
songs

'From Oberon in Fairy Land', evj-dently 94e of the
from Jonsonts Oberon the Faery Prince.6b

The poem presents not only the "voice of song", but the "voice of joy":

the woods, the stream, the air, the hillf the meadow, the grasshopper

and the birds will laugh; Mary, Susan, Emíly and the singer will aLl

give forth "Ha, Ha He!"; Blakets audience is invited, too, to join

in singing the sweet chorus. This poem moves very cleverly from the

concept of laughter to the concept of song and ulÈimately unites both.

The first stanza contains four parallel thoughts, all nature will

laugh!

65 Thomas Dilworth, "Blakers Argument with Newberry þicll in
"Laughing Song", Blake: an Illustrated Quarterly, 14, No. L,
(Summer, 1980), p. 36.

66 G.E. Bentley, iInr. , Blake Records , pp. 425-6, citing in the
first paragraph Benjamin Heath Malkin,
his Child.

A Father's Memoirs of
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In the second stanza the transiÈion is made from laughter to

song, culminating in the fourth line in which the "sweet- rouncl

mouths" sing laughingly; Blake has used the ambiguous "Ha, Ha, He!"

to effect the identification of laughter and song, for the utterance

may be gusts of taughter or notes of the singer practising his

range of notes. This same combination of chorus and laughter

brings the poem to a close, but not before the poet has introd.uced

the idea that such is Èhe way to truly live.

Laughing Song

Vühen the green woods laugh, with the voice of joy
And the dimpling stream runs laughing by,
Vùhen the air does laugh with our merry wit,
And the green hill laughs with the noise of it.
V'then the meadows laugh with lively green
And the grasshopper laughs in the merry scene,
lrlhen Mary and Susan and Emily,
With their sweet round mouths sing Ha, Ha, He.

When the painted birds laugh in the shade
lrlhere our Èable with cherries and nuts is spread
Come live & be merry and join with me,
To sing the sweet chorus of Ha, Ha, He.

(E 11)

The text of the early copy mentioned varies from "Laughing Song"

only in the following particulars:

Titfe] Song 2nd by a Young Shepherd ms rdg

Lines 1-2 were lines 5-6 in the ms; lines 3-6 were l-4
I green woods faugfi] greenwood laughs ms rdg

3 air aoes] trees do ms rdg

7 Mary and Susan and rmify] Edessa,

(E., 715)

Mention has been made of the possibility of 'joy' and 'by', and

'shade' and rhead' being considered perfect rhymes in the context of

& Lyca, o nmilie rnE_rqg
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67
eighteenth century \^lrl-trng. rt is not, therefore, by unusual

rhyme schemes that Blakc works his effects in thê ttlârlghing Song" '

Nor is there a definite pattern of internal rhyme, as in "A CRADLE

SONG" or in the two Nursets Songs. There is, however, Blakets

usual play upon individual sounds as echoic patterning; the second

stanza of "Laughing Song" is particularly full of play upon conson-

antal alliteraÈion: laugh/Iively; green/grasshoppers; scene,/Susan/

sweet; merty/Matyr/mouths. rn each stanza there is an assonantal

'ing'; partial repetition of sound groups occurs in 'merry/meadows/

cherries,/Emily' and in 'roundt and tmouthst. Repetition occurs, in

congruence with the title, with the word 'laugh' and its various

forms, with the sound substituted for both song and laughter - "Ha,

Ha, He!", and in 'merryt. Phrasal repetition also adds to the

impression of laugh upon laugh:

Stanza one: 1.1: green woods laugh with
1. 3 J-augh with our merrY wit
I.4 green hill laughs with the noise of it

SÈanza two: 1.1 meadows laugh with lively green

L.2 ... the grasshopper laughs (an alliterative

effect with line four of Stanza four, also).

To add to the staccato effecÈ of laughter, Blake has used

mainly monosyllabic words; the proper names in "Laughing Song" are

simpler than those of the pastoral "Song 2nd by a Young Shepherd";

when disytlabic \¡Iords do occur they are ad.jectival: dimpling, painted'

Iively, merry, and they are coupled with short nouns, which enables

the verse to run along unhindered.

67 !{yld, pp. 75, 54
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It would be expected that Blake would create from the repetitive

"Iaugh" part of the poeÈic melody and indeed this is so. Blake sings

here a tune of ["] [r], or an inversion of Èhis with the 'Iaugh'

and "Ha, Ha" supplying the former sound and the [r] singing a little

out of tune with its various consonantal surrounds. Moreover, to

add to the range of music , lor laughter has "He" as welf as "Ha",

Blake interposes at random into every line but one an ti] sound.

This will effect a continuity of sound in the three lines lacking

the beginning vowel of the tune.

Blake has used a mixture of iambic and anapestic metre in the

one line and this aural game has a strong semantic parallel, for he

is once again creating the effecÈ of laughter, which comes in

rapid anapestic Austs followed by (analogicatly) an iambic slowing.

"Piping" came in regular trochaic tetrameter, "rocking" came in

alternation of trimeter and tetrameter, "playing" came in rushes

of anapests and here "laughing" issues forth in a curiously spontan-

eous mixture of metre.

"Laughing Song " is another poem in the Songs of Innocence in

which the syntax is straightforward and thus the poem lends itself

well to the concept that Blake is continually expatiating stated

concepts. The poem is very like "Ho\,rr sweet I roamrd." from Poetical

Sketches in its syntacLic construction for the second line of each

poem is introduced by the conuunction "and" whieh gives the impression

of a minor cadence or phrase, followíng a major statement, as is

every alternate line, then, to the end of the poem.

Gleckner speaks rather slightingly of the critic who fails to

make reference to Blakers 'systemt and who sees Blake merely as the
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simplest of lyric poetsr63 tho". songs every child may joy to hear,

and it is important to consider the whole Blakean canon watching

for the point of view from which the songs are sung. But it is also

important to see Blake's own point of view at the time he was

writing his songs. In the Poetical Sketches \¡/e see the poet singing

with juvenile voice, drawing on earlier and contemporary models of

poetic song and adjusting metre, but always wiÈh an ear tuned towards

creating a song that would be a unique contribution to poetic

expression, even titling some of the poems "song". Blake then

turned to three different forms, that of Tiriel- and TheI' that of

An Island in the Moon, and that of the Songs of Innocence and of

Experience. In the two former works he tried to present ideas in

Iarger form; in the latter t\^to groups of works to match his poetry'

for the first time, to a projected audience. His contemporary AIIan

Cunningham \^ras to write of this period of Blake's life - \¡then Blake

was at Poland Street:

Of his music there is no specimens - he wanted the art
of noting it down - if it equalled many of his drawings
and some of his songs, we have lost melodies of real value. 69

Not so much experimenting, as in the earlier "Songs", but meditating

and bringing to the foreground appealing patterns of repetition the

song and perhaps the music whích would accompany it - this was the

Bl-ake of the Songs of Innocence and Sonqs of Experience, and this

was the Blake who captured the ear of both adult and child and

belatedly the imagination of the critical world.

68 Robert Gleckner, "Point of View and Context in Blake's Songs"
in Blake: a collection of critical essays, €d. Northrop Frye,
20th century views series, (New .fersey: Prentice-Hall, 1966) ,
p. r0.

69 G.E. Bentley, Blake Records p. 482, citing lrives."
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VI

''SONG'' IN THE MINOR PROPHECIES

There has been a range of critical comment about the metrical

patterns within the minor prophecies, but generally speaking these

poems have been passed over as hardly "song" at all - a conclusion

whích this bi-partite examination of the text (prosodic and

phonological) will correct, adding a new and valuable dimension

to our understanding of Blake's prophetic poetry. In the usual

critical approach, S. Foster Damon speaks of Blake's experimenting

to transcend ordinary metres in a variety of ways before achieving
1

the ideat of the irregular sepÈenariesi^ Mark Schorer writes of

Blakers "perception of the tragic social fact and his desire for

the joyous possibility", and the fact that the minor prophecies

were not able to afford a means of dramatizing the achíevement of

2the latteri' Margoliouth holds that "the rebel had not yet fully

graduated into the prophet. That is why the series of Lambeth books,

for aII their sÈruggling power and vivid but bounded vision, seem

?.
to peter out";' while Alicia Ostriker describes the minor prophecies

as a group being Blakets "least pleasant work, as they are his most

monotonous", although she does acknowledge the variety of formst and

the transitionat nature of Blake's poetry of the period of the minor

4prophecaes.

Damon, VrIi lliam Blake p. 58.

Schorer, Vüil1iam Blake: the Politics of Vision

Margoliouth, Vüilliam B1ake p.91.

I

2

3

4 Ostriker, Vision and Verse p. 170.

p. 266.
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This point about the position of the minor prophecies between

the most widely recogniserl of B.lakers songs and the mature prophecies

is importanÈ in relation to Blakean song. The timetable of the

prophetic books is fairly certainly known. Btake wrote Tiriel

about 1789 and etched The Book of TheI in the same year, although

Sloss and lrlallis suggest a slightly later date for "Thelrs Motto"

and Plate 6 (the conclusion).5 A changed style of script in these

two pl-ates sho\^/s them to have been etched no earlier than I79L,

Plate 6 presumably reptacing an earlier version - the Motto'

perhaps, an afterthought. u *h" Marriaqe of Heaven and HeIl was

etched between 1790 and L193, and atl copies of it have for the last

pages A Song of Liberty. In 1793 Blake etched Visions of the

Daughters of Albion and America, and in L'794 EuroPe and The Book of

Urizen. In 1795 he etched The Book of Ahania, The Book of Los and

The Song of Los. He \^rrote Vala or the Four Zoas at times between

1796 and I8O7, leaving it in a manuscript which he had dated L797 -

Blake etched Mitton and ,ferusalem after L8O4.7 ff these I¡/orks are

examined for references to song, it will be seen that Blake was

continuing in these his search for a means of expressing the voice

of song, for the minor prophecies are a veritable kaleidoscope of

metrical and aural experimentation in relation to forms which "song"

may take.

5 D.J.
Blake

Sloss and J.P.R. Wallis' The Prophetic Vüritings of !üilliam
(oxford: Clarendon Press | 1926) , II, 267.

Erdman and Bloom, p. 7L3.6

7 Vüritinos, Benttey (ed.), I, vii-viii and II, v-vi.
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PASSAGES ÐESIGNATED SONG TN THE MINOR PROPHECTES

I Minor incidental references occur in:

Tiriet
The Book of Ahania

The Marriage of Heaven and HeII

2. Short lyrics in the Notebook, L793.

3. Vforks entitled Song:

A Song of LibertY
The Song of Los

4. Passages designated Song:

a) America: The Bard ceases to sing; the rejoicing
of the freed captives;
The introductory FairYrs Song,

Enitharmon's Night Song.

c) Europe:

song gains brief mention in Tiriel: "shout beautiful daughter

of Tiriel . thou singest a s\^¡eet song" (8. , 28I) . The line itself

has a musical ring created by the alliteration and assonance of

the sibilants and also because the first two groupings of three and

four words include the lengthening effect of disyllables, trisyllables

and diphthongs as well as the poetic extension of "singest", all of

which stand in contrast to the concluding coda of the three mono-

syllables and the initial imperative of "shout", and opposed to the

proceding and. succeeding lines of almost Gothic diction.

In The Book of Ahania Blake speaks figuratively of the poisonous

death-giving rock sent by Urizen aS an arrow against Fuzon: "silent

the rock lay ... Sudden sings the rock" (E., 85) . The rock sings -

but delivers death; the song of the Females of Amalek (E., 364) who

sing and. deliver torment in The Four Zoas is foreshadowed.

The French Revolution
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song again gains brief acknowledgement in one of the Memorable

Fancies of The Marriage of Heaven and. Hetl when the harper sings a

recapitulation of the forty-fifth Proverb of UeII.8 In Blake's

illustrations the figure of a harper is often associated with Èhe

concept of a bard or the voice of the poet9 and therefore, by analogy,

in the Memorable Fancy the "poet" is singing: "the man who never

al-ters his opinion is like standing water, and breeds reptiles of

the mind (8., 4L). of this, Blake himself could never be accused

for with the Poetical Sketche s and An Island in Èhe Moon behind him

and the Sonqs of Innocence and of Experience at hand, the years of

the minor prophecies presented to him an opportunity to ally new

prophetic vision with further experimental approaches to a "voice of

songt' . The Marriage of Heaven and HeII (1790-1793) itself has been

variously described as "a return to prose"rto t" "experiment with

metrical lines of uneven lengths"ll arrd as "free verse"r12 evident,

too, in the conclud.ing A Song of Liberty. Swinburne felt that in

The Marriage the "variety and audacity of thoughts and words was

imcomparable ... the book swarms with heresies and eccentricities;

every sentence bristles with some paradox, every page Seethes with
1a

blind foam and surf of stormy doctrine. ""

at

9

Sloss and Vnlallis, II,

The Ïlluminated Blake,
oxford University Press, L975) , p. 96.

Schorer, p. 4O9.

Damon, p. 59.

Ostriker, Vision and Verse, P. 162.

275.

annotated by David V. Erdman (London:

10

1t

I2

13 A.C. Swinburne, P. 227.
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The poems and fragiments from the Notebook 1793 show that

Blake at this time was also still trying out shorter, simple lyric

forms as is shown by the emendations in "The wild flower's song",

"I heard an angel singing" and "A cradle songt'r. The later manuscript

notebook of the years 1808-1811 reveals in the fragment "The !{asher-

r¡romanrs song" that even while the poet was engaged on Milton and

Jerusalem he was still able to descend from prophetic height to low1y

content - and consider "songl" as a form in either. Blakets interest

in song is also evidenced in his correspondence - in the song he

composed to Mrs. Anne Fla:gnan in l-800 and in mention of the verses

that Hayley had "sungt" r' in a few lines of the poem which he enclosed

with the letter to Thomas Butts int802 (E-,68011,692) '

In The French Revolutíon Blake uses the imagery of "song",

both negatively and joyously; "in the bishop's dream, democratic
1L

equatity appears as a nightmare of levelirlgrt ' - '

And the sound of the bell, and voice of the sabbath, and singing
of the holy choir

Is turn'çt into songs of Èhe harlot in day, and cries of the
virgin in night.

(E 289)

Book the First ends with the fuII dawn of peace' as if the rulers had

hearkened to the peoP1e:

14 Erdman, Blake: Prophet against Empire, p- L54
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rstrength madden'd with slavery, honesty, bound in the dens
of superstition,

'May sing in the village, an<l shorrt- in Èhe harvest, and woo
in pleasant gardens,

'Their once savage lovesr now beaming with knowledge, with
gentle awe adorned;

'And the saw, and the hammer, the chisel, the pencil, the pen,
and the instruments

rOf heavenly song sound in the wilds once forbidden, to teach
the laborious Plowman

(P 292-93)

The unique metre, an anapestic variant of the more usual septenary'

parallels the new narrative form, the fult extent of which the world

was not to see, no further books being exÈant.

Apart from these more or less incid,ental references to "song",

the minor prophecies contain two lengthy passages which Blake

specifically designed "song" in the titling: "A Song of Liberty"

and "The song of Los". In America there is a quatrain which is

omitted. from most copies of the work and in which the Bard is shown

as ceasing to sing; three lines of song also occur at the end of

plate 6 and tell of the rejoicing of the freed captives and conclude

the prophetic speech of Orc:

This great speech is one of the central passages in Blake's
poetry. It recapitul-ates the opening of The Marriage of
Heaven and HelI the end of A Song of Liberty, and the chants
of Oothoon, and it looks forward to Blake's vehement presenta-

I

tt

il

tion
Zoas.

of the Last Judgement in Night the Ninth of The Four
r5

Finally, Europe contains one brief and one long passage: an intro-

ductory plate appears in two late copies only and this was almost

certainly written after 180016 - in it a fairy sings of five windows

which "Iight the cavernrd Man", a tonal contrast to the poemproper

and the Preludium, and a reference to the five senses; second,

15 Bloom, Blake's Apocalypsê r p. L22.

L6 vlilliam Blake, The Complete Graphic v'Iorks, €d. David Bindman
(London: Thames and HutFson' 1978) , p. 472.
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Enitharmonts "nightly song" is interrupted by narrative text, a

literary device which enabled. Blake to describe Èhe events of the

American Revolution and the advent of Newtonian science and Druid

temples among other thingslT - the harp was unstrung! (Europe, 923,

E., 6I).

In sufiEnary, then, in the minor prophecies Blake named two whole

poems as "songs"; t\4to short passages occur within America and

Europe conÈains one, Iong, interrupted song of Enitharmon and a few

Iines of song often excluded from the text; and there is a handful

of short allusions to "song" from which it may be inferred that the

topic \¡¡as often in the poetrs mind.

A1I copies of The Marriage of Heaven and Hell have for the last

pages A Song of Liberty, a "song as epilogtue" in Plowmarr'= totdslS

or "lyrical prose" in saintsbury'" t".*.19 ïn the deliberate titling,

Btake is evidently aÈtempting a new and lengthy form of song,

reaching back to ancient models in the use of the concl-uding "Chorus"

or turning towards the evangelical hymns of his time with the chorus

to be repeated as a communal cry after each point.

Mention was made in the previous chapter of the work of Lanz

in which he postulates that the sound of a returning vowel affords

a musical satisfaction to the ear and that a poet may create a "tune"

L7 Martin K. Nurmi, V'Iilliam Blake (London: Hutchinson, 1975), p. 100

(London:Vüilliam Blake, Pqems and Prophecies, êd. Max Plowman
J.M. Dent - Everyman, L927), p. xxiii.

I

18

19 Saintsbury , A History of Enqlish Prosody' IIf, 29.
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20in this way. Blake again uses this effect in A Song of Liberty

in which almost every section - arranged, as Damon points out, to

resemble the topography [sic] of the ei¡1e21 - contains a variation

around the two sounds ti] [or,]; the first three lines wiII

demonsÈrate this well:

The Eternal Femqle groand!

Albions coast is sick silen
Shadows of Prophecy shiver glotg by the lakes and the rivers
and mutter across the ocean? France rend. down thy dungeon;

As if this were not sufficient, B1ake has undergirded the "tune"

with echoic effects: in the first line there is "aI" in addition

to the "er" sound in Eternal, heard and Earth; in the second line

these two syrra-bles are heard again, plus the sibirants and arso the

repeated "ic" in sick and. American; in the third rine, the consonance

of the "n" in ocean, France, rend, down and dungeon, with the

inverted "nd" in the phrase rend down, forrows Èhe sibirance of the

"sh" and the repeated syllable "iver"; furthermore, there is an aural

connection between the two halves of this line in Prophecy and France,

not to mention the familiar "er" echoes in shiver, mutter and river.

Blake has reminded the reader again of the "tune" as the

concluding sentence of the Chorus sings forth: Ho - ly and it is

not inconceivable, in view of the importance to Blake of the concept

of holiness, that he arranged the tune with the two sound.s of this

word humming in his mind. The other sentence of emphasis is: "Empire

Lanz, p. 4I.

Damon, p. 57.

t
2

3

it was heard over aII the Earth:
t; the American meadows faint!

20

2I
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is no more! and now the lion and wolf shall cease", a sentence which

Blake inscriberl in lar:ger letters than t-he prece<li-ng ancl srrcceeding

text and this, also, contains the tune around "no" and "cease", as

well as incorporating the anal6g61¡stune (vowel and 'l') in lion,

wolf and shall.

Where the sounds of the 'tune' are noÈ present, Blake compensated

by the use of even more repetition of word or phrase, and by allitera-

tion and consonance, as in section lI in the repeated use of "fire",

the alliteration of "falling" and the whisper of the assonantal echo

of [r]: "The fire, the fire, is falling!". Section 16 and section t7

play round the root word "ruin", alliteratively, assonantly and

consonantly with eye-games, and around the syllable "ru:ur", one of

its possible sounds being reflected in "emerge":

16 Falling, rushing, ruining! buried in the ruins, on Urthona's
dens.

I7. All night beneath the ruins, then their sullen flames faded
emerge loung the gloomy king.

John V'IaIker in his Dictionary decries the "coarse, vulgar pronunciation

as if written Urth [of Earth] in terms of 'a delicate difference"'.

There are thus two possible sound echoes for the word "Urthona":

an echo of the [e] of "dens", the succeeding word, or an echo of the

"emerge", of the next line, a further subtle Iink of continuity.

In line 4 there is the atliterative'b', Èhe repetil-i on of the

syltable 'old' and the connection by imagery of Golden Spain and old

Rome: "Golden Spain burst the barriers of old Rome;". Although "Rome"

at first glance would seem to contain the required díphthongal

component of the 'tune', lrlalker points out that this word is more

Iikely to have been pronounced otherwise:
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The o in this word is irrevocably fixed in the English sound'

of that letter in move, Prover & co- Pope, indeed, rhymes
it with dome ... but as, Mr. Nares observes, it is most
probable that he pronounced this word as if written doom.^
as he rhymes Rome with doom afterwards in the "-*" 

pã"*72

Max Plowman po ints out that A Song of Liberty sums up in symbol

what the prose passages of The Marriage of Heaven and HeIl say in

logicat statement.23 The overwhelming use of repetition makes this

a very emphatic summarising indeed, not only in the single sounds

described, and in plays upon parts of speech and re-occurrence of

l¡rords and phrases - for example: starry king, starry night, starry

hosts and "down falling", but also in the use of words which contain

syttables of like sound. !{alker assigns the same pronunciation symbol

(but not the identical one in every word, of course) to the succeeding

sylla-bles of : thun/d'er/ous; vis,/age; dun,/geon; 'on¡d'e'2â 
and spear/y

and. e/Le/ment could be judged the same \^7ay. More obvious is the

outright duplication of sound, in hoary, roaring, new-born, 4!h, and

sun and son.

However, not only do the vowels sing "in tune", but Blake chooses

\¡rords which duplicate consonantal arrangements: cas.!, coast; head,

hand., hurltd; Iakes, Iocks; night, note. Further, small \^lords are

repeaÈed in extended form: rend, reverend; thunder, thunderousi

cloud, clouds; gold, golden; her, heard; inr .þto; leÈ, letchery (an

interesting insighÈ into the practicality of Blake's spelling) t no'

!gte; jealous, jealousy; and call, calls. Multi-syllabic \¡¡ords are

chosen for their correspondences of sound: councellors, countenancet

zz

23

24

Wa1ker, 1833 edition, PP. 168, 447.

Plowman, Poems and Prophecies,

Ialalker, pp. 528, 552, L66, 588.

p. xxiv
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mounÈaint Eternal, Eternity; element, elephants; American, 4frican,

Albion; beamy, speary, deadl¿r gloom¿, hoary-, starry' stonyt

promulgated, prophecy. These patterns ensure that the "songl"

boÈh sums, suPPlements and sings at the end of The Marriage of

Heaven and HeII.

John Artho"25 .=t.blished that the adjectives which we freguently

think to be falsely poetical, those formed by the 'y' suffix (stony,

fiery, starryf deadly, to use the examples common to Arthos and

Blake's song of Liberty) are words that are found frequently in

scientific writing of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries -

and B1ake certainly has them in good measure in A Sonq of LibertY

whatever may have been his source.

Moreover, the powerful impact of the Authorised Version

of the Bible on B]ake's style, and the influence of the Prophets

on his thought have been pointed out by Eric Partridge in his

edition of the Poetical Sketches26 as well as acknowledged by other

critics ,27 und. it is interesting that in A Song of Liberty mention

is made of the Biblical terms "Prophecy", "Priest" and "king",

while the twenty articles are set out in the same way as \¡Iere the

Bibtical ten conmandments as was mentioned.

There is also a repetition of general ideas: Bloom represents

this as a type of imaginative shorthand, each concentrating on a

separate image or adumbration of an image until the total image is

25 John Arthos, The of Natural DescriPtion in
versity of Mi gan Lanquaqe and Literature,

University of Michigan Press, L949),
pp. 33, 385, 365.

Partridge (ed.), 1927, P. xix.26

27 Among such critics are Mark Schorer, S.
Josephine Miles.

I

Foster Damon, and
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gatheïed together in the chorus ,28 und, arthough the events and

characters of the later poems are not named, they are foreshadowed'

in outtine - the flaming limbs will become the red Orc. SecÈion 15

bears full inclusion because of the almost Homeric cataloguing

effect:

15 Down rushd beating his,;wings in vain the jealous king; his
grey browtd councellors, thunderous warriors, curltd
veterans, among helms, and shields' and chariotsIr] horses,
elephants: banners, castles, slings and rocks.

(E., 48)

Another striking aspect of repetition is the impression of colour

and of contrasts between d.ark and, tight. The morning is sho\^¡n as

pluming her golden breast; there are infinite mountains of tight -

but grey-brow'd snows, dark dismay, pale religious letchery þic]

and "Priests of the Raven of dawn, no longer in deadly black".

These phrases, run together with talk of fiery limbs, flaming hair,

and hoary elements, hint of other shades of revolution.

Damon has identifiect the metrical base as alexandrine, with

regular caesuras with a foot that varies from anapest to dactyl'

with interpolated iambs and trochees, but conceded that to read the

Iines metrically "great violence must be done to the normal accent

of the words."29 Other critics use the r¡vord "rhetoric" in connection

with this \^/ork,3o brra going beyond this general term it must be seen

that Blake has very carefully used consistent and powerful repetitive

techniques of sound, structure, díction and image to create a

memorable song to follow the "memorable fancies" of The Marriage of

Heaven and HeIl. And herein is the logic behind Blake's inclusion

28 Bloom, Blakets APocalYPse, P. 96.

29 Damon, William Blake p. 57.

Erdman and Bloom, p. 8I8 and J.
L757-L827: A Man wiÈhout a Mask

Bronowski, ürilliam Blake,
(London: Seffi,

30

L947) , p- 43
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in every known copy of The Marriage of A Song of LibertY. This will

be an early song of liberty, a song foreshadowing the Jerusalem to

come - the,ferusalem who is named Liberty (.Jerusalem 26, E.' l-69)

and it will be a song of the rise of the "energyaf tife who first

appears by name in America, but [whose] attríbutes are identical

with those of 'the new born terror' of a song of LiÞêrtl'-r'.3l

I I : The Song of Los

The other poem in the minor prophecies which is titled with

reference to song is The Song of Los, dated. L795 on the title page

and sr:btitled "Africa" and "Asia" - a song sung by

'íat the tables of Eternity" (anticipating MilÈon).

reference to the four harps - which are to be seen

continents - recalls the mention of the harper and

with the Poet in The Marriaqe of Heaven and Hell.

Los as a bard

The initial

as the four

his association

" tAfricat and.

tAsiat ... seem to be preludes to unwritÈen prophecies- tAfricat

is in a sense an alternative Preludium to America, for it ends

with the first line of text following that IAmerica Preludium", 32

a reference to the Guardian Prince of Albion who "burns in his

nightly tent". The fírst two lines of 'Asia' establish that Europe

will awaken the howl in Asia, the fourth continent, and at the joyous

apocalyptic conclusion "The SONG of LOS is Ended" will be written

and it will be learned that then "tJrj-zen \Âlept".

3I Raine, Blake and Tradition, I, 338-9.

32 Erdman, Blake: Prophet aqainst Empire, L954, p. 238-
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The purpose of The Song of Los is to give the background for

the action of Arnerica and Errrope, and also for the Urizen-Ahania-Los

sequence of poems. By doing so, The Song of Los connects the two

series, binding together myth and histoty.33 'Africa' begins with

Adam and gives a condensed account of the spiritual state of man

through Noah's flood, the decalogue, the beginning of the Christian

era, Mahomet, Newton and Locker Rousseau and Voltaire, and ends with

George rIï34 (The Guardian Prince of Albion). 'Asia;, like 'Africa',

reaches back Èo Adam and Noah, but it overlaps and carries the

survey into the historical future - the millerrriurn Ëlt to be near

"t hand.35

Metrically the two poems are inÈeresting for they are different

from each other and also different from America and Europe, while

subsumed under the one general titte - "pedestrian Africa" and

"effective Asia" as one critic puts it.36 'Africa' is part iambic,

part anapestic, \4rith short and long lines intermingled; "more of a

catalogue than a poem"rtt "t""= a poem than a brief Blake's tour of

the Early Religions".38 But this is Èo do less than justice to

rAfrica', a work Blake evidently thought as worthy as rAsiar to be

densely colour printed.39 "The desarts Isic] of Africa "are shown

Erdman and Bloom, p. 818.

Nurmi, p. 101.

Erdman, Blake: Prophet against Empire, p. 23a.

33

34

35

36

37

Erdman and Bloom, p. 818.

Bloom, Blakets Apocalypse, p. t6r.

38 Ostriker, Vision and Verse

39 Bindman, p. 475.

p. 168
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to be the place of the Fallen Angels, although the significance of

Africa is not perhaps as clear as that of Asia, which is a common

slzmbol, associated throughout the prophet books with the state of
40error.

Mention had. been made in The First Book of lJrj,zen (E. ' 82) of

Africa as the habitation of the children of Urizen, but it is obvious

from such references as "the darkness of Africa" in America (E., 51)

and the "black African" in A Song of Liberty (E., 43) that Blake was

unable to deal as definitivety with an Africa as he was with an

America with its Vlar of Independence or a Europe, with its French

Revolution and the French/English $rars or wíth an Asia - from which

the great systems of phitosophy and religion had taken their rise.

Africa is just "dark Africa" - it will be coupled with a series of

thoughts and names. However, Blake having presented America and

Europe seems to have realised that he had wanted to SING of Revolution,

and thus prefaced The Song of Los with a general title implying this

overall intention; this is further suggested by the conclusion of the

'Asia' section - the song is ended.

'Africa' does appear more poetically laboured than the three

other "continents"; B1ake, in fact, achieved a gradation of lyrical

effects. As Blake tried to push an association beyond the stereo-

types of the day - darkest Africa! - so, metrically, it became

different from and perhaps poetically inferior to the smooth septen-

aries of America. Europe would be more Ìyricat again with the poetic

song of the mocking fairy and its variety of verse forms, while Asia

would, Iike e Song of Libertyr conclude a series in a particutaily

lyrical manner.

40 Sloss and V'IalIis, It L26.
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fn rAfrica' Blake faced the problem of turning a series of

proper names into a song without creating a mere catalogue, and he

drew on some of the technique s he had used in A Song of Liberty -

repetition of a short form of a word or syllable wiÈhin a longer

word: desart/desarts¡ Af.rica/African; sung,/sunny,/sons ¡ f.orm/forms/

heart-formedr/Human formf d.¡ heavy/heav'n. A1literation, assonance,

syntactic and semantic repetition add to the musical effect, and

help Èo dissipate the heavy effect of clumps of proper names. lValker

wrote that he preferred the sound of the initial syllable of 'cover',

'lover' to rhyme with the first sound of 'hover', while acknowledging

that Thomas Sheridan pronounced it so as to rhyme with the first

sylla-ble of rnovel' - the first sound being analogous to that in 'tub'

and. the l-atter having the sound of 'not', âs we understand the words

to be pronounced today.4l

If one accepts lrlalker's authority, there is a variation of sound

around the voroel "u", \nrhile Sheridants "ear" would allow a play upon

[O]; the former interpretation would give substance to the views of

those readers of Blake who tend to the softer pronunciation of "oothoon"

(Oo/t-hu/on), but in either case there is an added sense of continuity

in the two lines, created by the alliterative "j" and the repeated

ttertt :

Then Oothoon hoverd over Jud.ah & ,ferusalem

And Jesus heard her voice (a man of sorrows) he recievd [sic]
A gospel ...

(E., 66)

"Sorro\,rts" may pick up an echo if "sorrers" or it may tend towards

"soruz", an aural line with "Jesus". In a later line Blake used a

repeated diphthong to give a musical ring to a line containing its

measure of proper names:

4L V'IaIker, 1833 edition, pp. 254, 35I.
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But in the North, to Odin, Sotha gave a Code of V'Iar

(E. , 66)

"Rousseau" and "Voltaire" as proper n¿tmes may seem more difficult

to incorporate into a "songi", but Blake precedes the former with

"round", an eye-echo as well as an alliteration, and the "v" of

the latter name is echoed in the "heavy" of the same line. In

other lines Blake has used shorter eiblical names, and created

syntactic parallels in successive lines, and internal consonance

within each:

Noah shrunk , beneath the watersi (three "iL" echoes)

Abram fled in fires from Chaldea; (Abram; from: I'frr)

Moses beheld upon Mount Sinai forms of dark delusion: (Moses,

Mount, forms: ttd")

(8. , 66)

It will be noticed also that these lines are rich in alliteration

once again and in facÈ the reader's eye is drawn diagonally down and

to the rigrht by the diagonals of the illusÈrat !onr42 to follow the

b, C and d words. Moreover, Blake is drawing on the phraseologY of

A Song of Liberty - there he used "dark dismay". other examples of

this are use of the words Eternity, Eternal, and element, as well as

thought patterns about weeping and thinking, and the inclusion of a

l-ist which, in both instances, contains the !,tord "castles". In both

works there is an abundance of the definite article, as weII as 'of'

used to form phrases which linger in the mind: for example (from

A Song of Liberty) there is "hand of jealousy" and "mountains of

Iight", and from tAfricar "Chain of Jealousy" and "mountains of

Lebanon" demonstrate this point.

42 Bindman, p. 272 or The Illuminated Blake p. L76.
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43
One line that has been criticised as unpoetical (although it is

regularly iambic) is:

To Trimegistus. Palamabron gave an abstract La\¡t:

This should be seen in relation to the succeeding line:

To Pythagoras Socrates & Plato

Vüithin the first line, Trimegistus sings ín internal assonance \Àtith

both the sibilance and plosive 't' echoed in the following line;

moreover, the consonants 'pt and tlt of "Palamabron" are repeated

in the "Plato" of the second instance. The former liner after a

start of clumps of four-syllable names, drifts into a disy1lable,

then concludes with the monosyllable "La!'l" - this pattern is repeated

in the second line shown when the four-syllable "Pythagoras" gives

way to the tri-syllabic "Socrates" and this in turn gives way to

the di-syllabic "P1ato".

Blakers contemporary Charles Burney writing on the benefits of

discord to improve and meliorate concord argues also for noise or

a seeming jargon to be opposed to fixed sounds
4

and harmonical
L¿"proportion'- and this, in the catalogue of names,Blake has d.one-

Thus, although 'Africa' cannot be read metrically with any

formulation of the usual schemes of "foot" regularity, it can be

seen that Blake has created an aural appeal in the careful choice

of sounds, words and phrases much as the bard of Homeric times

selected for his listener. Because the lines are of varying length'

the ear must catch at the music where it can. This is, after all'

43 Ostriker, Vision and Verse,

44 Burney, I77L, p. L52-

p.168.
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the ,'unknor¡rn" continent; this is the primitive 'Africa', this is

the unpredictable verse. Sometimes the "song" will be evident only

in the separation or the juxtaposiÈion of sounds:

Urizen fadedl Ariston
And

Adam shudderd! Noah faded! btack grew the sunny African

sometimes the eye will catch at contrasts within the visual images

and herein is foreshadowed the 'Asia' section, for in this Blake will

create, not a flurry of sound for the inner ear as in tAfricat, but

a feast for the mindrs eye. 'Africa' hints aÈ such an add'ed sophisti-

cation of verse, when Adam is envisaged in the garden - and Noah on

the mountain; as Noah shrinks beneaththe waters, and Abram flees in

fire; and as Har and Heva creep tike two reptile forms; or as Night

speaks to the Cloud.

To enhance this "poetry" of image, in tAsia' Blake has adopted

basicatly an anapestic, often extended, trimeter with paragraphing

according to subject division - as in 'Africa;, but, in addition' in

'Asia' according to the picture which the words conjure up. As

before, the vocabulary is reminiscent of A Song of Liberty: Priest,

king and councellor [sic] appear again - 'fiery'and'flaming'occur

in each; the definite article abounds and rofr and 'to' are also very

frequent. However, repetition of \^7ord or part of a \^Iord ís of less

significance in 'Asia' (although there are examples) than duplication

of idea, reinforced by some connection of repeated, single sound-

It witl be remembered that when The Songs of Innocence \^lere discussed'

it was pointed out that Blake would tend to make a statement, then

complement, complete or contrast the idea therein in the succeeding

Iine. This occurs again in 'Asiar with the addition of a connecting
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pattern of repeated phonemes to assist the reader to apprehend' the

second half of the utterance. There are, of course, Iines in which

this principle is noÈ evident, but they are in the minority. The

first stanza provides a good example:

The

The

Kings of Asia

up from Europe!

And each ran out
From his ancient

from his
Den;

For the darkness of Asia was startled
At the thick-flaming, thought-creating fires of orc'

(8., 67)

Ìühat is heard (the howl) is stressed by the altiteration; the

picture of the I¡Ieb is extended by the adjectival supplement "\'rtoven"

with the repetition of the "w". In the last line the connections are

four-fold and internal: the syntactic repetition of the compound

adjectiges, the assonance of the [eI] from "Asia" and in the second

half of these, Èhe alliteration of both "th" and "f", and the bunching

of the plosive consonants 'k' and 't" and , additionally, the echo

that 'Orc' brings, following as it does 'thought'. Orc is' moreover'

associated by the repetition of a [k] sound, $Iith "darkness" and

"thick-flaming" .

A pattern of 'f' and 'n' occurs in the third stanza, with [ef]

in the middle lines also:

Shall not the King call for Famine from the heath?
Nor tnã Priest, for pestilence from the fen?
To restrain! to dismaYl to Èhin!
the inhab-itants of *o-otttitt ana þIain;
rn thã day of full-feeditg ptosperlty;
And the gight of delicious songs.

(E. , 67)
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The connection in the last two }ines is the contrast of. day/níght',

an association of "feecling" and "c1el-i.ciou="(,ãn unusual adjective

to apply to songs!) and the repetition of the 'n' once more. In the

next few lines tpt a rw! are duplicated - in fact twt is prominent

in several succeeding groups of lines and perhaps three further

examples may be presented to demonstrate the same principle of phrasal

complement and aural duplication:

And he stood over Judea:
Ana stay'd i" ttis ancient place:
And stretch'd his clouds over Jerusalem;

Forth from the dead dust rattling bones to bones
,foin: shaking convuls'd the shivring clay breathes
And all flesh naked stands: Fathers and Friends;
Mothers & Infants; Kings and Warriors:

Orc, raging in European 'darkness
Arose like a pillar of fire above
Like a serpent of fiery flame!

The sullen Earth
Shrunk !

the Alps

(8., 68)

In the first example it will be noted that the syntacÈic repetition

(the verbs, and the preopositions, chiefly) accentuates the consonance,

while in the second example there is an echo of the 'n' and the 'k'

as well as the instances pointed out. Mark Schorer speaks of the
¿.q

"metaphor of fires and bursting graves" r '- but it should be noticed

that apart from the semantic and phonemic repetition of 'fire' and

'fiery'and. the vowel sound [zr], what is most noticeabl-e is the very

diminished trimeter which makes up the last two lines of the third

example. The two lines can be read as one group of three stressest

but Blake has displaced the verb, one which he had used in the rather

shorter lines in 'Africa'. If perhaps "Handel seldom failed to ascend

45 Schorer, p. 42A
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with the word RISE and descend with the word FALL", as was observed

by Danie1 lrlebhr in L'769,'U a-n*n it may be askecl whether there is an

analogy here, with Blake compressing his line when using the word.

'shrunkt !

In rAsia' Blake has thus d.rawn from the earlier A Song of

Liberty some of his words and participle constructions - more than

would be expected by chance - and has reached. back to principles he

had appropriated in The Songs of Innocence (al though not, this time,

for Èhe child) and has experimented with the trimeter that also

forms the basis of the Books of Urizen, Los and Ahania and which

was "probably adopted from the King James Amos or Isaiah ... it

finely accommodates this sort of prophetic lrtony.,41 ,Asia, is in

sequence of the four continents and is, perhaps, the best or most

sustained lyrical poetry of the four works, providing a fitting

conclusion, a thought that possibly Btake implied by his last lines:

"The SONG OF LOS is Ended. Urizen !rlept."

III: America

In the Preludium to America, pLate 2, lines 18-21 (E., 5I) were

omitted from all copies except the earliest and two latest, by the

expedient of covering the lower portion of the plate before printing.43

These four lines which then would concrude the prerudium are not

strictly "song", as Blake had on other occasions put words into the

mouth of the singer, but deserve to be quoted in their entirety with

47

46 Vüebb (L769) , p. L43.

Bloom, Blaker s Apocalypse,

Erd.man and Bloom, p. 124.48

p. L62
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Harold Bloom's summarising and David V. Erdman's biographical- guess

as the best hypotheses yet as to why they were included:

The stern bard ceastd, ashamtd of his own song; enragtd he swung

His harp aloft sounding, then dash'd. its shining frame against
A Ruin'd pillar in glittring fragrmenÈs; silent he turn'd away,
And wander'd down the vales of Kent in sick & drear lamentings.

"This is eternal death; and this the torment long foretol-d."

with this anguished outcry the "Preludium" to America ends in
most copies of the poem. In some, the stern Bard who has sung
this grim song of the lron Age is so ashamed of the Shadowy

femalets reaction that he smashes his harp, turns silently
away, and wanders off, Iamenting. Blake may have cancell-ed,
these lines because the poem proper offers enough of an--
inconclusive hope to make the Bardts disgusÈ prematu'"'A9

fspeaking of the years about 1792 Erdman wrítes:]

...as the prospect darkened it is not surprising that
England's prophetic bards succumbed to moments of intense
pessimism ... Blake was rooted in London, but he did 'shrink
from his prophetic taskr - and from his republican confidence ...
the prophet of Hercules Buildings put aside his work and took a

walk down the OId Kent Road, feeling that America was a ruined
pillar ... the gesture may be chiefly against the English
terror, if Blake, in traditional bardic fashion, is shattering
his harp rather than play on in slavery ... This act itself
involved picking up the fragrments; yet after 1795 Blake
published no ne\'¡ work for a decade.T-

The Preludium is indeed a very powerful song: it provides a

sense of colour contrasts' as in A Song of Liberty - the red Orc ín

his dark abode; the black cloud which shows its lightnings to the

silent deep; the allusions to orc's fire and the frost of the

shadowy Female; "a quiver with its burning stores", "a bow like Èhat

of night." Animal imagery is introduced in the first plate, and then

49 Bloom, Blakers ApocalyPse' P. L2O-

Erdman, Prophet against Empire, p. 264.50
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occasion, uses a series of stresses to parallel the emphatic
lt/////

meaning of a line: "I know thee, I have found thee, & T will not
t¡/

let thee go;". lrlithin the Preludium this is the line which contains

used again but capitalised and coupled with mention of a country;

Èhese are powerful beasts - eagle, lion and whale and a serpent

which can fold. itself around the "pillars of Urthona". Blake, on

the most stresses - a contrast the more evident because as many

heptameters as septenaries are found in the passage. Blake

emphasised the awesome tone of the Preludium by creating a series

of adjective and noun combinations in which two stresses fall

together: //dark limbs; uln u.!*r - and

the doubly stressed adjectirr" "tiá r(nd,ínq" .

Mention could also be made of Blakets use of the same

ear-catching repetition of sounds as in the poems already described:

the use of tvirgint as noun and. then as adjective; variations on

parts of speech as in h"rvbggling; rend,/rent; foldr/fotding,fg,Icls;

,/ati"Ling; chains/"}:ui-n'd; smile,/srnil'd; limbs/W rending;

and dark/darkness. There is also duplication of consonantal patterns

as in gightr/not¡ free/fro, or of vowel sound as in sound/round/crown'd;

night/sight; dread/t"d. The line: "But dumb till that dread day

when Orc assay'd. his fierce embrace." is of interest because of the

re-occurrence of the [e] vowel; lrlalker mentions that on the occasion

of expressing the passions it is philologically right to give to

rfierce' a short vowel denoting a rapid and violent emotion.5l The

present participle is in frequent use in this passage: burning,

despairing, Iimb rending, panting, screaming, struggling, stalking -

51 Vrlalker, 1833 edition, p. 2O3.
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the list in itself is enough to lend weight to the theory that the

Bard felt reluctant to continue in this vein! The concept of the

Bard singing and. singing a song of length witt be discussed again

when Blake's Milton is examined., but there the harp and the pen

will not be laid aside in "drear lamentingS'l.

The oÈher short passage in America which speaks of "sing'ing"

is that which concludes Plate 6 in which the re-united family "Iook

behind at every step & believe it is a dream." (8., 52)z

Singing. The Sun has left his blackness' & has found a fresher
mornrng

And the fair Moon rejoices in the cl-ear & cloudless night;
For Empire is no more' and now the Lion & lrlolf shall cease-

Erdman points out that it is important to recognise this passage -

that is, aII of Plate 6 - as Blake's poetic paraphrase of the

Declaration of Tndependence. He places the images contained in

these lines beside the corresponding phrases of the Declaration,

the ones relevant to the above three lines being and the pursuit of

happiness - "Singing. The Sun has left his blackness' & found a

fresher morning. " and it is their r iqh tr it is their duty, to throw

off such Government ... having in direct object the establishment of

an absolute Tyranny - "For Empire is no more, and now the Lion S¿ üIoIf

52shall cease. "

Mention has been made of Murray Roston's examination of the

principles of Biblical parallel-ism. Roston does not care for Damon's

sinplistic analy sis of the metre of A Song of Liberty and uses

Plate 6 from America to demonstrate that parallelism forms the

52 Erdman, Blake: Prophet aqainst Empire, PP. 23-4.
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the unifying metre of the later prophetic books. This rhythm of

meanì-ng, as apart f:rom a regula.r met-re, wil} be rfiscussecl again in

relation to The Four Zoas but it may be noted that, moving further

than Christopher Smart who had modetled his poetry on the structure

of the PsaLms, Blake turned to the prophets in order to denounce

social oppression, "borrowing from the prophets the imagery of

chains, darkness, Iions and wolves ... there is a Hebraic swiftness

of thrust behind each image and the same quick change from one apt

image to another."53

These three lines of song are carefully constructed to echo one

another musically: the "Sun" and the "moon", the classic poetic

pair, sing with the "Iion" in the final tnt, a sound reproduced

in the succeeding tno moret and 'now the' ; the Sun contrasts \^Iith

the blackness and the fair Moon with the night; the former has

alliteratively found a fresher morning and the latter a clear and

cloudless night, while the last line echoes A Song of Liberty in one

of Blakets almost faultless septenaries ("Iion" being more properly

monosyllabic) .

IV : Europe

This emphasis upon sound, Northrop Frye sees as analogous to

the musical drama, with its combination of speech, sound and setting.

Moreover, of aII the engraved prophecies, only The Book of Ahania

which is a sequel, lacks some kind. of introduction. Europe has, in

53 Roston, pp. 166-8.
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effect, t\,rro - the Plate iii in which the poem is put into the mouth

of the mocking Fairy, and t-he Prehrdium:

For some of his shorter prophecies Blake developed a kind
of "free verse: recitativo in which the septenarius is
mixed with lyrical meters. His greatest achievement in
this form is Europe.54

This is well illustrated by quoting the whole of the first "song",

and the beginning of the second portion of Enitharmon's song which

she resumes after her sleep of eighteen hundred years:

Five windows light the cavern'd Man: thro' one he breathestheair;
Thror one, hears music ofthe spheres; throtone, the eternal vine
Flourishes, that he may recievethegrapes; thro' one can look-
And see small portions of the eternal world that ever groweth;
Thror one, himself pass outwhat time he please, but he will not;
For stolen joys are sweet, & bread eaten in secret pleasant-

(E. , 58-9)

Her song proceeds thus:

Arise Ethinthus! thor the earth-worm call;
Let him calt in vain;
tiII the night of holy shadows
And human solitude is past!

Ethinthus queen of waters, how Èhou shinest in the sky:
My daughter ho\^I do I rejoice! for thy chitdren flock around
Like the gay fishes onthewave, whenthecold moon drinksthedew.
Ethinthus! thou art sweet as comforts to my fainting soul:
For now thy waters warble round the feet of Enitharmon-

(E., 64)

Frye also points out that Blake in his later prophecies realised thaÈ

with Èhe use of the septenary line. in order to avoid, "infuriating

monotony" it would have to be Èreated as a line of seven beats

rather than a line of seven feet and, if the first extract is read'as

54 Frye, Fearful Symmetry, pp. 186, I85.
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the former, all the lines approach the fourteener ideal quiÈe well'

allowing for the accepted contractions of the age - fot example,

"the eternal". The first line is, of course, the ideal fourteener.

The narrative lines of Europe are sol-id blocks of septenaries,

while for the speeches of Los and Enitharmon, Blake adopts a shorter,

more varied line with more frequent paragraphs. This technique

contínues the lyrical tone which was introduced in the opening lines,

not so much there by metre as by the rhetoric of repetitive syntax

and the imagery of the music of the spheres, the lighted cavern'

the eternal vine, the growing world and the stolen joys.

This would seem to imply that in L795, when Europe was etched'

Btake r^¡as as yet not cornpletely happy with using the septenary line

for all lyrical contexts. The content of the Fairy's song is not as

lyrical as the succeeding' "paean of Female triumph"su ,ot man will

not freely fulfit his sexuality; the septenary will better allow,

with enjambment if necessary, a continuity of tboughts and images

stated in parallel, whereas the shorter line wiII better point up the

exclamations and questions of Los and Enitharmon.

It would be repeÈitive to list the usages of sound within

syllabtes and words, as \¡Ias done for America and the other "song's" -

it is sufficient to say Èhat Blake again concentrates upon capturing

the ear by assonance, repetition, and consonance, while avoiding any

excesses which míght reduce the "song" to a jingle.

55 Erdman and Bloom, p. 8I8.
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A few of v,]alkert"56 .o*ents upon particular words in the last

song mentioned are of interest: the accepted pronunciation of the

eighteenth century of "towards" aS "tordz" produCeS an echoic effect

in the phrase of two similar monosyllables: "drahr to\nrards",

emphasising the preceding "ureary eyefids"; the use of "thy" when

the subject is raised or the person dignified serves the more to

throw into contrast Blakets use of the "your" (a word which closes

into "ewer" when emphasis is given) when he speaks in relation to

Sotha and Thiralatha - "Sotha, who ought to be the spirit of music,

and his emanation are merel-y intended by nnitharmon as seducers of

orc";Ut anu tendency of "soft" to close into "sa\¡/ft" when emotion is

present is appropriately attached to the person of Oothoon whom

Enitharmon addresses as "melancholy child". It wiII be remembered

thaÈ Oothoon was spoken of in Visions of the Daughters of A1bion as

"the soft soul of America" (8., 44).

Thus, in Èhe minor prophecies Blake is leaving behind him the

rhyme and para-rhyme of the Poetical Sketches and of the Songs of

Innocence and of Experience and the extreme variations in metrícal

pattern evident in An Island in the Moon so that it may be argued

that poet has come to the tentative conclusion that straightforward

end-line parallelism is not an aural effect that he will use in

this later poetry.

There is a sense of variety within this group of works, therefore,

and they are "transitional" in that Blake has tried out the concept

of song in a few lines and in many lines, in a long line heralding

56 Vüalker, 1833 edition, pp. 533, 528, 593, 484.

Erdman and Bloom, p. 818.51
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the prophecies to come, and in a short line harking back to the

J.yrical effects he achieved so well in his earlier works. Although

his concept of "song" is altering and his sense of aural effect is

developing, his earlier achievement of creating a "tune" has been

retained as has the idea of foregrounding one particular emphasis.

This time it is not so much the expatiation evid.ent in the phrasal

complement and completion of the Songs of Innocence and of Experience

but rather the skilful placing of allied sounds and by repetition on

the scale more of word, syllalrle and, phoneme, be it vowel or consonant

echo.

Blake's identification wiÈh London is obvious in his etching of

"LambeÈh" on the title pages of a number of the minor prophecies

and in the incidental references to London: "Look up! Look up! O

citizen of London." (A Song of Liberty, 8., 43)i "Londons Guardian"

(America, Plate 15, 9,8., 55) and "the infinite shores of Thames"

(Europe, Plate l0: 5, E. , 62) to mention but three.

bcomplete the picture of Blake's interest in "song" at this

time in his tife, the reader must turn to The Four zoas for this

Blake was cerÈainly beginning at the same time that he was etching

the minor prophecies and this larger, but uncompleted'work some

critics have found the most lyrical song of all, and a work on such

a scale that a discussion of its phonology is an essentíal addition

to a prosodic anal-ysis.
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VII

,,SONG" IN THE FOUR ZOAS

Iftheminorpropheciescanbespokenofastransitionalín

that Blake tried out the concept of song in a few lines and in many

Iines, in short lines and ín long lines, The Four zoas which was begun

at about the same time also poses complex questions - about format,

history, intended, sequence of parts and about fundament.l potpo".rI

for the poem \¡ras not taken to the etched stage and, moreover' varies

from engraver's script on high quality paper to an ordinary hand-

writing in the blank spaces on proof sheets of Btake's engravings

illustrating Young's Poem Niqht Thoughts. Vüithin the text itself'

alterations indicate significant changes in Blake's central theme and

his conception of the whoLe poem at various times during the decade

when he worked on the manuscript. speaking of Blake's initial 'DR'EAMI

in the first title being strengthened by a more positive sense of

tdreamt as vision, S. Foster Damon writes:

This technique destroys the effect of a continuous and

togical narrative. It permits the tangling of many threads'
abrupt changes of subject, recurrent repetitions' obscure
cross references, sudden intrusions, even out-and-out
contradictions . '

Ér.r,nt\o.¿rrrt'r<jr€rr When partiCUlar inStanCeS Of ttsong" are tO be

isolated in the text, as it is often after the "song" that Blake

adds a reference to the "song" or the singer; alternatively a few

Iines before the song Blake will mention that a song is to be sung.

L Brian V'filkie and Mary Lynn Johnson, Blake's Four Zoas: the
Design of a Dream (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University
Press, 1978) ' P. 7.

2 S.F. Damon, A Blake Dictionary (Providence: Brown University
Press, 1965), p. I43.
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Hor^rever, omitting incidental references to song or to singing, there

are eleven substant-ial passages whioh Blake designates as "Songl",

the first occurring in Night the First as the song of Enitharmon

who sings her song about a dream in which she sees vala, whose

rightful mate is Luvah, fly up to sleep on the pitlow of Albion'

usurping Jerusalemt s Place.

Passages of some length designated song in The Four Zoas (E):

NIGHT THE FIRST Enitharmon's Song of Death - a Song of
Vala, Page lOz 9-25; Page 11: I-2i E-, P- 301.

NIGHT THE FIRST The Nuptial Song, sung by the Demons of
the Deep at the Feast of Los and Enitharmon,
Pages 14, 15, 16; E.r PP. 304-5-

NIGHT THE SECOND Enitharmonrs Song over Los reviving him
to life, Page I0: 9-25¡ Page 112 L-2i
E., p. 30I.

NIGHT THE FIFTH The Song sung by the Demons at the birth
of orc, Pages 58, 59; E.r PP. 333-

NIGHT THE SEVENTH (b) The Songs of the Elemental Gods, Pages 9I'
92¡ E., pp. 395-6.

NIGHT THE SEVENTH (b) The Song of the Demons of the Deep' Paqes 92,
93i 8., pp. 396-7 -

NIGHT THE EIGHTH The Song of the Sons of Eden, Pages 104,
113; E., pp. 361-363.

NIGHT THE EIGHTH The Song of Èhe Females of Amalek, Page I05;
E., P - 364.

NIGHT THE N]NTH The New Song of Vala. Pages I28' L29¡ E-,
pp. 38l--2.

NTGHT THE N]NTH The Song of ALL the S1aves composed by an
African Black from the little Earth of Sotha,
Pages 134, 135; E., P. 388.

NIGHT THE NINTH The Song of the Human Odors around the wíne
presses of Luvah, Page 136i E., P. 388-
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THE DEMONS OF THE DEEP

Enitharmon

The Song of the Elemental Gods

The Song of the Sons of Eden

The Song of the Females of Amalek

The Song of VaIa

The Song of the Slaves

The Song of the Human Odors

3 Songs

2 Songs

I Song

I Song

1 Song

I Song

I Song

I Song

The second song also occurs in Night the First as Blake writes

that the Nuptial sonq arose from all the thousand spirits (1. 375),

and then ten lines later the actual song begins - the song sung at

the Feast of Los and Enitharmon, a feast which provides an opportunity

for one of Blake's great Hebraic chants, but a hymn of triumphant

?
Experience'that ends in a prophecy of the "fierce Terror"r Orc.

ln Blake's poem Vala as reconstructed by Margoliouth,n th'

present Night the Second of The Four Zoas was given the title of

"Night the First" - and does indicate in the opening lines quite

clearly what the poem is to be about, Man's "Sleep of Death" and it

is in this Night II that the second song of Enitharmon is interpolateds

before the section cLoses with the much praised chanÈ of Enion.

There are, of course, many Passag es in The Four Zoas which could'

properly be called "song'" apart from the eleven passages indicated'

including this lament of Enion, the Emanation of Tharmas' a passage

which has called forth much comment by critics. There are also the

stanzaic lines of Tharmas in Night the Ninth: 'o mystery ... Behold

3 Harold Bloom, Blakers Apocalvpse: a studv in Poetic arqument

4

(London: Gollancz, 1963) r pp.

lrlilliam Blake, Vala, ed. H.M.
Press, 1956).

Margoliouth (ed.), VaIa, PP.

203-4.

Margoliouth (Oxford: Clarendon

xii, 106.5
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thy end is come!", which are followed by reference to "AIl the

Slaves from every Earth in the wide Universe" singing a new SonÇr

and immediately precede the lines of song "Composed by an African

Black from the littte Earth of Sotha" (8., 387-8); or there are

the various cries, especiatly those of Ahania and Enion at the end of

Night the righth (E., 368-9). AII are examples of "song'" in essence.

although not so specifically -labelled by Blake.

perhaps, in view of the last ambiguous line of Enion's lament

in which she herself mentions "thus could I sing and thus rejoice,

but it is not so with me!" (E., 3I9), it is worth including a few

Iines of critical comment on this passage, the first from Northrop

Frye and the second from Kathleen Raine, alÈhough the latter is

speaking in the context of her total study - a Neoplatonic approach

to William Blake:

The fall of Beulah is primarily a loss of innocence, and the
burden of Enionts lamen t is that of the Songs of Experience
which record the result of that loss. The world of nature
is a completely callous world, and Enion, seeing her children
suffering in a life of pain cannoÈ understand what has
happened ... she can never be comforted until nature has
become again the 'happy garden-state' it once was It is
a terrible song Enion sings and the imptication that true
humanity can be found only either ín madne¡s or apocalypse is
the dilemma to which all- history proceeds.-

Enion is the dust of the earth of the Old Testament, which
God curses at the FaII, along with Adam --- She laments:
;I am made to sow the thistle for wheat; the nettle for a

nourishing dainty
I have planted a false oath in the earth, it has brought forth

a poison tree
I have chosen the serpent for a councellor & the dog
For a schoolmaster to my children" t

[p., 3]8]

This is the condition of the material worl-d aLienated from
the spiritual source. Her lamentation and protest proceed to

6 Northrop Frye , Fearful Symmetry (New Jersey: Princeton University
Press, L947 ) , pp. 279-80.
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describe the bitterness of experience in the material world'
sr:bject to decay and destruction [and] with the grand speech
thaÈ begins: 'Wha! is the priceofExperience?r ends Night II
of The Four zoas. /

However, it is Enitharmon, the Emanation of urthona, who sings

the third "song": "f sieze [sic] the sphery harp I strike the strings"

(E., 3I7) . She sings a courtly love hymn that proclaims the triumphs

of the female will,t O,r, a song from which one line is often quoted

as Blakets manifesto: "For every thing that lives is holy". Yeats

praised this passage as reminding him of many ancient hlzmns, Yet

felt regret that its singer was not Freia or some similar goddess of

a traditional mythology.9

It is not until the reader reaches Night the Fifth that he finds

Bl-ake writing a further song - that of the Demons singing at the birth

of the terrible child, Orc, to Los and Enitharmon, a song that precedes

the descripÈion of the chaining of Orc; the illustration accompanying

this "song" is a huge picture of Christ, pierced by nails and crowned

with Èhorns and emerging from the fl.*."10 - a visual irony for this

child wil-I not be associated with the passion of Christ: "this is

an infernal Nativity and the newborn king is trumpeted not by angels

of heaven but by demons of the Abyss."ll Margoliouth in his textual

criticism of VaIa points out the correspondence between this song

and that mentioned as the Nuptial Song in Night the First, both sung

7 Kathleen Raine, Blake and Tradition (London: Routledge and Kegan
Paul, L969) , I, 297, 27L, 29O.

g Harold Bloom, "States of Being: The Four Zoas", in Blake: A

Collection of Critical Essays, ed. Northrop Frye, 2}t}:, Century
views (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1966) ' p. 108.

9 ï1.8. Yeats, "üTilliam Blake and the Imagination:, in Essays and
Introductions (New York: Macmillan, 196I), p. 1I4-

10 WiIIiam Blake: Vala or The Four Zoas by G.E. BentleY, Jnr.,
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, L963). pp. Plates, p. 59 Night V-

11 Raine, Blake and Tradition, Ît 342.
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by Demons of the Deep and, perhaps, originally one poem, inspired

hy l--he domestic bloodshed and foreign \¡¡ars which accompanied the

French Revolution.12 Kathleen Raine reinforces this textual

supposition by presenting Orc, chained and manacled, as enslaved,

and as the god of war, illustrating her remarks from The French

Revolution seen as a celebration of war and from Europe in which

13
Orc can be seen as the terrible liberator.

The fifth passage which Blake has referred to specifically as

"songr" occurs in Night the Seventh, the version which is referred

to as Night the Seventh (b),* and is of the Elemental Gods joining in

a wondrous song. The title "Elemental Gods" had appeared in Night

the Second (8., 316) as keeping harmony while Los and Enitharmon

wal-ked upon the earth, a passage which just precedes the song of

EniÈharmon mentioned earlier. The phrase may be taken simply as

1L
meaning the "el-ements as gods" according to one critic.-' Separated

by a brief paragraph are two additional concluding lines of the song

and then, after a narrative passage, there is the next "son9", d

climactic song of the 'demons of the deept. which "gives a vision

of industrial tyranny and of war's destructiveness, allying them

12 Margoliouth (ed.), Vala' p. L23

13 Raine, Blake and Tradition f, 347-a

L4 Margoliouth (ed.) Vala, p. 168

*
There is much critical controversy about which of the Nights the
Seventh was written before the other, or which would effect the
greater continuity of subject matter in The Four Zoas. For con-
flicting views and reconciling statements, the following sources
could be consulted: Margoliouth, Vala, p. I40; David V. Erdman,Rfu:
Prophet against Empire (1954) r PP,
Quarterly., 46, 12 (FalI L9l8) whic

29A-3O2; Blake: an IllustraÈed
h is a special issue devoted to

an exploration of this problem, contributors including David V.
Erdman, John Gilgore, Mark Lefebre, and Andrew Lincoln; Wilkie
and Johnson also make a summarising note on pp. 27L-213-
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under the image of Vala as Urizenrs harlot, nature depraved by

repression into the aberrations of domestic exploitation and foreign

aggressio.r".15 From these two passages Blake would select the longer

to be carried over from Vala and inserted into ,ferusalem (Jerusalem

652 6-55,8., 2L4-5), although in the later work the song would be

sung by the "spectre songs of Albionl' rather than by the Demons who

sing in this Night the Seventh. At the conclusion of Night the

Seventh there is a mention of the songs of Beulah, Iines which act

as a gentle codicil, allowing no doubt to rise and it is with Beulah

hovering over the sleeping Albion that Night the Eighth begins.

Night the Eighth contains tv/o "songs" of very different naturei

one sung by the "Songs of Eden round the Lamb of God" and the other

by the "Females of Amal-ek", the latter one, perhaps, a separate

I6poem:

Los and Enitharmon re-create Jerusalem, the spiritual
Iiberty of mankind, and. the lost emanation of Albion.
Against this liberty, celebrated in an Edenic song of
thanksgiving, are now set the forces of despotic hatred
Satan and Vala ... Tirzah and Rahab. Titza}:, is the Mother
Nature of Songs of Experiencer the mother of man's mortality,
the molder of the cruelty of the natural heart. Rahab' a
redeemed harlot in the Book of Joshua and in Dante, is
identified by Blake with the unredeemable harlot of Babylon.

The later lines of the former song are of far more violent content

and foreshadow the Song of the Females of Amalek which describes

their torture of the males, a song which will be expanded in

Jerusalem 67 and 68 (E., 2L8-2L9), where Blake gives the lines to

L]

I5 Erdman and Bloom edition, p. 885.

Margoliouth (ed.), Val-a, p. I77.

Bloom, Blakers Apocalypser p. 259.

16

L7
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Tirzah and in which the symbolism is similar to that of the poem

added to Songs of Experiêncêç "To Tirzah" - man is deceived and

bound down by the female (the concept of the differentiation of the

sexes) :

Thou, l{other of my Mortal Part
Vüith cruelty didst mould my Heart,
And with false self-decieving tears, Isic]
Didst bind my Nostrils Eyes & Ears.

(8. , 30)

The remaining Èhree "songts " in The Four Zoas occur in Night the

Ninth and are briefer groups of Lines: in VaIarS bosom a ne\^7 Song

(E., 382, 11. 4-24) rises in which there are significant echoes of

The Book of fhe118 - but Vala's wish is not that of TheI who wanted

to "sleep the sleep of death" (E., P. 3, 1. 13), "Èhe redeemed Vala

is the triumphant contrary to poor Thel, for VaIa encounters a state

of Generation seen through the humanized mind. " Murro¡ Roston uses

this same "pastoral chant" (the term is from Bloomrs commentary

mentioned above) when he illustrates Blake's use of sense-Lftytt*"

in time with the meaning, rather than restricted by the assigned

metrical feet, adopting the biblical parallelist forms discovered

by Bishop Lowth in the mid-eighteenth century:

The metre [(e., 382,11. ro-r8) in Èhe passage cited] is
created by the emotional content which, now flowing smoothly,
now swirling around a thought, creates with its sudden spurts
and pauses the loosely constructed rhythms of the poem,
providing a pulsating undercurrent Èo the feeling. The setting
is oriental with its gotden sands, delicious grapes, and bright
sun, and yet the poet has transferred himself emotionally to
the setting, feeling the warmth, drinking in every detail of
the scene and delighting in its beauty. Between him and' the
natural world Èhere is a bond; the sheep are his brethren,

18 Erdman and Bloom, p. 883.
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the birds are his sisters, and the bibl-ical echoes from the
Song of Songs help to unify Èhe whole picture as one of peace
on earth under the beneficent eye of God. It is a far cry
from the conventional pastoral of Pope and a clear augury of
romantici"*. 19

From a major character and a flood of song, Blake turns next

to "all slaves from every Earth in the wide Universe" to sing another

"New Song" (E., 388) - a song "composed by an African Blake from the

little Earth of Sotha", a song which arose to the Go]den feast' but

a very different Golden feast from that around which Enion had,

Iamented at the end of Night the First (E., 306) . The term "New

Song" has biblical echoes of Psalms 33:3 and others, Isaiah 42zIO

and Revelation 5:9, 26,20 and the word "Sotha" occurs in Africa 30

(E., 66) where it is associated with a Code of War. In Night the

Eighth, also, Sotha is the ninth son of Los and Anitharmon, but in

the apocalyptic context of Night the Ninth the song is one of renewal.

Although atl the lines after this song until the end of The

Four Zoas have been Seen as one great triumphant chant. Blake gives

three specific lines of "song" to the Human Odors - Odors of life.

Kathleen Raine traces the use of this title to a mythic source,

expounded in Thomas Taylor's dissertation on Eleusinian and Bacchic

Mysteries in which mankind were produced from the exhalations formed

from the ashes of the burning bodies of the Titans.2I The three lines

are excellent exampLes of paralletism and of the two forms "repetition"

and "completion" about which the editor of the Ossianic fragirnents spoke:

19 Murray Roston, Prophet and Poet (London: Faber, 1965), p. L7O-

20 Margoliouth (ed.), Vala, p. I53

2L Raine, 1, 305 citing Thomas Taylor' A Dissertation on the
Eleusinian and Bacchic Mysteriesr PP. L36-6 (Amsterdam: 1790)
which also appeared in The Pamphleteer, vol 8 (London: 1816).
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"repetition", a pattern in which the second l-ine nearly restates the

sense of the first, and "completion" in which the second line points

up part of the sense of the first LLn"22 and adds to it, and of

Macphersonts influence Blake himself wrote: "I own myself an

admirer of Ossian equal-ly with any other Poet whaÈever" (E., 655).

The concept of the apocal-ypse is placed within two physical situ-

ations - here is "repetition":

O terrible presses of Luvah O caverns of the Grave (E., 389)

The emotions evinced by the first two phrases are modified and

clarified in the light of the apocalypse - here is compÌetion:

O terrible wine presses of Luvah O caverns of the Grave
How lovely the delights of those risen again from death

Moreover, the two lines above sho\Ár a type of rhythmical parallelism

of which Macpherson $ras fond, there being six stressed beats and

two of the phrases showing grammatical similarity and two examples

from "Ossian" may illustrate the poirrtr23

1) Now when the fourth grey morn arose, the hero launched
his ship.r/ He walked along the silent shore, and called
for the rushing wind;

Fingal, Book Vf, "Feast of
Reconciliation" .

2a) He took his bow. The tears flow down from both his
sparkling eyes./ Grief saddens round, The bards
bend forward from their hundred harps./ The lone
blast touches their tremblinq strinqs. The sound is
sad and Iow! . . . 

- T=gfu. f3ocr( L"l^t Fe.o.st
r

of tt^e. 6l^,¿ll s ",
¡1qç*^t5fa.lcz

comple+¡on a re it luslrafed . . a tthougtr trreru is nof the, slx-stress pall.rn
Sr'ng a, nsry song f¡ -tho Lord ; sing *o fhg Lord . al +h¿s,?dh I , t,;f g t" tl.,e Lor"d ; bte,ss H¡s nanìe; proctairnHis sa lvation f rom dav tc 'day.- 

t"- B;.þþ. psarm 96 r r- 2

Since t.h" phrasaá New Song is B¡ollcat . perhaps a better,
c@mpansan ts. Wilh the rhy-thmic prosg of trbllcal parallelism(ropctifion and

22 James Macpherson, Fragments of Ancient Poetry (Edinburgh: 1760,
rpt. Augustan Reprint Society, Publication No. 22, íntro. by
John J. Dunn), pp. vi-vii.
James Macpherson (trans.),
A. & C. Black, 1885), pp.

The Poems of Ossian (Edinburgh:23
77, 94-95.
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These, then, are the eleven passages which Blake specifically

designated as "song' ' in The Four Zoas: three times the Demons sing -

at the Nuptial Feast, around the red Orc infant, and when Urizen's

forces leave the plow for the sword; once Enitharmon sings a Song

of Death and once she sings over Los reviving him to life; VaIa

changes her weeping for a New Song and it is New Song' too, when aII

the slaves sing; the elemental Gods, the Sons of Eden, the Femafes

of Amalek and the Human Odors each raise their voices in song one

time.

Like Miltonts epics, Blake's epics are "poems of many structures

rather than poems of a structureur24 and this "quarry"* an "intense

exchange of action and reaction, statement and counterstatemen:c".25

The Four Zoas is written ín the septenary line that Blake had used

earlier as discussed in the minor prophecies and the lines of the

poem are divided into paragraph units; this is particularly noticeable

for the eleven "songs" \^Ihere the identification of the speaker is

separated from the words spoken, and on occasion there is a series of

quatrain groupings, as in the Nuptial Song and the song of the Demons

of the Deep over the new-born Orc. In Night the Second the song of

Enitharmon over Los is actualty arranged in five line stanzas but, as

Bentley points ou1,26 the second, third, and fourth lines together

seem to make up two of Blakets usual septenaries.

24 J.A. Vlittreich, "Opening the Seals", in Blake's Sublime Allegory,
ed. Stuart Curran and Joseph A. Wittreich (university of Wiscon-
sin Press, L973), p. 49-

25 Helen T. McNeil, "The Formal Art of The Four Zoasz, in Blake's
Visionary Forms Dramatic, êd. David V. Erdman and John E. Grant
(New ,fersey: Princeton University Press' 1970), p. 373.

G.E. Bentley, Jnr., VaIa, p. 185.

Although the term "quarry" is in general use in connection with
the relationship between The Four zoas Milton and Jerusalem

26

*

the source here cited is Northrop Frye , Fearful Symmetry, P. 3I5.
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perhaps after such a lengthy introduction it may be as well to

reiterate that these eleven passages wiII be considered in relation

to standard variations in English metrics; instances of enjambment'

pause, accentual variation, additional syllables, consonantal

clusteringt oT vo\¡rel and diphthong emphases will be noted, as will

Btakets paragraphing. Sometimes a "song" wiII be contrasted with a

passage designated by Blake as some other type of utterance, and the

songs will also be seen in relation to the rest of the Blakean canon

of "song", and in the context of the content both of the whole poem

and the immediate "rhythm of meaning".

I : Women Sing

Blake himself seems to have been undecided about who would

sing the first song - but there \^ras no doubt that it would be

ultimately caJ-led "song"'. Commenting on the third manuscript page'

Bentley writes:

The whole text is written over about twelve erased copperplate
lines, the third of which may end 'Round' and the sixth
'Dream'. These rlrere replaced þy lines in the Copperplate
Hand, no\^I erased, the first five' of which may read:

This is the [Oirge of Eno del] Song [a] of Enitharmon which
shook the heavens with wrath

And thus beginneth the Book of vala which lvhosoever reads
ff with his Intellect he comprehend the terrible S.rrterrc".27

A further alteration made the first line "The Song of the Aged Mother",

a confirmation of the total concept of a song as opposed to the dream

associated with the Night Thoughts and also an affirmation that

"dirge" would not do for the poem which would, after aII, conclude

with the overcoming of the divisions in man. Moreover, \,rith the

27 G.E. Bentley, Jnr 8 edition, ff, 1073.
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deletron of the reference to Eno The Four zoas moves away from The

Book of Los which had opened with the aged Mother, Iamenting the

"Times remote! !{hen Love & Joy were adoration: And non impure $tere

deem'd" (E., 89). The Aged Mother sings the immediately ensuing

three-Iine chant describing the brotherhood of the Zoas in Eden.

Her three lines sound the keynote for the poet's nine-book epic

about the disintegration and recovery of this brotherhood:

Four Mighty ones are in every Man: a Perfect Unity
Cannot Exist, but from the Universal Brotherhood of Eden
The Universal Man. To V'Ihom be Glory Evermore funen-

(E. , 297)

Vüilkie and Johnson" in their collaboration hypothesise that the

Aged Mother has Miltonic and Romantic echoes of a Muse-like figure -

a feminine consciousness, and there has been much written about

Blake's looking to Miltonic models, an issue which will be raised

again later.

Denis Saurat, in fact, selected a passage from The Four Zoas

which illustratæ not only the style of that poem, but also the

similarity of subject matter to Book V of Paradise Lost where Satan

firsÈ plots rebellion with Beelrubub.29 Another critic, while

acknowledgirqthat Blake's imagination was likely to transform

whatever it seized upon into the unrecognizable, shows that Blake

could not, nevertheless, rid himself entirely of the echoes of

Milton's phraseology, style and diction.'o Milton in the opening

28 Witkie and Johnsonr PP. 13-14.

29 Denis Saurat, B1ake and Milton (London: Stanley Nott, 1935),
p. 37.

Raymond D.
(New York:

Havens, The influence of Mitton on English Poetry30
RusseII, 1961), pp. 220-222.
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Iines of Paradise Lost had written "sing Heav'nly Muse"31.td Blake

uses this same poetic pattern of an initial statement of the subject'

the invocation, and then an extension of the subject, although Blake

invokes rather the Hebraic daughters of divine inspiration, Beulah

being the "new name" spoken by God in Isaiah 62:2-4 and applied to

Zion as Èhe land thaÈ "shall be married" by its Lord:

fn a slap at the Lockean conception of the poetic mind as

a storage bin for past sensory impressions, Blake calls on
the daughters of Beulah, daughters of Inspiration to aid
his song.32

AparÈ from this initial mention of "song" and before EniÈharmon sings

the f irst extended, "songt", the Song of Death, there are t\^ro other

brief references to "song" in Night the First: Enion sits among

the Rocks, "singing her lamentation" (1I. 7-8) and here Blake

supplements the verb in accordance \Á/ith her lamenting line:

"Farewell I die I hide from thy searching eyes'l and complements the

picture of Tharmas weeping and groaning (8., 298) while in the next

brief reference Blake extends the concept of song to a metaphor -

a song may be a heavenly agent with which the daughters of Beulah

are accustomed to meeting each fallen spirit (E-, 299-3OL) -

The text of the first "song" proper, that of Enitharmon in

Night the First, is reproduced bel-ow so that the reader may easily

refer to the lines under discussion:

3I John Milton, Complete þoems and maior prose, ed Merrit Y.
2IT.Hughes (Indianapolis: Odyssey Press,

McNeil, p. 378.32

1975), p.
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THE FOUR ZOAS: EniIhATMON,S of Death a Song of Vala

But Enitharmon ans\¡terd with a dropping tear & frowning
Dark as a dewy morning when the crimson light appears
To make us happy let them tdeary their immortal po\^/ers

Vthile we draw in their sweet delights while \^7e return them scorn
On scorn to feed our discontent; for if we grateful prove
They wilt withhold sweet love, whose food is thorns & bitter roots'
Vle hear the warlike clarions we view the turning spheres
Yet Thou in indolence ïeposest holding me in bonds
Hear! r will sing a Song of Death! it is a Song of VaIa!
The Fallen Man takes his repose: urizen sleeps in the porch
Luvah and VaIa woke & flew up from the Human Heart
Into the Brain; from thence upon the pitlow vala slumber'd,.
And, Luvah siez'd the Horses of Light, 6. rose into the Chariot of Day

s\^reet laughter siezd me in my sleep! silent & close I laughd
For in the visions of Vala I walkd with the mighty Fallen one
Heard. his voice among the branches, & amonq sweet flowers'

Vühy is the light of Enitharmon darken'd in dewy morn
Vlhy is the silence of Enitharmon a terror & her smile a whirlwind
Uttering this darkness in my halls, in the pillars of my Holy-ones
Why does thou weep as Vala? & wet thy veil with dewy tears,
In slumbers of my night-repose' infuisng a false morning?
Driving the Female Emanations all away from Los
I have refusd to look upon the Universal Vision
And wilt thou slay with death him who devotes himself to thee
Once born for the sport & amusement of Man now born to drink up

all his Por^lers

I heard the sounding sea; f heard the voice weaker and weaker;
The voice came & went like a dream, I awoke in my s\¡¡eet bliss.

Niqht the First, 30r;
27L.

The song is introd,uced as the second portion of Enitharmonrs

speech, and BenÈley conjectures that Blake replaced 'dirge' wiÈh

the second'song'r33 "Hear! ï wiII sing a Song of Death! it is a

song of vala!" (8., 3Ol). Enitharmonrs song (E., 3OL-2) introduces

in a garbled form three of the four main motifs in the sÈory of

Albionrs FaII: Luvah's seizure of Urizen's horses of light, VaIa's

E

K

33 Bentley (ed. ) , Blake's Writings, II, 1G89.
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seduction of Albion, and Albion's refusal to look upon the Divine

Vision. Enitharmon projects herself into the fantasy and quotes the

reproaches of Albiolì as t>ne rnore vr'aY l:o show i.,os t-he' impot'ence of

men and the Power of to*arr.34

This is a particularly interesÈing passage for in it Blake sets

aside a few tines wherein Enitharmon speaks to Los before she

specifically sets out to sing the Song of Death:

But Enitharmon answerd with a dropping tear & frowning
Dark as a dewy morning when the crimson light appears
To make us happy let them \^¡eary their immortal powers
!{hite $/e draw in their s\^reet delights while we return them scorn
On scorn to feed our discontents ¡ for if we grateful prove
They will withhold s\^Ieet love, whose food is thorns & hitierræts.
füe hear the warlike clarions we view the turning spheres
Yet Thou in indolence reposest holding me in bonds.

(E., 301, Page I0: I-8).

Of note is the extreme regularity of the septenaries; each of the

six lines of conversational verse has seven stressed and seven

unstressed syllab1es - allowing that, though Blake on this occasion

did not contract 'powers', he meant it to be taken as one syllable -

a reasonable assumption as the other five lines are all end-stopped.

Ho\^Iever, the lines are also given a prosaic overtone by the syntactic

enjambment and the strong verbs, and there is litt1e of significance

in the initial inversion of the iamb. Moreover, in comparison with

most of the sonqs to come, the diction is plain and relatively mono-

syllabic; it is in the Iast two lines as the Song of VaIa approaches

Èhat the diction changes and the visual images and poetic phrases

begin. Enitharmon's tone begins to change with the inversion of

adjective and verb as in a Milton model: 'grateful prove" then

34 Wilkie and Johnsonr PP. 32-33.
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after another brief statement the possessive pronoun occurs in a

dislocated position:

They wiII withhold sweet love, whose food is thorns & bitter ioots

( 1.6)

Syntactic repetition is introduced ("V'Ie hear the warlike clarions";

"\n¡e view the turning spheres") and Èhis heralds action in contrast

to the reference to the ind.olent Los; a monosyllabic imperative

"Hear!" bursts forth in an initiat position, and the song is at hand

in the determined grammatical construction of "I wiII sing", as the

poet separates the first part of Enitharmonrs utterance from the

second.

If the reader were but half attending to the preamble, no\ÁI

he will hear and hear again: "A Song of Death and a Song of Vala"i

he wiII hear of FaIIen Man, who like Los, takes his repose - and of

Urizen who sleeps. There is a sense of repetition, also, in the two

pïopeï names Luvah and Vala and in the verbs of action, as well as in

the line which carries over from the concept of the Human Heart to

the Brain.

Blake's erasures indicate that he was undecided about the tense

Of the twO verbS: "\nrake" and "fly", but the Keynes editiOn wOuld

seem to imply that Blake preferred the immediacy of the present in

both instances, and, the manuscript appears to have moved from past

to present. Keynes in his intuitive punctuation moved the semicolon

to after "from thence" which makesfor a more abstruse reading:

Luvah and VaIa woke & flew up from the Human Heart
fnto the Brain; from thence upon the pillow VaIa slumber'd.

(E. , 301; Bentley, V'rritings, Ir ,
1090. )

Into the Brain from thence; upon the pillow Vala slumber'd'

(K., 27L)
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One further reading could be consídered:

the pillow fwhere] Vala slumber'd (wittr acknowledgement
to M.J. ToIIey)

Throughout the song B]ake uses the play of ideal metre against

the rhythm of meaning to parallel wiÈh his sound effects the progress

of the sonçJ: Enitharmon catches the ear of Los in the first line

when the tTt carries a secondary stress and the next stresses fall
////

upon: Song and Oeâth and Song_ and VáIa - similarity of concept is

stressed; alternatively, syntactic paratlelism will catch the ear:

L2L2
[rtre ratten Man] [tatces his repose:] furizen] [sleeps . - -]

Although in the nineteen lines of Enitharmon's song and the

encapsulated voice of the Fallen One only four lines are fourteeners

in the true sense of the \^rord, in the majority of the instances there

is what has been called the "substratum"3S of the seven stresses to

enhance the idea of a returning measure, or "song".

Semantic parallelism is echoed in the repetition of a different

part of speech from the same root word:

Sweet laughter siezd me in my sleep! silent & close I laughd

It may be argued that in the passage preceding the "song" there is

also repetition of phrase and word, but the essential difference is

that the words there are grouped deliberately to make less of the

repetitive effect in the initial statement of Enitharmon - reading

with the cadence falling as towards a non-question line-end wiII not

have the rhetorical effect thaÈ is inherent in the rising interroga-

tive construction of the second example below:

35 George Saintsbury' A History of English Prosody, IfI, 28.
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Lines taken from the prelude to Enithannonrs "Song of Death":

To make us happy let them r^¡eary their immortal powers
Vltrile we draw in their sweet delights while we return them scorn
On scorn to feed our discontent;

(8. , 301)

Lines from the "Song'of Death" - the "why" in the initial
positions is very obtrusive repetiÈion as the lines sing in
their rising, reÈurning pattern:

*¿
&
,Á"

I
/

/v
darken'd in dewyis the

v
S

Y

x
morn

n a terror & her smile al-

, whirlwind ...
aJst thåu *án ." vara? & \^ret thy veir wittr ¿/d tlut=

(E. , 301)

Moreover, the Keynes edition indicates that in the fifth hne

of the second example, Blake deleted a word ("her") which had been

placed before "morn" and thus brought the two adjective and noun

phrases into parallel positions at the line end:

Vühy is the light of Enitharmon darken'd in [her def.] dewy morn

-37dewy tears

Alicia ostriker speaks of Btake's ending lines with unaccented

conjunctions, particles and prepositions and of his extending this

principle to the vicinity of the caesura - usually to serve some

expressive runcrior,.18 Although 
$ 

slunrb-e/d' çE-.301/10 r Z) rraEì ,a

quite ordinary feminine endlng and is not a conj¡¡stion,
participle or preposition, an expressive f unction oc"ot s in that
Blake could have wriÈten "slept", but "slumber'd" draÌn/s out the

sound to complement the mental picture of Vala's inactivity, a

direct contrast to Luvah's seizing of the Chariot of Day. "Slumbers"

will be repeated a few lines further on and the vowel sound will be

37 In the Keynes edition, del. is used for "deleted".

Ostriker, p.53.38
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echoed in the "Fallen one".* ,r, an earlier chapter it was pointed

out that Blake had lived aII but three years of his life in London

and the eighteenth-century lexicographer John !{alker says of the

word. rronett:

This word and its relatives "once" and "none" are perhaps
the best tests of a residence in the capiÈaI. In some parts
of the island they are pronounced so as to give the 'o' sound
it has in ttonet, sometimes the sound it has in tgonet; but
the true sound is that it has ín tsont, tdonet and cgr which
is perfectly equivalent to the sound of 'l¡' in 'sunt.39

Apart from "slumbertd" the other words that contain unstressed
¡t*

syltables at the line-end are morning, whirlwind, Vision and weaker

and these tend to accentuate the pause between the end of one line

and the beginning of the next line, so that the reader is yet again

encouraged to read in cadences and reminded of the tendency which

r¡ras evident in the minor prophecies to interpret by cadence the

movement of the ."tiorr.40

Walker also has a word to say for "chariot" contained ín the

phrase which comes with a rush of unstressed syllables as "Chariot

of Day'Lwriting that, although this could be taken as a disyllable,

the "Ieast solemnity, or even precision, *oéttte"."sarily retain the

sound of the'i'4I - here, though, it stands in apposition to the

39 John Walker, A CriÈical Pronouncing Díctionary, revised edition
(London: 1833), p. 359. This comment does not appear in the
first edition of the Dictionary' L79L.

Damon, I¡üillian Blake, his philosophy and Symbols, p. 53.40

4L V'Ialker, 1833 edition, p. 80

2t ft may be held that [n] is also picked up in "Luvah", but
V.A. De Luca in a study of Blake's proper names argues for the
sound of the back vowef [u] in the first syllable. V.A. De Luca,
"Proper names in the Structural Design of Blake's Myth-making",
Blake Stud,ies 8 (No. I, L979), pp. 5-22.

V'Ihen a list of words or phrases is taken from Erdman and Bloom
text, the convention of underlining is used in preference to
repeated inverted commas"

**
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phrase "Horses of Light" and the reference to Enitharmon laughing in

her sleep, so that the former disytlabic interpretation is the more

applicable, which make the sense of phrasing more evident.

There is a sense of phrasing, too, in the action as the scene

moves from Fallen man to urizen, thence to Luvah and vala (with

furÈher movement in the actions of that pair) and a return to the

Fallen one. At the same time the voice asks insistently: "r,rrhy ...

why ... hThy ..." against a background of sibilant pleasantness:

slumber, sweet laughter, Sweet flowers, silenÈ smiles and sleep - a

syncopation of jealousy and mischief against an ironically gentle,

soothing blanket of sound. Blake uses this same idea of contTast

of the ideal and the actual by retaining the regular seven stresses

found in the first part of the utterance' but increasing the number

of, and altering the arrangement of, the unsÈressed components of

the lines of "song". This is demonstrated in the anapestic rush

of extra medial unstressed syllables which parallels the urgency

of action and indeed of the horses departing:

oñ¿ '/"Jr' 
,J"r'd tÄe ná'J' J, 

"/nn , ; 'J. iå.å tñ" cn!'{ot J, olo -

B1ake created, too, a sense of ambiguity in his choice of word pairs:

Song of Death; silent and close laughter in sleep; light darken'd;

silence as a terrori a smile a whirlwind; a false morning, and

d.arkness in the pillars of the Holy-one.

In this first "song" Blake, who was to speak in Jerusalem of

poetry's being in the mouth of a true orator (E., L44), is applying

the concept of a versatile declamatory voice which was mentioned ín

relation to the poem, "A !{ar song to Englishmen", from the early

Poetical Sketches. He is also reaching towards a technique that
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would differentiate the "song" from the utterance, that would express

something of the fantasy which Enitharmon created, that would contrast

the "song" with the coming indignation of Los, and that would imply

that here indeed \,,ras "songt", yêt a "song of Death". And Blake

achieved all of these by a series of contrasts of metre, Iexicon and

cadence and a variety of visual pictures for the mind's eye and of

aural emphases for the inner ear, as the following lines will

demonstrate:

The utterance ends: Yet Thou in ind.olence reposest holding me in bonds

The Song begins: Hear! I will sing a Song of Death! it is a Song of
VaIa !

The Sonq ends: T heard the sounding sea; I heard the voice \^Teaker
and weaker;

The voice came & went like a dream, I awoke in my
sweet b1iss.

The next paragraph begins: Then Los smote her upon the Earth twas
Iong eer she revivd

Comparative conversational restraint is replaced by determination to

sing; the song dies away in a rush of sibitants and the next line

ushers in violence with its plosive consonants-

If the first "song" of Enitharmon hlas a "Song of Death", her

second song, occurring in Night the Second, may be said to be a song

of life, in the sense that we are told that "she sang oer Los

reviving him to Life his groans were terrible". Ho\¡Ieverr aS was

mentioned earlier, Enítharmon sings of woman's power over man; she

rejoices in the pain of love:

The joy of woman is the Death of her most best beloved
V'Iho dies for Love of her
In torments of fierce jealousy & pangs of adoration.

(E. , 317)
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THE FOUR ZOAS: Enitharmonrs Sonq over f,os revivinq him to life

She sang oer Los, revi.ving hin to Life his groans were terrible
But thus she sang I sieze the sphery harp I strike the strings

At the first Sound the Golden sun arises from the Deep

And shakes his awful hair
The Eccho wakes the moon to unbind' her silver locks
The golden sun bears on mY song
And nine bright spheres of harmony rise Ïound the fiery King

The joy of woman is the Death of her most best beloved
lVho dies for Love of her
In torments of fierce jealousy & pangs of adoration'
The Lovers night bears on mY song
And the nine spheres rejoice beneath my powerful controll

The sing unceasing to the notes of my immortal hand
The solemn silent moon
Reverberates the tiving harmony upon my limbs
The birds & beasts rejoice a PIaY
And every one seeks for his mate to prove his inmost joy

Furious & terrible they sport & rend the nether deeps
The deep lifts up his rugged head
And lost in infinite hymfm]ing wings vanishes with a cry
The fading cry is ever dying
The living voice is ever living in its inmost joy

Arise you little glancing wings & sing your infant joy
Arise s. drink your bliss
For every thing that lives is holy for the source of life
Descends to be a weePing babe
For the Earthworm renews the moisture of the sandy plain

Now my left hand I stretch to earth beneath
And strike the terrible sÈring
f wake sweet joy in dens of sorrow & I plant a smile
In forests of affliction
And wake the bubbling springs of life in regions of dark death

O I am weary lay thine hand upon me or I faint
I faint beneath these beams of thine
For thou hast touchd my five senses & they answerd thee
Nowlamnothing&Isink
And on the bed of silence sleep till thou awakest me

Ni ht the Second 317-8;
249-90.

Enitharmon sings of the nine spheres - that is, the seven planets

and the sun and the moon - as being under her control, and takes for

her own use the axiom that "everything that lives is holy". In Los,

however, delusive hopes are kindled and he revives - and is abandoned

by Enitharmon.

,

E
K
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Therefore, here is a second song of tdelusiont - and a far

more dangerous one than the sexual fantasy that Enitharmon wove

about Albion. and it is not surprising to find thatBlake has added

to the illusion by setting out the unpleasant song in pleasant stanzas.

ft hras mentioned that Bentl"y4'pointed out that the second, third

and fourth Iines of the grouping of five lines work as two fourteeners'

but even without this rationalisation the stanzas have a "measured

lyrical" form with three long and two short lines alternating. The

song of Enitharmon looks like a sonçJ, as opposed to the septenary

Iines amongst which it is set. The second illusion that Blake

ironically sets against the content of the song is the diction; one

phrase from what could be a pastoral image inÈroduces an initial

thought - and the second phrase counters ít in an inverted parallelism

which hints at the rrapturous delusive trance'- For example:

the Golden sun arises from the DeeP
And shakes his awful hair

The joy of woman/ is the death of her most best beloved

The birds & beasts rejoice & PIaY

Furious & terríb1e they sport & rend the nether deeps

o"å."r,a" ro be " *..nÏiä lli.=""'"e 
or rire

Generally speaking, assonance, consonance and. alliteration do occur,

but without pattern and witlrout an emphasis upon any one particular

sound unless it be the sibilance of some of the short lines:

I

2

3

4

42 G.E. Bentley' ilnr (ed.) Valâr p. 185.
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The golden sun bears on my song (partial repetition of a syllable)

The solemn, silent moon (initial and medial consonance and
inverted assonance)

The birds & beasts rejoice & play (altiteration and different
consonantal echo)

And strikes the terrible string (altiteration and similar
consonantal echo)

In forests of affliction (consonantal echo)

The reader is aware that Blake is using an echoic effect, but the

pattern is iltusory. This occurs in the first stanza thus: The

first line is so sÈrongly alliterative that the reader is prepared

for a symphony of sibilants, and the second line adds to the

impression:

I sieze the sphery harp I strike the strings

At the first Sound the Golden sun arises from the Deep

The third line, however, rings out of tune. Suddenly it is briefer,

a trimeter and the consonance is the slightly less sibilant'shli-

and rfiery' stands in contrast to the 'sphery', although both

ad.jectives are related through the musical terms with which they

are surrounded. Perhaps Blake is reminding the careful reader that

in her last song Enitharmon spoke of the Chariot of Day - here she

speaks of the 'fiery Kingr and iÈ may be asked whether she is again

creating a fantasy. Thus the first stanza leads a litÈle into the

sudden shock of the next bold statement on the torments of jealousy

and the pangs of adoration.

The second stanza is simpler echo= mogþ/best; Death,/dies;

of her ... of her; torments ... adoration; night ... nine; bears

beneath - "best beloved" is the only alliteration, while the third

stanza of this song of Enitharmon repeats the pattern of the first -

musical, with pleasant imagery, and sensual undercurrents. The next
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three stanzas also alternate the dire and the delightful, but not

with the echoic alternation evident in the first and third stanzas'

while the final five lines make an appeal that Los cannot resist.

Thus in this second. song of Enitharmon which is also a deluding

scheme and statement B]ake expresses the contlast between the

illusory and the acÈual by setting up pteasant stanzas in the form

of,five lines, which are indeed fourteeners, or variations around

Èhat - a visual illusion. In half of these, the content is congruent

wiÈh the poetic effect, but in the other half the substance is

ironically at odds with the form. There are echoic effects, but the

reader will not be able to establish any pattern - now they are used

in the short line, now in the long line - now the sound is sibilant,

no\À¡ plosive, but seldom is there a ttunet of a returning vowel-

Stanza six is of terrible imagery, but of strong alliterative music;

sÈanza five is of 'b]issr, but it is by repetition of syntax, not

echo, that the ear is caught - an aural illusion. If the Blakean

reader would turn to cadence, he is driven to lines - a cognitive

dissonance.

Blake leads us into one expectation, on into the shado\^/s as

Enitharmon led Los, and then the illusion vanishes - it looked like a

song, iÈ almost sounded like a song - but the lovely one sang in

rRapturous delusive trancer .

II : The Demons Sing

It seems no accident that three of the eleven "song's" in The

Four zoas are sung by Demons for Blake uses the verse from Paults

Letter to the Ephesians (the King James version, 6zL2) as the epigraph
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to the poem and this speaks of wrestling againsÈ or contending not

against flesh and blood, but against the "principalities", "the powers"

and the "rulers of ... Darkness"43 and, although Demons are not

necessarily evit, there is the theme of the Fallen condition of man;

angels will sing at the birth of Christ - but it is Orc who is here -

and the Demons wiII howl. In the wars of Heaven depic ted in Paradise

Lost, Book VI, Iines 204-2-5, the "faithful Armies rung Hosanna to
L¿.

Highest"-'- but when the sons of Urizen forge the sword of \^lar'

demons sing. An Epithalamion, a "Song made in lieu of many ornaments

... and for short time an endlesse moniment"45 i" hardly appropriate,

for this is the Nuptial Song of Los and Enitharmon:

The marriage of Los and Enitharmon is necessarily a disaster,
for it confirms Urizen's triumph, and symbolizes an
acceptance of the fallen state ... the bread and wine of this
feast are the body and blood of the fallen Albion, but the
symbolism is demonic in this context for the feast is an
acceptance of mortality.46

The Demons may well sing!

Blake wrote these lyrics in a recognisable song form, but such

stanzas seem to have been a relatively short-Iived idea adopted and

abandoned during the early vision of the prophetic *otk.47

This song of the Demons is introduced with a one line paragraph:

"And This is the Songl sung at The Feast of Los and Enitharmon"

(E. , 304) :

Hol BibIe Authorised King James version (Canberra: Bible Society
L. Aust. f948) and HoIy Bible, Revised Standard Version (London:
Thomas Nelson, 1959), p. 22O.

Milton, p. 328.

Edmund Spenser,
1950), p. 584.

Poetical Vüorks (London: Oxford University Press'

Erdman and Bloom, p. 867.

c.E. Bentley, Jnr" (ed.), Vala, p. I85.

43

44

45

46

47
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THE FOUR ZOAS: The Nuptial Song' suncl by the Demons of the DeeP at

the Feast of Los and Enitharmon

And. Los & Enitharmon sat in discontent & scorn
The Nuptial song arose from all the thousand thousand spirits
Over the joyful Earth & Sea, and ascended into the Heavens

For Elemental Gods their thunderous Organs blew; creating
Delicious viand.s. Demons of vÙaves their watry Eccho's woke!
Bright souls of vegetative life, budding and blossoming

Stretch their immortal hands to smite the gold & silver Wires
And with immortal Voice soft warbling fill all Earth & Heaven.

füith doubting Voices & loud Horns \^lound round sounding
Cavernous dwellers fiII'd the enormous Revelry, Responsing!
And Spirits of Flaming fire on high, govern'd the mighty Song'

And This the Song! sung at The Feast of Los & Enitharmon

Ephraim calld out to Zion: Awake O Brother Mountain
Let us refuse the PIow & Spade, the heavy Roller e spiked
Harro\^l. burn aII these corn fields. throw down aII these fences
Fattend. on Human blood & drunk with wine of life is better far

Than aII these la-l¡ours of the harvest & the vinÈage. see the river
Red with the btood of Men. swells lustful round my rocky knees
My clouds are not the clouds of verdant fields & groves of fruit
But cluds of Human souls. my nostrils drink the lives of Men

The Villages Lament. they faint outstretchd upon the plain
tüailing runs round the valleys from the Mill & from the Barn
But most the polishd Palaces dark silent bow with dread
Hiding their books & pictures. underneath the dens of Earth

The Cities send to one another saying My sons are Mad

V,Iith wine of cruelty. Let us plat a scourge O Sister City
Children are nourishd for the Slaughter; once the Child was fed'

I¡üith Milk; but wherefore no\^/ are Children fed with blood

The Horse is of more value than the Man. The Tyger fierce
Laughs at the Human form. the Lion mocks & thirsts for blood
They cry o spider spread thy web! Enlarge thy bones & fill'd
I¡ùith marrow. sinews & flesh Exalt thyself attain a voice

CatI to Èhy dark armd hosts, for aII the sons of Men muster together
To desolate Èheir cities! Man shall be no more! Awake o Hosts
The bow string sang upon the hills! Luvah & VaIa ride
Triumphant in the bloody sky. & the Human form is no more

The listning Stars heard, & the first beam of the morning started back
He cried out to his Father, depart! depart! but sudden siez'd
And clad in steel. & his Horse proudly neighd; he smelt the battle
Afar off, Rushing back, reddning with rage the Mighty Father
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Siezd his bright Sheephook studded with gems & gold, he Swung ít
round

His head shrill sounding in the sky, down rushd the Sun with noise
of \^rar. The MounÈains fled away they sought a place beneath
VaIa remaind in desarts of dark solitude. nor Sun nor Moon

By night nor day to comfort her, she la-l¡ourd in thick smoke

Tharmas endurd not, he fled howling. then a barren waste sunk down

Conglobing in the dark confusion, Mean time Los was born
And Thou O Enitharmon! Hark I hear the hammers of Los

They melt the bones of VaIa, & the bones of Luvah into wedges
The innumeralole sons & daughters of Luvah closd in furnaces
MeIt into furrows. winter blows his bellows: Ice & Snow

Tend the dire anvils. Mountains mourn & Rivers faint & fail

There is no ciÈy nor corn-field nor orchard! all ís Rock & sand
There is no Sun nor Moon nor Star. but rugged. wintry rocks
Justling together in the void suspended by inward fires
Impatience now no longer can endure. Distracted Luvah

Bursting forth from the loins of Enitharmon, Thou fierce Terror
Go howl in vain, SmiÈe Smite his fetters Smite O wintry hammers
Smite Spectre of Urthona, mock the fiend who drew us down
From heavens of joy into this Deep. Now rage but rage in vain

Thus Sang the Demons of the Deep. the Clarions of !Íar blew loud

Niqht the First, 8., 304-5¡
K., 274-6.

Blake deleted his first =t.rt48 and wrote in the name of the

mountain mentioned so often in the old Testam"rrt49 - 'Ephraim', but

this is no fruitf,rl5o *oontain for it refuses the plow and spade;

cornfields are to be burned; Ephraim's clouds are not those of

verdant fields and groves of fruit, but clouds of Human Souls. The

most immediate impression of the Nuptiat Song in Night the First is

the way in which it begins with imperatives: awake, refuse, burn,

throw down, while a second stanza introduces, if not so many violent

verbs, some sublime images: the river, red with the blood of men;

4A

49

G.E. Bentley, (ed.), I¡üiIliam Blake's lrlritings, fI, 1097'

Alexander Cruden, Cruden rs Complete Concordance Èo the Old and
Ne\^r Testaments (1736; rpt. London: Lutterworth Press' 1951
p. L84.

Dictionary of the Bible, ed. James Hastings (Edinburgh: T.T.
Clark, 1950), p. 233-4 in a 'popular etymologyt of tEphraim'
connects the name with the verb tparaht, "to be fruitful"
and t epher t "eartht' .

),

50
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the rocky knees, the clouds of Human souls; the nostrils drinking

the Iives of Men. Margaret Rudd writes of the imagery of The Four

Zoas as this foIIo\^IS on from the minor prophecies:

Imagery too is undergoing a significant change' No longer
is itrere delight in external nature. Nor is there much

cosmic imagery as a drop-curtain background to gigantic
archetypes. It has turned startlingly inwards, and has to
do with nerves, arteries, the brain, with moments of mental
apprehension which stretch to eternity, with atoms of space

that become 'windows into Edenr, \nrith the interior landscape
of Beulah where opposites are lit by the same moon and seem

equally true.51

The third stanza of the Nuptial song brings visions of the Dark Ages,

as men hide their books and pictures while the following lines bring

yet more horror - children are nourished for the slaughter, the

animal kingdom is let loose on the world, man shall be no more'

nature is rampant, and when Experience is triumphant, there will be

desolation - and there will be the 'fierce Terrorr. In this way'

Blake foreshadows what will be the next song of the Demons - that

around the infant orc, and the coming of the war and the Demons'

third song is anticipated as "batÈle afar off" '

In constructing his imagery, Blake would have considered also

the individual word: "earth" was liable Èo have two pronunciations -

the coarse, vulgar turtht and the polite Suage reth" actors gave

the passionate short vowel to "fierce"i "fom" had two variations

of pronunciation; the muÈe "h" of Ben Jonsonts observation had'

recovered its power in the eighteenth century in "host" while solemn

speaking required the long tot in "gold", but not the corrupt'

indolent'andvulgar"g'oold"ifurthermorerin"bellows"thelast
52

syllable \^Ias "beyond recovery" in its "lus"!

Margaret Rudd,
Yeats, Newlin,

Divided Image: a StudY of Vlilliam B1ake and !Ù.8.
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd. ' 1953),

p. L23.

V,Ialker, 1833 edition, pp. 59, 168, 2O3, 2L3, 254, 23O, 48

5I

52
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Moving from consideration of the isolated word' it must be

noted that Blake has creat-ed a series of vivid mental pictures in

this song at the wed.ding feast: the river, red with the blood of

men, swirling around the rocky knees of the mountain: the polished

palaces bowing in dread; the sheephook studded with gems and gold;

winter blowing his bellows; ice and snow tending the dire anvils -

rock and sand; rugged wintry rocks. Much has been written of

Wordsworth's personification of NaÈure in The Prelude but Blake has

also in an image, found a Person.

This may noÈ be the usual song for a wedding feast, but it is

a song such as the wandering minstrels of o1d might have sung -

conjuring up for their listeners pictures in the mind before ever

the eye could read them in print.

Blake holds to the septenary very well in this songt over two

thirds of the lines may be read as verse that does no violence to

the concepÈ of seven stresses occurring. lrlhat is most turbulentt

and in keeping with this rush of thoughts absolutely contrasting to

the usual good wishes at a wedding, is Blakers syntactic unit, rot

almost eveïy stanza incorporates lines run on' both grammatically and

semantically. Blake has left Bysshian principles well behind!

Moreover, almost every stanza includes an example of initial foot

inversion, beyond even the limits accepted by Augustan critics; the

words thus emphasised are not poetic ones: fatt-eq!!r red with the

blood,

iustli

wailing, sieztd melt into furrows tend the dire anvils

nq toqether in the void. occasionally Blake does use foot-
//

Smite, Spéctre), but

syllables. The song

Losr and this is the

upon blow. Often a line

distention to emphasise a non-poetic concept (

on the whole there are feI^7er extra unstressed

speaks in the ninth stanza of the 'hammers of

effect that Blake has tried to achieve - blow
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wilt be longer than the fourteeners, but still incorporate stress

upon the wealth of sÈrong words. Moreover. these stresses most often

faII upon long vowels and diphthongs adding to the impression of

emphatic beat - a remarkable word choice in view of the number of

words of more than one sYllable.

The five stanzas which are given to the Demons to sing around

the infant Orc also feature enjambment, not the extreme continuation

of the Iast line of one stanza into the first line of the next one

thaÈ had occurred within the passage about the Nuptial I'east, but

close to the Miltonic "sense variously drawn out from one Verse into

another" .53

THE FOUR ZOAS: The Sonq sung by the Demons at the birth of orc

Soon as his burning Eyes were opend on the Abyss
The horrid trumpets of the deep bellowd with bitter blasts
The Enormous Demons woke & howld around the new born king
Crying Luvah King of Love thou art the King of rage & death
lJrizen cast deep darkness round him raging Luvah pourd
The spears of Urizen from Chariots round the Eternal tent
Discord began then yells & cries shook the wide firmafm]ent

Where is Sweet Vala gloomy prophet where the lovely form
That drew the body of Man from heaven into this dark Abyss
Soft tears Er sighs where are you come forth shout on bloody fields
Shew thy soul VaIa shew thy bow & quiver of secret fires

Draw thy bow VaIa from the depths of hell thy black bow draw
And twang the bow string to our howlings let thine arro\¡¡s black
Sing in the Sky as once they sang upon the hills of Light
Vnfhen dark Urthona wept in torment of the secret pain

He wept & he divided & he laid his gloomy head
Down on the Rock of Eternity on darkness of Èhe deep
Torn by black Storms & ceaseless torrents of consuming fire
!üithin his breast his fiery sons chaind down & filld with cursings

And breathing terrible blood & vengeance gnashing his teeth with pain
Let loose the Enormous Spirit in the d,arkness of the deep
And his dark wife that once fair crystal form divinely clear
VÍithin his ribs producing serpents whose souls are flames of fire

53 Milton, p. 2LO.
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But now the times return upon thee Enitharmons womb
Now holds thee soon to issue forth. Sound Clarions of war
CaIl VaIa from her close recess in atl her dark deceit
Then rage on rage shall fierce redound ouÈ of her crystal quiver

So sung the Demons round red Orc & round faint Enitharmon

Niqht the Fifth' 333
306-7 .

In this song Blake is almost pointedly regular, both in stanzaic

form, and in septenary line to provide, it seems, a serene metrical

background as an irony when the content is considered. Two lines in

which Blake does indulge in extra unstressed syllables incorporate

the most violent imagery:

And breathing terrible blood & vengeance gnashing his teeth
with pain
(E. , 333)

Then rage on rage shall fierce redound out of her crystal quiver
(E. , 333)

The one line in which Blake uses the spondee is an unusual line in

that the caesura of sense comes early in a very alliterative line

which has also a sense of inverted parallelism and repetition:

E
K

ot/^* tr:o a!,
/

å r'ð* tñe aJptr,s Jr n(n úv atât o!, u,!*Val

Erdman points out that references to the "black bow" allude to the

gun of black metalr54 trrd thus Blake uses the lexicon to tie in VaIa

as associated with war, for this is the book of orc, of Revolution.

However, this song will now not only relate back to the marriage

feast of Los and Enitharmon, for orc is their son, but will look to

the third song of the Demons in Night the Seventh (b) in which the

Urizenic wars will be described. This line is, thus, a pivotal line;

54 David V. Erdman, Blake: Prophet against Empire, p. 300.
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it has been preceded by events which include Èhe birth of Orc when

the Demons \^rake and howl around. him, invoking their own "Muse" -

Luvah, King of love, King of rage and death; vala has been enticed

with sweet words to come forth and then tempted into war - and ordered

to show the bow and the quiver - and finally commanded Èo draw that

bow. Vüith each phrase, Blake changes the diction; the passage is

prefaced with the alliÈerative line: "The horrid trumpets of the

deep bellowd with bitter bÌasts" (E., 333, page 58, line 20) - Force-

fut plosive consonants provide echoes of the discordant yells and

cries; sibilants and the soft 'I' draw forth sweet VaIa, Iovely form,

soft tears and sighs, vtith an abrupt change in mid-Iine: "Soft

tears e sighs l^Ihere are you come forth shout on bloody fields":

The "howld" chant with which Orc is greeted ... ' sung
appropriately by "Enormous Demons" and doubtless intended
as a parodic reversal of the legendary guiet that silenced
the demons when Christ was born in midwinter, is better
understood as sheer sound effect than as statement. If
such roarings can be said to have a theme, it is the
celebration of energy ... 55

There will be a song, but there will be \^¡eeping, dividing, chaining,

cursing and gnashing of teethi it is, therefore' hardly surprising

that Blake introduces ah almost prosaic rhythm and narrative style

as he moves away from the septenary to relate the story of dark

Urthona, an effect that Saintsbury would liken to a 'bastard rhythm'

"neither pure verse nor ... rhythmical prose, but a hybrid between

them". 56

55 Wilkie and Johnsonr pp. 104-5.

Saintsbury, History' III' 26.56
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This second song of the Demons, around the infant Orc, then.

certainly includes Alicia Ostriker's elements of the "Iyric", the

"bombastic" and the "argumentaÈive"r57 and what Blake, in own words,

set out as the "terrific", the "mild" and the "prosaic", and aII are

necessary in this paradoxical hymn.

The third song of the Demons in Night the Seventh (b) (E- ' 396-7) -

printed below - also manifest contrasts of diction, but the juxta-

positions occur within the same phrase. fn the first song' the NupÈial

Song, B1ake provided a theoretical background of rejoicing - a wedding -

and in the 'terrific numbers', the violent imagery, the dread senti-

ments, the contorÈed syntax, created an ironical twist and a "song"

appropriate to Èhe demons. fn the second "song", Blake moved from

the violent to the gentle and back to the call for the Clarions of

!ùar. In this third "song", the Clarions of Vlar have compelled the

arts of life to be changed into Èhe arts of death - all is thus

confounded. Battle rages around tender lirnbs, smiles are among

bitter tears, the wound of the sword is sweet and Èhe broken bone is

detightful - two contrasting states are presented: "a catalogue of

sensuous delights which recall Blake's 'To the Evening Star' ... then

the horrors that lvafa] ... has loosed upon the world."58

This is no warbling brook nor Shadow of a Myrtle tree
But blood & \n/ounds ç dismal cries 6, clarions of war
And hearts laid open to the light by the broad. grizLy sword
And bowels hidden in hammerd steel

(E 3e7)

57 ostriker, pp. L77-I79.

v[ilkie and Johnsonr p. 25I .58
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Into war, too, biblical imagery intrudes: a Melancholy

Mag<la,J,en, a Sepulchre in the morning, the sower spreading the seed

of life; moreover, in the choice of the word 'girdr, Blake may have

been conscious of the Biblical image (which occurs in Ephesians just

after the passage selected for The Four Zoas epigraph) of the girding

of the roins with truth (Ephesians 6:14)59.rrd of the evangerical

hymn writers' exhortation to 'Gird, on thy thigh the Spirit's sword60-

a phrase taken from Psalms 4523¡ furthermore, Orc will become as the

Serpent aròund the Tree of Mystery. In the next Night (the Eighth) '

Blake will pick up the imagery of the Crucifixion; for the present

the question is to be raised in the mind - are these indeed HoIy Wars?

THE FOUR ZOAS: The Sonq of the Demons of the DeeP

Noh/ now the Battle rages round thy tender limbs o Vala
Now smile among thy bitter tears now put on all thy beauty
Is not the wound of the sword Sweet & the broken bone delightful
VüiIt thou now smile among the slain when the wounded groan in the

field

Lift up thy blue eyes VaIa & put on thy sapphire shoes
O Melancholy Magdalen behold the morning breaks
Gird on thy flaming zone. descend into the Sepulcher
Scatter the blood from thy golden brow the tears from thy silver locks
Shake off the waters from thy wings & the dust from thy white

garments

Remember all thy feigned terrors on the secret Couch
Vùhen the sun rose in glowing morn with arms of mighty hosts
Marching to battle who was wont to rise with Urizens harps
Girt as a Sower with his seed to scatter life abroad

Arise O VaIa bring the bow of
How ragd the golden horses of
Compelld to leave the plow to

desolation
To trample the corn fields in
This is no warbling brook nor

Urizen bríng the swift arrohTs of light
rJrizen bound to the chariot of Love
the Ox to snuff up the winds of

boastful neighings. this is no gentle harp
Shadow of a Myrtle tree

59 HoIy Bible, Authorised King James Version, New Testament, p- 189.

60 Methodist Hymn Book (London: Methodist Conference office, L962),
Hlrmn No.27O: "My Heart is fuII of Christ", 1. 13; Authorised
Version, O.T., p.513.
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But blood & wounds & d,ismal cries & clarions of war
And. hearts laid open to the light by the broad grizLy sword
And bowels hidden in hammerd steel rippd forth upon the Ground
CaIl- forth thy Smiles of soft deceit call forth thy cloudy tears
lrle hear thy signs in trumpets shril-I when Morn shall blood renew

Niqht the Seventh (b), 396-7 ¡

337-8.

Blake hotds even less firmly to the septenary in this third

song of the Demons as extra unstressed syllables abound, the stanzaic

quatrain is thrice extended with a fifth line. However, the song

emerges as thought upon thought upon thought. Blake has given to it

a sense of the beat of war by repetition of word or syllable sound,

by consonantal echo, by altiteration, by the flow of examples

involving a colour image and by Èhe syntactic dislocation in order

to present the forceful element first in the line:

E
K ,

Now now O VaIa

all thy .,(9vbea

How ragd the golden horses of Urizen
Compelld to leave the plow
To trample the corn fields

Sometimes, too, the repetition is of two questions upon each other;

at other times ímperative verbs aïe repeated: Iift up' put on, gird

on, descend, scatter, shake off. In the last paragraph, Blake

deleted 'darkness' and. thus strengthened the alliterative effect of

the following line:

And bowels hidden [in darkness del.] in hammered steel ripp'd,
forth upon the ground.

(K. , 338)

This third song should also be seen, apart from its relation to the

other songs of the Demons, as following on from the song of the

r('o)
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Elemental Gods a few lines earlier in Night the Seventh (b), for

both appropriate the imagery of the Passion to hightight the horrors

of war.

III : Other Voices of Song

THE FOUR ZOAS: The Sonq of the Elemental Gods

Sound the !Íar trumpet terrific Souls clad in aÈtractive steel
Sound the shrilt fife serpents of war. I hear the northern drum
Awake, I hear the flappings of the folding banners

The dragons of the North put on their armour
Upon the Eastern sea direct they take their course
The glittring of their horses trapping stains the vault of night

Stop we the rising of the glorious King. spur spur your clouds
Of death O northern drum awake O hand of iron sound
The northern drum. Now give the charge! bravely obscurd!
Vüith darts of wintry hail. Again the black bow draw
Again the Elemental Strings to your right breasts draw
And let the thundring drum speed on the arroh¡s black
The arrows flew from cloudy bow all day. till blood
From east to west flowd like the human veins in rivers
Of tife upon Èhe plains of death & valleys of despair

Now sound the clarions of Victory now strip the slain
clothe yourselves in golden arms brothers of war

Night the Seventh (b), 395-6¡
336-7 .

In this song of the Elemental Gods, B1ake uses a short line

most often; the cadences or phrases within the line are themselves

short - almost staccato - and the syntax is kept deliberately

straightforward. Rather than inserting extra syllables into the

septenary, Blake often groups together his stresses by inverting

the foot, and in this short punch-line effect the beat of war is

paralleled. ft is an impressionistic technique, using dramatic

E

K
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speech and the present tense. This is well demonstrated by

reference to the lines which are inserted as explanation into the

"song" proper and which can be read as smoothly flowing prose -

lacking the songrs effect of the drumming of a war-song:

And let the thundering d,rum speed on the arroüt black

(the "song" is interrupted)

The arrows flew from cloudy bow all day. till blood,/ From
east to west flowd like the human veins in rivers/ of Life
upon the plain of death & valleys of despair

(comment is inserted)

Now sound the clarions of VicÈory now strip the slain
Now clothe yourselves in golden arms brothers of war

(the "song" is resumed)

(8. , 396)

Blake begins with a drum beat of repetiÈion as he uses the word

"sound" in the fírst Èwo lines, and the later "spur, spur" continues

both this effect and consonantal echo of the same sibilant. In his

re-use of other words within the same passage ("awake", "northern

drum", "\nrar"), Blake achieves a sense of continuity despite the

short sharp cadences, reinforces the imagery of war and maintains

the idea of a recurring sound, almost a drum-beat parallel.

These two songs in NighÈ the Seventh (b), therefore, work very

well together. The Song of the Elemental Gods \4tith its short, sharp

syntax and limited imagery introduces a warlike tone; the song of

the Demons, following a brief narrative section, presents the tumult

of war with a wealth of images, dislocation of syntax, together with

echoic sound, and in contrast to the intervening passages of more

prosaic character demonstrates that Blake had a partícular effect in

mind, and one which he successfully presented - songs of war.
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Before looking at the two songs in Night the Eighth, it is

helpful to recall the summarising of Northrop Frye:

The first four Nights describe the FaII down to Adam's
time, and the next four are concerned with human history
and the sharpening of the opposition between the evolution
of Los and the cycle of orc. In Night VII the passing of
an Orc cycle brings this opposition into focus, and the
Spectre of Urthona becomes the basis boÈh of imaginative
art and of tyranny and mystery. In Night VIII the opposition
is complete ... Just before the apocalypse begins in the
next Night we are given the gloomiest possible view of human

life as an indefinite series of cycles .u, the old disorder
will change and give place to a new one.

And it is in terms of "opposition" Èhat the two songs in

Eighth should be seen; that of the sons of Eden and that

Females of Amalek, the former nominally from the side of

latter of the lineage of the "false Fema1e, as in an ark

which Christ must rend".62

Night the

of the

good, the

and veil

THE FOUR ZOAS: The Sonq of the Sons of Eden

Then sang the Sons of Eden round the Lamb of God & said
Glory Glory Glory to the holy Lamb of God
!ùho now beginneÈh to put off the dark Satanic body
Now we behold redemption Now we knovl that life Eternal
Depends alone upon the Universal hand e not in us
Is aught but death In individual weakness sorrow & pain
We behold with wonder Enitharmons Looms & Los's Forges
And the Spindles of Tirzah & Rahab and the MiIIs of Satan &

Beelzeboul
In Golgonooza Losts anvil-s stand & his Furnaces rage
Ten thousand demons labour at the forges Creatíng Continually
The times & spaces of Mortal Life the sun the Moon the stars
In period of Pulsative furor beating into wedges & bars
Then drawing into wires the terrific Passions & Affections
of spectrous dead. Thence to the Looms of cathedron conveyd
The Daughters of Enitharmon \^Ieave the ovarium & the integument
In soft silk drawn from their own bowels in lascivious delight
V'Iith songs of sweetest cadence to the turning spindle & reel
Lutling the weeping spectres of the dead. clothing their limbs
füith gifts o gold of Ed.en. Astonishd stupified with delight
The terrors put on their sweet cloÈhing on the banks of Arnon
Whence they plunge into the river of space for a period till
The dread S1eep of Ulro is past. But Satan Og e Sihon
Build Milts of resistless wheels to unwind the soft thread,s & reveal

61

62

Northrop Frye, Fearful Symmetry, pP. 303-4.

Erdman and Bloom, p. 364.
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Naked of their clothing the poor spectres before the accusing heavens
Vlhile Rahalo e Tirzah far different mantles prepare webs of torture
Mantles of despair gírdles of bitter compunction shoes of indolence
veils of ignorance covering from head to feet with a cold web

!{e look down into ulro we behold the v{onders of the Grave
Eastward of Golgonooza stands the Lake of Udan Adan In
Entuthon Benithon a Lake not of Vüaters but of Spaces
Perturbd. black & deadly in its Islands e its Margins
The Mills of Satan and Beelzeboul stand round the roots of Urizens

tree
For this Lake is formd from the tears S sighs C death sweat of the

Victims
of urizen laws. to irrigate the roots of the tree of Mystery
They unweave the soft threads then they weave them anew in the forms
of dark death e despair & none from Eternity to Eternity could

Escape
But thou o universal Humanity who is one Man blessed for Ever
Recievest the Integuments woven Rahab beholds the Lamb of God

she smites with her knife of flint she destroys her own work
Times upon times thinking to destroy the Lamb blessed for Ever
He puts off the ctothing of blood he redeems the spectres from their

bonds
He awakes the sleepers in Ulro the Daughters of Beulah praise him
They anoint his feet with ointment they wipe them with the hair of

their head

We now behold the Ends of Beulah & we now behold
Where Death Eternal is put off Eternally
Assume the d.ark Satanic body in the Virgins \^romb

o l-amb divin[e] it cannot thee annoy o pitying one
Thy pity is from the foundation of the world & thy Redemption
Begun Already in Eternity Come then O Lamb of God
Come Lord Jesus come quicklY

So sang they in Eternity looking down into Beulah-

Niqht the Eighth, E

K
36r-363;
346-7 .

THE FOUR ZOAS: The Song of the Females of Amalek

Hear ye the song of the Females of Amalek

O thou poor human form O thou poor child of woe
Ialhy dost thou wander al¡Iay from Tirzah why me compell to bind thee
If thou dost go away from me I shall consume upon the rocks
These fibres of thine eyes that used to wander in distant heavens
Away from me I have bound down with a hot iron
These nostrils that Expanded wiÈh delight in morning skies
I have bent downward with lead molten in my roaring furnaces
My soul is seven furnaces incessant roars the bellows
Upon my terribly flaming heart the molten metal runs
In channels thro my fiery limbs O love o pity o pain
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O the pangs the bitter pangs of love forsaken
Ephraim \^¡as a wilderness of joy where all my wild beasts ran
The river Kanah wanderd by my sweet Manassehs sicle
Go Noah fetch the girdle of strong brass heat it red hot
Press it around the loins of this expanding cruelty
Shriek not so my only love
Bind hirn down Sisters bind him down on Ebal mount of Cursing
Matah come forth from Lebanon & Hoglah from Mount sinai
Come circumscribe this tongue of sI^/eets & with a Screw of iron
Fasten this Ear into the Rock Milcah the :task is thine
ûleep not so sisters weep not so our life depends on this
Or mercy & truth are fled away from Shechem & Mount Gilead
Unless my beloved is bound upon the Stems of Vegetation

Such are the songs of Tirzah such the loves of Amalek

Night. the Eighth, 36+
348-9.

The metrical choices of Blake in both of these songs are Èoo

various and complex to analyse coherently. In each Sorlgr only five

lines are true fourteeners; extra unstressed syllables are thrown

in tavishly. In less than a third of the lines in each song is

there any "substratum" of the septenary, and semantic and syntactic

enjambment is frequently found, while the imagery is spectacular and

referential rather than appealing.

Therefore, in these two songs what wilt be considered is the

macrocosmic form, rather than the microcosmic detail of word, metre,

stress and. sound:

I\^ro songs, one by the Sons of Eden (VIII 194-245; Erdman
p. 36I-63) and one by the Females of Amalek (VIII 297-32L;
Erdman p. 364) interpret a single event in opposite
ways. The brute fact of both songs is the birth, suffering,
anddeath of love ... At a choric distance from the suffering'
the Sons of Eden who surround the Larnb sing his praises; in
the very process of tormenting their victim, the Females of
Amalek chant their own sad.ism ... the victim must be
bound down for his own good.63

Moreover, in the form of the two poems is found the parallelism, or

opposition and apposition of lines which was discussed earlier. Blake

announced in an early To the Muses his determination to revive the

E
K

63 Ílilkie and Johnsonr pp. I85, 188.
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almost forgotten modes of ancient bardic poeÈry'

IIow have you lcft the antient love
That bards of old enjoY'd in You!
The languid strings do scarcely move!
The sound is forctd, the notes are few!

(E., 409)

In the Songs of Innocence the results of the change in model are not

as apparent as they are in The Four Zoas although in "The Tyger"

from Songs of Experience Blake uses the same technique as a

Ieviathan passage in Job (question after question is thrust home

to contrast the insignificance of man with the omnipotence of God).

Blake did not study the Bible in Hebrew until Èhe middle years of

his life, buÈ he was steeped. in the cadences and idioms of the

Authorised Versiorr, and. in the prophetic books Blake sets out his

parallelist writing line by line rather as Christopher Smart had

done before hím - emphasising the antiphonal and responsive character

of the lines - yet moving beyond the models of the Psalms to embrace

the imagery of the ProPhets:

Glory glory glory to the holy Lamb of God
Who now beginneth to put off the d.ark Satanic body

(E 361, 11. 6-7)

Vlhile Rahab & Tirzah far different mantles prepare webs of
torture

Mantles of despair girdles of bitter compunction shoes of
Índolence

(E., 362, 11. r9-2O)

(The Sons of Eden)

The Sons of Eden begin by giving due praise to the Lamb and

because their perspective is of an 'eternal now' dwell also on

Enitharmon's Looms and Los's Forges - the present and the finite -

and then foreshadow the song to come by mentioning (in the parallel
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lines above) the spindles of Tirzah and Rahab, and the Mills of

Satan. The Song of the Femal-es of Amalek may also be seen as

incorporating this parallelism of cadence; in the opening lines of

the passage it is within the line:

O thou poor human form O thou poor child of woe

trThy dost thou wander away from Tirzah why me compell to bind
thee

In this instance the principles of Hebraic verse (expounded

originally in Bishop Lowth's De sacra poesi Hebraeorum (1753) and applied

conveniently in a discu sion of Smart's Jubilate Agno64) suggest that

Blake is using idea of correspondence and addition to an initial

phrase.

Blake is taking a pair of "songs" and, while providing thoughts

upon the one theme, is emphasising the difference in personaÙby

varying the parallelist technique: lines contrasting to lines in

the song of the Sons of Eden, and quite often paralletism within the

line in the case of the song of the Females of Amalek, an emphasis

congruent with the wider vision of the Sons in comparison with the

Fallen Females. Moreover, there is a sense of semantic inversion:

the sons of Eden begin by making reference to God, then continue

with thoughts of the pre-apocatyptic world of Rahab, !írzah, satan

and Beelzeboul, but returning to the triumphs of the Lamb; the

Females of Amalek begin to sing of the world of Tirzah, see the

countries of the Bible as their territory in a perversion of the

holy tradition and. end. their song with a call to fasten down the

Ear - that organ which may hear the voice of God (Jelgeglem 3: E. , I44).

64 Christopher Smart, Jubilate Asno: re-edited from the original
manuscript wiÈh an introduction and notes by Vü.H-

Rupert Hart-Davis, 1954), p. 20.
Bond. (London:
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Robert Glecknerts caII to consider the "point of view", 65

although made in reference to the Sonqs of Innocence anci of Ïixperience

is not without usefulness here, for it should be noticed that Blake

gave to the Sons of Eden a final line in which they look to the

future: "Come Lord Jesus come quickly".

It is this same looking to the coming of Èhe Lamb that is the

pivot of the "New Song" of Vala which occurs in Night the Ninth

(E., 381-2), a night which Blake himsetf entitled "The Last Judgment".

THE FOUR ZOAS: The New Sonq of VAIA

For in my bosom a new song arises to my Lord
Rise up O Sun most glorious minister & tight of day
Flow on ye gentle airs & bear the voice of my rejoicing
V'Iave freshly clear waters flowing around the tender grass
And thou sweet smelling ground put forth thy life in fruits & fl-owers
Follow me O my flocks & hear me sing my rapturous Song
I will- cause my voice to be heard on the clouds that glitter in the sun
I will call & who shall answer me I wiII sing who shall reply
For from my pleasant hills behotd the living living springs
Running among my green pastures delighting among my trees
I am not here alone my flocks you are my brethren
And you birds that sing & adorn the sky you are my sisters
I sing & you reply to my Song I rejoice & you are glad
FoIIow me o my flocks we will now descend into the valley
O how delicious are the grapes flourishing in the Sun
How clear the spring of the rock running among the golden sand
How cool the breezes of Èhe va1ly E the arms of the branching trees
Cover us from the Sun come & let us sit in the Shade
My Luvah here hath placd me in a Sweet & pleasant Land
And given me fruits & pleasant waters & warm hills & cool valleys
Here wiII I buitd myself a house & here III call on his name
Here III return when I am weary & take my pleasant rest

Night the Ninth, E
K

38L-2¡
368-9.

Robert Gleckner, "Point of View and Context in Blakets Songs",
in WíIliam Blake: Songs of Innocence and Experience: A

ed

65

Casebook Margaret Bottrall, ÞP. 189-2L9.
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The lines preceding the actual "song" (I1. 20-39, E-, 381)

show a Val-a (Thel-like) preoccupied with herself, and with nature.

Blake is here using the stanza form, although the length may vary'

to indicate the line of thougtht. The second quatrain after the

introductory line tetls of Luvah's exhorting the Soul to rise:

fn Valats ne¡nr staÈe of wiser joy, she sees the natural sun,
the "Guinea" sun of Blakets Vision of the Last Judgment
(E., 6L1) as a mere shadow of thetrue sun, imaginatively
conceived.66

The individual is to be seen as surviving when even Nature has

fall-en ar¡¡ay. The third stanza begins with the uLtimate question of

how shall man survive - not by nature, that is certain. Blake then

introduces the imagery of the Lamb as a prelude to Èhe "Ner,v Song".

There are four ways in which Blake prepares the readet for

Valats song - which rises to the Lord: stanzaic form, metrical

variation, a series of questions and a change in imagery and thought.

In the stanzas there is movement from concern for nature and the

self (which had been exhibited in the extreme by the Females of Amalek

in the previous'Ñightl) to a realisation that the SouI will survive

when nature is no morei in the longer third stanza there is the

revelation that this will be somehow connected to the following in

the footsteps of the Shepherd. Metrically the first two stanzas hold

very close to the fourteener ideal, but after the first line of the

third stanza, and at the exact midpoint of the twenty-one lines

preceding the passage of "new song", Blake introduces tl^¡o longer

lines which draw attention to VaIa'S nevr state. In other words'

Èhere are nine almost regular lines of interchange given to VaIa

66 Wilkie and Johnsonr p. 226.
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and Luvah, then two longer lines and a reversion to nine further

Iines approaching the septenary 'ideal' - a song pattern illustrated

earlier by reference to "The Lamb". Thus by stanzaic break and by

a change in Iine paÈtern, Blake achieves a transition from the

self-cenÈred Vala to a questioning state which will enable a "new

songt" to arise. This questioning is further accentuated by a series

of questions inserted. also at this mid-point, and it may be recalled

that Roston had mentioned, technique of questions in relation to

"The Tyger" and the book of Job. The questions are still unanswerable,

for the new song is not yet at hand.:

Hah ! ShaII I stil-I survive
whence came that sweet & comforting voice
And whence that voice of sorrow

L.28

L.29

The fourth method of introduction to the "new song" is the

change in imagery and thought. VaIa had been rejoicing in nature

but had seen her life as transient: "Am f but a flower" - and her

maker the sun. At the same mid.point in Èhe introducÈory Lines Vala

will own that the sun is now nothing to her, and she will follow

Èhe feet of the shepherd: "FoIIow me as I sing For in my bosom a

ne\^r song rises to my Lord".

The line itself is reminiscent of Beethovenrs insertion of a

transitional line between the first three movements and the choral

section of his Ninth Symphony in which the bass recites: "O

friends, not these tonesr but let us rather sing more pleasant and

joyfut ones". In fact the whole of Beethoven's technique for
ls

transferring from one mode to another ís analogous to Bl-akers:

Northrop Frye, Fearful Symmetryr pp. 3O4, 308 mentions Èhe Ninth
Symphony in relation to Night the Eighth - the closing lines -
and. the Ode of Joy when discussing Night the Ninth, the passage
commencing: "The Sun has left his blackness ..." (n., pp. 37L,
39L-2) .

*
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"a brief tumultuous dissonant introduction; a review and rejection

(by inst4mental recitatives) of the t-hemes of the preceding move-

ments, suggestion of the joy theme and its joyful acceptance;

orchestral exposition of the theme in four stanzas, crescendo with

coda; again the tumuttuous dissonant opening measures; bass

recitativ e.u67

As may be expected Blake begins the song proper in a new stanza'

one fuII of pastoral imagery; verbs and participles move the verse

along; adjective and noun combinations create mental pictures of

the "Sweet and pleaSant" land,, and longer lineS and free re-arrange-

ment of stress patterns allow full rein to the new song. And what

could better represent the land of the new song than the curled ram

who stretched himself out in sleep beside his mistress?

The pastoral episode has two thematic purposes. One is
to show the redeemed view of physical nature, which of
course Vala herself personifies ... Her response is a

"new song"'- as in Psal-ms 33 and 40, Isaiah 42 and
Revelation 5 and f{--o¡ ttature made ffi-ocent, perceived
ãnãw asEowing forth the glory of God. Her hymn recalls
not only Spring in Songs of fnnocence but also the tenth
strophe of the Intimations Ode ... and Eve's lovely
celebration of nature in Paradise Lost (IV 635-56).

Wilkie and Johnson also speak of the second thematic purpose, that

of psychic redemption of passion as innocence at the entrance of

Tharmas and Enion, but that is beyond the scope of the "neÌnl song"

68passage.

61 Donald Jay Grout,
pp.535-6

A History of Vüestern Musíc, revised edition,

68 VÍilkie and Johnsonr PP. 224-227.
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There is another brief "new songt" in Night the Ninth' that

of aJ-ì. the Slaves from every Earth in the wide Universe'

THE FOUR ZOAS: The Sonq of ALL the Slaves composed by an African

BIack from the little Earth of Sotha

So Ioud so clear in the wide heavens & the song that they sung was this
composed by an African Black from the little Earth of sotha

Aha Aha how came I here so soon in my s\^teet native land
Hovr came I here Methinks I am as I was in my youth
$Ihen in my fathers house I sat & heard his chearing voice
Methinks I see his flocks & herd,s & feel my Iimbs renewd
And Lo my Brethren in their tents & their littte ones around them

The song arose to the Golden feast the Eternal Man rejoicd

Niqht the Ninth' 388;
375.

The song opens with a long line and a question; the song looks

also to the ideal time and the ideal land and once again it is in

the pastoral image that such is conveyed,

Methinks I see his flocls & herds & feel my limbs renewd

In Blake,s engravings for Stedmanrs narratirrar69 he emphasised the

dignity of Negro men and women stoical under cruel torture.

Moreover, in visions of the Daughters of Albion, Blake speaks of

"the voice of slaves beneath the sun, and children bought with

money" (8., 44). Erdman sees (in the same article) these works as

contributing to the widely agitating reform movement of Blake's time

which found expression in the Society for the Abolition of the Slave

Trade. formed Ln L7g7. Bl-ake's "The Little Black Boy" coincided

with the Society's early years of campaigns to organise town meetings,

69 The two-volume work was finally publi shed in Lt96 as A Narrative
ofa Five vearsr expedition, inst the Revolted Negroes of

f

E

K

Surinam, in Guiaana on the lVild Coast of South Amer ica; from the
Ll72 Lo L7'77

"Blake's Vision of SIaverY"
_Er:syJ. ed. Northrop Frye, 2

in J.G. Stedman David V. Erdman'
in B1ake: a collection of Critical

Century Viewst p. 9¿.
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enl-ist the help of the writers and artists and to gather evidence

Blake's acquaintance with the abolition debate is therefore

evident and so it is appropriate that Blake should include in the

Iast Night, a vision of the slave now evidently free to sing a

"new song" - one that had no connotations of the Negro spiritual

of the captivity.

Brief mention should be made, finally, of the three lines

given to the Human Odors around the wine presses of Luvah, three

Iines of rhetoric which are seÈ apart in a brief stanza and fulfil

two functions: to draw more attention to the eternal plan behind

the trampling out of the vintage and to provide a break in the

heavily narrative lines which precede and succeed them.

THE FOUR ZOAS: The Song of the Hr¡nan Odors around the wine presses

of Luvah

All round the heavenly arches & the Odors rose singing this song

O terrible wine presses of Luvah o caverns of the Grave
How lovely the delights of those risen again from death
O trembling joy excess of joy is l-ike Excess of grief

So sang the Human Odors round the wine presses of Luvah

N ht the Ninth 389;
376.

In The Four Zoas the number, the length and variety of times

thaÈ Bfake turned his pen to "song" indicate that this form of

presenting his vision \¡ras very much of concern to him. Blake

would begin the poem with song, but not end it \ntith song - his voice

of song was evidently to continue. Sometimes Blake would set out

the song as such, reminiscent more of the days of the Poetical

Sketches, and at other times it is evident that his chosen metre

E

K
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was used very correctly to hightight some subtlety of awful content,

While conversely a tumultuous use of metrical scheme, cadence and

imagery would reflect his continual grappting with his giant themes.

If there were singers \^¡ho reappeared in several nights' there were

also those \^lho sang briefly on but one occasion; if the Females

of Amalek sang from the Fatlen 9'torld, so the Sons of Eden sang from

the eternal perspective; if Enitharmon sang of Death, so she also

sang over Los, reviving him to Life.

In The Four Zoas Bl-ake briefly "foregrounds" many elements and

then, Iike the "quarry" itself, they are abandoned as a special

Iiterary emphasis - and this is reasonable in view of the lengthy

period of composition and revision of the manuscript.

However, in all these "songs" there is Btake's continued

manipulation of the line and of the stress patterns within a single

line. The line is grouped into pleasant stanzas for d,emonic song -

and the song is the more appalting; the tine is altered, in length

to foreshadow a "new song" - and the preamble becomes a herald; the

line bursts away from the septenary surrounds to sing of Marriage and

of Death and of the power of \¡Ioman orr conversely, settles into

regularity to sing of an irregular birth; the line flashes in shorter

measure from the Elemental Gods, couples itself with its predecessor

in the parallelism of the Sons of Eden, or provides internal contrasts

in the song of the Females of Ama]ek - and always the line beats as

d.oes the Hanmer of Los, echoing the clarions of \^Iar and fashioning

Èhe sense.

vlithin Èhe line, Blake builds upon his earlier practice of

grouping according to rhythms of meaning as he strives for the
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graces of cadence in his voice of song.

The pattern of song in The Four Zoas is a reflection of

Blake's striving, re-\^/orking, and ultimate abandoning of an original

concept. Yet we are fortunate that these songs survive' for they

are poetry while they are vision; the early songs were perhaps

poetry, but not yet vision; the later "song" was to be swallovred

up, possibly, in the vision,
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VIII

MILTON: THE BARD'S VOICE OF SONG

The years following the minor prophecies \¡rere , fot Blake ' ones

of planning his own "GianÈ forms", while producing a variety of

commissions for friend and patron. Of Èhese projected \^¡orks of

epic proportions he made mention in his letters and, although it

is noÈ absolutely beyond dispute, it is thoughtf that he was referring

to Milton when he wrote to Thomas Butts on 25th April' 1803 from

Felpham of "an immense number of verses on one grand theme, similar

to Homerts lliad or Miltonts Paradise Lost" and also when he wrote

again to Butts, two months later, of a "sublime allegory". It is

also thought likely that in the Public Address he alluded to MiIton

in his terms of "my three years' Herculean lal¡ours at Felpham"-2

From his early letters from Felpham, too, it is evident that

Blake hetd high hopes for his stay away from London, but they proved

to be years that were later to be summed up in a note of disillusion

as "my three years slumber on the banks of the Ocean" (Jerusalem 3 t

E., 143). However, as Martin Nurmi points out, B1ake's epigrams

about Hayley and the bíographical strain in Milton have given

Hayley a worse press among readers of Blake than Blake's patron and

host deserves, for "he really did try to serve Blake as a benefactor"3

and defended him in court on a charge of sedition; under HayJ-ey'

Vlilliam B1ake, Milton, ed. E.R.D. Maclagan and A.G.B' Russell
(London: A.H. Bullen, L9O7), pp. xii-xv.

I

2

3

Erdman and Bloom, p.

Martin Nurmi, p. 27.

56r.
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too, Blake made good progress in the study of Greek and Hebrew.

Mona V'Iilson's Life comments on the influence on Hayley of a letter

from ,fohn Flaxman suggesting that Blake be employed in making "neat

drawings" rather than painting "large pictures"-4 Haytey himself in

"An Essay on Epic Poetry" had presented recommendations concerning

the direction epic poetry ought to take including a search for a

"new mythology", a celebration of England and her people' an

opportunity for making \¡Iomen major participants in the epic, and

the adoption of a theme of freedom, political, social, religious
q

and artistic- - atl reflected with striking clarity in Blake's

Iater prophetic works.

lVhatever may have been the feeling of his friends about what was

best for Blake's poetic development, howeverr nothing is more evident

than that his works and projected schemes were ever moving towards

larger and larger forms. fn an early pÏose pamphlet which it is

known that Blake had read, for he quotes from it in his notes to

Reynolds, Milton distinguishes the "brief" and the "diffuse" epic'

the latter in twelve books, or some multiple of twelve for which

Homer and Virgil are the models.6

4 Kathleen Raine, V{illiam Blake Praeger !ùorld of Art PaPerbacks
(New York: Praeger Publishers, L974), PP. 133-4 quoting from
Mona Wilson, The Life of tüilliam Blake, revised edition (London:
RuperÈ Hart-Davis, 1948) r PP. 133-4.

5 vüilliam Hayley, An Essay on Epic Poetry (L782; rPt. Florida:
Scholars' Facsimiles Reprints, 1968) . Hayley's points are
summarised by ,I .4. vtittreich, Jnr. in Anqel of the APocaIYPse:
Blake's Idea of Milton (Madison: University of !Ùisconsin Press'
L975) r pp. 235-6.

John Milton, "The Reason of Church Government", Book II, Intro-
d.uction, in Complete Poems (ea.¡ A.G. Hughêsr P. 668.

6
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The Milton we have today is certainly of the former class, but

it is often hypothesised that Blake's original intention was to

present a work of twelve books and in Èhe late copies Blake - though

keeping to two Books - conmemorated his original plan; not only did

he let Èhe numeral print clearly "L2", he used careful stipple work

to strengthen the shadow emphasising each digit..7 ,h" prophetic

work is not, ho\^lever, unhappily truncated, for there is careful

strmmetry and balance both within and between the books: the two

strophes of eighteen lines each in Milton, Plate 3I (E., 129-130)

present a double song of spring as "a pageant of flowers and a chorus

of bird,s,,rt ah" Songs of Beu}ah and the Song of the Bard provide in

each case the immediate philosophical context for the book they

preface and both passages of "song;" are followed by a descent.9

Susan Fox writes of the th¡o Books of Milton as complementary in

tone - where the dark solemnity of Book I yields Èo the natural

brightness of Book II - and in image - wherein the Edenic and the

pastoral in Books I and II, respectively, both give way to the dark

imagery of Ulro. Moreover, she analyses the structure of each of the

two books as containing three parts: a history of the events' an

account and an epilogue which describes the effect"-10 A more

extended treatment of the thematic and rhetorical parallelisms of

Milton together with how these are reflected in the engraved illustra-

tions is contained in Poetic Form in Blake's Milton by the same author. 11

7

I
9

10

Erdman and, Bloom' p. 725.

Tolley.In Paley and Phillips, p. L23.

J.A. vüittreich, Jnr., Anqel of the Apocalvpse' pp. 236-7.

Susan C. Fox, "The Structure of a MomenÈ: Paral-Ielism in the two
Books of Blake's Milton", Blake Studies TI, No. f (1969), PP. 2I-35.

11 Susan C. Fox, Poetic Form in Blake's Milton (New Jersey: Prince-
ton University Press, L976).
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Apart from the Songs of Beulah and the Song of the Bard' there

are two other passages in Milton specifically designatecl as "song",

the first being the lines sung around.the Furnaces' at once a song

and a lament - as is each song of Spring - and encapsulated in the

Bard's song. This plate is found only in what is known as copy D on

paper of l8 l5 12 The other "song" is the very brief vintage song in

Plate 25 of Book 1.

PASSAGES OF SONG IN MILTON

Book

Book

Book

Book

Book

T (2:25 - L3244)

r (5:L9-37)

I (25:8-11)

II (31:29-63)

II (33: l--23;
34 zI-7 )

The Bard's Songt

The Song at the Furnace

The Vintage Song

The Songs of Spríng

The Songs of Beulah

Perhaps mention should also be made of the lyric known

universally as "Jerusalem" and forming part of the Preface. It is

evident that Btake meant this to be taken as "songl"' for it is set

out in neat octosylla-bic quatrains (with but one exception in

sylla-ble length of line - in the third line of the second stanza)

and. these "verses" can be very well accommodated in the hymn metres

8.8.8.8. or D.L.M.; Sir Hubert Parry's rather exceptional setting

of "Jerusalem" is well known.

Although the Preface plate will not be discussed within the

confines of this thesis, it is interesting to note that Blake contrasts

12 Erdman and Bloomr pp. 72'7, 729.
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this lyric with a section of reasoned prose preceding it, and again

with a verse of scripture in the oratorical mode succeeding it.

Here, in fact, B}ake has modelled the three views of the voice held

by the Ancients, that of conversation, that of singing and that of

reciÈing or declaiming as mentioned "u.tli.r.13 
Blake would in

Jerusalem (Plate 3, E. , L43) present his own conception of Èhe

d.ifferent style of "voice": the terrific, the mild and gentle,

and the prosaic - and claim to have produced a variety: "studied

and put into its fit place" Jerusalem , 3).

The tone of emphatíc utterance in the scriptural injunction:

"lrlould to God that all the Lord's people \¡/ere Prophets" will be

picked up again in the first line of the Bard's song: "Mark well my

words! they are of your eternal salvation", and these hlords wiII form

a refrain recurring throughout it. The line it.self first makes an

appearance following Blake's brief invocation of Blake's Muses, the

DaughÈers of Beulah, an introductory device which Blake had used in

The Four Zoas and modelled upon Miltonrs invocation in Paradise Lost.

Harord Bloo*14 holds, however, that Paradise Regained is more the

model for Milton, while Susan Fox suggests that L'AIIegro and

Tl Pensoroso show a pattern analogous to the two reinforcing halves

I5of Blake's brief epic.

I : The Bard's Song

Critical opinion about the Bardrs Song, this most lengthy of

all Blake's songs, is divided and this is not surprising since the

John Herries, pp. 190-191.

Bloom, Blake's ApocalyPser P. 366.

13

L4

I5 Susan C. Fox, "The Structure of a Moment", PP. 2I-22.
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twelve plates are tightly packed with subject material drawn from

Blakets works The Book of Urizen and The Four zoas as well as

vocabularl from The Marriage of Heaven and HeIl in addition to an

expansion of an episode in Blake's own life, his sojourn at Felpham

with Vlilliam Hayley. However, "we shall not get far with Milton ...

by reading it as a grotesquely oveïwritten account of a squabble

between a sulky megalomaniac and a conceited dilettante."f6 In the

same chapter Northrop Frye speaks of the Bard's song bringing out

larger significances by a series of "lifting backdropsrr - Bloom

also agrees that the sequence of events is frequently not temporal,

certain crucial events being both simultaneous with one another and

also existent in the continual present of Eternity. Thus, the

Bard's Song heard by Mitton in Eternity may deal with events that

have taken place where the temporal and eternal dimensions meet,

and continue into the historical present of Blake's period at relpham.lT

In fact, the Bard begins by telling of three classes of men and.

reintroducing the familiar Los, Enitharmon, the fall of Albion and

the binding of lJrízen, as well as reiterating the story of the seven

ages of creation concluding with the birth of satan, Miller of

Eternity, Prince of the Starry V'IheeIs. The speech of Los in Plate 4

(8., 91) introduces the theme of the quarrel between Satan and

Palamabron or, biographically, perhaps the difference between Hayley

and Blake: "Mark well my words: Corporeal Friend's are Spiritual

Enemies." (4226). The story line again shifts and Blake introduces

the tines which tell of the limitations of fallen man, a "song" set

16 Northrop Frye , Fearful Symmetry' pp. 327, 332.

L7 Bloom, Blake's ApocalYPse, PP. 3O9-I0.
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between two passages' rone describing the Daughters of Albion in

Èheir cruel beauty, the other reintroducinq the "loud Sounds" of

the "Hammer of LoS", regulating the three classes of men - Los working

to save his citY.

The Bard's song then returns to the quarrel between satan and

palamabron and the call for a judgement on the part of Los and then

on the part of the Great Solemn Assembly. After a mistaken judgement,

Satan is revealed: "Then Los and Enitharmon knew that Satan is

Urizen" (E., fO3) - the initial line of Plate l0 (n-, edn.) , a plate

which appeared in Èhe two later copies of Milton, but not in copies

A and B. The last part of the Bard's song is devoted to the lament

of Leutha, Satanrs Emanation, mentioned in Europe, who gives a

further account of the dispute between satan and Palamabron - a

mythic "paradigm of society's love-hate relationship towards inspired

art ... Èhe age will accept Blake as an artist, but only if he will

become a Hayley, not a reborn Miltorr.l8 The last few Iines before

the Bard ceases are of familiar material: the limits of Opacity

and contraction are fixed; the seven Eyes of God are appointed and

the Lamb of God is shown as having to suffer for man. New to Blakean

myth is the reconciliation of the Emanations Leutha and Elynittria

alÈhough, set against the presence of oothoon and the idea of the

innocence of free love and a sense of liberation carried over from

Vision s of the Dauqhters of Albion, there is the dark hint of the

bringing forth of the shad.owy spectre of sleep - named Death - and

the creation of Rahab, the embodiment of the Female vüill.

18 Bloom, Blake's ApocaIYPSer P. 32I.
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The Song of the Bard is shown as being received with little

approbation, for Pi.t-y and Love are not to be called into question.

James Rieger's reading of the Bard's Song holds that pity and love

\^rere the issue from the outset, but that the nature of the Bard.

and the nature of the Sons of Los make the obscurity of the Song

mandatory - a poetry of prophetic irony rhetorically told on four

levels of d.iscourse, corresponding to the four worlds of Blakean
'lo

myth.-ry The response of the Assembly calls forth a fe\^I additional

Iines from the Bard in which he defends Inspiration, identifies it

with the Divine Humanity and glorifies it in such scriptural terms

as "Powertt, "Gloryt' and t'Dominion" - even to the concluding

benediction of "Amen" (8., 107) .

This sr¡btle interweaving of content is reinforced by the Bardrs

syntax "designed to subvert out notions of tobjective' time, space

and identity and to replace them with a linguistic world in which

these modalities are subjecÈ to the shaping po\^ter of the imaginaÈiorr.'20

But if the content and the syntax are obscure, then Èhe effect of the

Bardrs song is not. Milton is moved:

The effect on Milton is the effect desired by a prophetic
visionary: an awakening ... the actual content of the
Bardrs song is not so significant as the implications that
follow from the idea of the song as a brief example of
genuine poetic inspiratior..2I

I9

20

James Rieger,
Allegory, ed.
271 .

"The Hem of their Garments", in Blake's Sublime
Stuart Curran and ,J.4. lrfittreich, Jnr.' PP. 2731

vl.J.T. Mitchell, "Blake's Radical Comedy: Dramatic Structure
as meaning in {if!gn", in Curran and Wittreich, Jnr.' p. 249

Thomas A. Vogler,
California Press,

Preludes to Vision (Berkeley: University of2L
1971), p. 44
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He who is to sing worthily must be of the divinely inspired

imagination; from Blakers poinÈ of view, Hayley could not sing thus.

Milton, as the last great prophetic poet of England, was "unhappy

tho' in heav'n" for his openness to inspiration had been reduced by

his failure to put off the Selfhood. He sang - but often in error.

It wiII be the Lark of the Blake/Mj-l-:Lon/toslJesus figure who wiII

mount with a loud trill from Felpham's vale; it was the Bard who

knows as Truth what others see only as terrible song.

One critic has spoken of the Bard's Song as long' elaborate and

as holding up the u"tion.22 The Bard's Song is long - but not too

long, for Blake is here emphasising the importance of the role that

the Bard plays. It is elaborate, but necessarily so, r.or Btake is

paralleling the del-iberate obscurity of prophetic song, as well as

parodying epic. It does hold up the action-btitwith a twist to

Vivian de SoIa Pinto's words - it holds the action up to view - the

world where the drama is to be enacted, the protagonists, the words

of inspiration that are of "eternal salvation". The Bardts Song, too,

incorporates a measure of Mittonic phrases. It will be remembered

that Blake \¡ras not averse to drawing upon poetic tradition if he

could weld to this a Blakean originality (one early critic wrote of

his Imitation of n s er that these stanzas \^Iere 'rall d'ifferent
)3

and aII \nlrong")r'" and a comparison with the style and technique of

the poetry of the man for whom Blake names Milton would seem one \^tay

to itluminate the "ne\tr sonq" of the Bardts Song.

22 VÍi1liam Blake, Selections, ed.
Batsford, 1965) , p. 47.

Vivian de SoIa Pinto (London:

23 Vüilliam Blake, The Poetical Works
Clarendon Press, 1905), p. 2I.

ed. John Sampson (Oxford:
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One of the crucial features, also, of Milton is the multiple

revisions - in fact, comparing copies A and B with C and then again

with D we find that we are offered Èhree different versions of the

"Bardts Song". A phonological analysis can then reflect some of the

differences between the copies and should further our appreciation

of Blakers attempts at this extended voice of song. Of the four

known copies of Milton two copies, A and B, have 45 plates including

a Preface, while copies C and D have 49 and 50 plates respectively,

and exclude the Pt"fu"e.24 The two later copies (c. 1814-15 as

opposed to 1804 on the title-page of A and B, and a hypothesised.

etching date of 1807-9) include in the Bard's Song itself three

extra plates (Plates 3, 4 and I0) with a further Plate (5) being in

Copy D only, the numbering being according to Erdman and Bloom's

edition.

Blake apparently decided to interrupt his narrative offering a

series of reflections on the "Edenic family squabble"'S, Orra the new

material outside the cosmic context does affect the "oh"t"n"".26
It is believed that Plates 2,3 and 5 were etched with the initial

copies, bypassed in the binding of the earlier copies, and then later

reinstate d,2T urrd Susan Fox has dwelt at length on the relationship

of the additional paragraphs of the latest Bard's Song. However,

a number of other points relevant to this thesis should be made.

In the extract taken from Plate 3 - the description of the Third

Age (printed below) - it can be seen that Blake is not only using

24 Bindman edition, p. 48I.

25 Susan Fox, Poetic Form p. 29.

26 Northrop Frye, Frye, "Notes for a commentary on Milton",
Vision. ed. V. de S Pintor p. 1O1.

Erd.man and Bloom, p. 72A.27

Divine
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but developing material he had used elsewhere. In a sense, emotion

has been lost as this additional plate speaks not of "his eyes" but

of "The Eyes" - here is the Creation story refracted through the

impersonal rhetoric of the Bard. The following additional plate G)

takes the reader back to the idea of the three classes of men,

initially, but also prepares the way for the description of the

quarrel as Los is shown to roll his thunders at Satan: "Anger me

not! thou canst not d,rive the Harrow in pitys paths." (8.,97).

Plate 4 serves, furthermore, to remind. Blake'S reader of concepts

vítal to Blake: of Blake's return to London in the mention of South

Molton Street, \dhere he resided between I8O3-182I ,28 of his absorption

with music - in the mention of Flute & Harp & Song; of the folly of

suppressing anger; of corporeal Friends as spiritual Enemiesi and of

satan allied to Newton and Locke; Plate 4 is thus a prolifera-

tion of other minor "Èunes" found elsewhere in the Blakean canon'

Blake's incorporation of Plate 5 in Copy D of Milloq is perhaps

the most significant of all as it contains the Song around the Furnaces

which will be discussed at Iength below, and it must be argued there

is a deliberate inclusion of a "song within song" and a song with

a returning measure as it opens and closes with reference to Satan's

faint. The fourth plate (10) which is added to the two later copies

opens with the signifícant line that Los and Enitharmon perceived

that "Satan is Urizen":

It is the defeated Urízen, thè fallen, constrieted' opqque
Urizen, with whom the ambitious Satan is identifíed. His
fall makes part three of the Bard's song directly parallel
to part one, the account of Urizen's faLL.¿Y

2A Miner, p. 544.

Fox, Poetic Form29 p.48.
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On a larger scale, the measure has returned.

perhaps mention could also be made of Èhe other Plate inserted

into the later Milton because it separates a song (the Songs of

spring) from song (The songs of Beulah) and is in fact a voice of

conversation - that of Milton's eternal portion with the seven

Angels of the Presence. (Plate 32) -

In sunmary, there are two briefer songs of the Bard, in copies

A and B of Blake's Milton. In copy C, as weII as omitting the

preface, Blake proliferated the context by including material on

the Creation, interrupting the thought of the three classes of men

with the addition of Plate 3, but returning to this concept in a

second additional plate (4). Plate 4 provides a reminder of other

issues peculiar to the Blakean canon and prepares the way for an

extension of the frame of reference of the Satan,/Palamabron quarrel

by reminding the reader, subtly, that Blake is back in London.

Plate 10 also added Èo copies C and D provides an initial punchline

in which Satan and Urizen are identified as one. The fact that

Blake wanted these three additional plates included in his later

Mitton cannot be ignored as it must also be acknowledged that Plate 5

added to copy D only shows that Blake r^¡as stilt interested in the

idea of a song within song and the juxtaposition of Discord and

Harmony (to use the terms of the plate it.self) within the one work,

highlighted by a powerful rhetoric.

Although there is this variation in the order and number of

the plates in each of the four known copies of Milton, it may be

assumed that the Bard's Song begins by catching the reader's attention
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with two single separated, lines, one that wiII become the refrain:

"Mark weII my \^Iords ! they are of your eternal salvation", and the

other which introduces the concept of classr creation and creator:

"Three Classes are Created by the Hammer of LoS ..." ¡ in copy D the

nexÈ plate conÈains the re-iteration of the Creation Story and is

arranged in a series of paragraphs according to the divisions of

sense, ratheï than any stanzaic standard. In fact, apart from the

quatrains of the Preface, Blake does not use any form of stanza at

all, although this first p]-ate of the Bardrs song (Plate 3) comes

closest to a formal subdivision in Èhat Blake has adapted the lengths

of the lines from those found in the earlier minor prophecies. The

condensed content in association with a longer line affords a singu-

larly prophetic roll to the form which evolved in Milton - here

illustrated by reference to the third age:

In harrowing fear rolling roundi
His nervous brain shot branches
Round the branches of his heart.
On high into two liÈt1e orbs
And fixed in two little caves
Hiding carefully from the wind'
His Eyes beheld the deep'
And a third Age passed over:
And a state of dismal woe.

The Book of Urizen 11 :8)
(E. , 75)

In harrowing fear rolling, his nervous brain shot branches
fnound the branches of his heart del]
On high into two little orbs hiding in two little caves,
Hiding carefully from the wind; his eyes beheld the deep'
And a third age passed, a state of dismal woe.

(The Four zoas, Night the *Fourth, 11: 227-23I.) (K., 303

* The Keynes edition is cited to show the deleted line.
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Rolting round into two little Orbs & closed in two little Caves
The Eyes beheld the Abyss: Iest bones of solidnessfreezeoverall
And a third age passed over & a State of dismal woe-

(Milton, 3: L4-I6, 8., 96)

one critic of Milton's works \^¡rites of this same "hierarchy of

phrases, clauses and rhetorical paragraphs, which, by syncopation as

it were with the iambic lines, are compounded in perpetuall-y varying

proporÈions into the mighÈy rhythmical structure which comprises his

..30a-rl^---'ri^-^^-r-t3lÈypical blank verse.""" Drawing on Robert Bridgest term "break',

Sprott also points out that in the Preface to S@onistes' Milton

spoke of the "Stanza or Pause" which amounted to a definite and

completed section of thought which, in Milton's careful versification,

concludes at the end of a paragraph and which, if he had written

Greek odes mighÈ have corresponded to a strophic division -

,,Allaeostr-crÞhà'l , r.rlly.32 This rhythmicat paragraphing according to

sense division, "paragraph fingering" as Saintsbury terms iÈ,33 has

been used by Btake in the earlier minor prophecies; Tiriel is arranged

thus; The Book of Urizen draws attention to B1ake's decision to divide

by sense in thaÈ this poem is also numbered consecutivelybyparagraphs

within the broader chapter headings and across any consideration of

Plate number.

Thus, although it cannot be said that in Milton Blake suddenly

adopted MilÈon's paragraphic structure, it may be argued that both

poets held in common the idea of the stanza as more than an artificial

30 S. Ernest Sprott,
pp. LI2-3.

Mittonts Art of Prosodv Oxford: B1ackwell, f953)

3I RobertBrid.ges, Miltonrs Prosody, final revised edition (Oxford:
University Press, L92I) , p. 23.

32 Milton, ed. M.Y. Hughes, p. 550. Milton's note gives "Allaeostropharr
as "with strophes or stanzas of various lengths"-

33 Saintsbury, A Historv of Enqlish Prosody, ff, 228.
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division, but rather looked upon it as a completed division of

thought - the ancients' strophic divisíon. This is given further

substance by the fact that at the time that Blake was thought to be

initiating the longer prophetic works, he was also studying Greek

and Hebrew with Hay1ey, lessons based on Cowper's translation of

the lliad: "I Read Greek as fluently as an oxford scholar & the

Testament is my chief master:" wrote Blake from Felpham in 1803.34

There are also "breaks in Miltonic verses which correspond to

the ends of sentences, clauses and phrases and may be indicated by

varying signs of punctuation or merely by the logic of content:

Theoretically, the Miltonic blank verse may have its break
after any sy1lable, or may be without one at all the
position, Èhe frequency of breaks are closely connected with
the matter of the passage ... there is an increase in frequency
when the poem contains catalogues, invocations, recitals of
many-sided action or tortuous soliloquizing ... but the breaks
tend to decrease in frequency ... in the eloquence of
description. 35

Although in the Bard's song there is relaÈively little scope for the

latter, Leutha's impassioned. tale, the monologues of Los and the song

around the Furnaces approach the tortuous soliloquy, and in these

passages and in the catalogue of London place names, Blakets long

line is constantly divided by sense groupings or by punctuation.

Saintsbury wrote of this as "metre almost disappearing, but with a

strong rhythmical split, at or a tittle beyond the middle, prevailing'

as if in a sort of lengthened Piers Plowman scheme"36 or as Northrop

34 Mona lrlilson, The Life of William Blake, rev. edn. (London: Rupert
Hart-Davis, 1948), pp. 141,

35 Sprott, pp. l-23, I25.

36 Saintsbury, III, 28.

I49.
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Frye has it: "musical poetry ... that is any nurnlcer of notes

contained within a sinqle rhythmic ,rrrit. "37

38
This is in contrast to Milton's syllabic basis'

behind both is an iambic pattern:

although

Both are absolute masters of the shorter lyrical forms' but
in his technique in the longer poems, Blake has not the
direct, simple and, majestic melody of Milton ... Blake has a
more supple and less strong rhythm ... But the terrible is
easily within his power ... And the length of the lines often
adds to Èheir power. In theír art as in their thought' the
relationship is the same: Milton controls and concentrates,
Blake lets go and expands. Milton is reason and Blake is
desire. And thus Blake reaches at times a sort of feline
rhythm, Ieaping on velvet, quite beyond Milton's simpler art. 39

A few lines from the Bardrs song may demonstrate what Saurat had in

mind when he talked of the length of the lines adding to their

po\¡ler:

Enraged C stifled without & Ì¡rithin, in terror&woe, he threw his
Right Arm to the north ... (3: 24-5, 8., 96)

AII pitied the piteous &\¡/as wrath withthe wrathful & Losheard it.
(52 4, 8., 97)

And Jehovah was leprous; Ioud he call'd, stretching his hand to Eternity
(I3: 24, E.' 106)

Milton in the syllabic approach to verse needed to be careful and

40
consistent in the use of contracted forms. Blake in an accentual

37 Northrop Frye , Fearful SymmetrY' P. 186.

38 Sprott, p. 47, quoting Bridges.

39 Saurat, pp. 54-55.

40 Sprott, p. 9.
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approach \¡Iould have had more freedom. It wilt be noticed that in

the first two exampl-es above, Blake spells out the three past

participles (enraged, stifled, pitied) which gives to the line an

even longer visual effect; if this be read as an aural Miltonic

parallel, the terminal metrical syllable, of "ed"rr,,Iould present an

anapestic ring to the lines which move rapidly to violent action,

as does the whole paragraph; in example 3 is seen the frequently

contracted form which Blake most often used-

Blake, then, did not bind himself to the "Monotonous cadence"

of blank versef in quite the way that Milton did. Another example

of an ostensible difference between the two poets is found in

Blakean punctuation. Geoffrey Keynes writes of Blake's "peculiar

method of punctuating his works ... his irregular use of the colon

and other uncertain marks."4I On the other hand, Professor Diekhoff,

working with the manuscript and editions of Comus' comes to the

conclusion that "the punctuation of Milton's poems must be studied

as springing from a double or triple principle of grammar, verse

and rhetoric."42

Milton's punctuation ... is of some prosodial importance.
There can be no doubt that in presenting his works to the
public gaze he r^ras personally interested in this subject, and

desired to secure a version which he thought proper ... the
concurrence of logical and rhythmical phrases is so nicely
contrived that the punctuation serves both-='

4I Keynes, Preface to the Complete writings' p. xii

42 Professor,J.S. Diekhoff, "The punctuation Of comus"r PLMA, 51
(1936), p. 768.

43 Sprott, pp. 12-13.
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There would hardly seem to be a wider divergence in the use of

punctr.ration principles but a few examples, again from the Bardrs song,

will serve to demonstrate that Blake, as other intermediates had,

either consciously or unconsciously happened to follow MilÈonic

practice. The conma, in Miltonr mây sometimes indicate the inversion

of a foot; Blake wiII use a punctuation point of some kind similarly:

"Deep down into the Abyss. panting ..." (3:12) is one example of

Èhis. Milton used the hyphen to link together words of ínterlocking

meaning, and also often inverted the foot so that the stress feII on

the first unit of the hyphenated word, if that was of more importance.

In the Bard's song examples from Plates 6, 9 and 11 respectively

could be read as such a practice by Blake: "Four-fold"; "high-reard";

"heart-piercing"; and "moth-Iike", hardly Havents "marked and

unnatural irrrretsio.r" .44

"Sometimes [uilton's] punctuation conserves a meaning ... medial

punctuation ... usuaì.ty occurs when its absence would leave the sense

45at least temporarily confusing to the reader."-- Blake's punctuation,

too, is perfectly adequate in such instances:

While the Females prepare the Victims. the Males at Furnaces
And Anvils dance the dance of tears & pain: ...

(5t 15-16, 8., 98)

But when the Gnomes refus'd to labour more, with blandishments
T came forth from the head of Satan! (I2z 37-8, E.' 105)

Day sunk and Palamabron return'd, trembling r hid myself (L2z4O)
(E., 105)

44 Havens, p. 223.

45 Sprott, p. II7.
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Blake's punctuation at the end of the line is, however, more erratic

and the Erd.man and, Bl,oom edi.t-ion at- t-imes suppl'i.es what- the sense

demands. "In Paradise Lost Milton uses the colon as the mark

next in weight to the full period. to make major breaks within the

tpauses', and semicolons as further sub-divisions within periods

defined by colons, and commas to separate sub-divisions such as

relative clauses."46 rn the following passage, which mirrors an

incident in Paradise Lost , Blake also follows these broad principles:

They Plow'd in tears! incessant pourd Jehovahs rain, & Molechs
Thíck fires contending with the rain, thunder'd above rolling
Terrible over their heads; Satan wept over Palamabron
Theotormon & Bromion contended on the side of Satan
Pitying his youÈh and beauty; trembling at eternal death:
Michael contended against Satan in the rolling thunder
Thulloh the friend of Satan also reprovd him; faint theirreproof.

(8: 27-33, 8., l0I)

Milton himself in the Tntroduction to Paradise Lost speaks of

"the sense variously drawn out from one Verse to another, not in the

jingling sound of like endings" r4T und. in the Bard's Song, B1ake also

uses run-on sentences and internal full-stops. In fact, because of

Blake's casual approach to end-line punctuation, and his apparent

insertion of medial stops, too many examples of enjambment meet the

eye. However, there are many instances \^¡here this can be seen to be

d.eliberate:

Los gave to him the Harrow of the Almighty; alas blamable
Palamabron. fear'd to be angry lest Satan should accuse him of
Ingratitude, & Los believe the accusation thro Satans extreme
Mild.ness. Satan labour'd all day. it was a thousand years
fn the evening returning terrified overlabourd & astonish'd
Embrac'd soft with a brothers tears Palamabron, who also wept

(7: I0-I5, 8., 99-100)

46 Sprott, p. LI7.

47 Milton, p. 2LO.
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The lines above illustrate Blake's deliberate enjambment of the

first line so that the adjective is connected to the noun to which

it applies, while the fu1l-stop after "Palamabron" - seemingly

illogical - does ensure that a pause will further strengthen the

association of name and descriptive adjective. The phrase thus

created, blamable Palamabron is a curious collocation of sounds:

"blamable", according to v'lalkerrnt ,= pronounced with a long 'a'

(as in 'Fate' is the example) with the sound of the second 'a' as

in 'fat'. Perhaps it could be hypothesised that here Blake is

providing a clue to the pronunciation which he had in mind, f.or

the proper name Palamabron - a second syllable which parallels the

'am' of 'blamable' in the long 'a' and a syllable which echoes the

short 'ab' (Pæleimæbron) .

Palamabron has been seen to be guilty in two ways - guilty of

moral cowardice when he "feartd to be angry lest Satan should accuse

him of ingratitude" (7, l-O-i-z,8.,99-100); guilty for labouring out

of his vocation ("he serv'ð,/ The Mills of Satan as the easier task"

(8: 4-5, 8., I0I) - and he was not a very successful keeper of the

Mills! Perhaps the latter "blame" can be attached as analogous to

Blake's illustrating Hayley's balladsr49 as both instances are a

disconfirmation of the prophetic ro1e.

It may be implied. from the text at this stage that Los is not

to be associated with blame - after all Satan has argued that

Palamabron is wearied every evening; however, Los himself sees that

48 !{alker, Dictionary, 1833, p. 54. The dictionary gives the
spelling "blameable", but the pronunciation may be applied to
the Blakean "blamable".

49 Mitchellr pp. 265, 26L, 292.
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his acquiescence has been di"a"tro,r"5o ("Mine is the fault" Iaments

Los, 8:I9, E. 101). Blake has onty temporarily suspended, by his

punctuation, the attribution of blame to Los - a respite that

heightens the realisation that Los is speaking truly in the above

words and is later accused justly:

O míld Parent!
Cruel in thy mildness, pitying and permitting evil
Tho strong and. mighty to destroy, O Los our beloved Father!

(232 LA-2O, 8., 117)

However, the most conrmon critical reaction to Los, even his outburst

when Satan (9:I3 ff, E.t LO2) is acquitted by the Assembly, is

approval of Los, rather than blame. A more recent opinion points

out that Los, however, is siding with wrath and not uniting it with
51pitv.

Blame, then, for Palamabron and blame, possibly, for Los. fs

there blame for Satan, also? Clearly he has usurped Palamabronrs

task - seen by Leutha as an infatuation with the role of Palamabron. 52

Satan has, moreover, misled Los, denying that the horses and servants

of Palamabron had been abused and. stating that he, innocent Satan

himself, had been beleaguered.! - and holding himself blameless.

Little wonder that the Assembly casts around for a guilty party

and settles, not on one of this triangle, but on Rintrah.

The decision is the more surprising because Blake has effected

a d.ramatic tension - who wíll be found guilty - begun at the

50 Frye, Fearful Symmetry, p. 335.

51 Peter Otto, unpublished research at post-graduate level in the
Department of English Language and Literature, University of
Adelaide,1980.

52 Susan Fox, Poetic Form p. 51.
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punctuation point beÈween blamable Palamabron and mention of Satan

and Los.

Blake is similarly dexterous in bringing two contrasting nouns'

ingratitude and mildness into parallel initial positions in lines 2

and 3 (printed above) and in using an internal full-stop to create

a parenthetical phrase it was a thousand S which allows Satan

to be associated with the ominous present participle (relqrning).

One other "Miltonic" feature which may be seen in the Bardrs

song is that "there are many adjectives used as adverbs which

frequently sound more Miltonic from being taken out of their normal

positions. Sometímes, as in Paradise Lost a noun is placed between

two of its qualifying adjectíves ... [ot] there are several adjectives

after the noun and but one or none before it."53 rn Plate 9 appears

"Loud" used as an adverb; Plate 7 has "soft intreated"; the lines

14-15 of Plate 13 include examples of both the above Miltonic effects:

She fled to Enitharmons Tent
Thunderd the Assembly dark e
The kind decision ...

s¿ hid herself. Loud raging
clouded, and they ratify'd

(E., IO2, 99, 106)

Mention could be made of the fact of Milton's phonetic spelling -
54

"its peculiarities are intentional and betray their purpose."

Blakers individuality in this area is well known' but not known as

often purposeful. More can be made of the use of ideas and words of

53 Havens, p. 223.

54 Brid,ges, p. 77.
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Milton in Blakets work. From the Bardts song some examples are:

the lines from Btake in which Leutha talks of coming forth from the

head of satan and being called sin (L2z 30-41, 8., 105) which may

be compared with Paradise Lost II: 755-6L¡ there are the references

almost word for word to "chaos and ancient night" (L2z 2I, 8., I05)

in Milton and in Paradise Lost rI: 9'7O, lines in Blake which are

followed at once by two additional lines which speak of thick flames

and concave fires, and may be likened, to Paradise Lost, II: 635 and

vI: 750-1. Havens also uses Èl^lo passages from the Bard's song to

illustrate the influence of Èhe style of Paradise Lost on Blake and

he cites 7: 4L-44 and 8: 27-9 from Milton (E., I00-1Ol).55

The thematic parallels of Blake's Milton to Milton's ordn

writings are numerous and signiticãilt. christ's defeat of
Satan by self-realization in Paradise Regained, Samson's
self-annihilation wiÈh its phoenix-promise of eternal life,
Adamrs resumption of manrs proper role in his reunion with
Eve after their fall - all are reflected in the purgation of
Blake's character, Mi1ton.56

Therefore, in paragraphing, in stanza, and in pause, as well as in

punctuation, enjarnlcment and positíoning of words, the influence of

Milton lingered \^rith Blake, parÈicularly in Milton, and this is

evidenced in the first "song", the lengthy Bard's song. Although

critics have also traced structural and thematic parallels, it is

as if Blake, having established initially that here wiII be a song

reminiscent of Milton, proceeds to demonstrate that by no means is he

forsaking for the formal correspondence the appeal to the Blakean

inner ear.

55 Havensr pp. 220-224. I have emended Haven's references to coincide
with the Erdman and Bloom text.

56 Susan Fox, "The Structure of a Moment", p. 2l
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The passage encapsulated in the Bard's Song, the song around

the Furnaces (E., 98) is couched. almost entirely in fourteeners -

a gesture towards the convention of regulatj-ty, and this additional

passage (in copy D only) does indeed simulate to a great extent the

song of the Females of Amalek in The Four Zoas Night the Eight

(E., 364) for not only is there talk of victims, but Blake uses

the same imagery of the Eye, of the Lips, of the Nostrils' of the

Tongue, and of the Ear, to aII of which he adds mention of the

roaring Furnace. The reader is back in Blakean, not Miltonic, myth:

He seems to have been enormously impressed by the actual
sight of casting mills in operation. The glare and roar
of the fires, the clatter of hammers and blowing of bellows,
the clinkers, the rattling chain, the ladles carrying molten
ore, the rdark gleam' [6tfZ] of the ashes stitl burning ,.-7
before the iron d.oors, are all suddenly detailed in Milton."'

The long diphthongs of the firsÈ half of the first line find

an echo in the length of other extended sounds in the second half

of the line: "Ah, weak c wide astray! Ah shut in narrow doleful

form", while the clumps of consonants in the following line further

enhance the image of the slow drag of the reptile along the ground -

(echoes again of Paradise Lost!): "creeping in reptile flesh upon

the bosom of the ground". Like the imaged Eye, and ear and tongue'

the rhythm itself is closed up, the seven beats easily found. The

longest line (5224) is rather the exception and iÈseLf speaks of

contrasts, Discord and Harmony. Mention of these and of the

contrasts in surrounding lines - "dark" and "light"; "moisture" and

57 S. Foster Damon, A-Blake Dictionary, p. L47.
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"food" and "Moral Virtue" and "cruel Virgin" may be better seen if

the whole "song" is quoted:

Vqhile the Females prepare the Victims. the Males at Furnaces
And Anvils dance the dance of tears & pain: loud lightnings
Lash on their limbs as they turn the whirlwinds loose upon
The Furnaces, Iamenting around the Anvils e this their Song [']
Ah weak ç wide astray! Ah shut in narrow doleful form
Creeping in reptile flesh upon the bosom of the ground
The Eye of Man a little narro\Àl orb closd up e dark
scarcely beholding the great tight conversing with the void
The Ear, a littte shell in small volutions shutting out
AtI melodies & comprehending only Discord and Harmony
The Tongue a little moisture fills, a little food it cloys
A little sound it utters & its cries are faintly heard
Then brings forth Moral Virtue the Cruel Virgin Babylon

can such an Eye judge of the stars? & looking thro its tubes
Measure the sunny rays that poínt their spears on Udanadan
Can such an Ear filtd with the vapours of the yawning pit.
Judge of the pure meJ-odious harp struck by a hand divine?
Can such closed Nostrils feel a joy? or teII of autunn fruits
lVhen grapes & figs lourst their covering to the joyful air
Can such a Tongue boast of the living \^Taters? or take in
ought but the Vegetable Ratio & loathe the faint delight
can such gross Lips percieve? alas! folded within themselves
They touch not ought but pallid turn & tremble at every wind

Thus they sing Creating the Three Classes among Druid Rocks

(8., 98)

Blake re-iterated the imagery, but the lines in the second half of

the song are phrased as rhetorical questions followed, ironically'

by lovely pictures painted in the mind with one stroke and at the

next stroke, erased by a further questioning and a depiction of the

Iinitations of the human senses. Once more the verse is tightty

controlled with stresses arranged within the line to emphasise again

the senses as do the repeated syntactic forms:

//
Can such an Eye judge ...

//
Can such an Ear, fill'd ...

can such ct!=ea Nltrits teet
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//
Can such a Tongue boast ...

. / -./Can such gross Lips Percieve

These five lines are excellent examples of the accentual reinforcement

mentioned in an early chaPter.

In this song, as in the Bardts Song in general, there are many

words that cannot by any stretch of the imagination be called

"poetic diction" - Josephine Miles points to "furnace" as representing
58

a realm of reference less common to poetic Èradition - although

biblically poetic - and in the Bard's Song occur other \^/ords quite

outside any poetry at all; there is the line "Mocking oruidical

Mathematical Proportion of Length, Bredth, Highthz (4227, 8., 97)¡

there are the phrases "Himself exculpating" (822, F,-, I00),

"refractory servants (8:3), although Shakespeare speaks in Troilus

and Cressida It ii, 182 of the law as being to curb refractory

appetites; and there are the words "turpitude" (8:7), "exuded" (5:35)

and "Vegetabte Ratio", the last example from the Furnace song itself

(5:35, 8., 1OO, IO1, 98). However, such \^/ords have at the same time

a horÈatory ring and Mark Schorer sees Blake as returning in this to

the prophetic function, or bardic poetry using concern with sound'

propeï names and catalogues, and alternations of exhortation and

Iamentation, to achieve the same effect as would have the declamatory

oratory of writers and speakers of the eighteenth century for example'

59
Ed,mund Burke.

58 Josephine Miles, Sublimity, p.81.

the Politics of Vision' PP.59 Mark Schorer, William Blake: 4L2-3.
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In Thomas De Quincey's essay on Rhetoric he recounts an anecdote

of Burkers conversing on the literary value of his own writ-ings and

speaking of one particulaï passage which had cost him much labour,

but labour which, to himself, had seemed to have been most successful -

an extract illustrating the declamatory oratory mentioned above and

taken from A Letter to a Noble Lord, a response by Burke to the Duke of

Bedfordrs attack upon him in the House of Lords:

But as to our country and our race, as long as the well-
compacted structure of our church and state, the sanctuary,
the holy of holÍes of that ancient law, defended by reverence'
defended by power' a fortress at once and a temple' shall
stand inviolate on the brow of the British sion - as long as
the British monarchy, not more limited than fenced by the
orders of the state, shaIl, like the proud keep of windsor'
rising in the majesty of proportion, and girt with the double
belt of its kindred and coeval towersf as long as this awful
structure shall oversee and guard the subject land - so long
the mounds and dykes of the low, fat, Bed.ford level will have
nothinq to_fear from all the pickaxes of all the levellers
ot r=i"e.6o

The passage is preceded and follo\^Ied by lines in which are the same

manner of exhortation, but sufficient has been quoted to elaborate

upon the general statement of Mark Schorer, and to illusÈrate the

effectiveness of repetition of phoneme, syllabte, word and phrase.

The exhortatory effect of the Bard's song is that Milton is

moved: and much of the appeal to the ear is through Blake's continual

use of repetition: "Time on Time Ages on Ages" - the length of the

diphthongs in the phrase echoing the sense and effect. Plate 5, Iine

4z "AII pitied the piteous and was wrath with the wrathful" provides

a contrast in vowel sound between the softer "piteous", which the

60 Edmund Burke, Selections: with Essays by Hazlitt, Arnold and
others, htith an introduction and notes by A.M.D. Hughes (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1930), p. 23, for the essay of De Quincey and
p. L76 f.or the extract from Burke's Letter.
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eighteenth century pronunciation softened further into the sibilant

"p{/ir\s", and the abrupt "wrath" which, atthough he hotds it

analogically erroneous, is admitted by lrlalker to be pronounced most

usually as in 'not' - a pronunciaÈion adopted by all major orthoepi sts

of the Cerrtory6tfris own recommend.ation is not the long 'a' of path,

but the short vowel of 'fat').

Other aural effects occur in Blake's use, in the Bardrs Song,

of alliÈeration and consonance: Los lifts his iron ladles (Plate 6),

Plate 7 contains a pattern of 'f' to echo the initial "The First"

and the imperative "Follow me" which begins the paragraph, while

Plate 8 repeats the'm'of the first \¡rord: "Meanwhile" in the

ttmildest", "Millstt, "solemn mourningtt and ttd.ilemmatt, in the proper

names of Molech, Michael and the personification of Moon. This is

weII illustrated in Èhe following lines:

Mine is the fault! I shouldhaveremember'd. thatpitydividesthe soul
And man, unmans: followmewithmyPlo;. this mournful day
Must be a blank in Nature: follow with me, and tomorrow again
Resume your la-bours, e this day shall be a mournful day

(plate 8: L9-22, 8., 101)

Lanz holds Èhat in the melody of verse the consonants function

as time-beaters and help to create rhythm. The more similar the

repeated elements, the more effective is the rhythm ("we instinctively

use La-1a-la-Ia-la for singing without words, Tather than ta-na-va-

sa-ka"). The drum effect of an identical consonant may be easily

heard at a distance of several syllables - alliteration acts like a

6I lValker, 1833 edition, p. 590.
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po1arerful drum in the melody of verse, and emphasises the brief musical

phrases within the verse.62 rn effect, the above passage is also

picking up the refrain of the Bard: "Mark weII my \^lords'r.

cng
fi^¿
een
s ¡¡s

nø--ee,,-,Þs ctrì ly'more. p"rominrn* hct
On¿ eon'clu:io¡. i s , ,nøvo,rthe-l<,sS, obvious -.Blak¿ Ís now

uting the, term 't soné t' to e,rnbroCá natr'-a*ívø vefge.
r

Blake's use of sound echoes is also very noticeable in the

few lines which Btake includes as a Vintage song - much in the same

way that the Human Odors sing around the wine presses of Luvah ín

The Four Zoas (Night the Ninth, 8., 389) -

They sang at the vintage! This is the Last vintage! e seed
shall no more be sown upon Earth, titl all the vintage is over
And all gatherd in, tiII the Plow has passd over the Nations
And the Harrow &heavythundering Roller upon the mountains

(Milton, 252 8-11, E-, 120)

In the above song, there are only forty-two words and of these

seven are repeated, two more than once and this necessarily creates

phrasal repetition: the Last Vintage, atl the Vintage: tiII the PIow

has passed over, ti}| all the Vintage is over. fn the last line'

Blake uses two qualifyinS adjectives - the first one ("heavy") sings

alliteratively with "Harro\n¡", white the second ("thulderigg") sings

consonantly with "upog" and "Mountains", and the line would be the

less powerful if either adjective were omitted.

62 Lanz, p. 70.
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III

It will be remenibered that Night the Seventh (b) in The Four

zoas concluded with Blake's Muses, the Daughters of Beulah' putting

their faith in the resurrection "And all the Songs of Beulah sounded

comfortable notes" (E., 399) . fn Milton the oivine Voice is heard

in the Songs of Beulah, and once again the same line is repeated.

Blake balances two kinds of sonq in The Four Zoas - that of the cruel

Females of Amalek against the "new song" of VaIa; similarly, in Milton

the song of the Females around the Furnace is contrasted to and

complemented by the first Song of Beulah which cries out against

jealous, possessive love, and which sings of the time when freedom

in love shall no longer be seen as harlotry- The two passages of the

Songs of Beulah are also'balanced. against each other. As the song

of the Females around the Furnace was at first a series of statements

and then, in reiteration, a group of rhetorical questions' so the

Iines of the first of the songs of Beulah are statements and, after
63the diagramr--the lines in the second song are questions. The "thread

or track" running from line nineteen ("And then and then alone begins

the happy Female joy") seems to run into the margin, and could. be

thought of as attaching text to diagram - a diagram which shows the

path of Miltonrs descent and the relationship between the Mundane Egg

and the Four Universes. r of the Four zoas.

Therefore, in Plate 33 an interlocking text may be seen which

contrasts to Plate 5 of the Bardrs song (the song around the Furnace)

and, in syntactic structure, the succeeding Songs of Beulah - and

there is a diagram which also makes interweaving connections.

63 The llluminated Blake p.252.
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THE SONGS OF BEULAH

And, the Divine Voice was heard in the Songs of Beulah Saying

!ùhen I first Married you, I gave you aII my whole Soul
I thought that you would love my loves c joy in my delights
Seeking for pleasures in my pleasures O Daughter of Babylon
Then thou wast lovely, mild & gentle. no\ÁI thou art terrible
In jealousy & unlovely in my sight, because thou hast cruelly
CuÈ off my loves in fury tilt I have no love left for thee
Thy love depends on him thou lovest & on his dear loves
Depend thy pleasures which thou hast cut off by jealousy
Therefore I shew my Jealousy & set before you Death.
Behold Milton descended to Redeem the Female Shade
From Death Eternali such your lot, to be continually Redeem'd
By death & misery of those you love & by

Annihilation
when 

-ÈhJSixfol¿ Female percieves that Milton annihilates
Himself: that seeing all his loves by her cut off: he leaves
Her also: intirely abstracting himself from Female loves
She shall relent in fear of death: She shall begin to give
Her maidens to her husband: delighting in his delight
And then 6, then alone begins the happy Female joy
As it is done in Beulah' & thou o Virgin Babylon Mother of

t'Ihoredoms
Shalt bring Jerusalem in thine arms in the night watches; and
No longer turning her a wandering Harlot in the streets
Shalt give her into the arms of God your Lord & Husband.

Such are the Songs of Beulah in the Lamentations of Ololon

33: L-24 (8., I3L-32)

THE SONGS OF BEULAH

and all the Songs of Beulah sounded comfortable notes
To comfort ololons lamentation, for they said[:]
Are you the Fiery Circle that late drove in fury & fire
The Eight Immortal Starry-Ones down into Ulro dark
Rending the Heavens of Beulah with your thunders a lightnings
And can you thus lament & can you pity & forgive?
Is terror changd to pity o wonder of Eternity!

34: L-7 (E., L32)

Moreover, many of the lines of the first passage split into

halves with a contrasting or complementary relationship between the

two halves:



When I first Married You,

I thought thatyou would love my Ioves

Seeking for pleasures inmypleasures

Then thou was lovely, mild & gentle.
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I gave you all my whole Soul-

& joy in my delights

O Daughter of Babylon

now thou arÈ terribLe

Behold Milton descended to Redeemthe Female Shade

She shall relent in fear of death: She shall begin to give

(plate 33: L-4, Il , I7, 8., r3r)

fühile sound echoes appear in "whole soul", "love my loves",

"pleasures in my pleasures" and "delighting in his delight", most

of the all-iteration is cleverly concealed by beino displaced into

other lines, as also are some of the words which are repeated. The

Iines below wiII be followed by a summarising paragraph to elaborate

upon this effect:

thou has cruelly
Cut off my loves in fury tilt I have no love left for thee

Thy love depends on him thou lovest & on his dear loves

Depend thy pleasures which thou hast cut off by jealousy

Therefore I shew my Jealousy & set before you Death.

Behold Milton descended to Redeem the Female Shade

From Death Eternal; such your lot, to be continually Redeemr d

By death & misery of those you love & by Annihilation
Vlhen the Sixfold Female percieves that Milton annihilates
Himself: that seeing all his Ioves by her cut off: he leaves

intirely abstracting himself from Female Loves

(Milton, 33: 6-L6, 8., 13f-132)

Her also:

For example, cruelly will introduce the consonantal "c", in preparation

for the repeated cut off in the succeeding line, and this itself wil-I

be repeated. in the next but one line and in the penultimate line of the
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passage quoted; and eJ-Iy will echo in till, Eternal, all, also and

hinself. The vowel sound will also echo in the varying forms of

"Iove" scattered throughout the passage, and if "love .., my loves"

is carried over from the early lines of the plate, so also "pleasure

in my pleasures" is picked up in the repeated "pleasure", and in the

assonance of "deÞend", "jealousy" and "Death" in the different

instances. "Depend" and "jealousy" themselves are repeated in

successive lines, as are "Redeem" and "Redeemtd" - with Èhe allied

"Female" initial vowel - and "annihilat(ion) " aLso occurs twice.

Displacement of a phoneme also occurs as "dear" gives way to "depend",

(echoed in descended) "before" to "behold", "she\nl" to "shade"

and "percieve" to "Ieaves". In the two lines in which Blake does not

use actual word repetition, there is an "s" alliteration in the

"Sixfoùd" and the "seeinq" respecÈively.

Thus, in the text of Plate 33 (printed above) there is the

evident d.imension of the word repeated within the line, and, then

there is another dimension - that of a displaced echo, still relevant

to the line, but outside its immediate context. This effect of a

multi-dimension is, of course, implicit in the diagram of the same

Plate, that of Èhe Mund.ane Egg and the spheres of the Four Zoas.

The diagram is made to relate also to the second of the "songs of

Beulah" by the initial reference to the Fiery Circle - as Erdman

points ootr64 "Note the question to ololon" ("Are you the Fiery

Circle...").

64 The llluminated Blake p. 252.
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While it may be held that the first passage of the "Song of

Beulah" contains Blake's most subtle interplay of sound yet, he

returns to a more obvious means of capturing the ear in the five

lines of song carried over into Plate 32:

Are you Ëhe Fiery Circle that late drove in fury c fire
The Eight Immortal Starry-Ones down into UIro dark
Rend.ing the Heavens of Beulah with your thunders & ligh
And can you thus lament & can you pity & forgive?
fs terror changd to pity O wonder of Eternity!

(E. , L32)

'l."'1

There is the obvious alliteration of the fírst line, followed by the

harsh vowel sounds of the "ar" combined with the consonantal stops

of the second line to accentuate the idea of the plunge downwards.

This impression is sustained by the repeated use of a syllable

incorporating the consonance of "n", as shown above while at the

same time the accentual reinforcement of key words gives power to

the group of questions which continue to echo with the vowel plus

ttrt' combination:

,\/
Are you/... //////Fiery/CircLe/thaL lateldrove/ . . . /fury/a fíre1

2

(the "ro" being inverted in drove;
you and Fury echoing)

 A /
Ulro,/dark

(the "ro" being an inversion,
while the Eight reflects late)

(Rending - inverted "re")

///
The Eight/Immortal/Starry/ . . .

náains ...Æoîr/tn(naers/...3

4

5

forgive?

terror . ..,/wonder
/

. . . /nt-erni-t-y

Another duplication of sound occurs in "rending" and "heavens",

where the latter is spetled out to imply a definite sound in the

second sylla-ble. Furthermore, B1ake duplicates the question
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construction in the fourth line, and the lines conclude with the

half-rhyme at the caesura, or break ancl the terminal syllables.

The Eye may be captured by the diagram, but the Ear will ensure

attention to the verse!

IV

The last passage of song to be considered in Milton (The Songs

of Spring) is sliqhtly different in that no-one actually sings as

they had at the Vintage, around the Furnace, or on the occasion of

the descent of OIoIon. S. Foster Damon makes the point that Blake

was d.eveloping, in association with a greater "turbulence of subject-

matÈer", an effect created by the omission of unaccented syllables,

and he selects as one of his examples the line from Èhe first part of

the Song of Spring in Plate 3I: "He leads the Choir of Day! trill,

trill , Èri1l, tríll,,'(line 3I , 8., I29) in which Blake places five
6l

accented syltabtes together as the Lark sings; ) 
"¡t111" witl be

repeated in the closing lines of Milton - the "spondaic and sprung

force" of "loud trill" as one critic puts it.66 But not only is

this effect metrically interesting, but the phonemes in trill provide

the key to the music of the Song which wiII be sung by the birds.

65 Damon, Vùillian Blake p. 54. I have altered the punctuation to
that given in the Erdman and Bloom text.

66 Miles, Sublimit p. 84
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THE SONG OF SPRING

Thou hearest the Nightingale begin the Song of Spring;
The Lark sitting upon his earthy bed: just as the morn
Appearsr listens silent; then springing from the waving Corn-field! loud
He leads the Choir of Day! trill, trill, trill, trill,
Mounting upon the wings of light into the Great Expanse:
Reecchoing against the lovely blue & shining heavenly Shell:
His little throat labours with inspiration; every feather
On throat & breast & wings vibrates with the effluence Divine
All NaÈure listens silent to him & the awful Sun
Stands still upon the Mountain looking on this

little Bird
V,Iith eyes of soft humility. & wonder love & ah¡e.
Then loud from their green covert all the Birds begin their Sonq
The Thrush, the Linnet & the Goldfinch, Robin ç the lVren
Awake the Sun from his sweet reverie upon the Mountain:
The Nightingale again assays his song, & thro the day,
And thro the niqht warbles luxurianti everv Bird of Song
Attending his loud harmony with admiration & Iove.
This is a Vision of the lamentation of Beulah over OIoIon!

Thou percievest the Flowers put forth their precious Odours!
And none can telI how from so small a center comes such sweets
Forgetting that within that Center Eternity expands
Its ever during doors, that Og & Anak fiercely guard[.]
First eer the morning breaks joy opens in Èhe flowery bosoms
Joy even Èo tears, which the Sun rising dries; first the Vüitd Thlzme

And Meadow-sweet downy & soft waving among the reeds.
Light springing on the air lead the sweet Dance: they wake
The Honeysuckle sleeping on the Oak: the flaunting beauty
Revels along upon the wind; the Vlhite-thorn lovely May
Opens her many lovely eyes: Iistening the Rose still sleeps
None dare to wake her. soon she bursts her crimson curtaind bed
And comes forth in the majesty of beauty; every Flower:
The Pink, the Jessamine, the Wall-flower, the Carnation
The Jonquil, the mitd Litly opes her heavens! every Tree,
And Flower & Herb soon fill the air with an innumerable Dance
Yet all in order sweet & Iovely, Men are sick with Love!
Such is a Vision of the lamentation of Beulah over OIoIon

(3I: 28-63, 8., I29-I30)

ft will be remembered that when the early "Pipinq Down the

Valleys VùiId" was discussed, a "tune" of associated vowels could be

heard, a concept based on the work of Henry Lanzr6T *"rrtion of whom

was made in reference to repeated consonants earlier in this chapter.

67 I,anz, p. 42.



In this song from Milton Blake uses repetition,

mittent occurrence of the two sounds [I] and 'I'

Èhe first eighteen lines.

2AI

inversion and inter-

to "singt" throughout

B1ake, in contrast to Thomson's "symphony of Spring" in which

the choir of birds is arranged in groups, follows a musical progression
68

or pattern in his tisting of the birds. Significantly also, Blake

begins and ends the first part of this "song" with mention of the

Nightingale, in which also occur the two sounds, which echo as the

tune throughout. of course, the use of "Philomelu"69' - which Thomson

uses - would also incorporate the "tune", but it must be argued that

Blake's choice of Èhe English form is congruent with a poem about

England's Albion and Milton' her poet - perhaps an unconscious

acknowledgement of the influence of the Hay1ey who had recommended an

epic with a national element.

Blake makes it plain in the line: "This is a vision of the

Iamentation of Beulah over Ololon" that he means the mind to apprehend

the pictures of the Choir of Day that he is creating, but lest the

effect be too discrete and detract from the poetry of the lines, he

adds the thread of repetition of the sound - for example, the

onomatopoetic "trill" echoed in "Iistens"r "Iittle"r "Still",

"humility". "Linnet" and other single phonemes.

Similarly, in the second part of this "song" Blake gives an

initial key word which heralds the tune to come; in the section of

68 Tolley, p. L23.

69 V'IaIker, 1833 edition, p. 385 .
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the Flowers, the sounds from "percievest", and will be a pattern of

the sofÈ ti] and the sibilant ts' - for example: "s\n/eet". "fíercely",

"Èears", "reeds", "sleeping". Occasionally the sounds wiII occur

successively in two different words: "Forgetting that within that

Center Eternity expands", Once again B1ake uses the device of word

repeÈition to weld the passage into an entity: "Fl-owers" and "flowery";

"s\nleets" and "sweet" and "joy opens ... joy even to tears". Blake has

buitt. upon the Notebook poem, "The hiild-flower's Song" in which joy

was sought in vain and, as Margaret E. Rudd points ouÈ, has achieved

a curiously differenÈ effect with this "Rose" from Milton than he had

achieved in the early "The Sick Rose"7o rh.r, he spoke of the rose on

her bed of crimson joy - in Milton the rose bursts from her "crimson

curtaind bed".

The song of the Flo\^rers is, of course, reminiscent of the passage

from Lycidas, tl-: 135-51, another subtle connection with Milton:

ft seems likely that, while wishing to improve on Thomson's
natural description, Blake also wished to compliment the
elder poet Milton on his sensitive humanization of spring
flowers in Lycidas, lines L42-5I ... Recognition of this
allusion seems necessary to explain the vision as a
'Iamentation', as it is only on a superficial view that
Blake's flowers might seem to be weeping: they are actually
embodiments of joy ... the best lamentations,
elegies are most profoundJ-y paeans of joy.

the
7I

best

This is evident, too, in the rhythms of this passage where the

emphasis most often falls upon words that are of essentially happy

70 Margaret E.
Kegan PauI,

Rudd., Orqanízrd fnnocence (London: Routledge and
1956), p. L73.

L26.7L ToIIey, p.
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connotations: Flowers, precious Odours, s\^Ieets, morning, joy, soft

waving, Iight springing, Iovely eyes, majesty of beauty anrf innumerabl.e

Dance. The young Blake had spoken of Spring; the older poet again

rises to lyrical heights as the Nightinqale begins the Song of

Spring - and the last lyric in the Blakean canon, the three stanzas

at the end of B1ake's address to the Christians in Jerusalem, 77,
72

incorporate diction and imagery reminiscent of this same theme.

After the Poetical Sketches Blake had moved away from much of

the language of the traditional poetic offering preferring, at first,

the simple language of the Songs of Innocence and Of Experience, then

the longer line and. often hortatory and allusive phrases of the minor

prophecies, moving on to the tyrical passages and stanzaic inter-

polations of The Four Zoas.

However, Blake also retained some elements from each of these

stages of his development: the deliberate emphasis on some word of

significance by subtle alteration of rhythm; the appeal of the musical

patterns in songs like "Piping Down the Valleys tltild"; the absorption

with the Human Senses as seen in the Fairy's song in Europe; the idea

of song as appropriaÈe for times when a change in the human condition

is heralded. In Milton, Blake widens the practise of Miltonic

inversion, creates a series of musically echoic patterns, decries the

l-imitations of the Human as opposed to the Divine Inspiration and

"sings" of what moved Milton, of the seizure of power by the Females

of the Furnace and of the abdication of that po\^/er as shown in the

Songs of Beulah - and song is again heard to herald the Spring and the

Vintage.

12 Tolley, p. 96.
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Blake's interest in the person and works of Milton is evinced

in the number of paintings and engravings concerned with the work of

the earlier poet ," ,n addition to incidenÈal and numerous references

to Milton in Blakets works and letters, and records of his conversa-

tions. The Bard's song ends with the Bard taking refuge in Milton's

bosom, and Milton will then enter into Los and thus into Blake. It

is not, therefore, surprising, that the influence of Milton may be

readily seen in both the Bard's song and in Milton in general - not so

much in metrical parallel as in freedom to adapt metre to prrtpo"";74

not so much in Milton's Creator and Creation, but in the similarly

Divine concept of Blakean Inspiratíon and Imagination; noÈ so much

in Blakean Ímitation of Milton's "paraqraph fingering" as in Blakers

move a\^/ay from the contrived stanza to the sense unit - by means of

enjambment. ParaIIeIs occur also in the practices common to both

poets - positioning and. coupling words and placing the "break" for

sense and emphasis, rather than for custom. B1ake is not as consistent

as Milton in his spelling, contractions and adherence to his chosen

metrical scheme, but neither does he need to be in the accentual,

rather than Èhe syllabíc, quality of MíIton.

73 Havens, p. 2I8, drawing upon !{.M. Rossettirs "Descriptive Cata-
Iogue", appended to the second volume of Gilchrist's Life of William
Blake, ne\¡I edition (1880) and from the Grolier CIub catalogue of
Blake's works (1905) . Mention should also be made of several
repeated series (three for Paradise Lost for example) and Miltonic
illustrations in the Young series, etc. (vgith acknowledgement to
Michael J. Tolley for these additional examples).

74 Robert Bridges in "A letter to a Musician on Prosody" in Collected
Essays, Papers etc. of Robert Bridqes, Es say xv (oxford: University
Press, 1933), p. 56 speaks of Milton's elaborate rhythms as a
compound. arrived. at by a conflict between two separate factors -
speech rhythm and metric rhythm.
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MilÈon may well have moved Blake - but what moved Milton? - the

voice of the Bard who sings at length, who sings at the beginning of

Milton, and. who sings with truth and "according to the inspiration of

the poetic Genius Who is the eternal all-protecting Divine Humanity".@.'107)

This is the song of Milton - and it will be for Jerusalem to presenÈ

Blake's final voice of song.
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IX

JERUSALEM - THE FINAL SONG

Jerusalem, toor Rêy be seen in terms of the Miltonic tradition:

The poem begins where Paradise Regained ends' with the
story of an individual redemption and with an assertion
of the value of the love and forgiveness that Milton's
brief epic recovers Jerusalem is] an extension and
amplification of Milton's vision, an envisioning of the
universal redemption that Paradise Regained and Milton

1*presage. -

The same author, in a different book, speaks of Milton having created

a new form, free of the impedimenta of convention and distinguishable

by the union achieved between epic and ptophe.y2 and, of coursef

Blake had spoken in Milton of the association of prophecy and song:

He recollected an old Prophecy in Eden recorded'
And often sung to the loud harp at the immortal feasts

(Mitton, 20z 57-58) 3

In terms of the convention of prophecy, moreover, the strapping on

of the sandal- is a sign that the prophet is about to throw his whole

setf into his prophecy, making noÈ his lips alone' but his whole

personality the vehicle for the divin. wotd.4

And it is this thought that comes closest to describing B1ake's

approach to song in his final prophetic work.

Wittreich, Jnr., Anqel of the Apocalypsêr P. 249.

J.A. vüiÈtreich, Jnr., "Opening of Èhe Seals", PP. 33-4

Erdman and Bloom edition (E).

4 Abraham Heschel, The Prophets, 2 volumes (New York: Harper and
Row, L97L), íL, 80, as quoted in lVittreich'
Apocalypsê, p. 25O.

I

t
2

3

Jnr., Angel of the



As if to reflect the concentration upon the prophetic in his

songs in 'ferusalem, Blake put four of the eight passages which he

designated song into the mouths of a bardic, prophetic figure; two

are given to Los, one to the composite figure of the introductory

Saviour,/Bard, and one passage Blake called the Song of the Lamb.

There is, in addition, song from the Spectre Sons of Albion, from

the Vrlarriors, from Vala and from the Daughters of Albion each of

whom raise once the voice of song.

287

the Saviour dictates a "mild song" (E., 145)

Los and the Daughters of Albion in
dialogue (E., 2O3-2O4)

The Song of the Lamb (E., 2Og)

The Spectre Sons of Albion (E., 2L4-2I5)

The lvarriors (E., 2I9-22o)

vala (E., 234)

84zL-28 The Daughters of Albion (8., 24o-24L)

86zL-32 The Song of Los on his lVatch (E., 242)

c

c

L4
III 56

5-2r
3-25

60 lo-37

65 29-55

68 t1-70
80 I2-3I
83:85-87;

85222-32¡

c. III
c. IfI
c. III
c. IV

c. IV

c. TV

Although Jerusalem, in the style of poeÈry of epic proportion,

contains one hundred plates. and is divided into four chapters, each

with its contrasting prose preface and introductory lyric, Blakers

use of song is not evenly distributed throughout the work. Blake's

use of song increases as Jerusalem progresses, seven of the eight

songs beinq ín Chapters 3 and 4, while the other passage serves

generally as an introd,uctory statement of the theme of the poem

(Ptate 4). It is as though Blake, sensing the historical significance

of his or¡¡n times - a thought for which I am indebted to Northrop Frye5 -

deliberately took away from the Jews (to whom chapter two is addressed)

the office of prophetic song traditionally associated with that group

Northrop Frye, "The Road to Excess", in Myth and Symbol, €d.
Bernice Slote (University of Nebraska Press, 1963), p. 16.

5
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of people, and concentrated upon.song in its achieved form in the

context of his words to the Deists and to the Christians. In the

same radical l^¡ay, when Blake speaks in the Preface to Jerusalem of

his avoiding a Monotonous Cadence of every word being studied and

put into its fit place, he shows that, while al^Iare of the principles

on which other verse writers of his century have modelled their works,

he, himself, is going Èo put his whole personality into his verse

and thus extend the practices of his day in regard to onomatopoeia,

inner harmony and propriety:

External bonds of linear arrangements by variations in
measure and in rhyme at line ends' are least valuable
to Blake; the internal variations of accenÈ and sound
echo in the tine are most valuable. The frame of line
and stanza is not to be stressed' but rather the interior
correlations of sound with sense ... devices of sound -. -

varied, echoing, and internal as they were considered to
be in the eighteenth century Pindaric tradition.6

After a lifetime of prosodic search and sor1gr Blake informs the

reader about how he will now sing - terríble nunbers' mild and gentle

parts, even prosaic passages - and little matter that 'Jerusalem wiII
7contain septenaries that may have to grow into overcrowded eight-

stress lines. It may be choral tempests8when Blakers characters

have said, replied, pursuedr answered, cried, lamented, uttered,

Iaughed., raged and responded, but Blake calls it song l¡then Los heaves

his thundering Bellows and chaunts and the Daughters of Albion reply

in a series of exclamations (with appropriate punctuation!); when

the Slaves ín the evening sing the Song of the Lamb in the rhetorical

Josephine Miles, Sublimity, pp. 82-3

Ostriker, Vision and Verse

6

7

I Damon, William Blake p.53

p. L92-3.
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f gave thee; when the spectre sons of Arbion mock and deride at

the wri thing of their victim; when the vrlarriors cry in thc hot day

of victory; when vara and the Daughters of Arbion lament; and when

Los, walking from Furnace to Furnace sings on his l¡rlatch. Even the

mild song (suggested by the open vowels) begins with a rush of "\n/"

and of prosive consonants, modulates within the same rine into

mel-low sibilants and a soft repetition of the rrr, then crashes to

a forceful conclusion - as a song's returning measure - with the

conclusion to this first line of the repeated and extended imperatives

of wake and expand - further "Ìn/" and plosive sounds.

[rHn urr,o soNc oF THE sAVrouR]

I

L.9

1.13

1.15
1.16

1. 19

Awake! awake O sleeper of the land of shad.ows, wake! expand!
f am in you and you in me, mutual in tove d.ivine:
Fibres of love from man to man thro Albions pleasant land.
In aII the dark Atlantic vale down from the hills of Surrey
A black water accumulates, return Albion! return!
Thy brethren call thee, and thy fathers, and thy sons,
Thy nurses and thy mothers, thy sisters and thy daughters
üIeep at thy souls disease, and the oivine Vision is darkend.:
Thy Emanation that was wont to ptay before thy face,
Beaming forth with her daughters into the Divine bosomfwhere!!]
Where hast thou hidden thy Emanation lovely Jerusalem
From the vision and fruition of the Holy-one?
f am not a God afar off, I am a brother and. friend;
Vüithin your bosoms I reside, and you reside in me:
Lo! we are One; forgiving all Evil; Not seeking recompense!
Ye are my members O ye sleepers of Beulaþ land of shades!

Jerusalem 4: 6-2L (E., r45)

It wiII be remembered that when Blake's early songs were

discussed. - those from the poetical Sketches - the r ange of poetic

experimentation was studied. under a series of headings: metre,

cadence, syllabre and phoneme. Now the songs of Jerusarem - the
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final song - wiII also be examined in a similar approach to see what

Blake has rleveloped in regard to these prosorlic emphases. For the

sake of convenience, the songs will be discussed in the order in

which they appear in Jeru salem and the text of each will- be printed

directly preceding mention of their metre, cadence, syllable conÈent

and phonemic effect, although the first song is printed above.

However, when these lengthy passages are compared with such

things as the broadside ballads of the age and Blake's earlier lyrics,

it must be acknowledged that there is a problem of transition in

movr-ng to the Jerusalem songs. Vühile admitting that Blake's later

songs are perhaps less than the "ultimate" - as is often done - it

may be argued in the context of the hypotheses here put forward that

it is not the "song" that has \^reakened but rather the "voice" which

has taken over, and that Blake has approached more nearly the "graces

of cadence" which he was seekinq.

The most interesting and remarkable feature about the metre of

Jerusalem is how often Blake does maintain a sense of stress effect,

even in the very extended lines, and exampres could be drawn from

each of the eight passages of song to demonstrate this. The two

lines below are from Jerusalem , Plate 4, lines 20 and 16 and,

although boËh rines do have strong middres - which is in accordance

with saintsburyrs observation of a Jerusalem Èype of verse ... with

the central break less obvious fthan in Milton],9 
"1"k" 

brings the

emphasis to the beginning of the lines, by beginning with an inverted

foot, or, al-Èernatively. two spondees, conctuding each line with a

flurry of unaccented syllables:

9 Saintsbury, A HisÈory of Enqlish prosody, rrr,28.
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/xx
V'lhere hast thou

/ ^ / *x / rhidden thy Emanation
/ x x /v /

lovely Jerusalem
or:

or:
Lo

,( x / -.\ /.* / /* / ,/ * /, /we aie Orie; forgiving aII Evil; Not seeking recompense
v \_/ 

- 

vr-

Jerusalem 4: 20, 16 (E 145)

fn the latter instance the motto is thus repeated, a motto which has

been variously interpreted but certainly contains the Greek "monos",

congruent with "being one"; in the first example the line acquires

thus an accusing ring, making clear to the reader that the fact that

Jerusalem is not in evidence is of importance to this song and to

the introductory themes of the entire poem. It is of interest to

notice that, before erasing the word, BJ-ake had placed t'lhere at

the end of the previous line, which would have curtailed that

emphatic effect. This is more obvious, perhaps, from the edition

of Geoffrey Keynes, although the Erdman and Bloom edition indicates

the deletion and emendation by italics:

Thy Emanation that was wont to play before thy face,
Beaming forth with her daughters into the Divine Bosom:

erased]
!{here hast Thou hidden thy Emanation, lovely Jerusalem.

(Jerusalem 4: L4-L6)

Iwhere

l0

Of course, this may be interpreted as a simple copying error on

Blake's part, but there is before us the contention of S. Foster

Damon that Btake was no careless techni.i.n!11

In the third song in Jerusalem, Plate 60, The Song of the Lamb,

Bl-ake similarly groups together stresses, and contrasts this effect

with a rush of both initial and terminal unstressed syllables, which

I0 Keynes edition, p. 622.

II Damon, üüilliam Blake p. 45.
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brings into focus the idea of Èhe importance of Jerusalem's being

lcd ,baclc to her heritage of Liberty, the alliteration and consonance

of the rIr reinforcing the meÈrical grouping:

The Song of the Lamb of God is heard, seeking to lead
Jerusalem back to her heritage of liberty. Jerusalem is
closrd in the Dungeons of Babylon, caught in the insane
bondage of self-accusationf unable to be convinced of
the reality of forgivene"".12

The second.ary stress upon my is optional, and the word could be

read as unstressed in a parallel to the beginning of another line

from Èhe same song, making a line of seven heavy stresses in the

first instance - recognition of the ideal, perhaps!

y x y / x x / / / r / Y x / /
And in my love I will lead thee, love1y Shadow of Sleeping Albion

(Jerusalem 60:37)

x .x ^ / ^ A / / / ^ 
/ y x / " /y,

Añd in my fóve r will teäa tfrêe, Ióvely Shadow of Släeping Albion.
Jerusalem 6O237 (8. , 208)

x x * /tr /
arîa å pã"úfl"î tábernacle, to cut the integuments of beauty
Into veils of tears ...

(Jerusalem 60:33, E., 2Og)

As Jerusalem progresses, the proportion of longer lines in Èhe songs

increases, but Blake does hold to a sense of the ideat seven stresses

and this will be illustrated in the later songs.

It $till be remembered Èhat in the discussion of metre in the

Poetical SkeÈches it was felt that B1ake had an inner sense of the

L2 Bloom, Blakers Apoca1Vpsê, p. 4O7.
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isochronism or equal-time-ness of the unit, be it musical, bar

measure or foot. It is therefore, very interesting to find the

Later Btake still inserting extra unstressed and stressed syllables

\'rithout interrupting the flow of the verse. Ho\^tever, Blake is now

"stretching and squashing" on a longer scalel The "squashing" has

been well illustrated in the preceding examples; the "stretching"

may be seen in lines which may be read in two ways - the examples

being taken from two passages of song:

/Yx/"/
Vüeêp at thy souls disease,

/ " / / "/Irtreep at thy souls disease,

v / u,/ / x Y / Y
and the Dívine Vision is darkend:

(6 stresses)
.^, x v / / x Y / x

and the Divine Vision is darkend:
(7 or 8 stresses)

(Jerusalem 4:13)

Y / * /*
To please thy Idols,
v / / /'x

Toplease thy ldols,
\ / * /*

To please thy ldols,

.\ x ",/ * ,/ x x x
in the pretended chastities of
/ Y x/ * / (x Y
in the pretended chastities of
/xx/r,/xxY

in the pretended chastities of

n,/ * / *
uncircumcision Ia]

'â"("'r^"("ië^tzl
/1, / x

uncircumcision Ia]

(Jerusalem 60:33, E 2O8)

"stretching" also occurs when the line, although not short of the

ideal seven stresses, does lack the number of syllables usually

associated with the ideal "fourteener"; here the seven stresses

"sÈretch" the shorter line (or in the first example the eight stresses):

/ // / / / / /
Cities not yet embodied in Time and Space: plant ye
The Seeds

ilerusalem 85:.27 (E. , 242)

///./\/
Vüalked up and down in its gree

Jerusalem 83:86 (f. 240)

///n mountains: but Hand is fled

rne co/,'e, or eto(a rt "L*""1" , 
p/tu,'a sr/eet r.f,rist es

Jerusalem 84:15 (8., 24L)
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///////
The night falls thick Hand comes from Albion in his strength

Jerusalem 84:.20 (E. 
' 24L)

Another way in which Blake will "stretch" Èhe line is when he uses

a relatively short line but with such a series of accented syllables

that the l-ine seems virtually endless:

/ /// / / /   / / / /
Vühat may Man be? who can tell ! But what may V'toman be?

Jerusalem 56:3 (E.. 2O3)

And, finally, Blake may be seen as "stretching" the line if he, as

a Londoner, dragged out his syllabl""l3 - the upon in the first

example below would then tend to assume a stress, while the last

syllable of Philistea in the second example, although not adding

stress, would extend the impression of a line length more in accord

with Blakean prophetic practice:

///////
He sees the Twe1ve Daughters naked. upon Èhe Twelve Stones

Jerusalem 68224 (8., 2L9)

///
Philistea, Tyre and Lebanon

ilerusalem 86:32 (E.' 242)

The comments on metre in relation to the first song, the song of

the Saviour, have been expanded by reference to the other seven sonçJs,

for it will be recalled. from the introductory chapter that the songs

are to be compared with one another within the same period of

composition, first, and then across the phases of Blake's poetic

career, to argue for the poetts having a developing sense of the aural

effect of his poetry.

/t//
The Isles of Javan,

13 Matthews, Co Past and Present , P. 77.
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After metre, the second feature of the poetry that should be

considered is Blake's use of cadence, and Blake has used a variety

of cadences in Jerusalem - as indeed he promised in the Preface.

The line below (Jerusalem 4, Iine 6) from the song of the

Saviour can be read either as a line of seven feet and seven stressed

syllables or a grouping of sense into seven units, or cadences.

Moreover, there is a third alternaÈive - a large split into three

cadences:

"/ x/ x / x x * / * /, / *,/
Awake! awake o sJ-eeper of the land of shadows, wake! expand!

*
(aware r) (awarce)(o steeper) þ r tne rano) (o r shadows ) þate r) (expana r)

fawake ! awakfl fo "te.p.r of Èhe land of shadowsJ frake ! expandl]

(E. , 145)

*"t.n"rs 
contemporary James oaetll4would seethis line as beginning

the first cadence at the last syllable of a foot as this line had

begun with an unemphatic syllable - the line begins in the middle

of a bar, so to speak, a principle which Geoffrey Leech adopts when

he analyses lines using the "musical" measure analogy, where the

grouping begins with the sÈressed syllable.15

The second line of this same song íllustrates the principle of

odell of an "oratorical emphasis" when the rhythmical emphasis is

followed in an unstressed position by a word. that in its stress

contributes to the variety and force of metrical expression (mutual)

L4 oderl) pp. 157-8, l-59.

15 Leech, p. 11J--13 .
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//
(r "* in you)(ana you i" le ) (*f"tr"r in love divine )

Jerusalem 4:7 (E., 145)

The line following this

of units of meaníng:

(Jerusalem 4:8) falls nicely into cadences

(rút"" or ro-r")þrom man to *arj(ar,ro Albions pleasant rand)
(E. , r45)

This approach to the cadence \¡ras explored, as mentioned in earlÍer

chapters, by Murray Roston,I6 bna also by Morris !ù. Croll when he

wrote early in this century on English oratorical prose:

The end of any phrase felt as having a uniÈary character
may be cadenced, whether or not it coincides with the end
of one of the divisions of a perio¿.l7

The larger unit, the cadence of breath in which the natural accents

are stressed and the unaccented syllables are passed over rapialylS

is exemplified in the fourth line of the same passage of song:

/ 
.---r- nar --!i - ---r - r---- t--^- !L^ Li r 1- ^a -------^--ì(fn all the dark Atlantic vale down from the hitls of SurreyT

Jerusalem 4:9 (E., 145)

Thus, in the Preface to Jerusalem Blake tells of his decision

to employ a variety of cad.ences and in the first song puts these

principles into immediate practice. Moreover, in this first song

are two examples of what could be termed parallel cadences: the

first example below (J_errrsalem 4r II-13) shovrs the second line

completing the categorisation, while the second pair of lines

16 Roston, p. 165.

L7 Morris W. Croll, "The Cadence of English Oratorical Prose (1919)",
in Style, Rtretoric and Rhythm: essays by Morris Vl. CroII, €d.
J. Max Patrick (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, L966) ,
p. 335.

tg Damon, lVilliam Blake p. 57.
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Jerusalem 4: 18-19) complement each other in that the second makes

more specific the first

Thy brethren call thee, and thy fathers, and thy sons,
Thy nurses and thy mothers, thy sisters and thy daughters
Vleep at thy souls disease ...

(E. , 145)

I am not a God afar off' I am a brother and friend;
?Íithin your bosoms I reside, and you reside in me:

Jerusalem 4: 18-19 (E., 145)

The advantage of the long line is evident when it is seen that

Blake is able to use a variety of polysyllabic words in this

introductory song without unduly slowing down the action - where the

exhortation is to awake! Certainiy Emanation, accumulates frui-tion

recompense and Jerusalem are not words Which a poet is easily able

to assimilate in a line of verse (Jerusalem 4: 9t 13, !6, L9,15)-

Edward Bysshe gave little space to the line of fourteen syllables

merely remarking that they may be inserted into Heroick Verse

carryr-n9 a peculiar Grace when rightly used ' and in Pindaricks and

lô
Lyricks are frequently and gracefully plac'd-' - a statement which

accord.s welt with that comment of Josephine Miles mentioned earlier

in this chapter that Blake may be considered - as far as sound was

concerned - to be allied with the eighteenth century Pindaric

Èradition.

This first song of the Saviour opens with the imperatives (a

practice reminiscent of the first song in The Four Zoas: Hear !

coupled with the use of the plosive consonant at the "hard" end of

the consonantal scale, but then the line modulates into the sibilance

L9 Bysshe (1705), p. 9
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suitable to the image of the sleeping Albion. A shortened form of

the same imperative is then Ltsed, and in an appeal not only to

action, but to vision, there is a call to the sleeper to expand:

Awake! awake O sleeper of the land of shadows, wake! expand!

Blake has chosen the word expand happily, not only for its sense,

but also for the fact that the medial consonant is a combination

of the plosive [k] and the continuant [s], and thus reflects the

two kinds of sound in the line,continuance - contrasted to plosive.

The thought of expansion is extended in the following line with the

cadence and an inverted cadence, and the double use of the sound of

["] in the repeated you is picked up in the two sounds in the

following mutual - a cleverly chosen arrangement of sound which

reflects a sense of duality. The same line also incl-udes a conson-

antal echo in the [f] sound, which has been identified as creating

an impression of softness in several languaga"r20 and enhances the

sense of the pleasantness of the line in relation to the sense:

I am in you and you in me, mutual in love divine:

The striking initially accented fibres signals a change in tone,

accentuated by the grating lae ] with which Èhe line continues in

man to man, Albion and. Iand., creating a doubt about the land called

pleasant:

Fibres of love from man to man thro Albions pleasant land.

20 Ullman, pp. 7O-I.
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Blake follows this line immediately with the harsh dark, a sound.,

according to experts on earlier language features in London, which

may have been rounded into [aar]2l ah" 'or' sound of aII. However'

this line, Iike the first line, also contains a contrast in the

second half, as vale leads into the sibilant hills of Surrey.

In all the dark Atlantic vale down from the hills of Surrey

Blake at once reverses the sound. pattern and as black complements

d.ark, so there is a return to the ptosive consonantal phoneme tt] in

four of the next five words to complement the imperatives which once

more summon Albion:

A black water accumulates, return Albion! return!

In yet another shift of phonemic emphasis, Blake changes Èo a

poetic diction appropriate to an appeal to, rather than the exhorta-

tion of, Albion with a series of fanily references, and the sense

of the two lines is carried over, in enjambment, into the soft

phrase stating that these weep at thy souls disease. More abruptly,

the second half of the line reverts to an echo of the previous dark

in the description of the Divine Vision as darkend - a harsh vowel

between two consonantal stops; Blake is alternately cajoling and

commanding, and he uses sounds which parallel Èhe mode of address:

Thy nurses and thy mothers, thy sisters and thy daughters
Weep at thy souls disease, and Èhe Divine Vision is darkend:

2L Vlilliam Matthews, Cockney, Past and Present; (Four examples
are given by Matthews from early documents: churchyorde, I499i
portesans, 1630; fawther, n.d.; Maurqwes, 1630; although
Matthews does not produce instances from the ISth or l9th
centuries), p. L67.
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Two lines of placid verse, with a hurrying over the lengthy

Emanation are followed by the sponda ic Vlhere hast thou hidden thy

Emanation ..., and another reversal into the softer vision and

fruiÈion in the succeeding line. In the latter word, and in Jerusalem

the sound of ["] is again found and, together with Beulah of the last

Iine, wiII form a drawn-out sound continuity into which Blake can

drop his consonants of awakening.

This first passage of song concludes with another inversion of

sense and. cadence, a line of long vowels and diphthongs:

Vüithin your bosoms I reside, and you reside in me: (1.I8)

As may be expected, this line is followed by lines of contrast, not

of imperatives, but of interjections and forceful punctuation:

Lo! we are One; forgiving all Evil-; Not seeking recompense! (I.19)

The very last Iine is a variation and a recapitulation of the first

two lines with alÈered forms in land of shades and sleepers as Blake

concludes the song of the Saviour in tender tone:

Ye are my members O ye sleepers of Beu1ah, Iand of shades! (1.21)

This first song in ,ferusalem has been dealt wíth at rather more

length than it will be possible to do so with all seven other songs,

and deliberately so - Èo argue at once for Blake's being still very

much interested in the form of his song, to show that he was testing

his later poetry by the same inner ear, and to demonstrate that even

in the longer l-ine he was able to maintain and add to the earlier

poetic techniques that he had developed.
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An example has been given of Blake's "stretching" the line in

the second song of 'Jertrsalem that of Los to the DaughLers of Alhion

(Jerusalem 56: 3-25 , E.r 203-4), where there is a series of accented

syllables, and it may also be seen from the text below that this

passage begins, in a similar manner to the first songr in a very

forceful way.

Harold Bloom sees this passage as a complexly sardonic song of

Los, in which he sometimes takes on the dramatic character of the

Daughters for grimly satirical reasons. The Daughters reply briefly'

after which Los ans\^¡ers with a mocking imitation of their feminine

speech rhythms22 (Lines 29-37). only the first part of the passage

may be property considered as Blakean song, as Blake designates it.

II

[rHn sorc oF Los]

L.2

r. 10

And thus he chaunted his Song: the Daughters of Albion reply.
V'Ihat may Man be? who can tell ! But what may ÏVoman be?
To have power over Man from Cradle to corruptible Grave.
He who is an Infant, and whose Cradle is a Manger
Knoweth the Infant sorrow: whence it came, and where it goeth:
And who \^reave it a Crad.Ie of the grass that withereth away.
This Vlorld is all a Cradle for the erred wandering Phantom:
Rockrd by Year, Month, Day & Hour; and every two MomenÈs
Between, d.wells a Daughter of Beulah, to feed the HumanVegetable
Entune: Daughters of Albion. your hlzmning Chorus mildty!

22 Erdman and Bloom, pp. 855-856.
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Cord of affection thrilling extatic on the iron ReeI:
To the gold,en Loom of Love! to the moth-Iabourd Ï¡Ioof
A Garment and Crad.le weaving for the infantine Tcrror:
For fear; at entering the gate into our lrlorld of cruel
Lamentation: it flee back ç hide in Non-Entitys dark wild
Where dwells the Spectre of Albion: destroyer of Definite Form.
The Sun shall be a Scythed Chariot of Britain: the Moon; a Ship
fn the British Ocean! Created by Losrs Hammer; measured out
Into Days & Nights & Years & Months. to travel with my feet
Over these desolate rocks of Albion: O daughters of despair!
Rock the Cradle, and in mild melodies tell me where found.
lfhat you have enwoven with so much tears & care? so much
Tender artifice: to laugh: to weep: to learn: to know;
Remember! recollect! what dark befel in wintry days

Jerusalem 56: 3-25 (E., 2O3-2O4)

In the Song of Los to the Daughters of Albion, in line IO,

Blake inverts the second foot, the first word - a disyllable -

being carried over in an enjarnbment; this supprements the arl-itera-

tive phrase, dwells a Dauqhter of Beulah, bringing the female element

into prominence, for Los has begun to sing to the others of Albion -

and of what mav I¡loman be:

Rockrd. by Year, Month, Day & Hour; and every two Moments
Between, dwells a Daughter of Beulah, to feed the HumanVegetable

Another effect is created, that of the "betweenness" of the daughter!

; and every two Moments /
Between, fdwells a Daughter of Beul"rt,Jto feed. the Humanvágåt"hä

rn the same rine, Brake has tucked the awkward word vegetable into

the last position of the line, where the extra syllabtes may be

hurried over' while retaining the association of the Vegetable with

both Daughters of Albion (Jerusarem 5:39) and the Daughters of Beulah

(The Four Zoas, Night the First, page 5, 8., 299) as well as with

the material world described. in the surrounding lines.
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Another exampre from the same song also irlustrates the fact

that Brake retains the septenary "sutrst-.ratrm" whire praying with

the longer rine. rn this line chariot should, according to John

vüarker (L792) be pronounced with the Èhree sylrabres, except in the

most familiar pronunciation; I¡ùalker writes that at the least

solemnity, even precision, the reader must necessarily retain the

Blake's oh¡n usage in his more familiar tine = "rln 
¿sound of i;

A /*/
my Chariot J ,1"! (Milton

rhe s¿ sharr A ^ "!o.nua 
cdurilt

Preface, E., 95) tends to the same, and

a similar example was noted in The Four Zoas:

of Britain:
//

the Moon, a Ship
(1.18)

Ho\^Iever' although Blake begins this second song with small units

of meaning - as he had begun the song of the saviour - a ne\¡/ type of

cadence makes an appearance, not of word, or foot, or group of words,

nor even a cadence of rine, but a cadence fashioned out of two

consecutive lines by means of an enjambment - croll's "period" in
)a

essence.'- The forrowing lines may be read. as rather long cadences

if the line end as a marker is ignored:

The Sun shall be a Scythed Chariot of Britain: the Moon; a Ship
In the gritish Ocean! Created by Losrs Hammer; measured out
fnto Days & Nights & Years & Months. to travel with my feet
over these desolate rocks of Albion: o daughters of despair!

Jerusalem 56: J-8-21- (E., 2O4)

That is, the cadences would run in this form:

23 Crollr pp. 324-5.
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The Sun shalL be a Scythed Chariot of BritaÍn:
The Moon; a Ship In Èhe British Ocean!

Created by Losrs Hammer;

measured out into Days & Nights & years & Months-

to travel with ny feet over these desolate rocks of Albion:

Ho\^rever, to set out the cadences as in Èhe second manner would be to

ïun counter to Blake's careful retention of Èhe septenary line, as

noted in the discussion of metre. Blake is extending the Miltonic

practice of drawing out Èhe sense of the "verse" by not merely

completing a line, but creating an extended cadence - and expecting

the attentive reader to apprehend this with his inner ear-

There is yet another different type of cadence in this second

sonçJ, the song of Los, and that is a cad.ence involving a repeated

lexical unit, as Blake r^reaves his words around the thought of a

cradle. It will be remembered that when "A Cradle Song" was discussed,

it was pointed out that Blake, in a rocking analogy, used alternating

line lengths and repetition of end and internal rhyme schemes as well

aS consonantal and assonantal echo to create an impression of move-

menÈ. Blake cannot, of course, use the same techniques in the long,

unrhymed line, nor can it be said that this passage of song in

Jerusalem 56 is particularly musical in its aural effect. Perhaps

it is not even at all appropriate to aim for the same pleasant

metrical reflection of a cradle theme, fot although Los entreats the

Daughters of Albion to engage in a kind of merciful weaving of

Garment and Cradle, the Daughters at this point in the poem ... are

24incorrigible. However, paradocixally t there is a sense of movement

Morton D. Pa1ey, "The Figure of the Garment", in Curran and
V'Iittreich, Jnr. , p. 136.

24
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within the cadence as Blake writes of woman having power over man

from Cradle to co le Grave (to 4 above) the lifetime moving

before the eyes. The second cadence concerned with the cradle

speaks of the one whose Cradle is a Manger (1.5 above) and the

thought patterns move back from the mention of the end of life in

the previous line to the beginning of man. Blake then moves from

the Manger to generalise to those who weave a Cradle of the ASS

*
that withereth (1.7 above), and further afield again to the

fact that This lrlorld is all a Cradle for the erred wandering Phantom

(line 8 above). The succeeding line, although not making mention of

a cradle, does actually contain a rocking image Rock'd by Year,

Month, Day & Hour (Iine 9 above). The Daughters of Albion are

encouraged in tine 14 to tend the golden Loom of love to weave the

Garment and Crad.le and, fina1ly, if they wiII not do that Los begs

them to Rock the Cradle, and in mild melodies tell ... where found

what [trrey] ffraaL enwoven (lines 22 and. 23) .

The cadences, thus, in Jerusalem 56: 3-25 (The Song of Los to

the Daughters of Albion) also demonstrate Blake's grouping in small

units of meaningr âs did the first song of the Saviour in Jerusalem 4;

* V'licksteed associates this phrase cradle of grass that withereth
away with the words of the Prophet who heralded the return
from Babylon to Jerusalem - a particularly appropriate
association for a phrase which will be succeeded by mention
of the world as a cradle for a wanderer. Joseph V,Iicksteed,
Vlill-iam Blakers Jerusal-em (London: Trianon Press, 1953),
p. 2IO-
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this second song also demonstrates Blakets use of an extended cadence

necessary with Blake's use of numerous instances of enjambment.

Furthermore, in the play upon the word cradle, there is a type of

cadence at once lexical, syntactical and semantic.

Comment should also be made on the syllabic content of this

second song. The rather heavy texture of this passage, \"¡ith its

numerous long words, gives the reader time to consider the rhetorical

question and varying aspects of the cradts.. Moreover, in this song

Blake has allied the potysyllabic words with a sound echo, so that

they linger on the ear and are remembered and recollected, as Los

entreats the Daughters of Albion to do - these effects are summarised

and then prese nted in tabular form. For example, corruptible is

preceded by cradle and followed in the next line by a dysyllabe

with [c] and [f] echoes:

rå'n.-,. power "'.:T-in?:"i"ä'5iå".3'3o"uptíbre Grave.
He \¡/no Is an J-nrant, u.rro trroEa-I-ttot" t" o t"r.*g=t
Knoweth the Infant sorrow:

(11. 3-6)

Similarly, withereth and weave appear in the same line and wandering

is at the end of the next, as well as the incidental consonance of

V'Iorld and the occurrence of d/th - er - th,/d sounds:

And who r^reave it a Cradle of the grass that withereth away.
This V'for1d is all a Crad1e for the erred wan-derlng Phantom

(11. 7-8)

Vühile there is no alliteration with Vegetable, it will be

noticed that the line in which this occurs contains the voiced stop
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[l] necessarily modulated into a softer sound. by the succeeding long

vo\¡rel sounds - closer to the [v] and embracing the consonantal echo

[¡] as in Between and Beulah:

and every two Moments
Between, dwells a Daughter of Beulah, to feed the Human Vegetable

(1r. e-10)

The polysy Ilabic lamentation is echoed consonantly in cruel,

its adjectival qualification, and in flee and wild in the same line,

while Definite and destroyer and dwells run in altiteration - and

connect with desolate from a later line (indicated o.n p. 3O2 as *) .

Mention could also be made, in relation to Blake's use of the

syllable in this second song, of the lack of any initial consonant

in many of the other polysyllabic words: affection extatic,

infantine, e$¡Ioven, artifice - a further correspondence to emphasise

the Ionger word.

The first song began in forceful manner and was addressed to

the sleeping Albion; this second song also begins with a series of

short questions or exclamations made the more stark by Blakets use

of abrupt consonantal emphasis which demands attention to the sense

while contrasting with a softer "\,ü" and "m" pattern:

wha! may Man be? who can tell! Bu! gh"! may Vüoman be?

Blake uses, in this passage, phrasal complement and aural duplication

to connect the lines and make a continuous whole of the rather discrete

syntax - a technique used in Asia. For example, the phrase V'lhat may

Man be (I.3) is complemented by the phrase Man from Crad1e to

corruptible Grave (1.4), while the sound of Man is echoed. Blake then
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mentions both Cradle and fnfant (1.5) and carries the reference to

the lnfant into the next line - a line of alliterative phrases, the

initial 'w' of which is repeated in the succeeding line, with a

repeated [r] sound:

He who i= tt Infant., and whose Cradle is a Manger
Knoweth the Infant sorrow: whence it came, and where it goeth:
And who r".ve-E cradre oF tne glt"" that withereth-away-
This Vlor1d is all a Cradle for the erred wandering Phantom:

This line 7 also contains the word Cradle once more, and Blake uses

the phrase This V'forld is all a Cradle in line 8.

Then, Iest the reader think this would approach the monotonous,

there occurs line 9 with only a whisper of aural connections: the

diphthong [er], the consonance "d." (in day and the prior Cradle

with an "m" carried over from Phantom (1.8) and a further connection

between lines 1-9 ín withereth, erred, wandering and every:

Rocktd by Year, Month, Day & Hour; and every two Moments (f-9)

Blake then begins a new series of connections with mention of

the Daughters of Beulah and the Daughters of Albion whose chorus

sings with the fotlowing cord, while the iron Reel- stands in contrast

to the golden loom in the succeeding line.

An explanation of the remaining connections, line by line'

with a chart to follow, is in order Go1den loom will stand in a

semantic relationship to !{oof and will be alliteraÈively close to

weaving, the present participte form of which will be echoed in

entering. In the same line as this word, world will lead to dark

wild, and on to the string of alliterative "d" sounds in the following

Iine. Spectre, Sun and Ship and British Ocean sing in a sibilance of

r.5
I.6
L.7
1.8
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sound interspersed - as of Losrs Hammer - with the plosive [t] and

[p], while the plurals in line 20 are related by consonance to

these two sounds and prepare for the alliÈerative [a] ot the following

Iine. The noun rocks will appear as a verb, while tears will follow

from teII and lead to tender artifice the harsh vowel sound of which

will be echoed in the concluding line of the poem

1.3

L.4

1.5

L.6

r.7
r.8
r.9

r. 10

1.II
L.L2

I. I3
L.L4

1.15

1. 16

L.L7

1.18

r.19
L.20

T.2L

L.22

I.23
L.24

L.25

Man

Man from Cradle to ... Grave

Infant Cradle

Infant whence where

weave Cradle withereth
World Cradle wandering

Rockrd by Year, Month, Day & Hour; and every two Moments
(a rest line)

Daughters of Beulah

Daughters of Atbion

Cord

golden Loom

Cradle weaving

entering

Chorus

Iron ReeI

Woof

!'Iorld
dark wild

dwells Spectre desÈroyer Definite

Sun scythed chariot Britain ShiP

British Ocean Created measured out

Into Days & Nights & Years & Months, to travel withmy feet
(similar to the former rest Iine - a

desolate rocks daughters desPair

Rock Cradle mild melodies tell
tears

Tender artifice laugh

dark

Iist)

It is obvious that Blake has carefully planned these connections

to give a continuity to this first song of Los. Attention to metre'

cadence, syllabte and phonemic structure - are all evident in this
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second song in Jerusalem as Los engages in dialogue with the Daughters

of Albion.

It was pointed out in the chapter on the minor prophecies that

Blake often achieved a music by manipulation of line length¡ this

type of contrast is not as evident in Jerusalem apart from the

Prefaces to each chapter. There are shorter lines in the songsr

but so few they can be readily isolated. In the first song there

\¡/as a switch into paeonic rhythm25 which enables a graceful

introduction of the family of man:

Thy brethren call thee, and thy fathers, and thy sons'
Thy nurses and thy mothers, thy sisters and thy daughters

Jerusalem 4: LL-L2, (E-, P- I45)

Other briefer lines occur in the third song in Jerusalem 60: 10-37

(E., 2Og) , the Song of the Lamb, sung by the Slaves in evening time

III

frun souc oF THE LAMB, suNG BY THE SLAVES]

r. 10 I gave thee liberty and life O lovely Jerusalem
And thou hast bound me down upon the Stems of Vegetation
I gave thee sheep-walks upon the spanish Mountains Jerusalem
I gave thee Priams City and the Isles of Grecia lovely!
I gave thee Hand & Scofield & the Counties of Albion:
They spread forth like a lovely root into the Gardens of God:
They were as Adam before me: united ínto One Man.
They stood in innocence e their skiey tent reachd over Asia
To Nimrods To\^rer to Ham & Canaan walkinq with Mizraim
Upon the Egyptian NiIe, with solemn songs to Grecia
And sweet Hesperia even to Great Chaldea & Tesshina

25 Ostriker, p. LA1-.
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Following thee as a Shepherd by the Four Rivers of Eden
I.22 why wilt thou rend thyself apart, Jerusalem?

And buitd this Babylon & sacrifice in secret Groves'
Among the Gods of Asia: among the fountains of pitch & nitre

L.26
L.27

Therefore thy Moun-ains are become barren, Jerusalem!
Thy VaIIeys, Plains of burning sand, thy Rivers: waters of deathf.]
Thy viltages die of the Famine and thy Cities
Beg bread from house to house, lovely Jerusalem
why wilt thou deface thy beauty & the beauty of thy little-ones
To please thy ldots, in the pretended chastities ofUncircumcision[?]
Thy Sons are lovelier than Egypt or Assyria; wherefore
Dost thou blacken their beauty by a secluded place of rest.
And a peculiar Tabernacl-e, to cut the integuments of beauty
Into veils of tears and sorrows O lovely Jerusalem!
They have perswaded thee to this, therefore their end shall come

And I wilt lead thee thro the wilderness in shadow of my cloud
And in my love I v¡itl lead Èhee, lovely Shadow of Sleeping Albion.L.37

L.29

I.38 This is the Song of the Lamb, sung by slaves in evening time.

Jerusalem 60: 10-38 (E., 2OB)

The first example of a shorter line from this song occurs as

Lirne 22 and introduces a change of tone - a note of lament over

Jerusalem after a glance at the freedom and innocence abounding before

her change. The second of a pair of lines (fI. 26 and 27) present a

rhetorical effect as ThY Valleys and Thy Villages come into the same

position in succeeding lines and wilt be followed by the alliteratively

strong Beg bread. at the beginning of the next short line, a gloomy

phrase standing in contrast to Jerusalem, ca1led lovely:

Thy valleys, Plains of burning sand, thY Rivers: I^/aters of death
Thy Villages die of the Famine, and' thy Cities
Beg bread from house to house, lovely Jerusalem

(r1. 26-28)

Vühile these lines are interesÈing for the line length' they are

also interesting as one example of many lines which are thoughts in

parallel - parallelism of cadence. Other examples may be given for

this same song.

The first line states what has been given to Jerusalem - the

next line the answering action:
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t gave Èhee liberty and life O lovely Jerusalem
And thou hast bound me down upon the Stems of Vegetation

(rr. ro-u)

The next three lines encapsulate a syntactic parallelism within

themselves and also extend the first line into detail (Iines 26 and'

27 are similarly repetitive in grammatical structure):

I gave thee Sheep-wa1ks upon the Spanish Mountains JerusaLem
I gave thee Priams City and the Isles of Grecia lovely!
I gave thee Hand & Scofield e the Counties of Albion:

(rr. L2-L4)

Thy Valleys, P1ains of burning sand, thy Rivers: waters of death[-]
Thy villages die of the Famine and thy Cities
Beg bread ...

(1r.26-28)

The singl e line: I¡Ihy wilt thou rend thyself apart, Jerusalem (line 22)

will find its match in the second paragraph: !{hy wilt thou deface thy

beauty & the beauty of !Þy fit@e-p4es (Line 29) - an example of a

delayed parallelism and a cadence repetition over into a succeeding

paragraph.

In the second paragraph also are groups of lines of syntactic

Iikeness, the first three - apart from the connecting adverb -

demonstrating a parallelism of whole lines and embodying groups of

phrases descripÈive of the fallen state of Jerusalem. The final two

Iines of the second paragraph of this song speak first of the leading

of Jerusalem and then, in qualification, of a leading in love.

This third song, then, is reminiscent of biblical repetition

in the names and images, but in groups of lines of three and four as

weII as the traditional parallelism of a pair of lines. Moreover,
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within the parallelism of whole lines, there is a parallelisn of

cadence which'províd.es a background repetition particularly appropriate

for a song which is in essence a repetition by a second party (the

slaves) of the song of the Lamb.

Against this two-dimensional effect B1ake can gently drop in

a series of proper n¿Ìmes and these seem to be absorbed without

I arrrnçt, as a third unit of cadence: Priams City, Is1es of Grecia

Hand, Scofield Nimrods Tower, Ham Tesshina - among others.

In the chapter on the Poetical Sketches it was noticed that

Blake had, on occasion, reserved the longer words for positions

close to the end of the line, giving an extended and heavy texture

to the poetry - on that occasion in accord with a lyric of melancholy

(Song: "My silks and fine array"). This same technique with

syItables is used in The Song of the Lamb, and in a way this is also

a lyric of unhappiness - this time there ís a tone not so much of

melancholy, but of gentle recrimination. Al-l but four of the lines

begin wiÈh a monosyllable, and all but seven end with a word other

than a monosylla-ble.

The Song of the Lamb is of particular musical interest, for rn

it two "melodies" run contrapuntally: there is the play upon the

adjectives which are generally couched in vowels and consonants of

the "softer" tone, while the verbs which speak of violent action

explode upon the ear. This is congruent with the fact that Blake

indicated that there are two lines of involvement in the song: it is

The Song of the Lamb, yet it is relayed through the Slaves.

The first line introduces asain the soft tfl and the first of the

adjectives and one that will be repeated seven-fold in one form or

another:
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I gave thee liberty and life O love1y Jerusalem (1.I)

The second line begins the series of strong and crashing verbs which

speak of the state of fal-Ien man, the world of materialism: bound

down, rend thysetf apart, build this Babylon, become barren, die,

beg bread, d.eface, blacken their beauty, cut ...:

And thou hast bound me down upon the Stems of Vegetation (I.2)

only the actions of the Lamb are spoken ofiir soothing terms:

I ave thee I will lead thee while the last line sings in hope

and love in a reversion to the liquids and sibilanÈs of the first

Iines of the Larnb:

And in my love I will lead thee, lovely Shadow of Sleeping A1bion

(r.37)

In the eight songs in Jerusalem there are lines ending in a

flurry of unaccented syllables and there are instances when four-

sylla-ble feet replace the disyllable, but coupled with Èhe number of

inversions and the occasional spondees the reader is hard pressed to

keep up with Blake if he had intended every instance to provide an

ear-catching variation. The exception has become the rule!

IV

However, in the fourth sorrÇr that of the Spectre Sons of Albion

(Jerusalem 65: 29-55,8., 2L4-2L5) the use of a particularly long

Iine does give Blake the opportunity not only to prepare for the

ensuing starkness of the song which concludes with a series of images
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of \^/ar, but also to embroider the series of pictures he had used in

The Four Zoas. This will- become more obvíous upon examination of

the two passagest that from The Four Zoas is printed first and should

be compared with thaÈ from Jerusalem following it-

Remember atl thy feigned terrors on the secret Couch
Vthen the sun rose in glowing morn with arms of mighty hosts
Marching to battfe who was wont to rise with Urizens harps
Girt as a Sower with his seed to scatter life abroad

Arise O VaIa bring the bow of Urizen bring the swift arroh¡soflight
How ragd Èhe golden horses of Urizen bound to the chariot of Love
Compelld Èo leave the plow to the ox to snuff up the winds of

desolation
To trample the corn fields in boastful neighings' this is no

gentle harp
This is no warbling brook nor Shadow of a Myrtle tree

But blood & wounds e dismal cries & clarions of war
And hearts laid open to the light by the broad gtizLy sword
And bowels hidden in hammerd steel rippd forth upon the Ground
CaIl forth thy Smiles of soft deceit call forth thy cloudy tears
VrIe hear thy sighs in trumpets shril1 when Morn shall blood renew

The Four Zoas t the Seventh (b )'
p. 93: 6-L9t 8., 396-397)

[rHr sonc oF THE spEcrRE soNs oF ALBToN RoUND

LUVAHS STONE OF TRIAL:]

l_. 35

I.37

t-"39

t. 50

Now: now the battle rages round thy tender limbs O VaIa,
Now smile among Thy bitter tears: now put on all thy beauty
Is not the sound of the sword shleet! & the broken bone delightful?
WiIt thou now smile among the scythes when the wounded groan in

the field ?

VìIe \^Iere carried. away in thousands from London; & in tens
Of thousands from Westminster & Marybone in ships closd up:
Chaind hand ç foot, compelled to fight under the iron whips
Of our captains; fearing our officers more than the enemy.
Lift up thy blue eyes Vala & put on thy sapphire shoes:
O melancholy Magdalen behold the morning over Malden break;
Gird on thy flaming zone, descend into the sepulcher of Canterbury
Scatter the btood from thy goldenbrow, thetears fromthy silverlocks:
Shake off the waters from thywings! e the dust from thywhite garments
Remember all thy feigned terrors on the secret couchof Lambeths Vale
V'rhen the sun rose in glowing morn' with arms of mighty hosts
Marching to batÈle who was wont to rise with Urizens harps
Girt as a so\^ter with his seed to scatter life abroad over A1bion:
Arise O Vala! bring thebow of Urízen: bring the swift arrows of light.
How ragrd the goldenhorses of Urizen, compelled to the chariot of love!
Compelled to leave the plow to the ox, to snuff up the winds of desolation
To trample the corn fiel-ds inboastful neighings: this is no gentle harp
This is no warbling brook' nor shadow of a mirtle tree:
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But blood and wounds and dismal cries, and shadows of the oak:
I.52 And hearts laid open to the light, by the broad gtizLy sword:
I.53 And bowels hid in hammerd steel rip'd quivering on the ground.

CalI forth thy smiles of soft deceit: caII forth thy cloudy tears:
1.55 Vüe hear thy sighs in trumpets shrill when morn shall blood renew.

So sang the Spectre Sons of A1bion round. Luvahs Stone of Trial:
Jerusalem 65: 29-56 (E., 2L4-2I5)

Blake concludes this song with a group of almost perfect septenary

Iines (11.50-55), amid which are two lines (I1.52-53) of varied stress

patterns (** shown below), and this is the Blake of the early Songs

re-grouping the accented syllables to "lay open to the light" the

awful- content; of particular note are the stresses on the weak of

in lines 50 and 5I which carry the metre along pleasantly in direct

contrast to the probably unstressed prepositions by and to in the

following line (I.52) which serve to enhance the grouping of stressed

and of unstressed syllables.

Jr

*

'ñ." I né ,o/,anls riit ,;; :U'i="?"rïi:V""i:2,
sLt ¡ráa .r'á 'oáu" 'å¿ ¿l*år "

(Jerusalem 65: 49-55)

It is interesting to note thaÈ Blake has lengthened the text of

the .Terusafem version to incfude reference to Lambethts vale, to

Albion and to the oak, often an emblem of Druidic error to Blake,

in keeping with the lines which follow on from Èhe song and which depict

Luvah "transformed into a Druidic victim" ,26 und congruent wiÈh the

26 Bloom, Blake's Apocalypse, p. 4O9.
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inclusion of the song in Jerusalem's chapter 3 (broadty speaking,

concerning other religions). In doing so, Blake has also created a

pair of pictures and a syntactic parallelism: shadow of the myrtle;

shadow of the oak. Ignoring the semanÈic likenesses there is,

moreover, a better sense of continuity in the Jerusalem passage as

Blake has eliminated both the stanza break and the capitals so

frequently interspersed in the Four Zoas extract-

AII of these alteratíons substantiate the argument that, as

Blake wrote or revised, he was testing what he wrote with the "inner

ear". Specific points have been made in reference to the sound of

the Four Zoas text in an earlier chapter, but it could be pointed out

that Blake is here using a cadence of contrast: the battle rages

around tender limbs, smiles are to be found amonçJ bitter tears or as

the wounded groan in the field, thousands \^7ere carried away from

London and tens of thousand,s from !{estminster, paradoxical phrases:

compel led to fiqht under iron whips and chaind hand ç foot occur in

the same line (I.35).

There are, moreover, contrasts and complements of colour as VaIa

of the blue eyes is to put on sapphire shoes (I.37); the flaming

zone stands in the same line as the image of the sepulchre - a double

contrast, for "flaming" is most often associated with a position

high in the heavens. Other instances of a cadence of contrast are

evident in the text above.

As Jerusalem progresses the proportion of longer lines in the

songs increases, but Blake has persevered in holding to the seven

primary stresses as, for example, in this line from the song above:
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now rls'd the n/tu"n nJ""= or vlr"n,
"nltrot or tltet

or 
now r/s'd the n(.u.n no(=", or uI'ä'"A,

compelld to the

Jerusalem 65247 (E. 2L5)

Another example is given from the fifth song in ilerusalem that of

the Vlarriors, in the hot of Vic a passage which Blake

introduces as both a cry and a song:

in the brightness
Of her tabernacle, & her ark & secret place, the beautifulDaughter
of Albion, delights the eyes

Jerusalem 68: I4-L6 (E., 2I9)

The text of this extremely long song is printed below, and it

can be seen at once why S. Foster Damon had written of Blake pouring

out a great flood of oratory,2T 1rr1!¡umpered by too close attention to

formal grouping, with cadences here carried over into the succeeding

line. This idea is reinforced by the absence in the plate of

illustration, simple bird outlines being used to draw attention to
28the senses,-" and meandering squiggles filling in the spaces left

at the end of the shorter lines - Blake has thus created a sense of

song without pause. This wiII be the last tine that the !{arrior Sons

of Albion will sing and Blake has given full attention to the text of

their "hymn of masochistic surrender' ,29 ^ 
phrase which encapsulates

the opinion of current critics that here is more a "voice" than a "song".

27 Damon, !{illiam Blake p. 57.

2A The llluminated Blake, p. 347.

29 Erdman and Bloom, p. 857.
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[rue soxe oF THE wannrons]

And. thus the Warriors cry' in the hot day of Victory, in Songs.

Look: the beautiful Daughter of Albion sits naked upon the Stone
Her panting Victim beside her: her heart is drunk with blood
Tho her brain is not drunk with wine: she goes forth from Albion
In pride of beauty: in cruelty of holiness: in the brightness
Of her tabernacle, & her ark & secret place, the beautiful Daughter
Of Albion, delights the eyes of the King. Èheir hearts & the
Hearts of their V'Iarriors glow hot before Thor & Friga. O Molech!
O Chemosh! O Bacchus! O Venus! O Double God of Generation
The Heavens are cut like a mantle around from the Cliffs of Albion
Across Europe; across Africa; in howlings e deadly War
A sheet e veil & curtain of blood is let down from Heaven
Across the hills of Ephraim & down Mount Olivet to
The Valley of the Jebusite: Molech rejoices in heaven
He sees the Twelve Daughters naked upon the Twelve Stones
Themselves condensing to rocks ç into Èhe nibs of a Man
Lo they shoot forth in tender Nerves across Europe & Asia
Lo they rest upon the Tríbes, where their panting Victims lie (..]

Molech rushes into the Kings in love to the beautiful Daughters
But they frown & detight in cruelty, refusing all other joy
Bring your Offerings, your first begotten: pamperd with milk ç blood
Your first born of seven years old: be they Males of Females:
To the beautiful Daughters of Al-bion! they sport before the Kings
Clothed in the skin of the Victim! blood! human bloodl is the life
And delightful food of the warrior: the well fed lrlarriors f lesh
Of him who is slain in War: fills the VaIIeys of Ephraim with
Breeding Vrlomen walking in pride e bringing forth under green trees
Vüith pleasure, without pain, for their food is. blood of the Captive
Molech rejoices thro the Land from Havilah to Shur: he rejoices
In moral law & its severe penalties: loud Shaddai c Jehovah
Thunder above: when they see the Twelve panting Victims
On the Twelve Stones of Power, & the beautiful DaughÈers of Albion
If you dare rend their Veil with your Speari you are healed of lovel
From the Hills of Camberwell c !üimbledon: from the Valleys
Of !{alton & Esher: from Stone-henge & from Maldens Cove
,ferusalems Pillars fall in the rendings of fierce V'Iar

Over France & Germany: upon the Rhine & Danube
Reuben & Benjamin flee; they hide in the Valley of Rephaim
V'Ihy trembles the I'tarriors limbs when he beholds thy beauty
Spotted with Victims blood? by the fires of thy secret tabernacle
And thy ark & holy place: at thy frowns: at thy dire revenge
Smitten as |Jzzah of old: his armour is softend; his spear
And sword faint in his hand, from Albion across Great Tartary
O beautiful Daughter of Albion: cruelty is thy delight
O Virgin of terrible eyes, who dwellest by Valleys of springs
Beneath the Mountains of Lebanon, in the City of Rehob in Hamath
Taught to touch the harp: to dance in the Circle of Warriors
Before the Kings of Canaan: to cut the ftesh from the Victim
To ïoast the flesh in fire: to examine the Infants limbs
fn cruelties of holiness: to refuse the joys of love: to bring
The Spies from Egypt, to raise jealousy in the bosoms of the Twelve
Kings of Canaan: then to let the Spies depart to Meríban Kadesh
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To the place of the Amalekite; I am drunk with unsatiated love
I must rush again to !Var: for the Virgin has frownd & refusd
Sometimes I curse & sometimes bless thy fascinating beauty
Once Man \^ras occupied in intellectual pleasures & energies
BuÈ now my soul is harrowd with grief & fear & Iove & desire
And now f hate & no\¡r f love & Intellect is no more:
There is no time for any thing but the torments of love & desire
The Feminine & Masculine Shadows soft, mild & ever varying
In beauty: are Shadows now no more, but Rocks in Horeb

Jerusalem 68: 10-70 (E., 2L9-22O).

In lines 44 and 55 of this song ofthe,Warriors' Blake has

relieved the clumps of proper names by alternating the monosyllable

with the extended name, creating a chant-Iike musical catalogue:

Of lValton & Esher: from Stone-henge & from Malden Cove (L.44\

Beneath the Mountains of Lebanon in the City of Rehob in Hamath

(r. 55)

This same effect is seen occasionally in Milton's Paradise Lost and

Paradise Regained, particularly in the passages in which Michael is

introducing Adam to the Earth's Kingdoms ( Paradise Lost Book Xr, lI

388-411) 3o urrd Satan is tempting Christ by showing him what could be

His Kingdom (Paradise Book fII LI.290-293) . Ho\nrever'

more often than Blake Milton used the disyllable between the

catalogue of names (for example: jousted; dreaded; betook):

... Baptiz'd. ot Infidel
Jousted in Aspramont or Montalban
Damasco or Maroqco, or Trebisond,
Or whom Biserta sent from Afric shore

(Paradise Lost Book I 1r. 582-5)

by them stood
Orcus and Ades, and the d,readed name
Of Demogorgon; Rumor next and Chance,
And Tumult and Confusion all imbroil'd

(Paradise Lost Book If , Ir. 964-66)

30 Milton, êd. M.Y- Hughes r pp - 44L-2, 5LL-51-2 ' 226, 255, 38'7 .
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Oread. or Dryad, or of Deliats Train
Betook her to the Groves, but Deliats self

(Paradise Lost Book IX, 11. 387-88)

One further effect that Blake creates in this song of the

Warriors is an entirely monosyllabic line (one only in this passage)

and this points up the one line that the edition of Geoffrey Keynes

puts in double quotation marks as a quotation within a song - a

negative interjection with sexual slzmbolism about the Daughter of
aa/Ît

Albion - a line perhaps to read as containing the extended tréafla,

If you dare rend their Veil with your Spear,
of Love.31

you are nLtlu

you are n.ltJu
or

(If you dare rend. their VeiI with your s
of Love!)

pear
2a

In Blake's use of the cadence in this song' too, there is a

contrast effect: ide of beaut cruelty of holine¡q; sometimes I

curser/ and someÈimes I bless; but now soul is harrowd with

o fear/o tover/e desire; And now f lnat-e/ and now I love (11. L4, 64, 66,

6J, 8., 22O) . At other times B1ake uses' not contrast' but

parallelism of lines:

Lo they shoot forth in tender Nerves across Europe & Asia
Lo they rest upon the Tribes, where their panting Victims lie[.]

(11.26-7)

Syntactic parallelism is found, too, in the string of nine infinitives

in lines 56-6I and the series of five vocatives in lines 17-18.

3l
32

Keynes edition, p. 706.

Perhaps the interjectory nature of the line is even more evident
in the parenthetical punctuation of the Stevenson-Erdman edition.
Vüitlian Blake, the Poems, êd. Vü.H. Stevenson' text' David V.
Erdman (London: Long;mans, 1971), p. 775.
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The length of the passage designated as the song which is the

cry of the Vüarriors provides Blake with an opportunity to use

repetition of sound in a more subtle way than that which was

described as echoing from line to line in Èhe second song in

Jerusalem (that of Los to the Daughters of Albion. Blake displaces

a range of sound effects - phonemes, syllab1es. \¡lords and phrases -

sometimes repeating these after several lines have intervened, and

the effecÈ is musical. Henry Lanz, whose work on vowels and

musical impressions was mentioned earlier, phrases this in relation

to spoken verse, buÈ the principle may be generalised over to reÌate

to the verse Blake was testing with the "inner earrr:

The simplesÈ and most unpretentious form of musical
organization is a plain return to the original tone.
Simitarly, in speech, the raw material of vowel sounds
rhythmically uttered may be left to follow its own
haphazard flow without much musical organi-zai'ion and
"returns", into well-ordered series of melodic phras"s.33

Under this criterion, the songs of Jerusalem are hardly mere "prose" -

as some critics would have it,t4 orra it must be admitted that B1ake

has come a long way from the Elizabethan lyric, from the rollicking

song of An Island from the simple melody for the child.

In fact, Blake is following upon the long form of the Bardrs

Song in which the song is fading into the background, while the

singer is coming to the fore - albeit that Blake calls these passages

"song". A subtle transformation has occurred to the "voice of song"

and it is the voice which is heard, rather than the song enjoyed -

a "dramatized voice" is, perhaps ' the phrase. However, a few

33 Lanzt p. 34L.

34 Arthur Slzmons, lrlilliam Blake (London: Archibald Constable, :rIOT) ,
pp. L56-7.
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outstanding examples are given of this displacement of musical

effect and the ensuing subtlety of echo for the ear: in the lines

below a consonant makes a return in a second line (1.60):

to examine the Infants limbs
fn cruelties of holiness: to refuse the;!_oys of love; to bring
The Spies from Egypt, to raise jealousy in the bosoms of the Twelve
Kings of Canaan: ...

Jerusalem 68: 58-6I (E., 22O)

The initial phrase of the second line quoted above is iÈself

but a slight variaÈion of the phrase cruelt of holiness which

occurs in the fourth line of the song - though widely separated

from its counterpart. Blake has a syllable return in: rend and

rendings; in joy and rejoices; in beauty and beautiful; and in War

and lrlarriors (f1. 42 and,45¡ 29 and 38; L4 and 28¡ 20 and 34) and

there are also other lines involving the same words, on occasion.

The last pair cited had the same initial sound in the eig¡hteenth

century, the sound we today associate with war, the word warrior,

being then of two syllables only: \^/ar'yur wriÈes the orthoepist Walker

in his 1832 editiorr.35

lVord repetition is, of course, Èhe most common return for the

ear, and is related to the war song of the Vüarriors, and words about

the cruelty of the Daughter of Atbion are among instances from this

passage: þþ91|, fire(s), victim(s), flesh, spear' pride, and Shadows'

Phrases are partially repeated, too: her heart drunk with blood

her brain not drunk with wine their hearts and. the Hearts of their

Warriors Lo shoot fo they rest upon the Tribes; the

beautiful Daughter..lls);her tabernacle, & her ark & secret place,/thy

secret tabernacle and

35 John !üalkêrr p. 579.

ark & hol sometimes I curse and
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sometimes t bless And now I hate and now I love - these are among

the examples of phrasal repetition (11. 12 and 13; 16 and 17; 26 and

27¡ 11 and 15; 15 and 49-50¡ 64¡ 67).

Conversely in Èhe short song of Vala, the sixth song in

Jerusalem (80: L2-3L, 8., 234) , printed below, there is less scope

for repetitive effects that would noÈ border on the monotonous.

Blake, therefore, has contented himself with an inversion of

cadences, two cadences of contrast in: He slew Èhem: I revived them

phrasal variation around bosom and. a number of forms of revive -

and quite a nrnnber of instances of alliteration, the simplest

repetitive echo of all:

V

*

[rHr souc oF vAr,A]

... O rent in sunder from Jerusalem the Harlot daughter!
In an eternal condemnaÈion in fierce burning flames
Of torment unendurable! and if once a Delusion be found
lrloman must perish ç the Heavens of Heavens remain no more

My Father gave to me command to murder Albion
In unreviving Death; my Love' my Luvah orderd me in night
To murder Albion the King of !.en. he fought in .b¿rttles fierce
He conquerd Luvah my beloved.: he took me and. my Father
He slew them: I revived them to lífe in my \¡¡arm bosom
He sa\^¡ them issue from my bosom, dark in Jealousy
He burnd before me: Luvah framd the Knife & Luvah gave
The Knife into his daughters hand ! such thing was never known
Before in Albions land, that one should die a death never to be

reviv'd !

For in our battles we the Slain men view with pity and love:
We soon revive them in the secret of our tabernacles
But I VaIa, Luvahs daughter, keep his body embalmd in moral laws
Vüith spices of sweet odours of lovely jealous stupefaction:
frliÈhin my bosom, lest he arise to life & slay my Luvah
Pity me then O Lamb of God! O Jesus pity me!
Come into Luvahs Tents, and seek not to revive the Dead!

I.32 So sang she: and Èhe Spindle turnd furious as she sang:

Jerusalem 80: L2-32 (E., 234)

:t

*
*

*

*

*
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Bloom comments that this last speech of VaIa is a lamenting

reply, rather than one of triumphant sadism, for Vala senses the

' - 36 -t i s not - t-heref to find cadence aftercoming end.-- It is not, therefore, surprisÍng

cadence concerned with either life or death or both: woman must

My Father clave to me command to murder Àlhinn/ In unrevivingperish;

Death; He slew them; I revived Èhem to life; one should die a death

never to be revivrd; lest he rise to life c slay my Luvah (tfre

instances are marked with an asterisk* above). fndeed VaIars

utterance ends on the word Dead, although the penultimate line, which

is an example again of the inverted cadence, sounds like a cry for

piÈy.

Pity me then O Lamb of God! O,Jesus pity me (I.30)
Come into Luvahs Tent, and seek not to revive the Dead!

Wicksteed speaks of the evil VaIa leaves behind in these her last

words, evil which will plunge ,Jerusalem into still deeper dangers. 37

The polysyllabic words in Vala's song are more evenly distributed

throughout the verse than some Songs, but are very frequent, al-most

every line having a IÂtord of more than a disyllable. Blake has thus

created a hesitating verse as the tongue stumbles over longer words:

unendurable condemnation and sÈupefaction, adding to the ambiguities

of the sense - this is not the passage for the unequivocal mono-

syllable:

In this d.ensely and deliberately ambiguous speech she [vafa]
is dramatically portrayed as being insanely confused, for
she repents of Albion's death yet fears to see him alive
again, Iest he revenge himself upon Luvah, and she prays to
Jesus not to revive the d.ead, in contradiction of his
inevitable function. 38

Erdman and Bloom, p.

lVicksteed, p. 227 .

Erdman and Bloom, p.

859.

859.

36

37

38
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Before leaving the song of Vala, perhaps mention should be

made of the fact that despite the turbulent subject matter, examples

can still be found of Blake's seven-stressed line:

my Luvah orderd me in the night
To murder Albion the King of Men. he fought in battles fierce

(80: 17-18)

The Daughters of Albion in Jerusalem 84 (E., 24O-24I) also

sense the approaching end, and Btake calls their lines both a song

and a Lamentation - a move, perhaps, from the "song." concept. This

passage of song is written in alternating major and minor cadences,

as if the Daughters have a thought, and then an afterthought; for

example, they sing of the land - and qualify the description (a

lovely land). Similarly, Blake speaks of Hand being fled - and so

is Hyle, and Jerusalem is gone, too. Jerusalem was built as a city -

and as a Temple; Lambeth was where the Foundations were begun -

Iove1y Lambeth!; here is built Babylon - but the Daughters have been

compelled to build; Hand comes - and coÍibines into a Mighty-one.

This same effect of the major followed by the minor was evident in

Blake's very early work l^Ihen the Song from the Poetical Sketches

"How Sweet f roam'd" was discussed, although Blake there used lines

qualifying lines. However, it is a logical development that within

a longer line scheme Blake would use cadence or phrase to mod.ify

or supplement a unit wiÈhin the line, as is evident from the text

below, as well as the example above - a "ballad cadence" in which

one rong rine can easily be read as two balrad linesr39 thu.t i=,

within the long line there are two cadences of four and three foot

sections:

39 Ostriker, p. 133
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1.16 To Great Queen Street ç Lincoln T,nn,/alI is distress & I^Ioe

Nevertheless, the most fervent advocate of the Blakean "inner ear"

musÈ read as rather McGonagaltish the line: "O it was a lovely land!"

(line 2) *.

frun sollc oF THE DAUGHTEr*s oF ALBToN]

And thus he heard the voice of Albions daughters on Euphrates

our Father Albions land: o it was a lovely land! & the
Daughters of Beulah

Vüal-ked up and down ín its green mountains: but Hand is fled
Away: e mighty HyIe: & after them Jerusalem is gone: Awake

(Jerusalem 83: 84-87)

Highgates heights & Hampsteads, to Pop1ar Hackney & Bow:
To Istington 6, PaddingÈon 6, the Brook of Albions River
üIe builded Jerusalem as a City & a Temple; from Lambeth
!Íe began our Foundations; Iovely Lambeth! O lovely Hills
of Camberwell, we shall behold you no more in glory e pride
For Jerusalem lies in ruins & the Furnaces of Los are builded

there
You are now shrunk up to a narrow Rock in the midst of the Sea
But here we build Babylon on Euphrates, compelld to build
And to inhabit, our Little-ones to clothe in armour of the 9o1d
of Jerusalems Cherubims & to forge them swords of her AlÈars
I see London blind & age-bent begging thro the Streets
Of Babylon, Ied by a chitd. his tears run down his beard
The voice of !ùandering Reuben ecchoes from street to street
In aII the Cities of the Nations Paris Madrid Amsterdam

The Corner of Broad Street r^Ieeps; Poland Street languishes
To Great Queen Street & Lincolns Tnn, all is d,istress & r¡loe

lthree Iines gouged out irrecoverably]
The night falls thick Hand comes from Albion in his strength
He combines into a Mighty-one the Double Molech c Chemosh
Marching thro Egypt in his fury the East is pale at his course
The Nations of India, the V[ild Tartar that never knew Man

Starts from his lofty places & casts down his tents & flees
a\¡Iay

But we woo him all the night in songs, O Los come forth O Los
Divide us from these terrors & give us po\ÂIer them to subdue
Arise upon thy V'tatches let us see thy Globe of fire
On Albions Rocks 6( Iet thy voice be heard upon Euphrates.

Thus sang the Daughters in lamentation, uniting into One
Vlith Rahab .. .

Jerusalem 84: L-29 (E., 24O-24L)

William McGonagall (1830-1902) the Scottish versifier, expert in
bathos and unintentionally ludicrous rhyme.

*
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It wilt be remembered that in Africa Btake seemed Èo be playing

with effects he could achieve with the most unlikely proper names -

and not unsuccessfully, and in the song of the Warriors, Blake was

shor¡¡n to have interspersed long proper names with short preposiÈions.

This final song of the DaughÈers of Albion also has a catalogue

effect as all but two lines contain a proper name' or at least a

capitalisation oï a personification. However, Blake has to strengthen

the aural appeal. Atliteration is again prominent and a consonantal

or an assonantal echo as in Eg"d/EItg.; Highgates/heights and Hampsteads,/

Hackney - and in lovely Lambeth. Moreover, the stress in most of the

proper names falls upon the first syltable and therefore any awkward-

ness may be hurried away in an unaccented flurry. And, furthermore,

many of the initial sylla-bles form a smaller word. in another context,

and thus faII less strangely on the ear: Islington, Paddington (Is,

pad) - and these, of course, have the added correspondence of the

second and third syllables. Further examples occur in Euphrates (you)

Amsterdam (am, dam), rndia (in), Bow (i-tself) ' and Hackney,

and Hampstead, similarly.

Highgate

for instancer or he creates an assonantal echo in Paris,

Amsterdam in which both the [*] and./ot [ê] *ay be heard.

On occasion, Blake qualifies the proper names with a soothing

adjective or attaches to them a picture for the mind's eye: Iovely

Hills of Camberwell and London blind & aqe-bent beqqinq thro the

Streets,

Madrid,

rn this sonçf, also, there is one entirely monosyllabic

Iine: But we woo him all the niqht in songs, O Los come forth O Los,

(1.25) and this line emphasises the invocatory effect of the call to

Los. Conversely, Blake creates an echoic effect to parallel the

lexicon in line t3 by inserting the three longer words into the line -
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even the form of ecchoes is the longer Blakean spelling!: The voice

of t'Iander Reuben ecchoes from street to street. fn this song

Èhe effect is particularly evident because the proportion of mono-

syllables to other words is in the order of 5:2, raLher than the

2zL of. Èhe other passages of song in Jerusalem. The one other

exception to this is the passage reproduced from The Four Zoas

(Jerusalem 65: 29-55, the song of the Spectre Sons of Albion which

was discussed earlier) and in this the proportion of monosyllables

to other words is closer to 3:1.

Finally, Blake concludes this song of the Daughters of Albion

with a hymn-like, psalm-like quatrain looking to the apocalypse to

come. Ho\^/ever, any facile adaptaÈion of this verse to a hymn tune

is precluded by Blake's use of an irregular long line, Èhe insertion

of extra syllabtes, Èhe interweaving of the appropriate polysyllabic

word and the cad.ence of convenience although stanzaic hymns of

fourteeners occasionally are found: for example, the hymn which is

an adaptation from the Liturgy of St. James: From glory to glory

advancing, we praise thee and the hymn Praise to the Lord the

Almighty, the King of Creation. 40

The strong substratum of the septenary is again in the last

song in Jerusalem, that which Los sings upon his Watch (Jerusalem

85: 22-32 and ,ferusalem 86: 1-33, 8., 242).

The seeds
To spring up for Jerusalem:

plant ye
lovely Shadow of Sleeping Albion

(1r. 27-29)

40 The Methodist Hr/mn-Book, Nos. 30 and 64, the titles of which
are synon)rmous with the first lines printed above.
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[rHn souc or r,os]

And this is the Song of Los,

[eara 1]

the Song that he sings on his
Vlatch

O lovely mild Jerusalem! O Shiloh of Mount Ephraim!
I see thy Gates of precious stones: thy' Vüalls of gold & silver:
Thou art the soft reflected Image of the Sleeping Man

!ùho stretchd on Albions rocks reposes amidst his Twenty-eight
Cities: where Beulah lovely terminates, in the hills & valleys of

AIbion
Cities not yet embodied in Time and Space: plant ye
The Seeds O Sisters in the bosom of Time & Spaces womb

To spríng up for ilerusalem: lovely Shadow of Sleeping Albion
Vühy wilt thou rend thysetf apart & build an Earthly Kingdom
To reign in pride & to opress & to mix the Cup of Delusion
O thou that dwellest with Babylon! Come forth O love1y-one

(Jerusalem 85: 2l-32)

feara 2]

f see thy Form O lovely mild Jerusalem, wingd with Six lfings
In the opacous Bosom of the Sleeper, lovely Three-fold
In Head. & Heart & Reins three Universes of love & beauty
Thy forehead bríght: Holiness to the Lord, with Gates of pearl
Reflects Eternity beneath thy azure wings of feathery down
Ribbd delicate & clothd with featherd gold 6. azure & purple
From thy white shoulders shadowing, purity in holiness!
Thence featherd with soft crimson of the ruby bright as fire
Spreading into the azvre V'lings which like a canopy
Bends over thy immortal Head in which Eternity dwells
Albion beloved Land; I see thy mountains & thy hilts
And valleys & thy pleasant Cities Holiness to the Lord
I see the Spectres of thy Dead O Emanation of Albion.

feara 3]

Thy Bosom white, translucent coverd with immortal gems

e subrlime ornament not obscuring the outlines of beauty
Terribte to behold for thy extreme beauty & perfection
Twelve-fold here all the Tribes of Israel I behold
Upon the Holy Land: I see the River of Life & Tree of Life
I see the New ,ferusalem descending out of Heaven
Between thy Wings of gold & silver featherd immortal
C1ear as the rainbow, as the cloud of the Suns tabernacle

[tara 4]

Thy Reins coverd wiÈh Vüings translucent sometimes covering
And sometimes spread abroad reveal the flames of holiness
which like a robe covers: e like a VeiI of Seraphim
In flaming fire unceasing burns from Eternity to Eternity
Twelvefold I there behold Israel in her Tents
A Pitlar of a Cloud by day: a Pillar of fire by night
Guides them: there I behold Moab & Ammon & Amalek
There Belts of silver round thy knees living articulate
Comforting sounds of love & harmony & on thy feet
Sandals of gold & pearl, & Egypt & Assyria before me

The Isles of Javan, Philistea' Tyre and Lebanon

Thus Los sings upon his V'Iatch walking from Furnace to Furnace

Jerusalem 86: 1-33 (E. 242)
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This song could be called a song of pictorial cadence, for in

it Blake has created, by his phrasing, a series of vivid pictures

for the inner eye, and reinforced these by an appeal to the inner

ear, as one after another cadence flows on - at first in rather

simple words. However, in the middle paragraphs, the singer

exchanges this monosyllabic quality for a richness of diction'

shadowing into clumps of proper names, before a return to the

shorter word; a line taken from each paragraph of the text prinÈed.

below will illustrate this transition:

f see thy Gates of precious stone: thy !Íalls of gtold & silver
(monosyllabic) (L.23, first paragraph)

Reflects Eternity beneath thy azure wings of feathery down

(polysyllabic) (1.5, second paragraph)

Terrible to behold for thy extreme beauty & perfection
(polysyltabic)

A Pit1ar of a Cloud by day; a Pillar of fire by night
(monosyllabic) (L.27, fourth paragraph)

That is, after a rather ornate invocation to Jerusalem, Blake

engages the readerrs attention by a reversion to a simple descriptive

style, then maintains the interest by conjuring up a series of

vivid pictures expressed in adjectivally-rich language. Hovrever,

the song moves towards the picture of Los seizing his Hammer and,

apart from the last line which matches the invocatory complexity,

the diction takes on an action pattern.

fn the last passage of song in Jerusalem, Blake tries out a

wide range of musical effects thaÈ he had developed over his life-

time, for this is the finat song and is put appropriately enough

into the mouth of the poet,/prophet,/Saviour figure of Los. Diphthongs
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and vowels are selected from the sonorous end of the continuumt

alliteration trips off the tongue freely, nouns and adjectives are

inverted in lofty Mitton style and, apart from three lines of

exhortation in lines 30-32, verbs are muted and hidden among

sibilants and liquids.

The softening of the already sonorous [H ¡V such as Cockneys

¿"'l
and Londonersr-- pointed out earlier, may be argued in a number of

instances (to [c] ) , although to analyse the passage word by word

would be an injustice to the fuIl flood of musical poetry evident

in this final voice of song.

It will be some plates further into ,Jerusalem before Blake will

actually say it, but here in Jerusalem 86 in the Song of Los is

The End of the Song.

The passage s of song from Jerusalem do not at first glance seem

to falt into known types of song, in spite of the fact that Blake

so described them - although Bloom points to structural parallels

to the prophetic Book of Ezekiel.42 Blake's contemporary John Aikin

speaks, in his extensive writing on Èhe subject of song, of

returninq portions of measure, so as to be fitted for music; he

writes of ballads and pastoral songs as in Gay 's burlesquinq

incongruities in The tseggar's opera, of the passionate song moclellecl

on Sappho and, in the essay on the ingenious and witty song, of

Cowley and lValler. But even Aikin would have found the pseudo-

hexameters hard to accommodate within the framework of any categorising

of song. John Sampson, an early Blake critic, wrote of the

4L Matthews, p. L67.

Erdman and Bloom, pp. 843-4.42



pseud.o-hexameters :

[tfre] pseudo-hexamaters [are] suggested possibly to
Blake's ear by the passages from Klopstock's Messiah
which Hay1ey read and. translated to [efaae] hi*.T3-

However, the passages of

oratorio of Blakets time, for

phrases which the human voice

Handel' s auÈograph manuscript

from The Messiah shows olearl
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song in ilerusalem are unlike the

oratorios are usually buitt around

can manipulate easily as, for example,

of "r know that My Redeemer liveth"
44

v:

I know that my Redeemer liveth. and that He shall stand/
at the latter day/upon the earth

When a long line does occur, it is rather as a contrasting dramatic

effect:

AII we like sheep,/have gone astray
we have turned,/everyone to his own way

and the Lord hath laid on Him the iniquity of us aII.

A parallel though less striking dramatic contrast
is heard in the chorus "For unto us a child is born";
the carefree roulades that celebrate the birth of the
Redeemer lead up to the mighty Handelian hammerstrokes
on the words "Wonderful, Counsellor, the Mighty God."

(Grout)

Blakean hammerstrokes may well be seen, however, in Blake's

adherence to the seven stresses in the line - an analogy may be

drawn with Los's hammer - and mention was made in relation to the

last song's monosyllabism leading up to the picture of Los at his

Furnace every hour.

43 William Blake, The Poetical Vüorks: a rÀebr arìrd verbatim text . . .
. . . by ,John Sampson (oxford:with various readings and ... notes

Clarendon Press, 1905), p. 326.

44 D.J. Grout, A History of western Music, revised edition (New
York: !f.W. Norton, L973), p. 444 is the source for this informa-
tion and these examples.
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The difficulty of these songs as "song" and of setting the

prophetic works to music is evident today, when there are a number

of musical accompaniments to the Songs of Innocence and of Experience,

those of Benjamin Britten, for example, and those "tuned by Allen
A\

Ginsberg"r=- but little further music for the later poems than the

musical theatre of Adrian ¡¡itchelt46 - tlitchell does incorporate

t\¡Io songs modelled on the passages from the lyric in the Preface to

the Jews, Iines 1-10 (8., I7O) and the passage from America: Let

the slave qrindinq at the mill run out into the field (America 6:

6-L5, E., p. 52); Mitchell,s Tyger also includes a recitative taken

from The Four Zoas, Night the second - Enionrs Lament - and an

expansion into a stanza of the line from Enitharmon:

that tives is Holy (E., pp. 3I8, 3I7).

For everything

one other exception is the lyric from the Preface to Milton

which Wicksteed suggests, ßêY have been intended for Jerusalem;

these stanzas: And did those feet in ancient time called popularly

"Jerusalem", have been Set tO a number of tuneS, of COurSe, that of

Sir Hubert Parry being very famiIiar.AT

A more comprehensive checklist of recent musical settings is

available in an issue of Blake Newsletter where Peter Roberts not

only lists recent musical experiments on Blakean songs, but comments

critically on various settings¡48 his list tends to substantiate the

preceding generalisations.

Bentley, Jnr. t Blake Books pp. 770, 75L.45

46 Adrian Mitchell,
of Vüilliam Blake

Tvqer: a Celebration based on the Life ç VÙork

(London: Jonathan CaPe, I97:-), PP. 86, 53, 53-4.

41 Arthur Jacobs, A New Dictionary of Music' 3rd ed. (Middlesex:
Penguin, 1973), p. 28I.

Peter Robertsr PP. 9I-99.48
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For the same reason - Blakers long, irregular line - it cannot

be argued that Blake, in contrast to the writers of the broadside

ballad of the day, had any tune in mind as he began the prophecies:

The broadsid.e, written usually by a hack versifier to a
common tune, was sold in bookstalls or fair booths or
hawked about cities and towns by streeÈ síngers ... one
explanation for the popularity and influence of the broadside
is thaÈ it was written to music already familiar. The evidence,
though it is not uniform, indicates that the ballad writer
ordinarily had a specific tune in mind as he began to frame
his stanza paÈtern.49

On the contrary, Blake in the Preface to Jerusalem promised the

reader only that he would find metre, cadence and syllable used in

a uniquely Blakean way,

of rhr¡minc¡.

and no line derived from the modern bondage

Metre was obviously still important to Blake. The young Blake

had used a variety of traditional feet in the seven Songs of the

Poetical Sketches he had produced internal variations congruent

with the theme of the Mad Song and he had achieved a martial tread

in A lfar to Iishmen. In the Songs of Innocence and of

Experience, the four Songs discussed used variously a metre that was

simitar to the hymn tunes of the day, an alternation of trimeter and

tetrameter, and what Damon has called septenary couplets, divided at

the caesura into qoatrains.50 The minor prophecies move further

Èowards a new concept of "song" with a kind of free verse recitativo
5Tin which the septenarius ís mixed with lyrical metres, with The

Four Zoas playing the ideal septenary metre against a rhythm of

49 Claude M. Simpson, The British Broad.side Ballad and its Music
(New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press' 1966), p. ix, xi.
Damon, lrÏi Iliam Blake p.48.50

5I Northrop Frye, Fearful Svmmetry, p. 186.
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meaning. In Milton there is metre almost d,isappearing, but a strong

rhythmical split, modulating to a Jerusalem type - with a less obvious

52
central break, and more enjambmenÈ-

certainly Blake does not in the body of Jerusalem revert to a

stanza form of four or five lines, as he did in The Four Zoas nor

change metres as he did in the uniting under one heading of Africa

and Asia and the variations within Europe's songs.

Blake does adhere fairly firmly to the septenary base. There

are shorter lines: when Los sings on his V'fatch both short lines

(,Jerusalem 86: L7 and, 26) detail almost word-for-word the same sight -

that of the twelve tribes of Israel in the time to comei Blake is

using the short line to highlight the simple statement of faith amid

a wealth of apocalyptic description:

Twelve-fold here all the Tribes of Israel I behold

Twelvefold I there behotd fsrael in her Tents

(E., 242)

(1.17)

(t.26)

Nevertheless, generally speaking, the contrast effect of the shorter

line is lost, just because there are so few of them and the degree

of difference in length is not as noticeable as in the minor

prophecies or The Four zoas.

Does Blake, then, use the rather longer line to provide a

significant contrast and a musical variation within a block of

septenaries? Kathleen Raine thinks so:

52 Saintsbury, IIf' 28.
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Blake is the master' where Macpherson was the slave of his
sound pattern; there is, in Ossian, no wedding of meaning
to meter, no enhancement of significant words by cadence:
but in Blake this is always so ... modulating from a hexa-
meter to a heptameter, using the longer line for enhance-
ment as Dryden and Pope used occasíonal alexandrines to
give greater weight and roundness to the close of a
paragraph.53

In Jerusalem - and in the Songs of this prophetic work - there

is, thus, no emphasis on a song metre, but some short lines, and more

Iong lines - with an overall adherence to the underlying seven

stresses.

Neither is there any monotony in Blake's use of the cadence,

for he has moved far beyond the accepted meaning of cadence usual

in his age. James Chapman, writing in 1818, saw as the best cadence

those of two or three syllables, as next best emphatic cadence of a

single protracted syllabte, with an accelerated cadence where there

were feet of four syllables of a lower order again - and the cadence

54of five syllables, a base foot! Odell also thoughÈ of the cadence

as a relatively small unit:

By metric cadence is meant one intire [sic] rhythmical
pulsation, including both emphasis and remission, or
thesis and arsis, equivalent to a musical bar, and
making an aliquot part of the verse to which it belongs. 55

!ùhen Blake spoke of considering and discarding a Monotonous Cadence

56
he in fact adopted. what is spoken of as a liberated Blakean cadence,

"Unfetter'd Verse", in lrlilliam glake Essays for S. Foster53

54

55

56

Raine,
Damon,
Press,

ed. Alvin H. Rosenfeld, (Providence: Bro\nm University
1969), p. 386.

Janes Chapman, The Music or Melody and rhythmus of Language
(¡dinburgh: 1818), p. 29ff.

OdeII, p. L47.

Damon, p, 60.
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resembling more a rhythn of meaning,5T brra very often with a specíes

of modulation known to Blake's contemporary John Herries as the

tone of the cadences. Herries illustrates this aural concept with

reference to Shakespear e t s lines from Julius Caesar \¡Ihen Brutus says :

As Cesar lsicl loved me, I \¡Ieep for him, designating this a cadence

58
in which the voice falls, because part of the sentence is finished.

Not then, in the edicts of the writers of the day on song, not

exactly in the flute-accompanied Pindaric tradition,59 ,rot in the

tradition of the baltad writer with a pre-considered tune in his

head, nor in the practice of the oratorio, nor even as an extension

of the variation of line length in the earlier prophecies' or in the

syllabic expectations of his day can the song of Jerusalem be

perfectly analysed. Blake's song in ,ferusalem is not sung by his

Iips alone, but voiced by the prophet figure writing with the strength

of his whole personality and writing from the experience of a Iífe-

time dedicated to searching for the voice of song which will reach

the world.

Note should be taken of Blake's separating out of the two

concluding Iines of Jerusalem:

The End of The Song

of Jerusalem
(E. , 256)

Here may be an implic-ation that Blake was in fact speaking of the

coming to an end of the voice of song, not only the song of Los the

57

58

59

Murray Roston, p. 165.

Herries, The Elements of Speech, p. I95.

Pindarus, (Carmina) øSE iffjjg.ilr; tr
Vtiltiam Heinemann, 1915), p. xxxvi.

by J. Sandys (London:
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contender against the Spectre, but of Blake the poet who díd not

need to search further for the song he would sÍng.

Indeed, Blake devoted the remainder of hís life to works

chiefly of illustrative interest, and even the late manuscrípt poem

The Everlastjng Gospel does not speak of song, but of the thundering

voice of ,fesus, of the breath of God, and of the Accuser's cry to

Crucify.

Like Los, the builder, B1ake has been buildÍng in all his earlier

songs towards both a song and a voice ... the final "Song of Los",

the voice of the Bard - heard, admíttedly, imperfectly but heard as

The End of the Song

of Jerusalem.
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CONCLUS ION.

In looking at Blakean sonçt, no impression of reductionism has

been intended - for if each were to be analysed by itself alone,

the verse would almost cease to be verse, as one writer has phrased

Iit.- Moreover, the experience of a poem may vary from person to

person and even from the same person in some mood to the same

person in a different mood, necessitating, perhaps, the adoption of

a working hypothesis, or deliberate fiction, that the investigatorrs

experience wiII be identical \^rith that of the poet.2 Ho\dever, phono-

3
Iogists from many different periods have recognised that importance

of l-ooking to both the sound-form of a poem, and to an explanation of

why it is as it is, from the context of language and of questions of

aesthetic relevance; Blakean criticism, on the other hand, has often

been caught up in the vision to the neglect of the verse.

This thesis, therefore, has looked to both prosodic and phono-

togical aspects of Blake's verse and parÈicularly with regard to

his songs and, using a broadly chronological context, has argued

that in Blake's raising the voice of song throughout his lifetime

Ralzmond MacDonald Alden. "The Mental Side of Metrical Formr"
Modern Language Review, 9 (1914), 305.

C.F.P. Stutterheim, Problemen der Literatuurwetenschap
(Antwerpen-Amsterdam, 1953), as quoted. in de Groot from
Malmbergr p. 543.

T\^/o representative phrases could be ciÈed: from this century,
de Grootrs terms "Stylization" and "Gestalten" as applied to
poetic features and the whole sound form, respectively; in the
lSth century a relevant line might be: "no Concord of sweet
Sounds half so melodious as STERLING SENSE", from Philip l,rlithers 'Aristarchus: or the Principtes of Composition (1788) as quoted
in S.A. Leonard, The Standard of Correctness in English Usage

I

2

3

1700-1800 (New York: RusselL and RusseII, L962), p. 162.
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he was searching for a concept akin to the graces of cadence and

deliberately used song in a variety of circumstances. It has been

demonstrated, moreover, that in his perception of the appropriateness

of this medium in instances from the lyr ic of the Poetical Sketches

to the choral tempest of Jerusalem, Blake revealed a developing sense

of Èhe aural effect of his poetry, an a\¡rareness heightened perhaps

by the ideas circulated about the poetry and music of his day, and

the background of sound against which he lived, whether it be the

speech of his beloved London or the music performed in it. As one

of Blake's contemporaries said - if painting \¡¡as the flesh of Blakers

art, and if poetry was the bones, then music was the very nerves of
4ir-;

Extracts from the songs of Blake - in each case the first few

lines of song from each "period" - show, at the most simplistic level

(appearance), that Blake's idea about the form of song did change:

How sweeÈ I roam'd from field to field,
And tasted all the summer's pride,
rTiII I the prince of ]ove beheld,
Who in the sunny beams did glide!

(Poetical Sketches, E 4O4)

Little Phebus came strutting in
vüith his fat belly ç his round chin
What is it you would please to have
Ho Ho
I l^¡ont let it go aÈ only so & so.

fsland in the Moon E. | 442)

Eloise Hay, "Songs of Vfilliam Blake and Music of Blake's Time",
c+tjngan arDnynous - review in The Lond.on University Magazine,

4

March 1830, reprinted in Blake Records p.383.
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Piping down the valleys wild
Piping songs of pleasant glee
Onacloudlsawachild.
And he laughing said to me.

of Innocence E., 7)

I. The Eternal Female groand! it was heard over aII the Earth:
2. Atbions coast is sick silent; the American mead,ows faint!

A Sonq of Liberty, E. , 43)

Hear! I will sing a Song of Death! it is a Song of VaIa!
The Fatlen Man takes his repose: Urizen sleeps in the porch
Luvah and Vala woke & flew up from the Human Heart
fnto the Brain;

(The Four zoasz Niqht the First, 8., 30I)

Mark weII my $/ords! they are of your eternal salvation:
Three Classes are Created by the Hammer of Los, & üIoven

Plate 3

By Enitharmons Looms when Albion was slain upon his Mountains
And in his Tent, thro envy of the Living Form, even of the

Divine Vision
(Milton, The Bardrs Song, E., 96)

Awake! awake O sleeper of the land of shadows, wake! expand!
I am in you and you in me, mutual in love divine:

(Jerusalem E., 145)

Removed from the context of the entire first Song, the stanza

from the Poetical Sketches does have an air of conventional imitation

of the Elizabethan lyric, although it has been shown that Blake did

more than this - drawing upon what he wanted to use and adding other

original ideas to fashion a neI^t voice of song. In fact, he put into

practice what writers of his age had called for:
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Nature brings all into the world, all originals. Ho\^/

comes it to pass we die Copies? That medclling ape
imitation ... snatcbes the pen and blots out nature's
mark of separation.5

In the Poetical Sketches Btake used a range of traditional

metres, but a less conventional grouping of stresses - bringing

together a series of accents to emphasise particular ideas or words.

Moreover, in the Mad Song., there are continually changing metrical

and rhythmical patterns congruent with the subject matter' and

some indication that Blake would use in the future an interplay

between ideal and acÈual rhythms. Blake is shown to have a new

concept of cadence, beyond that of his day. His "cadence" appears

as a unit of breath, or as a major statement complemented or

qualified by a succeeding minor cadence, and a very occasional

hint of parallelism of phrasing.

Blake, although in possession of Bysshe's book on poetry' had

moved against the syllalric preoccupation of his age, although many

of these Songs are regular enough in syllable count to be allied to

the hymn metres of his day. Rather than count syllabtes, Blake has

often positioned sylta-bles in the Songs of the Poetical Sketches so

that they create a particular texture in the verse, whether this be

a heavy air of melancholy or a very English monosyllabism.

Blake uses the pause as both interruption and as beat, and is

relativety careful and conventional in his punctuation. In these

Songs end-rhyme is used to delimit the verse, enjambment being

5 Edward Young,
pp. 42-3.

Coniecture on Original Composition (London: l-759) '
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exceptional in this early poetry and the few variations of true rhyme

are in the tradition of earlier poets or in the context of the

speech of the London in which he was living.

This careful consideration of sound is evidenÈ in the use Blake

makes of the range of sounds - the vowels and also the plosives, the

liquids and the continuants of the consonantal range. B1ake seems to

be experimenting with matching Èhe diction, in its poeticisms or

otherwise, r^/ith the subject of the verse and there is already the

element of personification that wiII be abundant in the later works.

Although Blake does not use the ar.l-ifical device of announcing

who is singing the Song, in most instçrnces this is evident from the

way in which the poet has structured the introductory lines:

How sweet I roamtd ...
My silks and, fine array,
I am clad in flowers fair;
f love the jocund dance

IrlI pore upon the stream

Song I
Song 2

Song 3

Song 4

Song 5

This oblique approach to the singer of the Song gives \^Iay, in

An Island in the Moon to the Cynic's introductory words Irll sing

you a song and Blake contínues to indicate' not only who will sing,

but the circumstances under which the song will be sung and any

argument occurring as preamble or arising from the verses sung.

Blake's songs, herer ârê obviously of the age in which he lived -

the pun on Handelrs lrlater Music and the harpsichord specifically -

but there is also an a\^rareness of the climate of debate as \^/ell as

the topical analogies picked up by critics of An rsland. Except

perhaps for Milton and for broad ideas about epic, Blake will not
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again be looking to poetic models of the past. If the personal, in

a way, was evident in the "I" of the early Songs, it is the more

obvious in the involvement of An Island in the Moon with Blake's

nation and age.

V'Ihat is also evident, and was not so in the Poetical Sketches l_s

Blake's sense of his audience - for he is showing his readers how he

perceives their society. Here are noÈ the conventional personifica-

tions of the Elizabethan models, but the parodies of the men of the

ê9ê, and of the men in Blake's life.

It is evident Èhat Blake is still experimenting with metre, f.or

there is a range of rhythms - from the jingte and nonsense syllab1es

in series to the septenary quatrains of the Lawgiver's song - and

again to the three poems that will, in a revised version, be put

into Songs of Innocence. The syIIabIe emerges as a phonemic unit of

its own in the strings of sounds, the idea of cadence is hardly

evident at all except as it will be carried over into the Nurse's

Song in the idea of expatiation of an initial statement, while Blake

extends the use of sound repetition to the prose passages as well as

the verse, but all more in Èhe order of repeated words, phrases or

Iines. In what has come to be known as the Roast Beef song, the

impression of English monosytlabism is partially there, but it is

heavily reinforced by the words associated with the mother country.

Blake, then, in An Island in the Moon has carried over the idea

of using the song, not in the same \^ray as the sister art of music,

not exactly as Elizabethan lyricists had done, but as a connecting

device in a work that could be seen as good theatre. Although slant
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rhyme had become the rule rather than the exception, there is evidence

that Bl-ake \^ras still happy to retain rhymes, to experiment with a

variety of metres, to bring the sytlable to the fore as an aural,

rather than a numerical, unit, and to give a slight acknowledgement

that "cadence" was being foreshad.owed for further consideration.

ülhen Bl-ake wrote the Sonqs of Innocence and of Experience, this

retention of the idea of a cadence repeating or supplementing an

original idea was just the d.evice he used to appeal to a new aud.ience -

the child; and this use of cad,ence Ì¡ras phrased in the prior discussion

as "expatiation". While drawing upon Èhe hymn for children and the

nursery rhyme, Blake dropped from this group of Songs any suggestion

of the jingle, of the moral verse or of formal poetic diction in

favour of the simple syntax and vocabulary implied by the words:

that all read , and expressed by the Piper as songs of happy chear,

although the voice of song would acquire a Bardic point of view in

Experience.

fn the Songs of Innocence and. of Experience, Blake not only

borrows the term song but uses the idea of a tune implicit in such,

creating a particularJ-y prosodic melody by repetition of vowels and

contrast of apposite consonants. It is on these internal echoic

effects rather Èhan a formal rhyme scheme that many of the songs

rely for their aural appeal, al-Èhough it must be acknowledged that

onJ-y a selection of all the Songs that Blake incorporated in

Innocence and in Experience have been discussed at this time.

These echoic effects (and not rhyme) are what Blake uses

entirely in the group of minor prophecies - the returning vovlel,

consonance, alliteration and repetition of syllable, word, phrase,
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and image. The Songs of Innocence and of Experience, An fsland in

the Moon and the Songs of the Poetical Sketches did each have a

respective sense of homogeneity - simple Songs for the child,

rollicking Songs of the world, Iyrical songs with an Elizabethan

flavour, but in the period of the minor prophecies Blake is

experimenting with a multitude of forms of song. Not only is there

variation in the length of a Song, but a difference of line length

within a work; lines may be listed as in a Song of Liberty t or grouped

for the first time into as¡rmmetrical paragraphs. A Song may be a

discrete work, or merely a fe\^r lines in a longer prophecy - and, none

could be said to be matched to an audience except in the broadest

possible terms i for example, as man needed to be called to the

strife of blood (Europe, Plate 14, 1.II, 8., 65) .

Mention should also be made of the first appearance of a

catalogue, an aural play upon proper names beyond the practice of

the persistent reversion to the long line, which increases the

possibility - and examples - of cadences of meaning, of the re-adoption

of the introduction to the singer of the song and of the evidence of

Blake's experimentation at this stage as shown by the NoÈebook

fragments.

It may be inferred that Blake was also experimenting during the

lengthy period in which The Four Z,oas, which was not taken to the

etched stage, is thought to have evolved, having its genesis in the

same years as the minor prophecies. Although there are some stanzaic

passages, Blake':s use of the septenary line dominates the entire

work.
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In The Four Zoas Blake is both looking back to the type of

declamatory voice heard in'A lrlar Song to Englishmen and forward j.n

the sense that some lines have been specifically Iikened to the

Miltonic model more evident again in Milton. lVhat is particularly

evid.ent in this account of Nine Nights is Blake's sense of contrasts

which can be made at many levels: on the level of metre, there is a

play of the rhythm of meaning against the ideal septenary line; on

the level of the cadence, Blake sets persistent sound echoes (as

the Hammer of Los may sound) against a run of pleasant cadencesr or

in a parallelism of cadence points up complementary or similar

thoughts; on the level of diction, Blake creates a sense of intro-

ductory passage, then the actual song - or allows the presentation

of startling imagery to intersperse a prosaic, narrative style.

Moreover, in the most pleasant stanza forms he will encapsulate the

most violent or cruel acÈion.

A ne\¡r approach altogether to the use of song occurs in Blakets

giving a number of d.ifferent song to the character Enitharmon or to

group of personae - for example, the Demons. B1ake also contrasts a

pair of songs - that of the Sons of Eden with that of the Females of

Amalek, but carries on, also, his former practice of the tiny song

set amid the prophetic choral tempest. Rhyme plays no part in B1ake's

"quarry", but some of the passages of song in The Four zoas are among

Èhe most lyrical of all Btake's in his use of careful sound patterning.

Surprisingly, Mitton does begin with a group of rhymed quatrains,

although the consideration of these as Blake's designating them song

cannot be applied. Tn fact Milton begins with a very long song indeed -

the Bard's Song - and here is a new approach to song in that in the
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multiple versions it consumes almost a third of the entire work. If

Bl-ake v/as concerned with who sang what in The Four Zoas here, in

Milton. he is definitely apportioning the bulk of song to a prophetic

figure - a tendency that will be repeated in Jerusalem. Moreover, as

in the Songs of Innocence and of Experience, a song within a Song

emerges, and of great moment is the fact that the Song of the Bard

has an effect. Blake may have sensed his audiences in his previous

works, but here he projects possibJ-e response to Song upon the recipient.

Some particular sound effects from the earlier prophetic works

are continued - the drum of a repeated consonant, the catalogue of

proper names made musical, the vowel echo displaced to achieve subtle

continuity, the slight alteration of rhythm to accentuate words of

significance, the sense of cadence of meaning or parallelist forms.

In the Songs of Spring there is the lyricism of the New Song of

VaIa of The Four Zoas¡ in mention of the Vintage song there is the

same sense of an apocalyptic event, and in the Chorus effect of the

Bard is the same rhetorical call to action that was heard in A Song

of Liberty.

This same effect of rhetoric in the Aristotelian sense of

"persuasion" is in evidence from the first Song in Jerusalem as the

song of the Saviour is introduced with imperatiVes. Once again,

Bl-ake gives a large portion of song to Èhe prophetic figure, in

the guise of Saviour, Lamb and Los.

In the Preface to Jerusalem, Blake speaks of three different

kinds of poetry, but in practice begins and end.s his work with song.

Critics have found much variation about the septenary line in

Jerusalem but the substratum of seven stresses is definite even
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with the more frequent extension of the syltabic count. In fact,

Blake is still "stretching" and "squashing" the line in a type of

isochronism as was spoken of in the Poetical Sketches - but in larger,

Ionger measure!

A part icular feature of Jerusalem is the number of different

kinds of cadence which can be found. If, in his other prophetic

works, Blake \¡/as evidently experimenting with metres, stanzaic form,

or single sounds, here he is concerned with grouping of words, and

repetition at all levels, moving very near to the concept of the

qraces of cadence and fairl- y far from the convention of song.

Ho\^rever, Blake still shows that he uses the syllable and its

position to create displaced sound echoes, and to indicate tone and

texture, or to relieve the heavy effect inherent in clumps of long

proper names.

The following matrix of Blakers developing sense of possible

aural effects that he could, and did, use in his poetic works will

highlight briefly the most notable features'"

MATRIX OF BI,AKEIS DEVELOPTNG INTEREST IN THE AURAL EFFECT OF HIS POETRY

Poetical Sketches Island Innocence,/Exper ience

Metre conventional-
iambic/trochaic
trimeter
tetrarneter
pentameter
IIad Song varied

conventional
septenaryr/
various. /
irregular

conventional
Èr ime t e rrl t e tr arne t e r

changes-
hymn metres
Eroehai;c/anapestic
Nursets Song (seen

by Damon as sep-
tenary

expatiation
foreshadow.ed

Cadence majorr/minor in
succession

expatiation
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Innocence/Experience

at line end
at internal rhyme

Poetical Sketches

as interruption
and as beat

IsIand
Pause varied

SylIa-ble interwoven
positioned. for

texture
often irregular

in number

as sound unit regular - as hymn
tunes

Rhyme very few false
rhymes

slant rhyme as
rule

half-rhyme frequent
deliberate idea
rhymes

Assonanta experimental
Consonantal
Echo

very frequent
(e.9. tto! )

used to create a
recurring tttunett
or melody

Diction ç
Vocabulary

poet.ic convention nonsense elementj
associated with
"Eng1and"

simple as for a child

Syntax stanzaic
sentences

varied simple

Punctuation careful emphatic open to critical
question

Form stanzaic lines and stanzas
irregular

stanzaic

Singer/
Audience

implied in
singerrs rrlrr

singer named r;"Nurse" in
tle

Pipe
ri

Designated?
to general un-

specified
audience

Society of Blake's child as audience
day as audience
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MATRIX OF BLAKEIS DEVELOPING INTEREST IN THE AURAL EFFECTS OF HIS POETRY

(CONTINUED)

Minor Prophecies The Four Zoas Milton Jerusalem

Metre septenary, buÈ
often varied
e.g. trimeter

septenary more
firmly adhered
to

septenary
except Pre-
face
quatrains

sept.enary
base

Cadence America lines
quoted as para-
lellism by
Roston

ParalleI
cadences

grouping by
sense

oratorical;
breath;
parallel;
inverted;
Iexical;
syntactic;
pictorial

Pause coincides with
cadence of
meaning

enjambment
disguises
pause on
occasion

oratorical
emphasis;

enjambment
obviating
end pause;

division by
thought

pause brings
phrases of
meaning

SyIIa-
bIe

repeated with-
in a longer
word;

musical ele-
ment in proper
names

Iess extra
unstressed
syIlables

not Miltonic
syllabism

as relief of
proper name
lists;

polysyllables
positioned
at line end;

syllabic en-
capsulation

Rhyme "Jerusalemt'
quatrains

Asson-
an|-aL/

Conson-
antal

Echo

phrasal com-
plement with
aural dupli-
cation

subordinated
to metrer/
cadence
experiments

musical pro-
gression;

line echo;
diphthongs e

consonants
in paraJ-Iel
descrip-
tions;

consonantal
drum-beat;

al-literation
displaced

vowels con-
gruent with
required
effecÈ;

d.isplacement
of identi-
cal phonemes
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often lyrical;
Saurat says
"Miltonict';

variable

Milton

lofty Mil-
tonic style
on occa-
sion;

imagery re-
peated
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Jerusalem

emphatic
shifts;

word repe-
tition

Minor Prophecies The Four Zoas

Diction colour contrasts;
& Voca- adjectives
bulary

Syntax interrupted
ttsongtt

enj ambment,
but straight-
forward

"BardIs Song"
as convo-i-
Iuted and.
obscure

two themes
interwoven;

sound. echoes
connect dis-
crete syn-
tax

Punctu- mostly medial
ation

Iess end-stops;
adequate medial

not accord-
ing to
grarnmar.
verse &

rhetoric as
has been
said of
Milton but
does d.ivide
Iine

Exclamation
marks, semi-
colon and
colon used
as t full t

stops in
medial
position

Form linear: A Song
of Liberty;

verse païa-
graphs

a few stanzas
& verse para-
graphs

Bardrs Song
has chorus
line;

verse para-
graphs

verse para-
graphs
except last
two lines

Singerr/
Audience

"Song of Los"
Fairy sings
Bard ceases

Singer named Singers named Singers named

Designa-
ted?

no specific
audience

Bardrs Song
to Milton f-51,c.;.Dei st5,

CL- t, e trans

In the voice of song, therefore, Blake moved to a consistent

use of the long septenary line; he has experimented with a variety

of traditional metres into which he, neverÈheless' poured his own

stress patterns; he drew upon the trad.ition not only of Elizabethan

lyric, but also of the hlrmn tune and the nursery rhlzme of syllabic
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echo and he often interspersed a particularly long line, as weII as,

less frequently, a short line.

These metres he formed into lines, into stanzas and into

verse paragraphs, increasingly using word grouping according to a

cadence of meaning - a cadence he emphasised not so much, in later

years, by punctuaÈion, but by creating the pause in keeping with

sense, rather than a stylized medial caesura.

Very early in his songs, Blake began to move away from the

syllabism of eighteenth century figures like Edward Bysshe, choosing

to use the syltable as a device of position to create an appropriate

texÈure to the work, or to relieve any sense of heaviness by a

music repetitiveness. Careful consideration of the effect of

vowels and consonants \^zas present in the Songs from the early

Poetical Sketches until the end of the Song of Jerusalem and Blake

often allied phrasal duplication with reinforcing echoic sounds

The poeticism of many of the very early Songs is maintained

as late as Milton, but the diction and Songs of the later prophecies

could be more easily described as the "dramatized voice". In this

Blake was looking to what the concept of song could contribute to

the art of poetry - not a mere search for musícal analogies as was

found in much of the writing of the day, but a search for a medium

which would, by the graces of cadence, fill the lack of a voice of

oratory felt in Blake's age.

As syntax had to become more convoluted in conjunction

with the longer line and the prophetic vision, so rhyme had. to drop

a\^/ay as a too obvious poetic convention.
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B1ake became increasingly aware of the importance of the

persona of the singer and the importance of the audience to whom he

sang the latter, seen as early as An Island in the Moon when the

Cynic sings to others in the same society, and as late as Jerusalem

when the figure of the Bardr/Saviour,/Builder sings to a series of

four audiences: Public, Jews, Deists, and Christians. In the case

of the singer, it is not without significance that although Blake,

throughout his lifetime, put Song into the mouth of the Elect, the

Redeemed the ReprobaÈe, he does move from the song of Quid the

Cynic to the song of the Piper and. Èhe voice of the Bard and then on

to the song of Los upon his Watch, as Los walks from Furnace to

Furnace beating the Haruner upon the hour. In similar visionary

movement, Blake moves from speaking of the age in which he lives to

writing of the age to come: Awaking into his Bosom in the Lífe of

Immortality (Jerusalem 99:4) .

Critics have often spoken in praise of Blake's early Songs,

but they have been less likely to acknowledge that he maintained an

almostunerring sense of the appropriateness of a voice of song to

his life's end, although it must be admitted that the later expression

of such may be more easily related to the first Èerm than the second:

In his earliest volume of verse, he sang as none had sung
for more than a century ...

His ear, when preoccupation with metaphysical crudities
did not dull it, \^/as susceptible to the subtlest metrical
effects.6

Blake's prophetic figure Los builds the Mundane Shell

(Jerusalem.42:78); Los builds GoJ-gonooza in London Jerusalem IO: 17 ,

53:18); and Los sings as he moves from Furnace to Furnace

6 Sloss and Vüallis edition , If, 103.

Jerusalem
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86:33). B1ake sings in the Poetical Sketches - and builds upon the

song of the young poet; Blake sings in The Songs of Innocence and of

Experience and goes on to sing A Song of Liberty - and Blake is every-

where the poet of London. Blake and Los and Milton combine in "A

Bard's prophetic Song" (Milton 2:22) - and the Last Vintage is at

hand. (Milton 24242) as the voice declares The End. of the Song of

,ferusalem.

And although the Song of Jerusalem is different from the

Songs of the Poetical Sket,ches and London in the broadside tradition

or that of song as a recurring measure, the voice is still designated

as song by Blake. Blake's early voice of song sings pleasantly -

with subtle hints at powerful undercurrents; Blake's ultimate voice

of song sings powerfully with subtle hints that this is the pleasant

song of the Bard - which will move men. Blake took unto himself the

events of his age, the effects on the ear, Èhe influences of his

environment and became himself the Voice of Song in his day.

Blake is like music. Musical instruments with the same
vibrations are ... capable of respond.ing to one
another: a note sounded on one will calL forth a
spontaneous response from another tuned to the same
pitch. The poetry of Blake is analagous. The reader
must be in tune: in tune to some extent with Blake,
but still more in tune with himself. He must be
imaginatively awake, intellectually keen and frankly
whole-hearted . . . V'Ie must not expect to find the music
on any kind of annotated progranrme ... üIe must continue
to be harmonious, patient, susceptible, responsive;
for Blake's poetry is a spiritual harmony.T

Ho\^rever, as this thesis has shown, Blake was also a clever

technician for the work of WiIIiam Blake appeals not only to the eye,

to the inward vision, to the allusive mind, but also to the ear.

Blake had a developing sense of the aural effect of his poetry, and

showed that in poetry, as in the sister art of music, aII may raise

a voice of song.

An introduction to the study of Blake (London:7 Max Plowman,
Dent, L927), p. vr_r_r_-r_x.
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